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Preface
The Real Utopias Project
Erik Olin Wright

“Real Utopia” seems like a contradiction in terms. Utopias are fantasies, morally inspired designs for social life unconstrained by realistic
considerations of human psychology and social feasibility. Realists
eschew such fantasies. What is needed are hard-nosed proposals for
pragmatically improving our institutions. Instead of indulging in
utopian dreams we must accommodate to practical realities.
The Real Utopias Project embraces this tension between dreams and
practice. It is founded on the belief that what is pragmatically possible
is not fixed independently of our imaginations, but is itself shaped by
our visions. Self-fulfilling prophecies are powerful forces in history, and
while it may be Pollyanna-ish to say “where there is a will there is a
way,” it is certainly true that without “will” many “ways” become
impossible. Nurturing clear-sighted understandings of what it would
take to create social institutions free of oppression is part of creating a
political will for radical social changes to reduce oppression. A vital
belief in a utopian destination may be necessary to motivate people to
leave on the journey from the status quo in the first place, even though
the actual destination may fall short of the utopian ideal. Yet, vague
utopian fantasies may lead us astray, encouraging us to embark on trips
that have no real destinations at all, or worse still, which lead us over
some unforeseen abyss. Along with “where there is a will there is a
way,” the human struggle for emancipation confronts “the road to hell
is paved with good intentions.” What we need, then, are “real
utopias”: utopian ideals that are grounded in the real potentials of
humanity, utopian destinations that have pragmatically accessible
waystations, utopian designs of institutions that can inform our practical tasks of muddling through in a world of imperfect conditions for
social change. These are the goals of the Real Utopias Project.
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The Real Utopias Project is an attempt at sustaining and deepening
serious discussion of radical alternatives to existing institutions. The
objective is to focus on specific proposals for the fundamental redesign
of basic social institutions rather than on either vague, abstract formulations of grand designs, or on small reforms of existing practices. In
practical terms, the Real Utopias Project consists of a series of workshop conferences, each revolving around a manuscript that lays out the
basic outlines of a radical institutional proposal. The essays presented
at these conferences are then revised for the books in the Real Utopias
Project.
The conference which was the basis for this volume in the Real
Utopias Project was held at the University of Wisconsin in Madison,
Wisconsin in January 2000. For that conference four people who had
done research on empirical cases of innovative forms of participatory
democracy in different parts of the world were asked to write papers in
which they analyzed their cases in terms an earlier version of the model
of empowered participatory governance which appears in revised form
as chapter 1 in this book. Other participants at the conference then
commented on these cases and on the ideas in the general model.
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PART I

Introduction

1

Thinking about
Empowered Participatory Governance*
Archon Fung and Erik Olin Wright**

As the tasks of the state have become more complex and the size of
polities larger and more heterogeneous, the institutional forms of
liberal democracy developed in the nineteenth century – representative
democracy plus techno-bureaucratic administration – seem increasingly ill suited to the novel problems we face in the twenty-first century.
“Democracy” as a way of organizing the state has come to be narrowly
identified with territorially based competitive elections of political
leadership for legislative and executive offices. Yet, increasingly, this
mechanism of political representation seems ineffective in accomplishing the central ideals of democratic politics: facilitating active political
involvement of the citizenry, forging political consensus through
dialogue, devising and implementing public policies that ground a productive economy and healthy society, and, in more radical egalitarian
versions of the democratic ideal, assuring that all citizens benefit from
the nation’s wealth.
The Right of the political spectrum has taken advantage of this
apparent decline in the effectiveness of democratic institutions to escalate its attack on the very idea of the affirmative state. The only way the
state can play a competent and constructive role, the Right typically
argues, is to dramatically reduce the scope and depth of its activities. In
addition to the traditional moral opposition of libertarians to the
activist state on the grounds that it infringes on property rights and
individual autonomy, it is now widely argued that the affirmative state
has simply become too costly and inefficient. The benefits supposedly
provided by the state are myths; the costs – both in terms of the
resources directly absorbed by the state and of indirect negative effects
on economic growth and efficiency – are real and increasing. Rather
than seeking to deepen the democratic character of politics in response
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to these concerns, the thrust of much political energy in the developed
industrial democracies in recent years has been to reduce the role of
politics altogether. Deregulation, privatization, reduction of social services, and curtailments of state spending have been the watchwords,
rather than participation, greater responsiveness, more creative and
effective forms of democratic state intervention. As the slogan goes:
“The state is the problem, not the solution.”
In the past, the political Left in capitalist democracies vigorously
defended the affirmative state against these kinds of argument. In its
most radical form, revolutionary socialists argued that public ownership of the principal means of production combined with centralized
state planning offered the best hope for a just, humane, and egalitarian
society. But even those on the Left who rejected revolutionary visions
of ruptures with capitalism insisted that an activist state was essential
to counteract a host of negative effects generated by the dynamics of
capitalist economies – poverty, unemployment, increasing inequality,
under-provision of public goods like training and public health. In the
absence of such state interventions, the capitalist market becomes a
“Satanic mill,” in Karl Polanyi’s metaphor, that erodes the social foundations of its own existence.1 These defenses of the affirmative state
have become noticeably weaker in recent years, both in their rhetorical
force and in their practical political capacity to mobilize. Although the
Left has not come to accept unregulated markets and a minimal state as
morally desirable or economically efficient, it is much less certain that
the institutions it defended in the past can achieve social justice and
economic well-being in the present.
Perhaps this erosion of democratic vitality is an inevitable result of
complexity and size. Perhaps we should expect no more than limited
popular constraint on the activities of government through regular,
weakly competitive elections. Perhaps the era of the “affirmative
democratic state” – the state which plays a creative and active role in
solving problems in response to popular demands – is over, and a
retreat to privatism and political passivity is the unavoidable price of
“progress.” But perhaps the problem has more to do with the specific
design of our institutions than with the tasks they face as such. If so,
then a fundamental challenge for the Left is to develop transformative
democratic strategies that can advance our traditional values – egalitarian social justice, individual liberty combined with popular control
over collective decisions, community and solidarity, and the flourishing
of individuals in ways which enable them to realize their potentials.
This volume explores a range of empirical responses to this
challenge. They constitute real-world experiments in the redesign of
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democratic institutions, innovations that elicit the energy and influence
of ordinary people, often drawn from the lowest strata of society, in the
solution of problems that plague them. Below, we briefly introduce
four such experiments:
•

•

•

•

Neighborhood governance councils in Chicago address the fears
and hopes of inner-city Chicago residents by turning urban bureaucracy on its head and devolving substantial power over policing
and public schools.
Habitat conservation planning under the U.S. Endangered Species
Act empowers stakeholders to develop governance arrangements
that will satisfy the double imperatives of human development and
the protection of endangered species.
The participatory budget of Porto Alegre, Brazil enables residents
of that city to participate directly in forging the city budget and
thus use public monies previously diverted to patronage payoffs to
secure common goods such as street paving and water services.
Panchayat reforms in West Bengal and Kerala, India have created
both direct and representative democratic channels that devolve
substantial administrative and fiscal development power to individual villages.

Though these four reforms differ dramatically in the details of their
design, issue areas, and scope, they all aspire to deepen the ways in
which ordinary people can effectively participate in and influence policies which directly affect their lives. From their common features, we
call this reform family Empowered Participatory Governance (EPG).
They are participatory because they rely upon the commitment and
capacities of ordinary people to make sensible decisions through
reasoned deliberation and empowered because they attempt to tie
action to discussion.
The exploration of empowered participation as a progressive institutional reform strategy advances the conceptual and empirical understanding of democratic practice. Conceptually, EPG presses the values
of participation, deliberation, and empowerment to the apparent limits
of prudence and feasibility. Taking participatory democracy seriously
in this way throws both its vulnerabilities and advantages into sharp
relief. We also hope that injecting empirically centered examination
into current debates about deliberative democracy will paradoxically
expand the imaginative horizons of that discussion at the same time
that it injects a bit of realism. Much of that work has been quite conceptually focussed, and so has failed to detail or evaluate institutional
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designs to advance these values. By contrast, large and medium scale
reforms like those mentioned above offer an array of real alternative
political and administrative designs for deepening democracy. As we
shall see, many of these ambitious designs are not just workable, but
may surpass conventional democratic institutional forms on the quite
practical aims of enhancing the responsiveness and effectiveness of the
state while at the same time making it more fair, participatory, deliberative, and accountable. These benefits, however, may be offset by costs
such as their alleged dependence on fragile political and cultural conditions, tendencies to compound background social and economic
inequalities, and weak protection of minority interests.
We begin by briefly sketching four reform experiments.2 Each of
these will be examined extensively in the chapters that follow. We then
lay out an abstract model of Empowered Participatory Governance
that distills the distinctive features of these experiments into three
central principles and three institutional design features. The next
section explains why, in principle, such arrangements will generate a
range of desirable social effects. We conclude this introduction with an
agenda of questions to interrogate cases of actually existing EPG.

I Four Experiments in Empowered Participatory
Governance
These institutional reforms vary widely in many dimensions, and none
perfectly realizes the democratic values of citizen participation, deliberation, and empowerment. In its own way and quite imperfectly,
however, each strives to advance these values and to an extent succeeds.
These cases can be usefully grouped into two general categories:
first, reforms that primarily address failures of specific administrative
and regulatory agencies and, second, reforms that attempt to restructure democratic decision-making more generally. Two of the cases fall
under the first rubric. They attempt to remedy failures of state agencies
by deploying participation and deliberation as tools to enhance effectiveness. One consists of functionally specific administrative reforms
geared to improving the performance of the police and public education systems in the city of Chicago. The second attempts to balance
human development and the protection of endangered species through
stakeholder governance under reforms to the U.S. Endangered Species
Act. The other two cases concern more broadly scoped reforms in
which left-wing political parties have captured state power and
employed EPG forms to advance their social justice agenda. These are
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aimed explicitly at the problems of inequality and lack of democratic
accountability. Participation and devolution are instruments toward
those ends. One of these is an urban budgeting experiment in the city
of Porto Alegre, Brazil. In the other, a left-wing party in the Indian
state of Kerala created popular, participatory municipal governance
bodies to supplant many of the functions performed by centralized
administration.
I.1 Functionally Specific Neighborhood Councils in Chicago, USA
Our first experiment concerns public education and policing in a city
characterized by great poverty and inequality: Chicago, Illinois, whose
2.5 million residents make it the third largest city in the United States.
In the late 1980s, the Chicago Public School system suffered attacks
from all sides – parents, community members, and area businessmen
charged that the centralized school bureaucracy was failing to educate
the city’s children on a massive scale. These individuals and groups
formed a small but vocal social movement that managed to turn the
top-heavy, hierarchical school system on its head. In 1988, the Illinois
legislature passed a law that decentralized and opened the governance
of Chicago schools to direct forms of neighborhood participation.3 The
reform law shifted power and control from a centralized city-wide
headquarters to the individual schools themselves. For each of some
560 elementary (grades K–8) and high (grades 9–12) schools, the law
established a Local School Council (LSC). Each council is composed of
six parents, two community members, two teachers, and the principal
of the school, and its members (other than the principal) are elected
every two years. The councils of high schools add to these eleven
members one non-voting student representative. These councils are
empowered, and required by law, to select principals, write principal
performance contracts that they monitor and review every three years,
develop annual School Improvement Plans that address staff, program,
and infrastructure issues, monitor the implementation of those plans,
and approve school budgets. Councils typically meet monthly during
the school year, and less frequently in the summer. This reform created
the most formally directly democratic system of school governance in
the United States. Every year, more than five thousand parents, neighborhood residents, and school teachers are elected to run their schools.
By a wide margin, the majority of elected Illinois public officials who
are minorities serve on these councils.
Despite initial exuberance, the weaknesses of their decentralization
soon became apparent. While many schools flourished through their
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new powers, other foundered from lack of capacity, knowledge, internal conflict, or bad luck. New regulations and departments within the
Chicago Public Schools were refashioned to address these problems.
For example, 1995 legislation required each local school council
member to undergo three days of training, on topics such as budgeting,
school improvement planning, principal selection, group process, and
council responsibilities. The same law also created accountability provisions to identify the worst-performing schools in the city. These
schools receive additional management supervision, resources, and, in
some cases, disciplinary intervention.
The Chicago Police Department restructured itself in the mid 1990s
along deeply decentralized and democratic lines that resemble (but
were conceived and implemented quite independently from) that city’s
school reform. In response to the perception that conventional policing
practices had proved largely ineffective in stemming the rise of crime or
in maintaining safety in many Chicago neighborhoods, the Mayor’s
office, community organizations, and officials inside the police department began to explore “community policing” ideas in 1993. By 1995,
reformers from these groups had implemented a wide-ranging
program, called the Chicago Alternative Policing Strategy, that shifted
the burden of maintaining public safety from police professionals to
hundreds of neighborhood-level partnerships between police and
neighborhood residents.
This program divides the city into some 280 neighborhood “beats”;
beats are the administrative atoms of policing. It opens public safety
operations in each of these beats to the observation, participation, and
direction of neighborhood residents. Interested residents and police
officers serving the area attend “community beat meetings” held
monthly in each beat. The strategy also redefines the “how” of policing.
In these meetings, residents and police discuss the neighborhood’s
public safety problems in order to establish, through deliberation,
which problems should be counted as priorities that merit the concentrated attention of police and residents. They then develop strategies to
address these problems. Often, responsibilities are divided between
police (e.g. obtaining and executing search warrants) and residents
(e.g. meeting with landlords to discuss building dilapidation). At successive meetings, participants assess the quality of implementation and
effectiveness of their strategies, revise them if necessary, and raise new
priorities.
As with the school reform experiment, the police department has
joined with other public agencies and non-profit organizations to
support and manage these decentralized problem solving efforts on a
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city-wide basis. In the areas of citizen capacity and community mobilization, the city has hired community organizers and trainers to rove
throughout the neighborhoods to teach group problem-solving skills.
The strategies and plans developed in community beat meetings have
been incorporated into ordinary reporting, evaluation, and management routines.
I.2 Habitat Conservation Planning Under the U.S. Endangered
Species Act
The next experiment moves away from the reconstruction of municipal
government to the problem of species preservation. For most of the
time since its establishment in 1973, the U.S. Endangered Species Act
has been the antithesis of participatory action. Section 9 of that Act
prohibits the “taking” – killing or injuring – of any wildlife listed as an
endangered species through either direct means or indirect action such
as modification of its habitat. In practice, this often imposed a strict bar
on any development or resource extraction activities in or near the
habitats of endangered species. This law had two main defects.4 First, it
stopped productive development projects that may have had marginal
impact on the ultimate viability of endangered species. Because the law
protects only those species that receive administrative recognition,5 it
created a listing process that frequently amounted to a high stakes
political battle between developers and conservationists. As a result,
too few species receive protection and some are nearly decimated by
the time they do qualify.
In 1982, Congress created an option to escape these deep deadlocks
called an “incidental take permit.” Under this provision, an applicant
can obtain a waiver from strict enforcement by producing a “Habitat
Conservation Plan” (HCP) that allows human activity in the habitat of
an endangered species so long as “take” occurs only incidentally, the
plan includes measures to mitigate take, and the human activity does
not impair the chances of the species’ survival and recovery. For a
decade, however, this relief option was little used because permitting
procedures were unclear and plan production costs high. Only fourteen
HCPs were produced between 1982 and 1992. Since 1993, however,
these plans and their associated permits have proliferated. By April
2002, 379 plans covering tens of millions of acres had been approved
and dozens more were in various stages of development. This explosion
in HCP activity grew out of an effort by Interior Secretary Bruce
Babbitt and several associates to use incidental take permit provision to
avoid the lose–lose outcomes generated by strict application of the
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Endangered Species Act’s ninth section. Under the new process, developers, environmentalists, and other stakeholders could potentially
work together to construct large-scale habitat conservation plans.
The most advanced HCPs have served this ambition by incorporating
significant elements of the design of EPG. For example, large acreage,
multi-species conservation plans in Southern California were developed
by stakeholder committees that include officials from local, state, and
national environmental agencies, developers, environmental activists,
and community organizations. Through deliberative processes, these
stakeholders have developed sophisticated management plans that set
out explicit numerical goals, measures to achieve those goals, monitoring regimes that assess plan effectiveness through time, and adaptive
management provisions to incorporate new scientific information and
respond to unforeseen events.
Beyond devolving responsibility and power for endangered species
protection to local stakeholders, recent improvements to the national
habitat conservation plan regime approved by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service attempt to create learning and accountability devices
to mitigate the defects of excessive localism.6 It has been widely recognized that high-quality HCPs possess common features such as
quantitative biological goals, adaptive management plans, and careful
monitoring regimes. Yet a study7 of more than two hundred plans
revealed that less than half of all plans incorporate these basic features.
Its programs are participatory because they rely upon the commitment
and capacities of ordinary people to make sensible decisions through
reasoned deliberation and empowered because they tie discussion to
action. To make habitat conservation plan provisions and performance
a matter of transparent public accountability and enable stakeholders
of different HCPs to assess and learn from each other, this same Fish
and Wildlife Service guidance attempts to establish an HCP information infrastructure that tracks the details of HCP permits as well as the
performance of plans.
I.3 Participatory City Budgeting in Porto Alegre, Brazil
Porto Alegre is the capital of the state of Rio Grande do Sul in Brazil
and home to some 1.3 million inhabitants. Like many other local and
national states in Latin America, a clientelistic government has ruled
the city in recent decades through the time-tested machinery of political
patronage. This system allocated public funds not according to public
needs, but rather in order to mobilize support for political personages.
As a result, “the budget becomes a fiction, shocking evidence of the
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discrepancy between the formal institutional framework and the actual
state practices.”8 Under similar arrangements elsewhere in Brazil,
investigators revealed that this patronage-based “irregular allocation
of social expenditures amounted to 64 percent of the total [budget].”9
In 1988, a left coalition led by the Workers’ Party, or Partido dos
Trabalhadores (PT), gained control of municipal government and continued to win successive elections in 1992 and 1996. Their most
substantial reform measure, called “Participatory Budgeting” (PB),
attempts to transform clientelistic, vote-for-money budgeting arrangements into a publicly accountable, bottom-up, deliberative system
driven by expressed needs of city residents. This multi-tiered interest
articulation and administrative arrangement begins with the sixteen
administrative regions that compose the city. Within each region, a
Regional Plenary Assembly meets twice per year to settle budgetary
issues. City executives, administrators, representatives of community
entities such as neighborhood associations, youth and health clubs,
and any interested inhabitant of the city attends these assemblies, but
only residents of the region can vote in them. They are jointly coordinated by members of municipal government and by community
delegates.
At the first of these annual plenary meetings, held in March, a report
reviewing and discussing the implementation of the prior year’s budget
is presented by representatives of the city government. Delegates are
also elected from those attending the assembly in meetings conducted
over the following three months to work out the region’s spending priorities. These delegate meetings are held in neighborhoods throughout
the region. Participants consider a wide range of possible projects
which the city might fund in the region, including issues such as transportation, sewage, land regulation, day care centers, and health care.
At the end of three months, these delegates report back to the second
regional plenary assembly with a set of regional budget proposals.
At this second plenary, proposals are ratified and two delegates and
substitutes are elected to represent the region in a city-wide body called
the Participatory Budgeting Council which meets over the following
five months to formulate a city-wide budget from these regional
agendas.
The city-level budget council is composed of two elected delegates
from each of the regional assemblies, two elected delegates from each of
five “thematic plenaries” representing the city as a whole, a delegate
from the municipal workers’ union, one from the union of neighborhood associations, and two delegates from central municipal agencies.
The group meets intensively, at least once per week from July to
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September, to discuss and establish a municipal budget that conforms
to priorities established at the regional level while still coordinating
spending for the city as a whole. Since citizen representatives are in
most cases non-professionals, city agencies offer courses and seminars
on budgeting for council delegates as well as for interested participants
from the regional assemblies. On September 30 of each year, the
Council submits a proposed budget to the Mayor, who can either
accept the budget or, through veto, remand it back to the Council for
revision. The budget council responds by either amending the budget or
by overriding the veto through a super-majoritian vote of two-thirds.
City officials estimate that some hundred thousand people, or 8 percent
of the adult population, participated in the 1996 round of regional
assemblies and intermediate meetings.
I.4 Democratic Decentralization in India: West Bengal and Kerala
Like the participatory budgeting reforms in Porto Alegre, left-wing
parties revitalized substantive local governance in West Bengal10 and
Kerala, India as central parts of their political program. Though Indian
states have enjoyed many formal arrangements for local self-government since independence, these institutions have been doubly
constrained. Externally, larger state bureaucracies enjoyed the lion’s
share of financing and formal authority over most areas of administration and development over this period. Internally, traditional elites
used social and economic power to dominate formally democratic
local structures. Until 1957, the franchise was restricted on status
grounds.11 But even after universal suffrage, traditional leaders
managed to control these bodies and their resources. Corruption was
rampant, many locally administered services were simply not performed, and development resources were squandered.
In a number of Indian states, significant reforms have addressed
these problems of local governance by deepening their democratic
character. The earliest of these began in the late 1970s in the state of
West Bengal.12 The Left Front Government, which took power there in
1977 and has enjoyed a growing base of support ever since, saw the
Panchayat village governance system as an opportunity for popular
mobilization and empowerment.13 In addition to instituting one of the
most radical programs of land reform in India in order to break the
hold of traditional power at the village level, the Left Front Government has, in several distinct stages from 1977 to the present,
transformed the Bengali panchayats to increase opportunities for
members of disadvantaged classes to wield public power.
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The first important step in panchayat empowerment came in 1988,
when the state government shifted responsibility for implementing
many development programs from state ministries directly to panchayats. Simultaneous with this expansion in function, their budgets more
than doubled to approximately two million rupees per panchayat.
Then, in 1993, a series of Constitutional and state statutory amendments dramatically enhanced the potential for further expansion of
panchayat democracy. Three changes were particularly important.
First, these reforms increased the financing capacity of the lowest-level
panchayat authorities – the gram panchayats – by imposing a revenuesharing scheme with the districts and gave the gram panchayats their
own taxing power. Second, these measures stipulated that one-third of
the seats in panchayat assemblies and leadership positions would be
occupied by women and that lower-caste – Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribe (SC/ST) – persons would occupy leadership positions in all
of these bodies in proportion to their population in the district. Finally,
and most importantly for our purposes, the 1993 reforms established
two kinds of directly deliberative body, called gram sabhas, to increase
the popular accountability of gram panchayat representatives. The
gram sabha consists of all of the persons within a gram panchayat area
(typically around ten thousand) and meets once per year in the month
of December. At this meeting, elected gram panchayat representatives
review the proposed budget for the following year and review the
accomplishment (or lack thereof) of the previous year’s budget and
action items. Similar meetings occur twice a year at an even more disaggregated level of panchayat governance.
Officials in the southwestern state of Kerala watched these democratic developments closely and then embarked on a bold initiative to
adopt and extend them in their own state in 1996. There, the ruling
Communist Party of India/Marxist (CPM) pursued a devolutionary
program of village-level participatory planning as a strategy to both
shore up its waning electoral base and enhance administrative effectiveness. Under the program, some 40 percent of the state’s public
budget would be taken from traditionally powerful line departments in
the bureaucracy and devolved to some nine hundred individual panchayat village planning councils.14 In order to spend these monies,
however, each village was required to produce a detailed development
plan that specified assessments of need, development reports, specific
projects, supplemental financing, arrangements for deciding and documenting plan beneficiaries, and monitoring arrangements. These plans,
in principle, are then approved or rejected by direct vote in popular
village assemblies. In addition to these procedural requirements, there
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are some categorical limitations: some 40–50 percent of each panchayat’s funds were to be invested in economic development, while 40
percent was earmarked for social spending including slum improvement, a maximum of 30 percent could be spent on roads, and 10
percent of funds were to be targeted to programs for women. Outside
of these general requirements, village planning bodies were left to their
own devices.
A large-scale political and administrative mobilization effort has
been organized to support this basic reform of devolution-for-accountability.15 One component of this effort has been to build village
capacity to conduct rural assessments and formulate development
plans. In 1997–98, some three hundred thousand participants attended
these training “development seminars” where they learned basic selfgovernance skills. Actual planning processes have involved more than
a hundred thousand volunteers to develop village projects and more
than twenty-five thousand to combine these projects into village-level
plans. This sheer increase in village planning and project formulation
far outstripped the central state government’s ability to assess the
quality of the plans or reject poor ones, much less provide feedback to
improve them. To augment official capacities, some five thousand volunteers, many of them retired professionals, were enlisted into
“Voluntary Technical Corps” that reviewed projects and plans.
Given the newness of the reform, its scale, and the paucity of
resources available to evaluate it, it is unsurprising that we have only
limited knowledge of its outcomes. In terms of both participatory
process and technical effectiveness, progress thus far has been promising but incomplete. While some villages produced what appear to be
thoughtful plans with high levels of direct popular participation, many
others failed to produce any plans at all. Of those plans that were submitted, many were poorly integrated and had poor credit and financing
schemes, and the projects within them were sometimes ill-conceived or
simply mimicked bureaucratic boilerplate. On the dimensions of
democratic process, participation in existing village governance structures increased dramatically after the 1996 reform, but still only
amounts to some 10 percent of the population. More optimistically,
village-level empowerment has spawned the creation of grassroots
neighborhood groups in hundreds of villages. Similar to the dynamic in
Porto Alegre’s participatory budgeting program, these groups articulate very local needs and interests to village bodies.
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II The Principles and Institutional Design of
Empowered Participatory Governance
Though each of these experiments differs from the others in its ambition, scope, and concrete aims, they all share surprising similarities in
their motivating principles and institutional design features. They may
have enough in common to warrant describing them as instances of a
novel, but broadly applicable, model of deliberative democratic practice that can be expanded both horizontally – into other policy areas
and other regions – and vertically – into higher and lower levels of institutional and social life. We assert that they do, and name that model
Empowered Participatory Governance (EPG).
EPG attempts to advance three currents in social science and democratic theory. First, it takes many of its normative commitments from
analyses of practices and values of communication, public justification,
and deliberation.16 It extends the application of deliberation from
abstract questions over value conflicts and principles of justice to very
concrete matters such as street paving, school improvement, and
habitat management. It also locates deliberation empirically, in specific
organizations and practices, in order to marshal social experience to
deepen understanding of practical deliberation and explore strategies
to improve its quality. The recent body of work on civic engagement
and secondary associations offers a second point of departure for
EPG.17 This family of scholarship attempts to understand, and by doing
so demonstrate, the importance of civic life and non-governmental
organizations to vigorous democracy. EPG builds upon this insight by
exploring whether the reorganization of formal state institutions can
stimulate democratic engagement in civil society, and so form a virtuous circle of reciprocal reinforcement. Finally, EPG is part of a broader
collaboration to discover and imagine democratic institutions that are
at once more participatory and effective than the familiar configuration
of political representation and bureaucratic administration.18 EPG
adds considerable understanding of the institutions, practices, and
effects of citizen participation to that investigation.
We thus begin, tentatively and abstractly, to sketch EPG by laying
out three general principles that are fundamental to all these experiments: (1) a focus on specific, tangible problems, (2) involvement of
ordinary people affected by these problems and officials close to them,
and (3) the deliberative development of solutions to these problems. In
the reform contexts examined here, three institutional design features
seem to stabilize and deepen the practice of these basic principles: (1)
the devolution of public decision authority to empowered local units,
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(2) the creation of formal linkages of responsibility, resource distribution, and communication that connect these units to each other and to
superordinate, centralized authorities, (3) the use and generation of
new state institutions to support and guide these decentered problemsolving efforts. Finally, we discuss some crucial background conditions
necessary for these institutional designs to contribute to the realization
of democratic values.
II.1 Three Principles of Empowered Participatory Governance
II.1.1 First Principle: Practical Orientation
The first distinctive characteristic of the cases above is that they all
develop governance structures geared to quite concrete concerns.
These experiments, though often linked to social movements and political parties, differ from both in that they focus on practical problems
such as providing public safety, training workers, caring for habitats,
or constructing sensible municipal budgets. If these experiments make
headway on these issues, then they offer a potential retort to widespread doubts about the efficacy of state action. More importantly,
they would deliver goods to sectors of society that are often most grievously denied them. This practical focus also creates situations in which
actors accustomed to competing with one another for power or
resources might begin to cooperate and build more congenial relations.
Conversely, it may also distract agents from more important, broader
conflicts (e.g. redistributive taxation or property rights) by concentrating their attention on a constrained set of relatively narrow issues.
II.1.2 Second Principle: Bottom-Up Participation
All of the reforms mentioned establish new channels for those most
directly affected by targeted problems – typically ordinary citizens and
officials in the field – to apply their knowledge, intelligence, and interest
to the formulation of solutions. We offer two general justifications for
this turn away from the commitment that complex technical problems
are best solved by experts trained to the task. First, effective solutions to
certain kinds of novel and fluid public problem may require the variety
of experience and knowledge offered more by diverse, relatively more
open minded, citizens and field operatives, than by distant and narrowly trained experts. In Chicago school governance and policing, for
example, we will see that bottom-up neighborhood councils invented
effective solutions that police officials acting autonomously would
never have developed. Second, direct participation of grassroots operators increases accountability and reduces the length of the chain of
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agency that accompanies political parties and their bureaucratic apparatus. In developing areas like Porto Alegre, Brazil and Kerala, India,
one of the main accomplishments of enlarged participation has been to
plug fiscal leaks from patronage payoffs and loosen the grip of traditional political elites.
This is not to say that technical experts are irrelevant to empowered
participatory governance. Experts do play important roles in decisionmaking, but do not enjoy exclusive power to make important
decisions. Their task, in different ways in the various cases, is to facilitate popular deliberative decision-making and to leverage synergies
between professional and citizen insights rather than to pre-empt
popular input. Whether these gains from participation outweigh the
potential costs of reduced expert power is an empirical matter that
other contributions to this volume treat extensively.
II.1.3 Third Principle: Deliberative Solution Generation
Deliberation is the third distinctive value of empowered participatory
governance. In deliberative decision-making, participants listen to each
other’s positions and generate group choices after due consideration.19
In contemplating and arguing for what the group should do, participants ought to persuade one another by offering reasons that others
can accept. Such reasons might take forms like: we should do X
because it is the “right thing to do,” “it is the fair way to go forward,”
“we did Y last time and it didn’t work,” or “it is the best thing for the
group as a whole.” This ideal does not require participants to be altruistic or to converge upon a consensus of value, strategy, or perspective.
Real-world deliberations are often characterized by heated conflict,
winners, and losers. The important feature of genuine deliberation is
that participants find reasons that they can accept in collective actions,
not necessarily ones that they completely endorse or find maximally
advantageous.
A deliberative decision process such as the formulation of school
improvement plans in Chicago or village plans in Kerala might proceed
first with the construction of an agenda: parties offer proposals about
what the group’s priorities should be. They might then justify these
proposals in terms of their capacity to advance common interests (e.g.
building an effective school) or deliver social justice under severe
resource constraints (e.g. beneficiary selection in rural development
projects). After a full vetting of various proposals and the considerations backing them, participants might then, if remaining disputes
made it necessary, vote to select a group choice. In casting an authentic
deliberative ballot, however, each participant does not vote for the
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option that best advances his own self-interest, but rather for the
choice that seems most reasonable. Choices will be fair if groups adopt
reasonable proposals rather than those that garner the greatest selfinterested support or political influence. Similarly, participants then
reason about the strategies that will best advance that group agenda
and should adopt that set which seems prospectively most promising.
These results, of course, depend upon participants following the procedures and norms of deliberation. The extent to which they do so
depends upon both individual motives and institutional parameters.
One danger of participatory and discussion-based decision-making
is that some participants will use their power to manipulate and
enhance positions motivated by particularistic interests. To qualify as
deliberative decision processes, however, earnest arguments and justifications must constitute the central kind of reasoning through which
problem-solving actually takes place. While it may sometimes be difficult for a casual outside observer to distinguish between genuine
deliberation and disingenuous posturing, the difference is nevertheless
fundamental and generally apparent to participants.
While empowered participatory governance shares this focus on
persuasion and reason-giving with all accounts of deliberation, its
practical focus departs from many treatments that depict discourse as
the proffering of reasons to advance pre-given principles, proposals,
values, or policies. In these experiments, deliberation almost always
involves continuous joint planning, problem-solving, and strategizing.
Participants in EPG usually enter these discursive arenas to formulate
together such means and ends. They participate not exclusively to press
pre-formed agendas or visions, but rather they expect that strategies
and solutions will be articulated and forged through deliberation and
planning with the other participants. Though they often have little in
common, indeed often have histories of animosity, participants in these
settings are united in their ignorance of how best to improve the
general situation that brings them together. In the village planning
efforts of Kerala or habitat conservation planning, for example, initial
steps of decision often involve assaying existing circumstances. It is no
surprise that participants often form or transform their preferences and
opinions in light of that undertaking. If they entered such processes
confident in a particular course of action, some other strategy (such as
management decree or partisan attempts to ascend to the commanding
heights) might be more attractive than deliberative engagement.20
Empowered participatory decision-making can be contrasted with
three more familiar methods of social choice: command and control
by experts, aggregative voting, and strategic negotiation. In the first
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familiar mode, power is vested in managers, bureaucrats, or other specialists entrusted to advance the public’s interest and presumed to be
capable of doing so by dint of their training, knowledge, and normative
commitments. While such experts may engage in deliberative practices
among themselves, their discussions are insulated from popular participation. By contrast, in empowered participatory governance, experts
and bureaucrats are engaged in deliberation directly with citizens.
Aggregation is a second familiar method of social decision-making in
which a group’s choice results from combining the preferences of the
individual participants that make it up. Voting – over issues, proposals,
or candidates – is perhaps the most common procedure of aggregative
social choice. In voting, participants begin by ranking alternatives
according to their desires. Then an algorithm such as majority rule
selects a single option for the whole group. Again, a main difference
between aggregative and deliberative voting is that in the former individuals simply vote according to their own self-interest, without necessarily considering the reasonableness, fairness, or acceptability of that
option to others. Without delving into the familiar merits or problems21
with aggregative voting, the shift to deliberative decision in some of
the empowered participatory governance experiments responded to
failings in aggregative mechanisms that preceded them. Sometimes, as
in Porto Alegre, these shortcomings lay in the failure of electoral mechanisms to effectively respect electors’ desires due to problems like
patronage and corruption. In other instances, for example the formulation of school improvement or habitat conservation plans, complexity
and uncertainty often prevent participants from forming clear preferences that can be easily aggregated.
Strategic bargaining and negotiation22 is a third contrasting method
of social choice. As with aggregation but distinct from deliberation or
most varieties of command, parties in strategic bargaining use
decision-making procedures to advance their own unfettered selfinterest backed by the resources and power they bring to the table. By
comparison, voting procedures typically attempt to equalize such
power differentials through provisions like “one person one vote.”
Collective bargaining between large unions and employers captures
this difference; each brings different sources of authority and force to
the encounter, and each uses them to secure the best (not necessarily the
fairest) deal for its side. Unlike purely deliberative interactions, parties
typically do so through the use of threats, differential power, misrepresentation and “strategic talk.”23
These four modes of decision – deliberation, command, aggregation, and strategic negotiation – are ideal types. Actual processes, not
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least those involving principles of empowered participatory governance, often contain elements of each. We privilege deliberation in
EPG, however, as a value and norm that motivates parties and informs
institutional design because of its distinctive benefits in these political
and policy contexts. The case studies in the rest of this volume explore
the extent to which the reality of decision practices vindicates this
commitment.
II.2 Three Design Properties
Since these principles are in themselves quite attractive, the pressing
question is whether feasible institutional configurations or realistic
social conditions would measurably advance them in practice. The
cases explored in this collection suggest that reforms advancing these
principles in deep and sustainable ways often exhibit three institutional
design properties. Since the empirical study of alternative institutional
designs is too immature to reveal whether these features are necessary
(they are certainly not sufficient) to deliberative democratic arrangements, we offer them as observations and hypotheses about design
features that contribute to institutions that advance, stabilize, and
deepen democratic values.
II.2.1 First Design Property: Devolution
Since empowered participatory governance targets problems and solicits participation localized in both issue and geographic space, its
institutional reality requires the commensurate reorganization of the
state apparatus. It entails the administrative and political devolution of
power to local action units – such as neighborhood councils, personnel
in individual workplaces, and delineated natural habitats – charged
with devising and implementing solutions and held accountable to performance criteria. The bodies in the reforms below are not merely
advisory, but rather creatures of a transformed state endowed with
substantial public authority.
This devolution departs profoundly from centralizing progressive
strategies, and for that reason many on the Left may find it problematic.
Just as the participatory dimensions of these reforms constitute a turn
away from authorized expertise, delegating to local units the power of
task conception as well as execution stems from skepticism about the
possibility that democratic centralism can consistently generate effective solutions. So, for example, the Chicago cases offer neighborhood
governance of policing and public education as supple alternatives to
conventional centralized solutions such as more stringent penalties and
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more police on the street for public safety issues, and national testing,
school finance reform, implementing the one best curriculum, racial
desegregation, vouchers, and privatization for educational problems.
Habitat conservation planning gives up the centralized and uniform
standard of development prohibition under the Endangered Species Act
in favor of a regime in which local stakeholders produce highly tailored
habitat management plans that advance both development and species
protection. Rather than allocating funds and staff to pave, electrify, and
build sewers according to uniform criteria or centralized judgement,
Porto Alegre’s participatory budgeting system invites neighborhood
residents and associations into the direct, repeated process of establishing, implementing, and monitoring these priorities.
II.2.2 Second Design Property: Centralized Supervision and
Coordination
Though they enjoy substantial power and discretion, local units do not
operate as autonomous, atomized sites of decision-making in participatory governance. Instead, each case features linkages of accountability and communication that connect local units to superordinate
bodies. These central offices can reinforce the quality of local democratic deliberation and problem-solving in a variety of ways: coordinating
and distributing resources, solving problems that local units cannot
address by themselves, rectifying pathological or incompetent
decision-making in failing groups, and diffusing innovations and
learning across boundaries. The Indian panchayat systems and participatory budgeting in Porto Alegre feed relevant village and neighborhood decisions to higher levels of government. Both of the Chicago
neighborhood governance reforms establish centralized capacities for
benchmarking the performance of comparable units (schools, police
beats) against one another and for holding them accountable to
minimum procedural and substantive standards. The U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service attempts to supervise some 380 habitat conservation
plans through centralized monitoring, information pooling, and
permit and performance tracking.
Unlike New Left political models in which concerns for liberation
lead to demands for autonomous decentralization, empowered participatory governance suggests new forms of coordinated decentralization.
Driven by the pragmatic imperative to find solutions that work, these
new models reject both democratic centralism and strict decentralization as unworkable. The rigidity of the former leads it too often to
disrespect local circumstance and intelligence and as a result it has a
hard time learning from experience. Uncoordinated decentralization,
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on the other hand, isolates citizens into small units, surely a foolhardy
measure for those who do not know how to solve a problem but suspect
that others, somewhere else, do. Thus these reforms attempt to construct connections that spread information between local units and
hold them accountable.
II.2.3 Third Design Property: State-Centered, Not Voluntaristic
A third design characteristic of these experiments is that they colonize
state power and transform formal governance institutions. Many spontaneous activist efforts in areas like neighborhood revitalization,24
environmental activism,25 local economic development, and worker
health and safety seek to influence state outcomes through outside
pressure. In doing so, the most successful of these efforts do advance
EPG’s principles of practicality, participation, and perhaps even deliberation in civic or political organizations. But they leave intact the basic
institutions of state governance. By contrast, EPG reforms attempt to
remake official institutions along these principles. This formal route
potentially harnesses the power and resources of the state to deliberation and popular participation and thus to make these practices more
durable and widely accessible.
These experiments generally seek to transform the mechanisms of
state power into permanently mobilized deliberative-democratic,
grassroots forms. Such transformations happen as often as not in close
cooperation with state agents. These experiments are thus less
“radical” than most varieties of activist self-help in that their central
activity is not “fighting the power.” But they are more radical in that
they have larger reform scopes, are authorized by state or corporate
bodies to make substantial decisions, and, most crucially, try to change
the central procedures of power rather than merely attempting occasionally to shift the vector of its exercise. Whereas parties, social movement organizations, and interest groups often set their goals through
internal deliberative processes and then fight for corporate or political
power to implement those goals, these experiments reconstitute decision processes within state institutions. When this reorganization is
successful, participants have the luxury of taking some exercise of
authority for granted; they need not spend the bulk of their energy
fighting for power (or against it).
By implication, these transformations attempt to institutionalize the
ongoing participation of ordinary citizens, most often in their role as
consumers of public goods, in the direct determination of what those
goods are and how they should be best provided. This perpetual
participation stands in contrast, for example, to the relatively brief
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democratic moments in both outcome-oriented, campaign-based social
movements and electoral competitions in ordinary politics in which
leaders or elites mobilize popular participation for specific outcomes. If
popular pressure becomes sufficient to implement some favored policy
or elected candidate, the moment of broad participation usually ends;
subsequent legislation, policy-making, and implementation then occurs
in the largely isolated state sphere.
II.3 Enabling Conditions
A host of background conditions can facilitate or impede the progress
of empowered participatory governance. Literacy is an obvious
example. Kerala’s high literacy rates compared to those of other Indian
states, and in particular female literacy, certainly facilitate the participatory democratic experiment there. Most fundamentally, perhaps,
the likelihood that these institutional designs will generate desired
effects depends significantly upon the balances of power between
actors engaged in EPG, and in particular the configurations of nondeliberative power that constitute the terrain upon which structured
deliberation inside EPG occurs. Participants will be much more likely
to engage in earnest deliberation when alternatives to it – such as
strategic domination or exit from the process altogether – are made
less attractive by roughly balanced power. When individuals cannot
dominate others to secure their first-best preference, they are often
more willing to deliberate. It is important to note that this background
condition does not require absolute equality. The participants in the
experiments below enjoy vastly different resources, levels of expertise,
education, status, and numerical support. Sometimes, however, they
are on a par sufficient for deliberative cooperation to be attractive.26
At least three paths lead to power balances sufficient for deliberation. The first comes from self-conscious institutional design efforts.
When administrators or legislators endow parents with the power to
fire school principals or popular councils with authority for reviewing
village budgets, they put citizens and local experts on a more equal
footing. Historical accidents, not intended to establish deliberation or
participation at all, sometimes also perform this equalization function.
The Endangered Species Act in the United States, for example, threatens to impose costs on private property owners that can induce them to
cooperate with environmentalists. Finally, groups such as community
organizations, labor unions, and advocacy groups often check the tendencies of both officials and groups of citizens to commandeer
ostensibly deliberative processes to advance their own narrow ends.
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To recap, our experiments seem to share three political principles,
three design characteristics, and one primary background condition:
•
•
•

First, each experiment addresses a specific area of public concern.
Second, this deliberation relies upon the empowered involvement
of ordinary citizens and officials in the field.
Third, each experiment attempts to solve those problems through
processes of reasoned deliberation.

In terms of their institutional properties,
•
•

•

These experiments devolve decision and implementation power to
local action units.
Local action units are not autonomous, but rather recombinant
and linked to each other and to supervening levels of the state in
order to allocate resources, solve common and cross-border problems, and diffuse innovations and learning.
The experiments colonize and transform existing state institutions.
The administrative bureaucracies charged with solving these problems are restructured into deliberative groups. The power of these
groups to implement the outcomes of their deliberations, therefore, comes from the authorization of these state bodies.

And finally, in terms of background enabling conditions,
•

There is a rough equality of power, for the purposes of deliberative
decision, between participants.

III Institutional Objectives: Consequences for
Effectiveness, Equity, and Participation
The procedural features of institutions designed according to the principles specified above may be desirable in themselves; we often consider
deliberation and participation as important independent values.
However, scholars, practitioners, and casual observers will judge these
experiments by their consequences as much as by the quality of their
processes. In this section, we describe how institutions following the
design principles above might advance three especially important qualities of state action: its effectiveness, equity, and broadly participatory
character. Whether institutions designed according to the principles of
EPG can advance these values or will instead yield a host of negative
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and unintended consequences must be settled primarily through empirical examination. We offer a set of optimistic expectations that might
guide those investigations.
III.1 Effective Problem-Solving
Perhaps the most important, institutional objective of these deliberative
democratic experiments is to advance public ends – such as effective
schools, safe neighborhoods, protecting endangered species, and sensible urban budget allocations – more effectively than alternative institutional arrangements. If they cannot produce such outcomes, then they
are not very attractive reform projects. If they perform well, on the
other hand, then this flavor of radical democracy has the potential to
gain widespread popular and even elite support. Why, then, might we
expect these deliberative democratic institutions to produce effective
outcomes?
First, these experiments convene and empower individuals, close to
the points of action, who possess intimate knowledge about relevant
situations. Second, in many problem contexts, these individuals,
whether they are citizens or officials at the street level, may also know
how best to improve the situation. Third, the deliberative process that
regulates these groups’ decision-making is likely to generate superior
solutions compared to hierarchical or less reflective aggregation procedures (such as voting) because all participants have opportunities to
offer useful information and to consider alternative solutions more
deeply. Beyond this, participation and deliberation can heighten participants’ commitment to implement decisions that are more legitimate
than those imposed externally. Fourth, these experiments shorten the
feedback loop – the distance and time between decisions, action, effect,
observation, and reconsideration – in public action and so create a
nimble style of collective activity that can recognize and respond to
erroneous or ineffective strategies. Finally, each of these experiments
spawns hundreds of such component groups, each operating with
substantial autonomy but not in isolation. This proliferation of
command points allows multiple strategies, techniques, and priorities
to be pursued simultaneously in order more rapidly to discover and
diffuse those that prove themselves to be most effective. The learning
capacity of the system as a whole, therefore, may be enhanced by the
combination of decentralized empowered deliberation and centralized
coordination and feedback.
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III.2 Equity
In addition to making public action more effective, three features may
enhance the capacity of these experiments to generate fair and equitable outcomes. First, these goals are well served by these experiments
if they deliver effective public action to those who do not generally
enjoy this good. Since most of the experiments concentrate on problems of disadvantaged people – ghetto residents in Chicago and
Milwaukee, those from poor neighborhoods in Porto Alegre, Brazil,
low status villagers in India, and industrial workers in Wisconsin
facing technological displacement – sheer effectiveness is an important
component of social justice.
A second source of equity and fairness stems from the inclusion of
disadvantaged individuals – residents and workers – who are often
excluded from public decisions. A classic justification for democratic
rule over paternalist or otherwise exclusive modes is that a decision is
more likely to treat those affected by it fairly when they exercise input.
These experiments push this notion quite far by attempting to devise
procedures whereby those most affected by these decisions exercise
unmediated input while avoiding the paralysis or foolishness that
sometimes results from such efforts.
These experiments’ deliberative procedures offer a third way to
advance equity and fairness. Unlike strategic bargaining (in which outcomes are determined by the powers that parties bring to negotiations),
hierarchical command (in which outcomes are determined according to
the judgement of the highly placed), markets (in which money mediates
outcomes), or aggregative voting (in which outcomes are determined
according to the quantity of mobilized supporters), they establish
groups that ostensibly make decisions according to the rules of deliberation. Parties make proposals and then justify them with reasons that
the other parties in the group can support. A procedural norm of these
groups is that they generate and adopt proposals that enjoy broad consensus support, though strict consensus is never a requirement. Groups
select measures that upon reflection win the deepest and widest appeal.
In the ideal, such procedures are regulated according to the lights of
reason rather than money, power, numbers, or status. Since the idea of
fairness is infused in the practice of reasonable discussion, truly deliberative decision-making should tend toward more equitable outcomes
than those regulated by power, status, money, or numbers. There will
no doubt be some distance between this lofty deliberative ideal and the
actual practices of these experiments.
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III.3 Broad and Deep Participation
Beyond achieving effective and fair public outcomes, these experiments
also attempt to advance the venerable democratic value of engaging
ordinary citizens in sustained and meaningful participation. They rely
upon popular engagement as a central productive resource. Such
engagement can provide local information about the prospective
wisdom of various policies, retrospective data on their effects that in
turn drive feedback learning, and additional energy for strategy execution. The experiments invite and attempt to sustain high levels of lay
engagement in two main ways. First, they establish additional channels
of voice over issues about which potential participants care deeply, such
as the quality of their schools and of their living spaces and the disposition of public resources devoted to local public goods. The experiments
increase participation, then, by adding important channels for participation to the conventional avenues of political voice such as voting,
joining pressure groups, and contacting officials. They also offer a distinct inducement to participation: the real prospect of exercising state
power.27 With most other forms of political participation, the relationship between, say, one’s vote or letter to a representative and a public
decision is tenuous at best. In these experiments, however, participants
exercise influence over state strategies. This input often yields quite palpable responses. Often, the priorities and proposals of lay participants
are adopted immediately or in modified form. Even in cases where one’s
proposals are rejected through deliberative processes, one at least knows
why.
The quality of participation – as gauged by the degree to which participants’ opinions and proposals are informed and the quality of their
interactions with one another – might also be higher under these experiments in deliberative public action than under more conventional
political forms such as voting, interest group competition, or social
movements. Following John Stuart Mill’s comment that the success of
democratic arrangements can be measured in two ways, by the quality
of its decisions and the quality of citizens it produces,28 we say that the
character of participation, quite apart from its level (as measured by
voting turnout, for example) is an independent desiderata of democratic politics. Modern critics from both the Left and the Right seem to be
unified in their low opinion of the political capacities of mass publics.
Explanations from the Left include the rise of the “culture industry”
and the concomitant decline of autonomous “public spheres” in civil
societies where a competent public opinion might be formed. The political Right agrees with this diagnosis, but recommends elite democracy
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and techno-bureaucratic administration as a solution that does not
require healing the public body. Against the background of this alarming diagnosis and even more alarming cure, concern for the public
wisdom of private individuals is even more urgent than in Mill’s time.
Individuals’ capacities to deliberate, and make public decisions,
atrophy when left unused, and participation in these experiments exercises those capacities more intensely than conventional democratic
channels. In national or local elections, for example, the massive
amounts of information sold to them from many vantage points tempt
even engaged, well-educated citizens to throw their hands up in frustrated confusion or to focus on more easily understood dimensions of
character, personality, or party identity. These experiments reduce
expertise-based barriers to engaged participation and thus encourage
participants to develop and deploy their pragmatic political capabilities. First, they allow casual, non-professional, participants to master
specific areas of knowledge necessary to make good decisions by
shrinking – through decentralization – decision scopes to narrow functional and geographic areas. Some of our experiments doubly focus
decisions – for example, safety in a neighborhood – and so participants
may master materials necessary to making high-quality decisions.
Other cases, such as deliberative planning bodies in Kerala and Porto
Alegre’s participatory budget, have broader scope, but nevertheless
retain the pragmatic, problem-centered concerns that enable ordinary
citizens to engage in the decision-making process. Furthermore, citizens have incentives to develop their capacities and master the
information necessary to making good decisions because they must live
with the consequences of poor ones – these experiments institute
“direct democracy” in the sense that these groups’ decisions are often
directly implemented by relevant state agencies. Again, this contrasts
with most forms of political voice such as voting or letter writing,
where the consequences of one’s decisions are statistically negligible.
Beyond the proximate scope and effect of participation, these experiments also encourage the development of political wisdom in ordinary
citizens by grounding competency upon everyday, situated, experiences
rather than simply data mediated through popular press, television, or
“book-learning.” Following Dewey and contemporary theorists of
education and cognition, we expect that many, perhaps most, individuals develop skills and competencies more easily when those skills are
integrated with actual experiences and observable effects. Since these
experiments rely upon practical knowledge of, say, skill training or
school operation, and provide opportunities for its repeated application and correction, individuals develop political capacities in intimate
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relation to other regions of their professional and private lives. Many
participants will find it easier (not to mention more useful) to acquire
this kind of “situated” political wisdom and capacity compared to the
more free-standing varieties of political knowledge required for, say,
voting. Finally, each of these experiments contributes to the political
development of individuals by providing specialized, para-professional
training. Leading reformers in each of our experiments realized, or
learned through disappointment, that most non-professionals lack
the capacities to participate effectively in functionally specific and
empowered groups. Rather than retrenching into technocratic professionalization, however, some have established procedures to impart the
necessary foundational capacities to participants who lack them. For
example, the Chicago local school governance reform requires parents
and community participants to receive training in democratic process,
school budgeting and finance, strategic planning, principal hiring, and
other specific skills. These experiments not only consist of fora for
honing and practicing deliberative-democratic skills, but also literally
establish schools of democracy to develop participants’ political and
technical capacities.

IV An Agenda for Exploring Empowered
Participatory Governance
Thus far, we have sketched the outlines of a model of radical democracy
that aims to solve practical public problems through deliberative
action, laid out the practical and ethical advantages of institutions built
along that model, and offered brief sketches of real-world examples
that embody these principles. The following chapters explore several
actual cases in some detail, inquiring whether these abstract principles
accurately characterize them, whether the experiments in fact yield the
benefits that we have attributed to deliberative democracy, and whether
these advantages must be purchased at some as yet unspecified price.
Before we move to that very concrete discussion, however, we conclude
this introduction by laying out three sets of critical questions to guide
these investigations. First, to what extent do these experiments
conform to the theoretical model we have elaborated for the institutional design and effects of EPG? Second, what are the most damning
flaws in our model? Finally, what is its scope – is it limited to the few
idiosyncratic cases that we have laid out, or are the principles and
design features more broadly applicable?
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IV.1 The Relationship of the Cases to the Model
Even if the normative principles of this proposed model offer an attractive guide for feasible institutional innovation, the specific experiments
we have described may not in fact conform to it. Six critical dimensions
of fit are:
i

How genuinely deliberative are the actual decision-making
processes?
ii How effectively are decisions translated into action?
iii To what extent are the deliberative bodies able to effectively
monitor the implementation of their decisions?
iv To what extent do these reforms incorporate recombinant measures that coordinate the actions of local units and diffuse innovations among them?
v To what extent do the deliberative processes constitute “schools
for democracy”?
vi Are the actual outcomes of the entire process more desirable than
those of prior institutional arrangements?
IV.1.1 Deliberation
Because many benefits of our model rest on the notion of deliberation,
the first question goes to the degree to which decision-making
processes within these experiments are genuinely deliberative. Equitable decisions depend upon parties agreeing to that which is fair rather
than pushing for as much as they can get. Effectiveness relies upon individuals remaining open to new information and proposals rather than
doggedly advancing preformulated ones. And learning at individual
and group levels depends on people being able to alter their opinions
and even their preferences. Though deliberation is seldom deployed as
a descriptive characteristic of organizations in social science, its practice is completely familiar in public and private life – where we often
discuss issues and resolve conflict not by pushing for as much as we can
get, but rather by doing what seems reasonable and fair. Does this generous characterization of individual and group behavior accurately
describe how participants make decisions in real-world cases, or is
their interaction better characterized by the more familiar mechanisms
of rational interest aggregation – command, bargaining, log-rolling,
and threatening? In situations characterized by substantial differences
of interest or opinion, particularly from ideological sources, deliberation may break down into either gridlock or power-based conflict
resolution. Is the model’s scope therefore limited to environments of
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low conflict or minimal inequality? In more contentious situations, do
deliberative efforts generally lead to co-optation as one side softens its
demands to get along or adapts to unjust conditions? If so, then the
symbiotic relationship between deliberation and empowerment suggested above can become a trade-off.
IV.1.2 Action
Collective decisions that are made in a deliberative, egalitarian and
democratic manner may yet fail to be translated into action. Those
who make the decision may lack the capacity or will to implement it.
For example, Chicago community policing groups often ask patrol
officers to perform various tasks. In such cases, weak accountability
mechanisms of publicity and deliberation may be insufficient for the
group to compel the action of its own members. In other cases, implementation may depend upon the obedience of others over whom the
group has formal authority – such as the staff under a local school
council. Such situations encounter familiar principal-agent dilemmas.
In still other instances, implementation may rely upon bodies whose
relations with primary deliberative groups are even less structured. In
Porto Alegre’s participatory budgeting system, for example, the deliberations of regional assemblies are passed on to a city-wide body whose
budget must then be approved by the mayor. These budgetary decisions
must then filter back down the municipal apparatus before, say, a
sewer main gets built or a street paved. It is therefore important to
know the extent to which decisions from deliberative processes are
effectively translated into real social action.
IV.1.3 Monitoring
Implementation requires more than turning an initial decision into
action; it also demands mechanisms of ongoing monitoring and
accountability. To what extent are these deliberative groups capable of
monitoring the implementation of their decisions and holding responsible parties accountable? Most democratic processes are front-loaded
in the sense that popular participation focusses on deciding a policy
question (as in a referendum) or selecting a candidate (as in an election)
rather than on monitoring implementation of the decision or the platform. These democratic experiments, by contrast, aim for more
sustained levels of participation over time. Democracy here means participation beyond the point of decision, to popular implementation,
monitoring of that implementation, and disciplined review of its
effects. Popular participation throughout the entire cycle of public
action, it is hoped, will increase the accountability of public power and
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the public’s capacity to learn from past successes and failures. It
remains to be seen, however, whether participants in these experiments
can sustain involvement over time with sufficient intensity to become
effective monitors of the decisions they make; as in conventional democratic processes, moments leading up to decision are no doubt more
exciting and visible than the long periods of execution that follow.
IV.1.4 Centralized Coordination and Power
While it is fairly clear that all of the experimental reforms decentralize
power, the coordinating centralized mechanisms of accountability and
learning theorized as the second design principle of EPG are less
obvious. Under its pragmatic devolution, local units are by themselves
unable to solve coordination and cross-border problems and would
thus benefit from information-sharing connections to other units in the
system. The fashion and degree to which the experiments reviewed
above construct institutions to execute these functions vary widely. The
empirical studies will, in more exploratory fashion, examine the extent
to which these reforms construct recombinant linkages and establish
how well those mechanisms work in practice.
IV.1.5 Schools of Democracy
For deliberative democracy to succeed in real-world settings, it must
engage individuals with little experience and few skills of participation.
The fifth question asks whether these experiments actually function as
schools of democracy by increasing the deliberative capacities and dispositions of those who participate in them. While many standard
treatments of political institutions take the preferences and capacities
of individuals who act with them as fixed, these democratic experiments treat both of these dimensions of their participation as objects of
transformation. By exercising capacities of argument, planning, and
evaluation, through practice individuals might become better deliberators. By seeing that cooperation mediated through reasonable
deliberation yields benefits not accessible through adversarial methods,
participants might increase their disposition to be reasonable and to
transform narrowly self-interested preferences accordingly. Both of
these hypotheses about the development of individuals as citizens in
these democratic experiments require closer examination of actors’
actual behavior.
IV.1.6 Outcomes
For many potential critics and supporters, the most important question
will be one of outcomes. Do these deliberative institutions produce
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strategies or effects more desirable than those of the institutions they
supplant? One prime justification for reallocating public power to
these decentralized and deliberative groups is that they devise public
action strategies and solutions that are superior to those of, say,
command-and-control bureaucracies, by virtue of superior knowledge
of local conditions, greater learning capacities, and improved accountability. A central topic of empirical investigation, then, is whether these
experiments have in practice managed to generate more innovative
solutions.
IV.2 Criticisms of the Model
Beyond these questions that address whether the principles of our
model of deliberative democracy accurately describe the experiments
we examine, a second set of questions focusses pointedly upon criticisms that have been raised against proposals for associative, deliberative governance. The empirical materials can illuminate six critical
concerns about EPG:
i

The democratic character of processes and outcomes may be vulnerable to serious problems of power and domination inside
deliberative arenas by powerful factions or elites.
ii External actors and institutional contexts may impose severe
limitations on the scope of deliberative decision and action. In particular, powerful participants may engage in “forum-shopping”
strategies in which they utilize deliberative institutions only when it
suits them.
iii These special-purpose political institutions may fall prey to rentseeking and capture by well-informed or interested parties.
iv The devolutionary elements of EPG may balkanize the polity and
political decision-making.
v Empowered participation may demand unrealistically high levels
of popular commitment, especially in contemporary climates of
civic and political disengagement.
vi Finally, these experiments may enjoy initial successes but may be
difficult to sustain over the long term.
IV.2.1 Deliberation into Domination
Perhaps the most serious potential weakness of these experiments is
that they may pay insufficient attention to the fact that participants in
these processes usually face each other from unequal positions of
power. These inequalities can stem from material differences and the
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class backgrounds of participants, from the knowledge and information gulfs that separate experts from laypersons, or from personal
capacities for deliberation and persuasion associated with educational
and occupational advantages.
When deliberation aims to generate positive sum solutions in which
nearly all participants reap benefits from cooperation (outcome points
that lie closer to pareto frontiers), such power differentials may not
result in unfair decisions. However, serious projects that seek to
enhance social justice and equity cannot limit themselves to just these
“win–win” situations. Therefore our model would not be a very interesting one, it might be argued, if it did not apply to contested areas of
public action or if its application to those areas systematically disadvantaged weaker participants. Perhaps too optimistically, deliberation
requires the strong as well as the weak to submit to its norms; they
ought to refrain from opportunistically pressing their interests even
when power allows them to do so.29 One set of questions that must be
answered, then, concerns whether deliberative arenas enable the powerful to dominate the weak. Consider four mechanisms that might
transform fair deliberation into domination.
One lamentable fact of all contemporary democracies is that citizens
who are advantaged in terms of their wealth, education, income, or
membership in dominant racial and ethnic groups participate more frequently and effectively than those who are less well off. These experiments demand intensive forms of political engagement that may further
aggravate these status and wealth participation biases. If those who
participate are generally better-off citizens, then resulting public action
is unlikely to be fair. As in other channels of popular voice, the question
of “who participates” remains a vital one in deliberative democracy.
Second, even if both strong and weak are well represented, the
strong may nevertheless use tools at their disposal – material resources,
information asymmetries, rhetorical capacities – to advance collective
decisions that unreasonably favor their interests. While many other
models of public decision-making such as electoral and interest-group
politics expect such behavior, empowered participation is more normatively demanding, and so perhaps more empirically suspect.
Third, beyond unfair representation and direct force, powerful
participants may seek to improperly and unreasonably exclude issues
that threaten their interests from the scope of deliberative action. By
limiting discussion to narrow areas of either mutual gain or inconsequence, the powerful may protect their status quo advantages
without resorting to blatantly non-deliberative maneuvers. Nevertheless, thus constraining the agenda obviously violates the norms of open
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deliberation and, if found to be a common phenomenon in the cases,
would indicate a failure of the model.30
Finally, and ultimately perhaps most seriously, deliberative democracy may disarm secondary associations by obliging them to “behave
responsibly” and discouraging radicalism and militancy.31 After all,
deliberation requires reasonableness, and so commitment to deliberative processes might be thought to require abstinence from vigorous
methods of challenging power. That is, not only will the practices internal to the association bracket challenges to privilege, but in order to
maintain their credibility to “the powers that be” the associations will
strive to marginalize such challenges from the political arena altogether. If the popular associations engaged in these experiments fail to
enforce these political parameters – if the deliberative apparatuses
become sites of genuine challenge to the power and privileges of dominant classes and elites – then this criticism predicts that they will seek to
dismantle deliberative bodies.
IV.2.2 Forum-Shopping and External Power
Even if deliberative norms prevail and diverse participants cooperate to
develop and implement fair collective actions, the powerful (or the
weak) may turn to measures outside of these new democratic institutions to defend and advance their interests. The institutions of EPG
operate in a complex web of more conventional arrangements that
include interest groups and politicians contesting one another in agencies, legislatures, and courts. When participants cannot get what they
want in deliberative settings – perhaps because what they want is
unreasonable – they may press their interests in more favorable venues.
In the context of public education, for example, a parent who cannot
secure special privileges for his child in the local school council may try
to use the central school system office to overrule local deliberations.
Real estate development interests in the city of Porto Alegre have
bypassed the participatory budgeting system in favor of more friendly
planning agencies when they anticipated neighborhood opposition.
Engaging in such forum-shopping to overturn or avoid unfavorable
deliberative decisions clearly violates deliberative norms that ground
the experiments discussed above and, if widespread, will certainly
poison the mutual confidence necessary for open discussion and cooperative collective action among diverse parties.
Aside from the possibility of defection, parties constituted outside of
these deliberative bodies may not recognize their authority and resist
their decisions. Driven by understandable jealousies, we might expect
officials firmly ensconced in pre-existing power structures – elected
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politicians, senior bureaucrats, those controlling traditional interest
groups – to use their substantial authority and resources to overrule
unfavorable deliberative decisions. At the extreme, they might try to
end these experiments or contain them in some seedling form. So, for
example, environmental groups have sometimes viewed cooperative
habitat management efforts as ceding too much ground to development or agricultural interests and fought locally deliberative decisions
through litigious and legislative methods.32 The Chicago school
reforms empowered local governance councils by authorizing them to
hire and fire their principals, and thereby removed the job tenure privileges that had been enjoyed by these school leaders. The association of
principals fought back by arguing that the school reform’s functional
electoral structure violated the Constitutional mandate of one vote per
adult citizen. Locally dominant left-wing political parties sustain both
the Indian village governance reforms and Porto Alegre’s participatory
budget. Officials there have claimed credit for the success of these
experiments and subsequently based their political fortunes upon the
continuation of these experiments. Conventional politicians and
bureaucrats thus became the handmaidens of deliberative-democratic
transformation by mobilizing elite and popular support for the expansion and reproduction of these experiments. Without such political
foundations, it is easy to imagine that these systems of popular deliberative action would be quickly overturned by the social and political
elites that they often act against.
IV.2.3 Rent-seeking versus Public Goods
We have hypothesized that these experiments produce public goods that
benefit even those who choose not to participate directly. Sound urban
budgeting would benefit all of Porto Alegre’s residents, not just those
who take part in the formal institutions of participatory budgeting.
Similarly, most neighborhood residents enjoy the good of public safety
and all students and their parents benefit from effective schools. Potentially, however, rent-seeking participants might reverse this flow of benefits by capturing these deliberative apparatuses to advance private or
factional agendas. The system of participatory budgeting could be reabsorbed into old-school clientelist politics in which party bosses
control discussion and resulting budget recommendations. Small factions of neighborhood residents or parents might use public powers
created by the community policing and school governance reforms to
benefit themselves by, for example, protecting just a few blocks or establishing special school programs for the sake of just their own children.
Some of these new institutions attempt to stem rent-seeking through
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centralized transparency and accountability measures. They link
decentralized local bodies to one another and to centralized authorities
in order to make the varied performance of deliberative action widely
known and therefore more accountable. All habitat conservation plans,
for example, must be reviewed by U.S. Department of Interior authorities in Washington, D.C. and summaries of those plans are publicly
available in a centralized data warehouse. Similarly, the decentralized
plans of police beats and schools in Chicago are reviewed and aggregated by higher bodies, as are the neighborhood budget priorities of
Porto Alegre and panchayat decisions in India. In most of these cases,
the capacity of accountability and transparency mechanisms to check
self-interested behavior is simply not known. Accordingly, one critical
question is the extent to which its institutions can be perverted into
rent-seeking vehicles and the efficacy of efforts to check this tendency.
IV.2.4 Balkanization of Politics
In a further pitfall, these experiments may exacerbate the balkanization of a polity that should be unified. Prominent democratic theorists
such as Rousseau and Madison worried that the division of the body
politic into contending groups would weaken the polity as a whole
because individuals would advance their factional interests rather than
common good. In the extreme, such division might create conditions in
which one faction dominated the rest. Or, divided political institutions
and social factions might each be quite capable of solving its own particular problems, yet the system as a whole would be incapable of
addressing large-scale concerns or formulating encompassing agendas.
From this critical perspective, these experiments might aggravate the
problem of faction by constituting and empowering hundreds of
groups, each focussed on a narrow issue within cramped geographic
boundaries. A proponent might respond that these channels of participation add some public component to lives that would otherwise be
fully dominated by private, or even more particular, concerns and that
therefore the net effect of these institutions is to broaden the horizons
of citizens, not to narrow them. Both of these contending perspectives
remain hypothetical, however, absent accounts of particular individuals and the relationship of these experiments to the political institutions
that supposedly foster greater political commonality.
IV.2.5 Apathy
While these four pathologies result from energetic but ill-constrained
political engagement, a fifth criticism begins with the common observation that the mass of citizens are politically disengaged and ignorant,
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not fervid. From this perspective, empowered participation demands
far too much in terms of the depth and level of participation from ordinary citizens, and the knowledge, patience, and wisdom that they are
expected to possess or in short order acquire. It may be that the citizens
in contemporary capitalist societies are generally too consumed with
private life to put forth the time, energy, and commitment that these
deliberative experiments require. Or, symptoms of apathy may result
from institutional design rather than individual preference. These
deliberative channels ask citizens to generate public goods which are
broadly shared, and so many will be tempted to free-ride on the efforts
of others. The cases below will offer some evidence that begins to adjudicate these questions about citizen apathy by examining the quantity
and character of participation.
IV.2.6 Stability and Sustainability
Another concern focusses upon the stability of these experiments
through time. They may begin in a burst of popular enthusiasm and
goodwill but then succumb to forces that prevent these auspicious
beginnings from taking root and growing into stable forms of sustained
participation. For example, one might expect that the practical
demands of these institutions might press participants eventually to
abandon time-consuming deliberative decision-making in favor of oligarchic or technocratic forms. Even if one concedes that empowered
participation generates innovations not available to hierarchical organizations, the returns from these gains may diminish over time. After
participants have plucked the “low-hanging fruit,” these forms might
again ossify into the very bureaucracies that they sought to replace. Or,
ordinary citizens may find the reality of participation increasingly burdensome and less rewarding than they had imagined, and engagement
may consequently dim from exhaustion and disillusionment. Though
most of the reforms considered here are young, some of them have a
history sufficient to begin to ask whether their initial successes have
given way to anti-deliberative tendencies.
IV.3 Is EPG Generalizable?
A final and crucial question about this endeavor goes to its scope. Are
the democratic principles and design features of EPG generally applicable? Or, is it limited to just a few settings such as those already mentioned? Since answering that question requires much more empirical
research than is presently available, we can only offer a few speculative
remarks.
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The diversity of cases – across policy areas, levels of economic development, and political cultures – discussed in this volume suggests that
EPG would usefully contribute to a large class of problem-solving situations. In the most general terms, those contexts are ones in which
current arrangements – whether organized according to expert
command, market exchange, or perhaps informally – are failing and in
which popular engagement would improve matters by increasing
accountability and capacity or by bringing more information to bear.
Arguably, this is a large class indeed, and recent work has documented
the emergence and operation of similar reforms in areas such as the
treatment of addiction33 and environmental regulation.34
In a variety of institutional settings, however, empowered participatory governance may not be helpful. It is not a universal reform
strategy. In many areas of public life, conventional systems of
guardianship, delegation, and political representation work well
enough, or could be improved so as to be optimal. To take one small
example, injecting more parental power and participation in already
well functioning wealthy suburban school systems might lead to conflict and wasted energy that serves neither parents, students, nor
educators in the long term. EPG would also be inappropriate where
current institutions perform unsatisfactorily, but where direct participation would add little to problem-solving efforts. Sometimes, public
policy might be naturally centralized, and so not admit of broad participation. At other times, policy areas may be so technically complex that
they preclude constructive lay engagement. But perhaps the burden of
proof lies on those who would oppose more participatory measures.
After all, many of the areas of public life already subject to EPG
reforms might have seemed, until quite recently, too daunting for ordinary citizens to contemplate: the formulation of municipal budgets,
management of schools, habitat conservation, and the challenge of
economic development.

V Prelude
“Democracy” is one of the most potent political symbols in the world
today. The United States justifies much of its foreign policy and military
interventions under the banner of restoring or protecting democracy.
Masses in the streets in South Africa and Poland precipitated historic
transformations of regimes in the name of democracy. And yet, just at
the historical moment when an unprecedented proportion of the
world’s governments are becoming at least nominally democratic,
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public confidence in the capacity of democratic institutions to solve
problems and represent the aspirations of ordinary citizens has declined
in those countries with the longest democratic experience.
We believe that this decline in confidence in the democratic affirmative state does not reflect an actual exhaustion of democratic potential
but rather the political triumph of antistatist neoliberalism. While ultimately a revitalization of democratic institutions on a wide scale
requires political mobilization, that challenge also requires new visions
for how democratic institutions can advance urgent social goals.
In the next part of this book, we will examine in considerable detail
the empirical record of several experiments that manifest such visions.
Each section consists of an extended essay written by a scholar closely
associated with the experiment, laying out the experiment’s institutional details and addressing the questions we have raised. The final
part contains a series of critical and comparative commentaries, some
by people intimately familiar with the empirical cases and others from
those whose interest begins from political theory. We hope that the
framework of EPG and the investigations that follow will help elaborate these visions and contribute to the project of participatory democratic regeneration.
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Case Studies
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Participation, Activism, and Politics:
The Porto Alegre Experiment*
Gianpaolo Baiocchi**

The experiment in participatory governance in Porto Alegre, Brazil
stands apart from many other similar attempts to institute civic governance in Brazil and Latin America. Its breadth and scope distinguish it
from other efforts, past and present, that simply do not involve as
many persons or, more commonly, do not devolve as much decisionmaking power to popular mandate. Its central institutional feature of
utilizing neighborhood-based deliberation also sets it apart from participatory governance schemes that rely on organized civil society
through sectoral interfaces, for example by calling upon teachers to
consult on education policy. It is also unusual because it has served the
Workers’ Party (Partido dos Trabalhadores, PT) well, securing for it
three uninterrupted terms at the helm of municipal government and,
recently, largely as a result of the successes in Porto Alegre, a term at
state government. Its record on good governance also stands in contrast to many well-known electoral and institutional failures of leftist
municipal administrations: São Paulo, Fortaleza, and Florianópolis in
Brazil, or Caracas in Venezuela, as well as a number of much more limited participatory experiments in Montevideo, Uruguay and Córdoba,
Argentina.1
Despite the recent attention paid to Porto Alegre’s innovative institutions, as well as a general interest in “participatory governance,”2 little
of this work explicitly addresses the theory of deliberative democracy –
a body of thought that straddles normative and practical concerns of
democratic governance.3 Deliberative democratic accounts vary in the
attention they give to institutional arrangements, and here I will focus
on the account of Empowered Participatory Governance of Fung and
Wright. EPG develops an institutional model that would guarantee
fairness and efficiency within a deliberative framework.4 Deliberative
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democratic theory refers to a body of political thought that seeks to
develop a substantive version of democracy based on public justification. More than “discussion-based” democracy, it calls for the
deliberation of citizens as reasonable equals in the legitimate exercise
of authority. It offers a way of transforming the preferences and intentions of citizens to enhance the possibilities for social cooperation.5
The empowered participatory governance proposal is an extension,
and further iteration, of these accounts. What distinguishes this intervention from many others is its concern with institutional arrangements. A central feature of “real utopian thinking” is that it places
affirmative responsibility on institutional design to bring real-world
institutions closer to normative “utopian” ideals. The empowered
participatory governance proposal is an ideal-typical design proposal
for deliberative decision-making and pragmatic problem-solving
among participants over specific common goods, and is in principle
applicable to a wide range of situations. It centers on reforms that
devolve decision-making to local units that are supported, but not
directed, by a central body. These units are in turn empowered to enact
their decisions. This model aims to foster redistributive and efficient
decision-making that is deliberative and democratic and superior to
command-and-control structures in several dimensions.
A number of empirical questions arise in light of existing experiments that more or less meet the model’s criteria. For example, can
deliberative democracy ever be fair, or will those who are more powerful or well resourced dominate? While answers to these questions will
not doom or “prove” the model, they raise issues about institutional
features – which ones work and which ones bring us closer to normative ideals – that together with comparative and theoretical work can
help to advance the theoretical and practical agenda of democratic
reform. I will use the Porto Alegre experiment to raise three broad,
central problems in the theoretical model: the problem of inequality,
the problem of uneven civil society development, and the problem of
politics. Based on a number of indicators about the Porto Alegre experiment collected between 1997 and 2000, I examine the implications of
these problems and their solutions in this case, and offer extensions to
the EPG model.
Each of the “problems” for the model is in reality an extension of the
“real-world” question inspired by the call to utopian thinking: what
are the difficulties encountered in the implementation of this design?
The “problem” of inequality is not that persons are unequal, but that
differences between them may hinder fair deliberation. Are participatory meetings dominated by certain citizens, for example? The “civil
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society problem” concerns the impact of EPG upon autonomous civil
society and how participatory institutions should “interface” with secondary associations that have uneven capacities. Do EPG fora empty
out civil society or privilege areas rich with secondary associations?
The “politics” problem is the question of whether such experiments
thrive only in certain political contexts. When do EPG proposals call
forth opposition from the powerful? What institutional features might
account for their durability in the face of uncertainty?
In this spirit, then, I offer three critical reinterpretations. After a very
brief discussion of the institutions of the participatory governance in
Porto Alegre, I argue in the next section that the experiment offers a
successful resolution of the problems of deliberation among unequals
through its didactic functions. In the following section, I argue that the
experiment also offers a hopeful example of how this relationship
might work in a way that fosters new associations in unorganized areas
of civil society. Finally, the very success of the participatory experiment
necessarily begs the question of the context under which it has thrived.
Here I argue that we should not forget legitimacy-enhancing features
that, in a democratic context, foster its reproduction. These three
types of concern should occupy a more central place within the EPG
proposal.

I Background: Institutions of Participatory
Governance
When the Popular Front, an electoral alliance headed by the PT,
achieved victory in Porto Alegre in 1989 there was little agreement as
to what, exactly, the “PT way” of governing6 would look like, beyond
a broad agreement on democratizing and decentralizing the administration, reversing municipal priorities toward the poor, and increasing
popular participation in decision-making. Attending to a longstanding
demand of The Union of Neighborhood Associations of Porto Alegre
(UAMPA), which already in its 1985 congress called for a participatory
structure involving the municipal budget, PT administrators developed
a set of institutions that extended popular control over municipal budgeting priorities.
Developing participatory institutions while managing a city of the
size of Porto Alegre posed a number of difficulties for administrators.
The city of Porto Alegre, the capital of the industrialized and relatively
wealthy state of Rio Grande do Sul, stands at the center of a metropolitan area of almost three million persons. And although the city of 1.3
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million enjoys high social and economic indicators, with its life
expectancy (72.6) and literacy rates (90 percent) well above national
average, it is also highly segregated economically.7 Almost a third of its
population lives in irregular housing: slums and invaded areas. These
slums fan outward from the city center, with the poorest districts generally the farthest from downtown, and generate geographically distinct
economic and social zones throughout the city. This socio-geographic
configuration poses distinctive obstacles to drawing representative
popular participation.
The Orçamento Participativo (OP), or the “Participatory Budget”
(henceforth PB) has evolved over the years into a two-tiered structure
of fora where citizens participate as individuals and as representatives
of various civil society groups (neighborhood associations, cultural
groups, special interest groups) throughout a yearly cycle. They deliberate and decide on projects for specific districts and on municipal
investment priorities, and then monitor the outcome of these projects.
The process begins in March of each year with regional assemblies in
each of the city’s sixteen districts. These large meetings, with occasional participation of upwards of a thousand persons, accomplish two
goals. First, they elect delegates to represent specific neighborhoods in
successive rounds of deliberations. Second, participants review the previous year’s projects and budget. The mayor and staff attend these
meetings to reply to citizens’ concerns about projects in the district.
The number of delegates allocated to each neighborhood increases
with attendees according to a diminishing marginal formula.8 Neighborhood associations or groups are responsible for electing their own
delegates.
In subsequent months, these delegates meet in each of the districts
on a weekly or bimonthly basis to learn about the technical issues
involved in demanding projects as well as to deliberate the district’s
needs. The number of participants varies, but forty to sixty persons
regularly attend in most districts. In a parallel structure of thematic sessions, delegates deliberate projects that affect the city as a whole rather
than those that concern specific neighborhoods. At both of these kinds
of meeting, representatives from each of the municipal government’s
departments attend to address issues that touch specific departmental
competencies. These smaller Intermediary Meetings come to a close
when, at a Second Plenary Meeting, regional delegates vote to ratify the
district’s demands and priorities and elect councilors to serve on the
Municipal Council of the Budget.
This council is a smaller forum of representatives. It is composed of
a portion of representatives from each of the districts and thematic
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meetings. Its main function is to reconcile the demands from each district with available resources and to propose and approve a municipal
budget in conjunction with members of the administration. Its fortytwo members meet biweekly with representatives of municipal government over several months. Councilors – two per district and two per
each of the five thematic areas – maintain links with organizations and
individuals in their districts during this phase. In addition to developing
a city budget, this group amends the scope and rules governing the
process itself. In recent years, procedural changes have included
increasing the scope of areas covered by the PB, broadening the powers
of the Municipal Council of the Budget to cover personnel expenditures
of the administration, and changing the criteria for assessing how
resources are to be allocated to each of the districts.9 The steps in this
annual process are depicted in Figure 2.1.10
Figure 2.1 Annual Cycle of Participatory Budgeting
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The Porto Alegre experiment meets the criteria of the empowered
participatory governance proposal in a number of interesting ways.
First, the process creates direct deliberation between citizens at the
local level and devolves substantial amounts of decision-making
power to these local settings. These citizens are involved in pragmatic
problem-solving, and in monitoring and implementing solutions
achieved. These deliberative processes occur continuously over the
years, and thus provide opportunities for participants to learn from
mistakes. These local units, though vested with substantial decisionmaking power, do not function completely autonomously from other
units or from central monitoring units. Rather, central agencies offer
supervision and support of local units but respect their decisionmaking power. In this case, support comes from the administration in
the form of regional agents who act as non-voting facilitators.11
The Porto Alegre experiment also shows how complex management
of a whole city can occur through combinations of direct and representative democracy. The higher tier of the participatory structures, the
Municipal Council of the Budget, brings together representatives of
each of the districts. They deliberate on the rules of the process as a
whole as well as on broad investment priorities; they also act as intermediaries between municipal government and regional activists, bringing the demands from districts to central government, and justifying
government actions to regional activists.12 Participatory governance
has expanded beyond participatory budgeting meetings to new fora
that now include social service and health provisions, local school
policy, and human rights. And the PB itself has grown to include investments in education, culture, health, social services, and sports.
As part of a joint strategy to make urban improvements in the
lowest-income areas while “cleaning up” public finances, the participatory budget has improved the quality of governance. The percentage of
the public budget available for investment has increased to nearly 20
percent in 1994 from 2 percent in 1989. The legitimacy of public decisions from the PB has also made possible additional public finance
improvements such as property tax increases and higher tax collection
rates.13 The proportion of municipal expenses in service provision to
expenses in administration has also improved.14 Of the hundreds of
projects approved, investment in the poorer residential districts of the
city has exceeded investment in wealthier areas as a result of these
public policies. Each year, the majority of the twenty to twenty-five
kilometers of new pavement has gone to the city’s poorer peripheries.
Today, 98 percent of all residences in the city have running water, up
from 75 percent in 1988; sewage coverage has risen to 98 percent from
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46 percent.15 In the years between 1992 and 1995, the housing department (DEMHAB) offered housing assistance to 28,862 families,
against 1,714 for the comparable period of 1986–88; and the number
of functioning public municipal schools today is 86 against 29 in
1988.16 Similarly, these investments have been redistributive; districts
with higher levels of poverty have received significantly greater shares
of investment.
The PB has enjoyed increasing levels of popular engagement over the
years, although participation rates have recently stabilized. Despite
potential barriers posed by their technical and time-consuming discussions, large numbers of participants representing broad segments of the
population have attended. Estimated yearly attendance at the PB, generated by a measure of participants in first-round meetings, is shown in
Figure 2.2. An analysis of participation per district, not reported here,
shows that while for the first year presence of associative networks was
a predictor of participation, for every year after that district-level
poverty, and not a strong civil society, predicts participation.17
A survey fielded by myself in conjunction with CIDADE, a local
NGO, revealed that the socio-economic profile of the average participant at the first meeting of the year in 1998 fell below the city’s average
Figure 2.2 Participation Trends: First-Round Participatory Budget
Meetings, 1990–2000
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in terms of education and income. Over half of participants have
household earnings of four minimum wages or below, and over half
lack education beyond the eighth grade.18 On the other end of the scale,
better-off citizens are underrepresented, as roughly a third come from
households earning five minimum wages or more, against the 55
percent of the city’s residents generally who do so.19
The Porto Alegre PB is a successful instance of empowered participatory governance. As a set of institutions it has achieved efficient and
redistributive decision-making within a deliberative framework that
has also attracted broad-based participation from poorer strata of
Porto Alegre’s citizenry. Nonetheless, its very success raises three
important issues for the model: inequality within meetings, the issue of
civil society interfaces and civic impact, and whether that success
requires particular political conditions.

II Deliberation and the Problem of Inequality
One of the main concerns of the critics of deliberative democracy is
that its fora are likely to reproduce inequalities in society at large. Since
this project addresses local priorities and needs in service provision and
investments in urban infrastructure, it is not surprising that the poor
are well represented. But do they participate as effectively as other
groups? Does their participation yield similar benefits for them? Deliberative settings in which citizens meet to debate formally as equals
could be dominated by the more powerful. Criticisms of the “public
sphere” might also apply to deliberative democratic proposals. In one
poignant objection, deliberative democracy may create a fiction of
rational deliberation that is in reality elite rule. More sinisterly, exercises of justification could lend legitimacy to certain inequalities, or to
the political party in control of the project. Despite significant inequalities among citizens, the didactic features of the experiment have
succeeded in large part in offsetting these potentials for domination.
This confirms the expectations of democratic theorists who, while
assuming that persons may come to deliberative settings with certain
inequalities, expect that over time participation will offset them.
For critics like Bourdieu, deliberation and participatory democracy
reproduce hierarchies. On the one hand, they reproduce class hierarchies; on the other, they reproduce hierarchies of political competence of “experts” over non-experts. Bourdieu denounces the fiction
of “linguistic communism” – that the ability to speak is equally distributed to all.20 Because language is a medium (as opposed to only an
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instrument) of power, utterances between speakers are always expressions of relations of power between them. The competence to speak
embodies difference and inequality. A privileged class habitus imparts
the technical ability to speak and the standing to make certain statements. This competence is a statutory ability, meaning that “not all linguistic utterances are equally acceptable and not all locutors equal.”21
Linguistic competence is not a simple technical ability, but certain interlocutors are not allowed certain speech acts. Bourdieu gives the
example of the farmer who did not run for mayor of his township: “But
I don’t know how to speak!”22
There is also the theoretical expectation that relatively technical discussions and time pressures on poorer people pose obstacles to
participation. As Jane Mansbridge writes of townhall participants:
These patterns imply that the psychic costs of participation are greater and
the benefits fewer for lower status citizens. In contacting town officials, for
instance, they feel more defensive beforehand and less likely to get results
afterward. In speaking at meetings they feel more subject to ridicule and are
less likely to convince anyone. Each act of participation not only costs them
more but also usually produces less.23

While ethnographic and life-history evidence would be crucial to
account for the full effect of deep inequalities in these meetings, it is
possible here to deploy survey and participation evidence to consider
some of these effects. The survey, discussed above, was administered at
meetings in all districts of the city.24 Figure 2.3 shows the results as a
comparison of the proportion of participants by gender, income, and
education against city-wide proportions at each tier of the process.
There is some stratification at the higher tiers of the process, with
participation by women and persons of low education falling off, while
low income does not seem to affect election. Women are just over 50
percent of general participants, though they make up only 35 percent
of councilors.25 Low-educated persons26 are just over 60 percent of
general participants, but constitute only 18 percent of councilors.
Persons of low income27 make up 33 percent of general participants,
and 34 percent of councilors. The best estimate of race28 of participants
also suggests that there is no evidence of lack of parity on racial
grounds.29 Education appears to have the most pronounced effect, and
particularly so at the highest tier.
There is no evidence, however, that lack of education or gender
pose insurmountable barriers to effective participation, or that this
stratification results from masculinist prejudice or prejudice against
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Figure 2.3 Proportion of Low Education, Women, Low Income, and
Black Participants against City-Wide Averages, 1998

less-educated speech. Ethnographic evidence from district-level meetings did not show any pattern of women or the less educated speaking
less often or conceding authority to educated men.30 Interviews among
participants also revealed that they did not perceive such defects.
Common perceptions among activists were like the ones offered by an
old-time community activist, who was asked if low education among
the poor was a problem for the PB:
No. I think it helps the OP, because it begins from below. It is not the suits31
who come here and tell us what to do. It is us. I am a humble person. I have
participated since the beginning. And like me, there are many more poor
people like me who are there with me, debating or helping in whatever way
possible. And so I think the OP is enriching in this way, because it makes
people talk, even the poorest one. It has not let the suits take over.

A survey question about how often a person spoke at meetings painted
a similar picture. Responses to the question: “Do you speak at meetings?” (Always, almost always, sometimes, never) showed that there
was parity between the poor and non-poor, and between the less educated and the rest. It also found, however, that women reported
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speaking less often than men.32 However, the number of years of participation in the PB also turns out to offset this pattern significantly; years
of participation in the process are a powerful predictor of whether
persons will speak. Once we consider only persons with a certain
number of years of experience, we also find that there is no significant
difference between men and women reporting participation, or
between persons with or without formal schooling.33
Statistical analysis of election figures shows a similar pattern. When
we consider several significant intervening variables – as years of experience, number of ties in civil society, being on the board of directors of
a neighborhood association, and being retired or self-employed –
neither gender nor education nor poverty significantly affected a
person’s chances of election.34 Each additional year of experience
increased chances by 25 percent, and each additional tie in civil society
increased the odds by 55 percent. Being retired increases the odds by
over 200 percent, and being self-employed by over 80 percent.35 These
results together suggest that experience offsets education and gender
disadvantages, and that education effects stem from a person’s likelihood of being elected to a position in civil society and do not directly
result from what counts within PB meetings.36 This evidence also
strongly suggests that the availability of time and women’s “second
and third shifts” of household responsibilities account for many, if not
all, of these differences, particularly with respect to gender. Opinions
such as these are typical:
Men are always flying about. To be a councilor you have to be able to go to
many meetings, in the evenings, and in many different places. So even if you
don’t have a job outside, you still have to take care of the house. So I’d say
this is more difficult for women.37
It’s difficult, but we always find time somehow, because I work, get home
and then I feed the children, then I go to meetings. Sometimes my sister gives
me a hand, sometimes the neighbor helps, but it’s difficult.38

This analysis of inequality within participatory budgeting yields
several insights. First, lack of highly educated speech does not pose a
high barrier. Bourdieu’s farmer, who did not “know how to speak,”
might have found in the institutions of participatory governance in
Porto Alegre a place where his type of speech might have been valued.
Certainly there are other standards for valued speech, but these do not
correlate with class or education. It is also clear that outcomes of participatory decision-making also do not reflect domination. This
domination would be evident if outcomes were systematically distorted
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in the direction of the distribution of investments toward more powerful citizens. If the more powerful had indeed been able to manipulate
outcomes there would not be rules that privileged “regional need” over
number of participants, for instance.39 It is also clear that the heterogeneity of persons has not derailed deliberation.40
This experience highlights the importance of the didactic component
of PB meetings. From the perspective of individuals, the institutional
design includes many meetings devoted to learning procedures and
rules, as well as more specific technical criteria for municipal projects.
Persons acquire specific competencies related to budgeting, but also
acquire skills in debating and mobilizing resources for collective goals.
And the evidence suggests there are fair opportunities for advancement
for newcomers.41 One participant with only a few years of schooling,
elected councilor early on in the process, discussed his experience as a
less-educated person:
I had to learn about the process as the meetings took place. The first time I
participated I was unsure, because there were persons there with college
degrees, and we don’t have it, so we had to wait for the others to suggest an
idea first, and then enter the discussion. And there were things from City
Hall in the technical areas, we used to “float.” But with time, we started to
learn.42

An explicit part of the design of the PB is a didactic component inspired
by the “popular education” methodologies of Paulo Freire and the
Ecclesiastic Base Communities.43 As is clear from early materials of the
administration, the ideas of popular educators of urban social movements were an important source of inspiration in how to run meetings
and how to develop norms of dialogue that were respectful of different
types of speech.44 Meeting facilitators are always aware of their function as partially didactic. One of these facilitators discussed her
functions:
Another task [. . .] is to preserve and help diffuse certain values. The participatory budget demands the construction of cooperation and solidarity,
otherwise the logic of competition and “taking advantage” becomes established, creating processes of exclusion. Therefore, negotiations inspired
in a solidaristic practice must be a constant in the pedagogical actions of
facilitators.45

This didactic component is one of the salient features of the PB and
alerts us to the fact that while persons may “naturally” learn from
attending deliberative meetings, intentional design features make the
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learning more or less available to all. The evidence here both confirms
the best expectations of deliberative democratic theory – that vast segments of participants are able to learn to participate effectively – and
points to the importance of a self-conscious strategy to impart that
learning. That this does not fully offset inequalities suggests that more
institutional intervention is needed, though perhaps in novel ways that
change time commitments necessary for effective participation. On the
whole, however, the profile of the highest tier of participants in budget
meetings shows that this institution is a tremendous advance over traditional democratic forms in Brazil.46

III Interfaces with Civil Society
Interviews showed that as persons became deeply involved in negotiations and became acquainted with other persons in the district involved
in similar problems, they established lasting bonds with activists of
other parts of their district and developed solidarities. This collective
learning lies at the root of the transformations in civil society in Porto
Alegre. Many associations in civil society have emerged since the inception of the PB. In this section, I develop a second extension to the EPG
proposal around the issue of interfaces with civil society.
One of the vexing issues for the model of empowered participatory
governance is the relationship between deliberative democratic fora
and civil society. Autonomous institutions of civil society are generally
positively valued as the repositories of democratic practices and
impulses in society; organizations in civil society might also have the
best information and access to certain problems that the participatory
scheme is designed to address. Relying on organized civil society in an
institutional design might, for example, inadvertently favor citizens
who are represented by formal and established organizations against
citizens who do not enjoy such representation. It might also inadvertently reproduce and harden “movement oligarchies” by giving leaders
of such organizations – that may not meet our normative democratic
standards – additional legitimacy and political capital. There are also a
number of negative expectations about the impact of participatory fora
on civil society. If participatory fora run parallel to – coexist with – civil
society, they may empty out fora of civil society by providing more efficient (and state-backed) channels for addressing collective problems. If
participatory fora interface directly with civil society, might they coopt movements? Or might local decision-making fora “balkanize”
political life?47 Cohen briefly addresses another possibility altogether,
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that deliberative democratic institutions might foster new forms of solidarity and help construct civil society:
Notice, however that both the inclusion of nontraditional stakeholders and
the development of deliberative arenas suggests a new possibility: that of
constructing new bases of solidarity through a process of defining and
addressing common concerns. [. . .] In short, these efforts – which could
have very wide scope – have the potential to create new deliberative arenas
outside formal politics that might work as schools of “deliberative democracy” in a special way.48

The Porto Alegre experiment has operated as a “school of deliberative
democracy” rather than co-opting or hollowing out civil society. Participatory governance in Porto Alegre has, in fact, fostered new and more
interconnected institutions within civil society. It has renewed leadership in civil society and “scaled up” activism from neighborhoods
to municipal and district levels. Here I briefly explore the institutional
features of participatory budgeting that account for these changes.
One of the most obvious transformations of civil society has been the
rapid rise of new associations throughout the city. Although precise
figures are difficult to establish, estimates for the number of neighborhood associations are shown in Table 2.1.49 The table gives very general
estimates of the trends in the transformation of civil society in Porto
Alegre.
Table 2.1 The Development of Civil Society in Porto Alegre, 1986–98
Year

Neighborhood
associationsa

1986
1988
1990
1994
1996
1998

240
300
380
450
500
540

a

b
c

Cooperativesb

11
32
51

Regional popular
councilsc
3
5
8
11
11

Functioning neighborhood associations, estimated from unpublished documents from
UAMPA, The Union of Neighborhood Associations of Porto Alegre, from CRC, the
Center for Community Relations of the Municipality of Porto Alegre, and Baierle,
A explosão.
Estimated number of housing cooperatives from interviews.
Popular councils are district-level voluntary entities that coordinate neighborhood
associations.
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The rise in the number of associations has been dramatic, and
follows the increasing success of the PB throughout the years. By my
conservative method50 of estimation, associational density has almost
doubled. Neighborhood associations are not the only type of organization in civil society. A number of other types of entity, such as Samba
schools, religious and cultural groups, soccer clubs, mothers’ clubs,
social movements, professional organizations, and unions are part of
civil society. In regional settings, many of these other entities revolve or
center around the neighborhood association. There is also a limit to the
number of neighborhood associations, which can help prevent an inflation in the measure due to credentialing. My survey of associational life
in three of the city’s districts found that 80 percent of associations held
meetings at least once a month, and that over half had meetings more
than once a month.
Popular Councils measure the interconnectedness of associational
life. The creation of functioning popular councils was an innovation in
civil society during this period. From Table 2.1 we see that the number
of regional popular councils today is much greater than before, and
almost all function with greater regularity. Popular councils are
autonomous institutions that hold regular regional meetings on a
weekly or bimonthly basis for representatives of neighborhood associations as well as independent citizens wishing to discuss the district’s
problems. The founding statutes of one of these councils, in the
Partenon district, states that its purposes are:
1. To obtain and share information about the municipal administration . . .
2. To monitor public institutions . . .
3. To decide upon questions referent to our district, to the city, the state,
and the country.
4. To create proposals to the public administration.
5. To define proper policies in the areas of transportation, social service
delivery . . .
6. To participate in the planning of the city, state, and country.
7. To foster and support popular organizations.51

While popular councils do not exercise power over neighborhood associations, or over the PB, they often coordinate activities between neighborhood associations (to make sure a fund-raiser will not overlap with
a cultural event in a nearby neighborhood), settle disputes among them
and, more importantly, deploy collective resources to solve regional
problems. Often popular councils act as intermediaries between associations and municipal government, approaching the government with
the moral mandate of forty or fifty active associations. The founding
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statutes above show how popular councils have political goals such as
sharing governance and scrutinizing public administration.
This picture contrasts with the situation in 1988. While much of the
city had little associative activity, neighborhood associations and oppositional social movements were active in five or six of the sixteen districts into which the city is today divided. There was a functioning
umbrella group for neighborhood associations, UAMPA, which
according to a 1988 count, had approximately 150 associations registered. Today, associational life has grown more dense throughout the
city. The segregated geography of Porto Alegre means that these
changes have occurred most dramatically in the city’s peripheries, areas
with the least prior organization. The poorest districts of the city have
felt the greatest impact.
An activist in the poorest district of the city, Nordeste, who has followed the process closely, accounted for these changes:
New leaders appear with new ideas every year and they are hard workers
and full of good intentions. Our district has benefited a lot. Many of the new
vilas now have developed associations to fight through the participatory
budget, and old ones are reopening to go and make their demands in the
participatory budget. Every year two or three new associations appear.52

Activists describe a common pattern of neighborhood association
development that begins with collective mobilization around common
demands. Sometimes there already is a registered, but inactive, association for the area. Nonetheless, one or more concerned persons will
begin to attend PB meetings and eventually mobilize a number of concerned neighbors who then attend as an ad hoc group that later
becomes a more permanent association:
We began by attending the participatory budget meeting. There used to be
an association here, but it was more social and less interested in the problems of our side of the vila. So we went with a different name, and today we
are registered as an association. We were able to get part of the street paved
but we are still going to go back because there is a lot we still need.53

A smaller survey I conducted among “key activists” (n = 104) – regular
participants in a regional forum – in three districts of the city shows
that most participate in a number of different fora. On average,
activists participate in two to three meetings per week, and are regular
attendees in three to four different fora. There were regional differences, but 44 percent of activists participated regularly in a forum with
a regional or municipal focus other than the PB or regional popular
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council. Almost all activists reported participating regularly in their
local neighborhood association – which suggests that there are significant ties between local, regional, and municipal settings.
A number of respondents echoed that this indeed was an important
process for developing more permanent networks of activists. For
example, one woman described her trajectory from initial involvement
in the Forum of Cooperatives to becoming an elected delegate and
councilor, and the way the PB has helped foster enduring bonds:
After starting to participate in the Forum of Cooperatives, I started to
become involved with community leaders and wound up being elected as a
Delegate of the Participatory Budget. At first, I did not understand much,
but with time I started to get it. I got a group together from our cooperative
to come on a regular basis. I then was elected to the Council. There it was
where I really learned what is a movement, what a community leader does.
It was an incredible learning experience in becoming a community leader.54

And a number of municipal mobilizations have resulted. The hunger
campaigns in 1991 and the Human Rights Municipal Conference of
1997 drew activists from all districts as regular participants. A kind of
city-wide solidarity emerged from participatory governance. Some of
these municipal initiatives such as the human rights conference are
sponsored by City Hall, but they have been peopled and organized by
community leaders from participatory fora. Participants in the process
often recounted that civil society had changed in these directions –
toward municipal and regional focus – and they often thought that the
process had compelled them to broaden their own horizons and see
themselves as activists for a larger collective:
As delegate and councilor you learn about the district, meet new persons,
become a person who has to respond not only to your association, but also
to the district as a whole and the city as a whole. I participated in the two
congresses to decide the Plano Diretor [municipal planning priorities] and
since I have worried about the city as a whole. After a year, I learned not to
look only at the district, but that you have to look at the city as a whole.55

Consider the institutional features (and their alternatives) of participatory governance in Porto Alegre that account for these changes. One of
the most salient features is its manner of recognizing participants and
collectives. In the late 1980s, leftists in Brazil debated how leftist governments should interact with civil society. In São Paulo, for example,
after the PT victory in 1989, some held that popular councils should be
consultative and others argued that they should be deliberative. If
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popular councils were consultative, they would be part of the government’s organizational structure, and if they were deliberative they
would remain as autonomous associations inserted into municipal government.56 In Porto Alegre, an early vision of interaction with
organized civil society – presidents of neighborhood associations, for
instance – gave way to a “laissez faire” relationship to civil society.
A hallmark of the PB is that anyone can in principle participate in
deliberations. At meetings of the PB where organizations are counted,
participants are asked which organization they represent in order to
tally votes, but the deliberative processes do not discriminate between
“actually existing” neighborhood associations and a momentary
association of persons who decide to call themselves a “street commission.” Some leaders of the neighborhood movement felt “slighted,”
but the practice reduces the advantages of prior organization. It has
created a system that actually fosters the creation of new associations,
as well as the creation of parallel organizations to counter unresponsive ones.
But participatory institutions here address issues that were already
central to civil society concerns. For instance, in Porto Alegre in 1989,
many neighborhood associations contested the poor quality of urban
infrastructure and services. Municipal government might also have
created deliberative channels to address environmental issues or the
cultural policy of city government, both of which have since become
part of participatory governance. Both would have no doubt attracted
activists, but would not have attracted the attention of civil society as
the PB did, and would not have reshaped it. Because significant proportions of the activities of neighborhood associations went to securing
urban services and the PB offered a completely novel way of achieving
those goals, civil society evolved even as it transformed its relations
with municipal government. As an interviewee reiterated:
Before you had to go to the vereador’s (councilperson) office when you had
to get something done, you had to go and sit in his waiting area, sometimes
for more than a whole day. When you saw him you told him why you
needed this street or materials for the (neighborhood) association building.
It was always an exchange. Or you would bring a petition with lots of signatures to DEMHAB to show you had respect in the community. Today it is
different. This brought big changes to the associations, because it was what
we mostly used to do.57

Importantly, the PB has also made some of the principal tasks of neighborhood associations much easier. As another interviewee states,
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Before the participatory budget, the associations used to work by themselves. Each one would write up its demands and go to the government.
Today, 90 percent of the business of associations is through the participatory budget. All our main demands are through the participatory budget.
And even complaints are through the participatory budget, because of the
councilors. Councilors can speak directly with the government. Sometimes
a president will take a month to get an audition from the government and a
councilor will get it in a week.58

There is no direct incentive to create an association, as mentioned
earlier, since formal existence is not a requisite for participation. But
the calculus for forming an association has changed. For example, participants were asked if they used to participate more or less in civil
society prior to the PB. While 10.2 percent of respondents did indeed
participate less, 26.7 percent participated the same (in addition to now
participating in the OP) and 26.7 percent participated more.59
While not part of the stated goals of the PB, its institutions provide a
number of indirect “subsidies” for civil society. As mentioned earlier,
the PB has individual didactic effects. But the PB also recruits activists
into associations of civil society, and provides political education for
most new activists today. In my smaller survey, of the 104 activists,
approximately half had their start in associative life through the PB. Of
activists with less than five years’ experience, the vast majority had
their start in the PB. Another “subsidy” that it provides is the regional
forum in which activists meet other activists, share information and
learning, and coordinate mobilization across districts. Observers of the
process, such as Gildo Lima, one of the architects of the participatory
structures in the first administration, argue that civil society has indeed
become less locally focussed as a result of the PB, and that a new form
of mobilization has emerged:
This type of mass mobilization campaign has become rapid, dynamic, and
has established a frequent “network of conversations.” While I don’t speak
to my neighbor who lives in front of my apartment, [. . .] in this network the
guy who lives here speaks with the guy who lives on the other side, and the
one who lives really far away, every week because of this process. Many
people do not realize that we have created the capacity for dialogue every
week as a result of the participatory budget.60

In the case of the PB, unlike the Associative Democracy proposal of
Cohen and Rogers,61 there are no institutional checks on associations
for standards of democracy. And while this design has succeeded in fostering new associations, there is no assurance of the “internal quality”
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of these organizations. While architects and managers of the PB in
Porto Alegre are well aware that certain neighborhood associations
may leave something to be desired in terms of certain procedural standards, City Hall has nevertheless maintained the position not to interfere in popular organization. The experience of political repression, or
of state-controlled labor unions and neighborhood associations in
Brazil’s recent past, accounts for this reluctance to interfere. But an
additional feature functions as a potential check: just as the PB will recognize any association, the door is always open for parallel groups to
lay claim as associations also. The PB allows for persons to associate
informally and to represent a district or a neighborhood, whether or
not it is officially in existence. If a recognized association is not sufficiently responsive to persons in a community, members may “secede”
through the PB and eventually become dominant by earning respect by
achieving goals in the PB.

IV The Context of Participatory Reform
A final issue for the model of empowered participatory governance is
the enabling context of participatory reforms. Many of the other
Workers’ Party administrations that were elected in 1988 and 1992,
such as that of São Paulo (1989–92), failed and so discredited the
municipal branch of the party. Other municipal administrations who
experimented with comprehensive participatory reforms, like the Florianópolis administration (1992–96) in the state of Santa Catarina,
under the Popular Socialist Party (PPS) did not achieve re-election.
While it is beyond the scope of this chapter to discuss in detail what
background conditions perhaps made Porto Alegre different from
some of these other cities, here I discuss “what went right” and suggest
that the EPG model ought more fully to consider governance outcomes
as a condition for the reproduction of deliberative institutions in competitive democratic arenas. More specifically, I suggest the issues of
institutional capacity to deliver results for participation enable deliberative democracy to enhance the legitimacy of governance and
sometimes extend that capacity.
One key to the generation of these positive civic outcomes was that
the reforms delivered public goods promptly to convince skeptical and
time-pressed residents that participation is worthwhile. The experiment would have failed as a participatory institution if it had not
produced tangible material improvements.62 Students of urban politics
in Latin America have pointed to “bounded rationality” problems of
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the poor in terms of democratic participation.63 Participation may not
make much sense for poor persons save for an assurance of timely
returns. In highly fragmented social contexts, or where persons are not
accustomed to civic engagement, the equation may be even more stark.
In addition, effective deliberative governance may generate practical
opposition as its redistributive consequences become evident.
Part of the explanation for the success is that “good governance”
has always been central to the PT’s agenda. From this commitment, it
has made significant resources available to the PB. With decentralization reforms codified in Brazil’s 1988 Constitution, cities gained new
ways of raising revenue through vehicle, sales, and services taxes. Porto
Alegre has been a relative winner by virtue of being a capital city in a
wealthy state, and has raised enough revenues to keep pace with the
increased fiscal burdens placed by the devolution of social services
while carrying out new investments. The Porto Alegre administration,
with yearly revenues today well over US$150 per person, has the
capacity to offer many more returns than some of the municipal governments around Porto Alegre. For example, the commuter cities of
Viamão and Alvorada have elected PT mayors but, with per capita revenues at a fraction of Porto Alegre levels, have failed to draw sustained
attendance in participatory meetings.64
But these successes stem from the way in which participatory governance in Porto Alegre enhances the legitimacy of government decisions;
this has in turn extended the capacities of municipal government. After
the first year’s budget was drawn up through the PB in Porto Alegre, the
next legal step was to have it approved by the municipal legislative.
While a majority of the city council was hostile to the PB and the
Workers’ Party, the submitted budget was approved without alterations. Popular pressure protected the autonomy of the process;
participants from meetings personally went to the office of councilpersons to exert pressure. Despite a negative media campaign, they succeeded in guaranteeing the budget’s approval.65 The element of public
justification from deliberations over the budget makes it difficult for
politicians in the context of a democracy to oppose something that is a
result of the “public will.” Today, although the PT has not achieved a
majority in the municipal legislature, the budget has been approved
every year without major alterations.
There are other ways in which the legitimacy of the municipal
government has extended its capacities. Genro argues that the PB
has generated public support for raising land-use taxes; these new taxes
were largely responsible for the revenues available for public investment through the PB.66 And as has been pointed out, the increased
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compliance with taxation has also increased revenues; though it is difficult to establish the degree to which this results from the PB, the
increased legitimacy of the administration’s policies no doubt help
account for it. The continued ability of the municipal government to
secure financing for projects also comes from public scrutiny of several
thousand citizens over public funds.67
In fact, the success of the Porto Alegre experiment comes from its
legitimacy-enhancing aspects rather than from “exceptional features”
of the city’s history. While Porto Alegre has a unique history of leftpopulism dating back to the 1930s, the Workers’ Party came to play a
part in municipal politics in opposition to the left-populist party, the
PDT, winning the 1988 municipal election in large part as a protest
against the PDT’s failures of governance.68 Other cities in Brazil, like
São Paulo, where the PT did not re-elect its administration, possessed
comparable, if not stronger, community movements and supportive
unions. One of the key problems of many early PT administrations was
their inability to give voice to organized social movements within the
administration without succumbing to the charge of privileging
“special interests” and without becoming embroiled in interfaction disputes between social movements within the party.69 The PT administration in São Paulo, for instance, came under attack for giving “special
privilege” to social movements sympathetic to the party without considering “the whole city’s interests.” Without a broad-based participatory system that drew participants from outside organized movement
sectors, the municipal government was open to the charge of “left
patronage.”70 And without a clear system of rules for negotiating competing interests, the administration in time also came under attack from
segments of the Party that accused the administration of “class
treason” for attending to the interests of business in certain decisions.71
Enhancing the legitimacy of government may not, by itself, always
assure the reproduction of EPG institutions. But in the case of participatory budgeting, both of these types of problem – charges of patronage, and attacks from segments of the base of support of the party for
not giving enough resources – are averted in an open, and transparent,
participatory system like Porto Alegre’s. In fact, PT administrations
have become more successful in gaining re-election as the open style of
participatory reform of the PB has become the standard for municipal
governance. PT municipal governments with Porto Alegre-style participatory budgeting systems were re-elected more often in 1996 than in
1992, and the PT has continued to gain municipal administrations on
the basis of the well-known success of participatory budgeting in delivering effective governance.
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V Conclusion: On the Fertile Grounds for Utopias
The model of empowered participatory governance offers a set of institutional designs intended to solve many of the problems of both
command-and-control institutions and inefficient New Left proposals.
Deliberative decision-making that is sufficiently empowered in the
correct way holds promise for efficient, redistributive, and fair decision-making. The Porto Alegre experiment I have described seems to
both fit the model and confirm its optimistic expectations: high
numbers of participants from several strata of Porto Alegre’s society
have come together to share in a governance structure that has been
efficient and highly redistributive. I raised three issues that I believe
are important across the range of EPG cases by extending the “realworld question” to a range of situations that ought to be difficulties for
the PB.
I have suggested that despite the strong inequalities of urban Brazil,
participation of the poor and uneducated is present and that the
wealthy and educated do not dominate. The institutional feature of relevance is the didactic component that appears to offset these
tendencies. The lesson is that participatory institutions should include
mechanisms to deal with inequalities specific to their settings, and that
we should reframe “the problem of inequality” as a problem of contexts rather than as a problem of persons. The difficulty with lack of
education or of the poverty of participants is not that these are in themselves barriers to deliberating or collective problem-solving. Persons
across all walks of life are effective problem-solvers and discussants in
their own affairs. The difficulty involves establishing settings in which
certain types of speech are not more valued than others, and in which
opportunities for learning are broadly available. The data also showed
lack of parity on gender dimensions; however, this may have more to
do with the availability of time and schedules of meetings than deliberative competence per se. It is also clear that the participation of women
in the higher tiers of the PB represents a significant advance over traditional democratic institutions. The proportion of women in the city
council in Porto Alegre has never been above 10 percent, compared to
over a third of the Council of the Budget.
I also discussed the impact of institutions on civil society. The
remarkably positive impact of the reforms here stems from the type of
interface with civil society and the incentive structures to participation.
The PB supports civil society in a number of indirect ways, creating a
“network of conversation,” training activists, and making the task
of neighborhood associations easier. This impact is not trivial; an
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organized and intermeshed civil society can help sustain a participatory
experiment such as this one by sharing in its responsibilities in ways
that individual citizens cannot. A survey question about how persons
came to find out about budget meetings showed that among poorer
persons, face-to-face interactions, through neighborhood associations
and popular councils, was the main channel. A survey of the sixteen
regions showed that popular councils supported budget meetings
directly and indirectly through advertising them, recruiting new
participants, and running meetings. The impact on civil society may be
more appropriately described as a set of “synergies” than simply as a
one-way support.
I also explored the enabling context for these reforms, the “politics”
that make it possible, and pointed to legitimacy-enhancing features of
participatory reforms that may extend the capacities of government to
carry them out. The ability to satisfy participants’ expectations is, in
the context of strong need and a competitive electoral democracy,
crucial to the survival and reproduction of the institution.
Another sense in which its “politics” are important is related to the
origins of this utopian experiment. One question left for further
research and reflection concerns the role of motivating political visions.
In this case, the raison d’état driving Porto Alegre’s participatory
experiment was a radical democratic vision of popular municipal
control and the inversion of government priorities away from downtown and toward the peripheries. For many PT administrators,
participatory reforms are part of a broader transformative project. An
early debate in terms of progressive administrations was whether
municipal governments should function with the goal of most efficient
and democratic delivery of services, or play a role in a larger culturally
transformative project. One prominent PT intellectual, Jorge Bittar,
writes in an official publication that:
The inversion of priorities and popular participation are necessary, but not
sufficient, components for a transformative project. An alternative project
of local power must consider actions on two levels: at the municipal political
power and in local society [. . .] the clash with the values that sustain local
hegemony at the local level becomes a conflict that must cross all of our
actions.72

Writings from the early days of the process document lofty objectives
for a popular administration, as when the PT candidate for mayor
Olivio Dutra wrote that popular councils would “restore the historical legacy of the working classes in giving form and content to
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democracy.”73 Early activists within these reforms were guided by
visions of radical democracy borne of the Ecclesiastical Base Communities, of labor and urban movements, and of activism within socialist
parties. These “true believers” helped establish popular deliberation
early in the various districts.74 One of the more experienced activists
described his concern for new persons in terms that tell of an activist
calling:
The most important thing is that more and more persons come. Those who
come for the first time are welcome, we have a lot of patience for them,
there is no problem, we let them make demands during technical meetings,
they can speak their mind and their anxieties. We have patience for it
because we were like that once. And if he has an issue, we set up a meeting
for him, and create a commission to accompany him. You have the responsibility of not abandoning him, of staying with him. That is the most
important thing.75

As Cohen writes, deliberative democracy is at its best a process
whereby participants reconsider and reconstruct their preferences.76
The question we can ask is if it makes a difference if deliberation takes
place not just under the aegis of rationality and problem-solving and
with the goal of reforming government, but also under the aegis of
empowerment of the poor and social justice, and with a goal of social
transformation and rupture, visions borne of social movement activism
and oppositional politics.
At the time of writing (2001), the PB appears to have become fully
consolidated. In its fourth term, the administration concentrated on
increasing the quality of the meetings rather than increasing the
numbers of participants. Civil society activists have become concerned,
in fact, with whether the PB has become too successful and whether
civil society has become too oriented toward it.77 The PB has been
extended to state-level government, with ex-Porto Alegre Mayor Olívio
Dutra as governor of the state since 1999, and a number of experiments
with variants of participatory budgeting currently ongoing in over a
hundred PT-controlled cities in Brazil. This large and decentralized
experiment in empowered participatory governance, in a variety of
diverse settings, will show whether variants of PB-style participatory
reforms are robust enough to guarantee successes in a wide variety of
contexts, or whether local variations more suited to local conditions
will generate other novel forms. In either case, the legacy of this experiment should be watched with interest by students of participatory
governance and deliberative democracy.
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Appendix 1: Statistics
I analyzed a representative sample of PB participants drawn from first
plenary meetings in March and April of 1998. Respondents were randomly selected from participants at each regional and thematic
meeting and were asked to answer a questionnaire. If the person had
difficulty in answering the questionnaire in written format, an interviewer would complete the questionnaire. The sample of participants
was roughly 10 percent of the total number of participants. The survey
was designed and applied by myself, members of an NGO, CIDADE,
in Porto Alegre, and municipal government employees. For this analysis, the models were restricted to variables of interest. Independent
variables of interest included Female, an indicator variable that
assumed 1 for female; Poor, an indicator dummy variable for income
up to two minimum wages; Low Ed, an indicator variable for education up to the 8th grade. Important intervening variables were the
indicator variables Retired and Self Employed based on self-reporting;
Experience was a count of years of participation in the OP; Ties was the
number of ties in civil society, and Directorate, was an indicator variable of whether the person had been elected to a directory position.
Logistic Coefficients Predicting the Likelihood of Election to Delegate
Position in the OP, 1998
Independent variables
Female
Poor (1)
Low Ed (1)
Years
Ties
Directorate
Retired
Autonomous
Constant
Chi-Squared
–2L.L.

Model 1
–0.53 (0.20)**
0.004 (0.23)
–0.50 (0.21)*
—
—
—
—
—
–1.64 (0.11)***
13.95**
683.53

Note: numbers in parentheses indicate standard error.
* p < 0.05
** p < 0.01
*** p < 0.001

Model 2
–0.48 (0.26)
0.10 (0.28)
–0.21 (0.26)
0.23 (0.04)***
0.44 (0.09)***
0.82 (0.26)**
1.18 (0.31)***
0.59 (0.28)*
–2.11 (0.27)***
141.91***
473.33
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Appendix 2: Weights and Criteria for Allocating
Resources
Once municipal priorities for the year’s budget are established by the
Municipal Council of the Budget, specific investments are divided
among the city’s districts according to three criteria:78
1. Lack of the specific public service
Up to 25% of district’s population: 1
26 to 50%: 2
51 to 75%: 3
76 to 100%: 4
2. Total population of the district, in thousands:
Up to 49,999: 1
50 to 99,999: 2
100 to 199,999: 3
above 200,000: 4
3. How the district prioritized the specific service
Fourth or below: 1
Third: 2
Second: 3
First: 4

Appendix 3: Development of Participatory Structures
in Porto Alegre, 1983–98
1983

City-Wide Organization of Neighborhood Associations
founded
1986–89 Failed attempts at City Hall participatory structures
1987
First Popular Councils developed throughout the city
1988
First Health Councils developed
1989
PT victory, participatory budget announced
1990
First rounds of participatory budget meetings, in five
regions
1991
Direct voting for Tutelary Council introduced
Number of regional meetings increased to 16
1992
Number of participants in participatory budget takes off
1992–95 Participatory structures widened to include municipal
councils on housing, social assistance, child and family services, and technology
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1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
2000
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City-Wide Congress to debate directives
Municipal Health Council
Direct voting for municipal school directors introduced
Theme-oriented meetings introduced
City-wide Forum of Child and Adolescent Services
Human Rights Council instituted
Municipal Councils on human rights, environment
City-Wide Forum of Cooperatives
Participatory planning of schools
Human Rights Conference
Second City-Wide Congress, Health Congress
Thematic meetings expanded to six areas
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17. This figure, based on published numbers of municipal government, is the best
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available estimate of the actual number of participants from a figure of attendees at firstround meetings. On the one hand, persons at these first-round meetings are not the actual
participants throughout the year, and as many as 15 percent of participants at districtlevel meetings also come to thematic meetings. But, on the other hand, much higher
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throughout the year, but there is no way precisely to assess its magnitude.
18. A “minimum wage” is a convenient unit to measure income in Brazil with currency fluctuations. As of January 2001 it is fluctuating at near US$60 per month, and
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21. Ibid., p. 146.
22. Ibid., p. 147.
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Chicago Press (1980), p. 103.
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Estudos Urbanos (unpublished report, 1999). See the statistical appendix of this essay for
details.
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26. The count of persons with education up to the eighth grade.
27. Persons with a household income of up to two “minimum-wages” per month,
which comes to aproximately US$124 (November 1999).
28. It was not possible to include the question of race on the 1998 survey. Nonetheless, using other estimators for the race of participants strongly suggests that “race” by
itself does not prevent participation or the achievement of elected positions, though the
question certainly merits further inquiry. The general participant data comes from an
existing earlier survey (1996), but which does not permit any tests as a result of the
numerically small sample. The data on councilors and delegates comes from my own
count of councilors and a sample of delegates. Here I considered specifically the category
“black” (negro) which, as per the conventions of the Brazilian census, is based on selfidentification. “Blacks” make up approximately 5 percent of the city’s population, and
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solely on gender gives the odds at 28.33 percent lower, with a standard error of 0.09. and
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Chi-Squared of 13.75, statistically significant at p < 0.001.
33. Once we consider years of experience, gender ceases to be a significant predictor.
34. It should be noted, for example, that analyses, not shown here, that considered
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38. Marina, interview, June 1998.
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42. Gilberto, interview, 1997.
43. Paolo Friere, Pedagogy of the Oppressed, trans. Myra Bergman Ramos, New
York: Herder and Herder (1970).
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54. Maria, interview, 1999.
55. Antonio, interview, 1997.
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Democracy and Development:
Decentralized Planning in Kerala
T.M. Thomas Isaac and Patrick Heller*

I Introduction
By any conventional measure India’s democracy is a vibrant one. A
competitive and robust party system complements its diverse, vocal,
and autonomous civil society. But if Indian democracy has been rightfully celebrated for its ability to weather conflict, and its toleration and
pluralism, the effectiveness of its democratic institutions are increasingly in doubt. Over a half century of almost uninterrupted democratic
rule has done little to reduce the political, social, and economic exclusion of India’s popular classes.1
Fung and Wright’s exploration of Empowered Participatory Governance (EPG) begins with the assertion that the institutions of liberal
democracy – representative democracy and techno-bureaucratic administration – are limited in their ability to address the challenges of just
and equitable development. Nowhere is this more palpably the case
than in India. On the one hand, representative structures have been
dominated by elite interests. A fiercely competitive political party
system grafted onto a highly unequal and fragmented social structure
has privileged narrow and opportunistic interest politics over more
encompassing forms of representation. In the absence of programmatic
political formations (the Communist Party of India-Marxist – CPM – is
an exception) oligarchical parties built on clientelistic networks have
reduced politics to a frantic, zero-sum scramble for public resources
that Bardhan has aptly described as “equal-opportunity plundering by
all interest groups.”2
On the other hand, state structures born at the intersection of an
imperial bureaucracy, Soviet-inspired visions of planned revolution
and Brahmanical social supremacy have produced a caricature of the
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command-and-control state. If the significant bureaucratic capacities
of the Indian state have allowed for a degree of rule-bound and predictable administration that approaches the Weberian ideal-type, the
state’s monopolistic appropriation of planning and developmental
functions has led at least one commentator to characterize state elites
as “resource omnivores.”3 The developmental failures of the Indian
state are all too well documented4 and bear tragic testimony to the
shortcomings of insulated, top-down, and unaccountable decisionmaking. The resulting crisis of Indian democracy has become so acute
that across the political spectrum a consensus has emerged for promoting more decentralized and democratic forms of governance. However,
the obstacles to such reforms remain significant. With the exception of
Kerala, few states have decisively implemented the 1993 Constitutional mandates to increase local government power.
When the Left Democratic Front (LDF) coalition returned to power
in Kerala in 1996, the CPM-led5 government moved swiftly to fulfill
one of its most important campaign pledges by launching the “People’s
Campaign for Decentralized Planning” (the Campaign). Though the
Campaign is only in its fifth year, it has already empowered local government to a far greater degree than in any other Indian state. It has
made significant progress along the three axes that James Manor6 has
identified as necessary components of any genuine and meaningful
effort at democratic decentralization. First, there has been administrative decentralization. All local governments – municipalities and the
three rural tiers of district, block, and Grama Panchayats (the all-India
term for village councils) – have been given new functions and powers
of decision-making and officials from many line departments have been
brought under the authority of locally elected bodies. Second, there
has been fiscal decentralization: 40 percent of all developmental expenditures have been allocated directly to LSGIs (Local Self-Governing
Institutions). Third, there has been decentralization of political power.
Elected local representatives now have the authority to design, fund,
and implement a full range of development policies and projects.
But the Campaign represents far more than a simple devolution of
governance powers to lower-level elected bodies. Its political and institutional design reflects its socially transformative ambition – similar to
that in Porto Alegre – to compensate for the deficits of representative
structures and bureaucratic decision-making. It stands out as a bold
experiment in Empowered Participatory Governance (EPG) for these
reasons. The first is the sheer scope and scale of the experiment. The
decentralization of a wide range of developmental responsibilities to
1,214 elected local governments (encompassing municipalities, district,
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block, and village panchayats) represents a profound reconfiguration of
the state and its relationship to society. By fortifying local governments,
the Campaign has the potential to transform dramatically the everyday
practice of democracy for Kerala’s thirty-one million inhabitants.
Second, the nested design of the Campaign’s core institutions –
Grama Sabhas (ward-level assemblies), development seminars, task
forces, and local governments – represent a deliberate attempt to
broaden avenues for citizen participation. In every year since 1997,
local governments in Kerala have formulated and implemented their
own development plans. These plans take shape through a multi-stage
process of iterated deliberation between elected representatives, local
and higher-level government officials, civil society experts and activists,
and ordinary citizens (see Table 3.1). The process begins in open local
assemblies, called grama sabhas, in which participants discuss and
identify development priorities. Development seminars formed by the
grama sabhas are then tasked with developing more elaborate assessments of local problems and needs. The development seminars give
way to multi-stakeholder task forces that design specific projects for
various development sectors. These projects are in turn submitted to
local elected bodies (municipal councils called panchayats) that formulate and set budgets for local plans. Final plans are presented back to
grama sabhas for discussion. These local plans are then integrated into
higher-level plans (blocks and districts) during which all projects are
vetted for technical and fiscal viability.
The whole process closely conforms to three core institutional
design principles of EPG. First, by devolving planning and implementation functions to local arenas, the Campaign has for the first time in
India meaningfully empowered local governments and communities to
address practical problems. The entire planning cycle – which begins
with the collection of local data and ends with the formulation of a
comprehensive local plan that consists of hundreds of projects – is an
extended exercise in practical problem-solving. Second, both the institutional and political character of the Campaign has been centrally
concerned with promoting bottom-up participation. The devolution of
authority and resources to LSGIs has significantly reduced the transaction costs of participation, and the knowledge–capacity gap that has
traditionally excluded ordinary citizens from playing an effective role
in governance has been considerably narrowed by mass training programs, the active mobilization of civil society expertise, and concerted
efforts to empower historically marginalized groups – women, adivasis
(“tribals”), and dalits (“untouchables”).
Third, the participatory institutions of the Campaign are self-
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consciously deliberative – based on inclusive and reason-based decision-making – and directly empowered because they tie project choice
and formulation to actual implementation. At a broader level, the
Campaign is a historically significant attempt to dismantle entrenched
forms of bureaucratic domination and patronage politics by reinvigorating Kerala’s tradition of direct and mobilized democracy.
Background: the Struggle for Democratization
While the CPM’s return to power in 1996 provided a critical opening,
the Kerala State Planning Board formulated, designed, and drove the
Campaign for Democratic Decentralization. In doing so, the Board has
relied on a stock of practical knowledge, ideas, and experiences drawn
from twenty-five years of local-level experiments conducted by NGOs,
most notably the Kerala Sastra Sahitya Parishad (KSSP) – the People’s
Science Movement. Moreover, the KSSP has played an active role
within the SPB and at the grassroots level in implementing the Campaign. The historical and political circumstances under which this
synergy of state, political party, and civil society has evolved has been
explored elsewhere.7 This chapter describes and evaluates the key institutions and processes of the Campaign. It is informed primarily by the
direct involvement of one of the authors – T.M. Thomas Isaac, who
was a member of the SPB during the first five years of the Campaign as
well as a long time activist in the KSSP – and by research conducted by
both authors.
As an institutional reform program, the Campaign was specifically
designed to nurture and facilitate greater direct participation by citizens in authoritative decision-making and was predicated on two basic
principles. The first was that local government institutions should be
transformed from simple service delivery conduits for national and
state schemes into fully fledged governing institutions with functional,
financial, and administrative autonomy. Devolution of functions and
resources should be based on the principle of subsidiarity: what can
best be done and decided at local level should be done there.8
The second principle was that traditional representative structures
should be complemented by more direct forms of democracy. Popular
participation would make elected representatives continuously rather
than just periodically accountable to the citizens and would introduce
transparency into bureaucratic operations. Increasing levels of direct
and informed participation required both mobilizing citizens and creating institutions that enable ordinary citizens to play an active role in
the selection, design, and implementation of local development plans.
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The Campaign’s designers (mostly the members of the SPB and key
department heads) also realized from the outset that the instrumentalities of the state would be inadequate, both politically and practically,
for advancing these two principles. Given the inertia of existing institutions and the power of vested interests, legislation alone could never
sustain such profound changes. The success of Kerala’s land reforms in
the 1970s – widely recognized as having been the most far-reaching
and equity-enhancing in the sub-continent – was made possible by a
powerful peasant movement. A highly successful mass literacy campaign in 1991 also pointed to the importance of mobilizing popular
initiative. Building on these lessons, and the recognition that Kerala has
an impressive reservoir of capacity in non-state entities, the strategic
emphasis from the outset was to conduct the reforms as a campaign
that would mobilize civil society actors.
In the rest of this section we outline four key concepts that have
informed the strategy of creating synergies between state intervention
and mobilization. In Section II, we present a detailed discussion of the
Campaign’s institutional design and how it has sought to reconcile the
democratic objectives of extensive participation and effective deliberation with the need for technical competency and inter-level
coordination in the formulation and implementation of development
plans. Section III critically evaluates the success of these mechanisms in
achieving the objectives of democratic decentralization.
Reversing the Sequence of Decentralization Reforms
Democratic decentralization requires changes in administrative structures, in the allocation of functions and powers, and in the control of
resources. Each of these three reforms depends on the other and so they
should be pursued simultaneously. In the technocratic model advocated by multi-lateral development agencies, decentralization has been
seen as an exercise in incremental institution-building informed primarily by public administration and managerial sciences.9 Advocates
of this model typically argue that certain sequenced preconditions,
defined by a clear demarcation of functions among the various levels,
must be met before genuine authoritative decision-making power can
be successfully devolved: administrative support structures must be
created, new organizational procedures should be in place, government
staff have to be redeployed, a new information base has to be developed, and new personnel – both voluntary and official – have to be
trained. The devolution of financial resources must be carefully calibrated to match the absorptive capacity of these nascent institutions.
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A major difficulty with this linear model of decentralization is its
assumption that the task of transforming the very mode in which government works can be achieved through a prescribed process that introduces a discrete set of technically and managerially rational solutions.
The world is seen as largely frictionless and apolitical. But successful
and sustainable democratic decentralization has been the exception to
the rule, frustrated more often than not by bureaucratic inertia – most
notably the resistance of powerful line departments – and vested political interests. Kerala certainly has its share of entrenched bureaucratic
fiefdoms and political formations with stakes in the status quo. Yet, in
the short history of the Campaign, devolution has already gone far
beyond formal laws and executive orders.
Reform in Kerala reversed this linear prescription by first devolving
fiscal control and then building local institutions. Since 1997, LSGIs
have controlled between 35 and 40 percent of the annual developmental budget. During 1997–98, the total resources devolved (the
“grant-in-aid”) amounted to Rs. 10,250 million and, in 1998–99,
Rs. 11,780 million, sums that do not include funds from centrally sponsored schemes and institutional loans to local governments. Before
1996–97, LSGIs received approximately Rs. 200 million in untied
funds. There is little doubt that the administrative capacity and the
management experience of the newly elected local government representatives was hardly up to the task of accommodating such large-scale
transfers. But devolving fiscal resources and control – even while the
immense task of building a new regulatory environment and administrative capacity was only getting under way – has had two critical
strategic effects. First, because local governments now enjoy significant
budgetary discretion, local planning exercises have a tangible and
immediate character. This, as we shall see, has attracted high levels of
participation. Second, shifting budgetary authority to lower levels has
limited the ability of patronage politicians and top-down line departments to dominate or derail the process.
Planning as an Instrument of Social Mobilization
The second distinctive feature of the decentralization experiment in
Kerala is the central role accorded to the planning function of the
LSGIs. As a statutory precondition for receiving the grant-in-aid from
the government, LSGIs must prepare comprehensive area plans. The
planning process, as prescribed by the SPB, includes holding grama
sabhas (ward-level assemblies), and convening sectoral task forces
in which non-official experts and volunteers directly prepare reports,
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formulate projects, and draft sectoral plans. The various stages of plan
preparation constitute new participatory spaces in which citizens,
elected representatives, and officials deliberate and prioritize developmental goals and projects.
In order to ensure transparency and participation without compromising the technical requirements of planning, the planning process is
divided into discrete phases with distinct objectives, key activities, and
associated training programs. Though modifications to the sequence
have been made every year, the basic model inaugurated in 1997 (Table
3.1) remains the same.
A critical component of the Campaign has been an elaborate training program that has become one of the largest non-formal education
programs ever undertaken in India. In the first year, in seven rounds of
training at state, district, and local level, some fifteen thousand elected
representatives, twenty-five thousand officials and seventy-five thousand volunteers were given training. About six hundred state-level
trainees – called Key Resource Persons – received nearly twenty days of
training. Some twelve thousand district-level trainees – District
Resource Persons – received ten days of training and at the local level
more than a hundred thousand persons received at least five days of
training. All the elected representatives were expected to participate in
the training program at one level or another. Each round of training
focussed on specific planning activities. Separate handbooks and
guides, amounting to nearly four thousand pages of documentation,
were prepared and distributed for each round.
Building Civic Engagement
Following Putnam’s seminal analysis,10 it is now widely accepted that a
robust civil society – defined in terms of its “norms of reciprocity and
networks of civic engagement” and embodied in different types of civic
institution – enhances the effectiveness of democratic institutions.
Putnam’s understanding of the contribution that associational life can
make to deepening democracy is, however, informed by an essentialist
interpretation that construes civic-minded behavior as deeply engraved
in culture and history. It is, as Skocpol and Fiorina have argued,11 a
social-psychological view that leaves little room for the role of conflict
in building democratic capacities. Critics have moreover pointed out
that the forms of civic life that contribute to securing developmental
goods (i.e. social capital) are in fact politically constructed12 and
that associational life is in large part artifactual, the product of institutional environments, shifting social relations, and state interventions.13
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Table 3.1 Phases of the People’s Campaign in its Inaugural Year,
1997–98
Phase

Period

Objective

Activities

Mass
participation

1. Grama
sabha

Aug.–
Oct. 1997

Identify the
“felt needs” of
the people

Grama sabha in
rural areas and
ward conventions
in urban areas

2 million persons
attended grama
sabhas

2. Development seminar

Oct.–
Dec. 1997

Assessment of
the resources
and problems
of the area and
formulation of
a local
development
strategy

Participatory
studies:
preparation of
development
reports,
organization of
development
seminars

300,000
delegates
attended
seminars

3. Task forces

Nov. 97–
Mar. 1998

Preparation of
projects

Meetings of task
forces

100,000
volunteers in
task forces

4. Plans of
grass-root
tiers – municipalities and
panchayats

March–
June 1998

Formulation of
plan of grassroot tiers

Plan formulation
and meetings of
elected
representatives

25,000
volunteers in
formulation of
plan document

5. Plans of
higher tiers –
blocks and
districts

April–
July 1998

Formulation of
plans of higher
tiers

Plan formulation
meeting of elected
representatives

5,000 volunteers
in formulation of
plan documents

6. Volunteer
technical corps

May–
Oct. 1998

Appraisal and
approval of
plans

Meetings of expert 5,000 volunteer
committees
technical experts
worked in the
Appraisal
Committees

Kerala’s contemporary history fully illustrates this mutability of civil
society.
Many observers have noted that Kerala boasts a vibrant and robust
associational life, marked not only by the activism of citizens, but also
by a proliferation of NGOs and community-based organizations
and the highest rates of unionization in the country. Indeed, Kerala’s
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celebrated achievements in the area of social development have been
ascribed to high levels of public action marked both by state intervention and civic activism.14 Yet in the early part of the twentieth century,
Kerala was anything but fertile ground for civic republicanism. Kerala’s
caste system was generally considered to have been the most rigid and
severe in the subcontinent and its agrarian economy was marked by
pronounced land inequality and the deeply rooted labor-repressive
institutions. Contemporary civil society in Kerala certainly did not, as
such, rise from deep civic traditions (as Putnam argues for Northern
Italy). Instead, the birth of a vibrant and effective democracy in
Kerala must be located in its political history of conflict and social
mobilization, the interplay of these dynamics with the process of statebuilding and the resulting transformation of social structure.15 Kerala’s
class-centered mobilizations emphasized distributive demands and
built associational ties across caste and communal divisions. Social
reforms including the building of a modest but effective welfare state,
land reforms, and labor market policies have all eroded the hold of
patron–client relations and strengthened associational autonomy.
But if Kerala’s long history of social mobilization has directly contributed to the vibrancy of its civil society, it has also created conditions
that limit the capacity for civic action. Class-based redistributive
conflicts had two notable effects. First, Kerala’s political landscape has
polarized into two highly mobilized left and right wing formations
that have systematically politicized civil society organizations. Thus
schools, cooperatives, shopfloors, and local institutions have all
become objects of fierce political competition. This pervasive politicization has made it increasingly difficult to separate the provision of
public services and goods from narrow political–organizational imperatives. Second, much as in the case of European social democratic
states, redistributive demands expanded the size and role of the state
and the power of bureaucratic structures. Though large-scale interventions in education, health, and social protection directly contributed to
Kerala’s social development, the growth of the bureaucracy has
severely circumscribed the scope for civil society initiative. Because the
bureaucratic development process is top-heavy and more responsive to
highly organized rent-seeking interests than popular forces, ordinary
citizens retain an interest in government programs only inasmuch as
they concern narrow, individual returns. As the politics of pork
replaced the politics of community improvement, Kerala’s strong traditions of popular grass-roots development action eroded.
The Campaign grows directly from a critique of these corrosive
effects. On the one hand, the centralized, command-and-control state is
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no longer capable of driving Kerala’s development. Thus the supporters
of the Campaign have been very vocal in arguing that the existing political climate of sectarian and partisan division has become an obstacle to
development and that a key objective of the Campaign – much as in the
case of participatory budgeting in Porto Alegre – is to break the hold of
clientelistic politics. On the other hand, civil society initiatives require
more avenues and opportunities for engagement with public authorities. Emerging as it has from within a party that has a long history of
popular mobilization, and in particular a key group of activists and
officials with close ties to a mass-based civil society organization with a
track record of community participation (the KSSP), the Campaign’s
political project has been to create new spaces for associational life by
promoting local democratic institutions.
In conceptualizing planning as an instrument of social mobilization,
the Campaign has sought to deepen democracy along three different
axes. First, devolving planning and authoritative decision-making to
local arenas constitutes a more integrated approach to development
that directly challenges the hold of hierarchical line departments and
their extensive powers. Second, providing visible and substantive
incentives for participation and emphasizing deliberative processes
may reinvigorate civic action and loosen the grip of partisan patronage
politics. Third, by fundamentally transforming the mode and channels
of decision-making, the Campaign has created new political configurations and public policy networks. Thus elected local representatives
whose functions were previously mostly ceremonial have now been
brought directly into positions of authoritative decision-making,
including authority over local administrative officials. Similarly, NGOs
and Community-Based Organizations (CBOs) have been offered new
opportunities for engaging directly in development and there has been a
concerted effort to create new linkages between professionals and academic institutions and communities in order to bring expertise (especially during the transitional phase in which the bureaucracy has been
less than cooperative) to the grass roots. This later development parallels the dynamic blurring of state–society relations marked by the emergence of new associational networks that Chalmers et al. have
identified as the defining characteristic of revitalized civil societies in
Latin America.16
In short, the objective of the People’s Campaign for Decentralized
Planning has not been simply to draw up a plan from below. The very
process of planning has been conceived as a means to fundamentally
transform the character and scope of participation and the nature of
interest mediation. Such a transformation cannot be secured through
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government directives or institutional design alone. It requires the creativity and integration with the logic of social movements.17
Institutionalization
Fung and Wright18 argue that one of the greatest challenges of promoting EPG is to develop institutional forms that are robust enough to
withstand efforts by traditional interest groups to either subvert or circumvent deliberative processes. In Kerala’s highly volatile political
climate, in which the two political fronts have historically more or less
alternated in their control of state power, this problem is particularly
acute. Governments formed by the Congress Party have a track record
of reversing decentralization reforms, most notably by packing newly
created local institutions with political appointees.
The Campaign has addressed this challenge of institutionalization
by encouraging popular involvement as a counterweight to entrenched
officialdom. High levels of participation have already yielded significant payoffs as some opposition parties – and most interestingly the
conservative Muslim League – have expressed their support for the
Campaign. The Campaign’s localized planning structures have created
spaces in which new political alliances and commitments have been
forged. By replacing the conventional systems of vertical accountability
to political parties and bureaucracies with horizontal forms of cooperation and autonomous sources of authority, the Campaign’s locally
integrated planning structures have provided local politicians and officials with a direct stake in the new system.
Political uncertainty has also underscored the need to institutionalize
the Campaign through the passage of appropriate legislation. Thus the
LDF government comprehensively amended the existing Kerala Panchayathi Raj Act of 1994 and the Kerala Municipality Act of 1994 to
secure the autonomy and accountability of LSGIs. New laws concerning the transparency of administration and access to information have
also been passed. Moreover, hundreds of government orders creating
new accounting systems, devolving authority to local officials and
establishing new procedures for reporting have engraved many of the
Campaign’s design features into the everyday workings of government.
But in India’s highly fluid electoral environment, regime support for
radical experiments can be fleeting. In May 2001, in keeping with a
pattern of defeat of incumbent parties that has long been the norm in
Kerala, the LDF was ousted from power by a Congress Party-led coalition. Most observers concur that the CPM’s defeat was not a judgement
about the Campaign.19 At the time of writing (November 2001), it is
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too early to evaluate the impact of this change in government on the
Campaign. In contrast to 1991, when the UDF returned to power and
immediately scuttled a much less ambitious experiment in decentralization (one that had focussed on the district level), the new government
has declared its commitment to the Campaign and to addressing its
weaknesses. Two factors have pre-empted a frontal assault on the Campaign. One is its popularity at the grass-roots level. The Campaign had
succeeded in building supportive bipartisan local coalitions that favor
decentralization. Eroding the autonomy and authority of LSGIs will be
difficult, therefore, not only because it would require significant legislative efforts, but also because such efforts would alienate the Congress
Party’s own rank and file. The second is the prestige that the Campaign
had gained in national and international circles. In addition to significant media attention, the Campaign has attracted the attention of officials from other Indian states and even figured in the remarks made by
the President of India (who is from the Congress Party) in his 2000
Independence Day national address.

II Participatory Plan Formulation and
Implementation
Planning in India has historically been a highly insulated and top-down
affair. In keeping with their high-modernist impulses, state planners
have generally been skeptical of mass participation in the planning
process.20 In general, area planning has occurred at the level of districts, which encompass hundreds and even thousands of panchayats
but do not have elected governance bodies. The modal pattern has been
for teams of experts to draw up district- or block-level plans in consultation with groups of key informants such as officials, “progressive”
farmers, representatives of cooperatives, local self-governments, and
so on. Participation was carefully controlled from above. The Report
of the Working Group on Block Level Planning expressed characteristic scepticism regarding direct public participation:
First, we should be clear as to who we do have in mind when we talk of the
people: their representative political institutions such as the district and
taluka panchayats or class organizations where they exist (khedut mandals
or trade unions), political or caste leaders or target groups. It is well known
that the public is not a harmonious entity; it really comprises groups with
conflicting interests. If we wish to plan for the weak, the plan may have to be
imposed from above and cannot be a product from below in which “the
below” is dominated by the rich and the strong.
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Second, people can make a contribution to planning only if they are presented with a well-articulated and feasible framework of approaches,
objectives, measures, and alternatives. If, however, they are asked to indicate their needs in a vacuum, they are bound to put up a charter of demands,
which will be far beyond the capacities of the government.21

A number of model block- and district-level plans were prepared
during the 1970s by voluntary agencies and professional bodies that
have provided important methodological experience in local-level
planning. By the early 1980s some form of district planning machinery
existed in most states, but the planning process was anything but participatory. It was described by the Report of the Working Group on
District Planning (Government of India 1984) as follows:
Usually, after the state budget is voted in the assembly, the different heads of
departments are requested to make a district-wise break up of the outlays
provided in the plan budget. This is then communicated to the districts,
either by sectoral departments or by the planning department of the state.
This usually takes four to five months after the commencement of the financial year. After this communication is received, the district attempts to
incorporate a write up for the district-wise outlay and a document called
“district plan” emerges in this manner, which is purely an aggregation of
departmental schemes [our emphasis].

District planning was decoupled from budgetary discretion, and as
such devoid of any authoritative decision-making. The major departure from this pattern took place in Karnataka and West Bengal where
conscious attempts were made to link the district planning process to
local self-governments. The Karnataka experiment was remarkable for
the autonomy given to district panchayats in plan preparation and the
involvement of lower panchayats and grama sabhas through a consultative process. However, it disintegrated after the state’s ruling
coalition was defeated in 1990. The West Bengal experiment has
proved to be more enduring. West Bengal created a tradition of local
democracy by organizing elections for local bodies at regular five-year
intervals. Though the scope of powers of these bodies has grown, planning processes have remained centered around the district with
lower-tier local bodies and grama sabhas playing only consultative
roles. In contrast to Kerala, line departments of the state government
continue to dominate the planning and implementation of schemes and
programs that were supposedly transferred to local bodies.
This brief discussion of the theory and practice of decentralized planning in India provides a point of comparison with the decentralized
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planning procedures adopted in Kerala. The focus of decentralized
planning is not the district but different tiers of local self-governments,
the most important being the grass-roots tier – the grama panchayat or
municipality.22 Under the Campaign, the planning process begins at the
lowest level of democratic representation, the grama panchayats and
municipalities. Block- and-district level panchayats come into play only
after local governments have prepared their plans, and then only to
ensure regional coordination. There are 990 grama panchayats, 58
municipalities,23 152 blocks, and 14 districts in Kerala. The councils for
each of these levels of local government are directly elected in a firstpast-the-post constituency system. At the block and district levels, the
democratic character of planning is ensured through the involvement
of elected officials and a range of citizen committees. At the municipal
and grama panchayat level, the planning process is driven by direct
mass participation.
Autonomous decision-making power was granted to local governments by providing untied “grants-in-aid.” The heavy hand of bureaucratic tradition has been blunted by continuous, mass, non-official
participation in every phase of plan preparation and implementation.
In building continuous deliberative structures, the Campaign has
tackled two micro-level design challenges. The first was to create institutional forms that can correct for the asymmetries of power among
local agents. The second was to make local participation effective by
creating space for grass-roots intervention and deliberation without
sacrificing the technical and economic requirements of planning.
The Grama Sabhas
Grama sabhas, assemblies of ward- or panchayat-based residents, represent the key deliberative moment in the planning process. By law,
these meetings had to be held at least twice during the initial years of
the Campaign. In later years, amendments to enabling laws required
four meetings in each panchayat per year. The first grama sabha serves
as an open forum in which residents identify local development problems, generate priorities and form subsector development seminars in
which specific proposals take shape. In the second grama sabha, plans
approved by the elected panchayat council are presented to the public
and departures from the original grama sabha proposals are explained.
Beneficiaries for particular projects are also selected at the grama
sabhas.
Rousseau notwithstanding, there is nothing spontaneously democratic about a general assembly, especially in a society as inflected with
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complex and durable inequalities as India’s. The Campaign’s architects
and activists devoted substantial time and energy to enhancing the
deliberative quality of these large meetings. An obvious innovation,
but one that nonetheless required significant organizational effort, was
to adopt a small-group approach. In each grama sabha, after an introductory general body meeting (usually of several hundred people),
participants are divided into smaller groups, each dealing with a particular development sector, to discuss issues and problems in depth. This
small-group arrangement made it possible for ordinary people, particularly women, to be able to participate in the discussions. A second
innovation was to create a semi-formal discussion format and provide
a trained facilitator for each group. Working with a basic template of
questions and useful planning concepts, locally recruited facilitators
encouraged participants to list and analyze local problems based upon
their real-life experiences.
Local Information-Gathering
Asymmetries of information are a key source of domination in nominally deliberative institutions. Even in Kerala’s social climate of highly
politicized and highly literate citizens,24 durable social and status
inequalities and official prerogative has severely skewed access to
useful information. Moreover, though available planning data are a
source of significant power, they are often inaccurate or maladapted to
the requirements of local development. Taking much of its inspiration
from the KSSP – which since its foundation in 1962 has been dedicated
to “bringing science to the people” – the Campaign has taken local
information-gathering as a first critical step in the planning process.
After a first round of grama sabhas, panchayats in the first year of
the Campaign were required to make formal assessments of the natural
and human resources of their localities. The idea was to promote effective integration of planning and resource optimization by actually
comparing expressed needs with local assets. With assistance from specially trained resource persons and using techniques developed by the
Campaign, a series of participatory studies was undertaken in every
grama panchayat and municipality. These included the collection and
organization of data available from various local-level offices, identifying and mapping local eco-zones using transect walk techniques, a
review of ongoing schemes to be prepared by each local department, a
social audit, and a review of local history. The widespread refusal of
departments to cooperate often hampered local planning and interlocal coordination. Though the quality of data varied dramatically
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between localities, the exercise itself helped many individuals develop
useful skills and, importantly, incorporated local knowledge into official development planning.
Development Reports and Seminars
The outcome of these data collection exercises was a “development
report” prepared according to guidelines set down by the SPB. With a
five-year strategic outlook, the reports serve as the basis of annual
planning. Running on average seventy-five to a hundred pages, reports
provide a comprehensive overview of local development. They include
a chapter on local social history intended to underscore the role that
social mobilization can play in meeting development challenges. The
body of each report consists of 12 chapters assessing the current status
of various sectors such as agriculture, energy, health, and drinking
water, a review of ongoing schemes and problems and a list of recommendations. An assessment by the SPB revealed that the majority of the
reports were of higher quality than any other existing department planning documents and offered by far the best benchmarks for local
development.
Because the recommendations of the development report can differ
from the demands raised in the grama sabhas and because demands
from different wards had to be integrated into an area-wide perspective, the reports were submitted to development seminars. The majority
of delegates to the seminars were elected from the subject groups of the
grama sabhas with, in principle, equal representation for men and
women. Local-level government officials and other relevant experts
were asked to participate. On average, development seminars had 231
delegates, with officials accounting for 13.8 percent, SC/STs (Scheduled
Castes and Scheduled Tribes – the official designation for “untouchables” and tribal groups) for 10.5 percent and women for only 22.1
percent.25 Extensive preparation went into the organization of the seminars including the distribution of the development report to all delegates and widespread publicity in the form of leaflets, festivals, jathas
(marches), and exhibitions. The seminars were given a very high
profile, with a member of the legislative assembly or a state minister
inaugurating half of the seminars. A major proportion of the seminar
time was devoted to sector-wise group discussions in order to facilitate
in-depth analysis of the development reports and to propose amendments. The recommendations of the different groups were then presented to a plenary session for ratification.
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Task Forces and Preparation of Projects
At the conclusion of development seminars in the first year of the Campaign, task forces of around ten persons each were constituted to
prepare the project proposals on the basis of the recommendations of
the seminar. In subsequent years, task forces became the starting point
of the planning process in which development seminars were convened
at a later stage to review the work of task forces. A key challenge of
EPG is that experts, rather than simply deliberating among themselves,
should also engage in direct deliberation with citizens.26 The work of
task forces in fact goes beyond simply leveling the playing field by guaranteeing that the process of project design is informed by experts but
led by citizens. Each development seminar was composed of twelve
task forces, one for each development sector. Delegates selected from
the development seminars were ordinary citizens, though many have
undergone specialized training through the Campaign. The chairperson of each task force was an elected ward councilor. This ensured
that the work of the task force would be directly represented in subsequent deliberations of the panchayat or municipal council. In order
to secure the relevant expertise as well as coordination with state structures, the convenor of the task force was an officer from the concerned
line department.
The sustainability of a participatory institution is in large part determined by its demonstrated capacity for effective problem-solving. In
order to ensure a degree of quality control and effective monitoring,
task forces are required to prepare detailed project proposals in accordance with a set of criteria and standards established by the SPB. Thus
all project proposals must include a definition of objectives (as far as
possible in quantitative or measurable terms), criteria for beneficiaries
or areas, a time frame, an organizational overview of the role of implementing agencies, a financial analysis including identification of
funding sources, a social and environmental impact review, and details
of the proposed monitoring mechanisms.
Plan Documents and Coordination
The fourth and final stage of the local planning process is marked by
the prioritization and integration of projects prepared by various task
forces into a plan document for each panchayat. The final form of the
local plan is the legal prerogative of the elected council which must
formally vote to approve the plan. There are, however, a number of
formal and informal mechanisms to ensure that elected representatives
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abide by the recommendations and projects generated by the various
participatory processes. The approved plan must conform to a detailed
reporting format that lays out the general strategy and objectives of the
plan as well as sectoral and redistributive criteria. Authorized projects
must be specifically linked to the strategic statement and the full text of
the proposed project must be listed in a separate appendix. This process not only guarantees accountability, but its sheer complexity
ensures that the council – which has limited administrative support –
has no practical alternative to building on the work of task forces. The
fact that ward councilors participate actively at every level of the participatory process, from attendance at grama sabhas and training
seminars to chairing the task forces, also ensures integration between
participatory processes and the council’s final deliberations.
Since the beginning of the Campaign, plan allocations have been separately indicated in the state budget, with broad guidelines regarding
sectoral allocations to be made by the local body. These guidelines are
both of a functional (sectoral) and redistributive character and are
designed to coordinate and integrate local allocations with state-wide
objectives. For example, to shift public investments away from Kerala’s
traditional strengths in social services and infrastructure, the SPB
mandates that 40–50 percent of plan allocations must be directed to
productive sectors such as agriculture. On the redistributive front, local
governments are required to spend not less than 10 percent on projects
targeted to women, and to proportionally direct funds to projects for
scheduled caste and scheduled tribe portions of their population.
Block and district panchayats start the preparation of their annual
plans only after grama panchayats have drafted their plans. The
sequential ordering is intended to ensure that the plans of the various
tiers are integrated and the plans of the higher tiers complement, rather
than duplicate or overrule, those of the lower tiers. A matrix-based
analytical tool has been developed to assist blocks and districts in integrating the analysis and programs of the grama panchayats into their
own plans. Blocks have also been tasked with integrating into their
plans the different centrally sponsored poverty alleviation schemes that
have traditionally been implemented at the block level. There has been
strong resistance to this move from both bureaucrats and elected representatives. This comes in part from genuine problems in maintaining
separate guidelines for centrally sponsored programs, but also from
fear of losing significant decision-making powers.
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Plan Appraisal
In the first year of the Campaign, a sample review of the projects prepared by the local bodies revealed that a significant proportion had to
be modified to ensure their technical soundness and viability before
they could be approved for implementation. In all, more than a
hundred thousand projects had to be evaluated. The object of evaluation was to rectify the technical and financial weaknesses in the
proposals. This monumental task had to be undertaken within a span
of three to four months. The official machinery lacked the capacity and
will to accomplish this task.
The SPB responded to this problem by launching the Voluntary
Technical Corps (VTC). Retired technical experts and professionals
were encouraged to volunteer to help appraise the projects and plans of
the local bodies. A professional or postgraduate degree or officer-level
experience in a development sector was the minimum qualification for
VTC membership. A volunteer expert committed herself/himself to
spending at least one day a week giving technical assistance to the panchayats. District-level conventions were arranged for the experts who
formally offered to join the VTC. More than four thousand technical
experts enrolled in the VTC.
Expert Committees were then formed at block (BLEC), municipal
(MLEC), and corporation (CLEC) levels, drawing from the VTC members and certain categories of mandatory officers. Each expert committee had a non-official as its chairperson and the block panchayat
secretary or officer from the Town Planning Department as its convenor. The expert committees functioned through subject committees
with membership confined to those who had expertise in the particular
field. A non-official expert acted as the chairperson and a senior officer
from the related department was appointed as the convenor of the
subject committee.
The expert committees acted both as advisory arms of the District
Planning Committees, helping to appraise the plans and projects, and
as advisors to local planners. The committees were not empowered to
modify priorities set by the local bodies. They were tasked only with
providing technical and financial advice, appraising projects, and suggesting modifications. The district planning committees approved
plans on the recommendations of these expert committees.
The formation of expert committees in the course of the Campaign’s
first year was an important organizational innovation which helped to
debureaucratize the project approval process. Without this extrabureaucratic expertise, line departments would have paralyzed local
planning through inertia and outright resistance.
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Financial Procedures
In Kerala’s traditional system, development planning was the arbitrary
and patronage-driven domain of elected representatives and implementation was the prerogative of the bureaucracy. A key rationale for
making the decision-making process more participatory was to ensure
the involvement of the beneficiaries and the public at large in project
implementation. As Fung and Wright note,27 “direct participation of
grassroots operators increases accountability and reduces the length of
the chain of agency that accompanies political parties and their bureaucratic apparatus.” Popular involvement increases problem-solving
efficiency through better and more rapid feedback and increases
accountability by multiplying the points of scrutiny. The Campaign has
developed a wide range of new fora and rules to maximize participation and transparency.
The Campaign’s financial procedures for regulating the flow of
grant-in-aid funds to local bodies and to specific projects has been
designed to maximize effective monitoring. To begin with, officers can
be held more directly responsible for financial flows because they have
become directly responsible to locally elected councils. Financial allotments to local bodies are released in four installments annually.
All funds must be specifically tied to approved panchayat projects or
state schemes. They are held in special accounts that are managed by
the implementing officer. Actual disbursement of funds requires coauthorization from the head of the elected body.
The creation of democratically accountable beneficiary committees
has also been an important innovation. Instead of implementing public
works through contractors, local bodies were encouraged to form
committees of project beneficiaries to undertake the task. The objective
was to break the ties of collusion between contractors, politicians, and
government engineers that have historically been the most important
source of corruption in Kerala. Doing so, however, required creating
beneficiary committees that were sufficiently autonomous and empowered to resist capture by rent-seeking interests. Toward this end,
officially ratified local market rates were adopted for estimation of cost
of works so that the beneficiary committees could execute the work in a
transparent manner and maintain credible financial records. A second
step was to shift effective authority for the technical sanction of
projects from department officials to block- or municipal- and districtlevel expert committees. Department officials continue to convene
subject committees and grant technical sanction. However, they now
make decisions in their capacity as members of a committee of peers
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rather than as officials in a departmental hierarchy. A third procedural
innovation has been to shift responsibility for examining finished work
and authorizing payment from official to non-official engineering
experts from the VTC.
Beneficiary Selection
A major change introduced by the Campaign was in its procedure for
selecting beneficiaries of development projects. Beneficiaries are individuals who receive direct benefits from projects, such as houses,
irrigation systems, or construction-work opportunities. In the past,
beneficiary selection has been little more than a concerted exercise in
patronage that has enjoyed the tacit collusion of all political parties.
Campaign rules call for grama panchayats to publicize the criteria for
beneficiary eligibility and prioritization. Notices listing the projects
and criteria must be prominently displayed in public places as well as
printed and circulated. Applications must be printed in Malayalam and
made freely available. The rules also provide for a system for verifying
statements made in the applications. Verification can be conducted by
designated officers or by a committee appointed by the panchayat.
Finally, the list of applicants must be presented to the grama sabha with
sector subject groups tasked with processing applications.
The responsibility for consolidating and finalizing the priority list of
beneficiaries received from each grama sabha rests with the panchayat.
The final priority list must be created on the basis of clearly stated
norms. Members of the public and the local press can attend the proceedings of this final selection. The draft list must be exhibited
prominently. All public objections must be given consideration and
reasons for rejection stated.

III Critically Assessing the Campaign
So far we have discussed the history and formal institutional design of
the Campaign. How have these new structures actually worked on the
ground? Most critically, has the planning process been deliberative?
Have local projects been effectively implemented and integrated
with higher levels of planning? Given the sheer complexity and scale of
the project, the inevitable teething problems, and the absence of
cumulative data, it is still too early to reach definitive judgement. The
institutional learning that has already taken place does, however, hold
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some important lessons for our understanding of EPG. Furthermore,
several robust trends have already emerged.
Financial Resources
As we noted in the introductory section, the decision in 1996 to
earmark 35–40 percent of plan funds for local self-governments kickstarted the Campaign. The most important achievement of the Campaign to date has been sustaining the political will to maintain and
increase the scale of devolution in subsequent years, despite very severe
financial constraints faced by the state government. Consequently,
local governments have enjoyed a continuous and substantial flow of
financial resources.
The redistributive character of this resource devolution has
improved significantly since the start of the program. In the first year,
financial devolution was based on a straight per capita formula that did
not take levels of interregional poverty and development into account.
However, what was lost in policy was gained in politics. With its
simplicity, this formula resisted political manipulation and criticism
from partisan opponents. Moreover, the formula effectively corrected
the highly skewed patterns of patronage-driven allocation of the past
(in which underdeveloped northern Kerala was consistently shortchanged) and so did have a de facto redistributive effect. In subsequent
years, the devolution formula has progressively incorporated additional weights for poverty and underdevelopment.
A major weakness of local-level plans has been their weak credit
linkages. Both commercial and cooperative banks have by and large
been unwilling to link official credit planning to the local planning projects. Resources from voluntary labor, donations, and beneficiary
contributions have fallen short of anticipated levels. However, a
number of panchayats did successfully mobilize substantial resources
from these sources, indicating their as yet untapped potential.
Plan Formulation
For the first time in India, grama panchayats and municipalities
throughout an entire state have prepared local area plans. This is itself
an important milestone. Given the sheer enormity of the task and the
absence of local capacity, plan preparation in the first year ran six
months over schedule. However, the dramatic returns of learning-bydoing have been reflected in the steadily increasing proportion of
promptly completed plans.
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A major objective of decentralized planning has been to match local
needs to actual public expenditures. A rationalization of resource
allocation based on more direct, informed, and deliberated inputs into
decision-making processes is a critical gain for both fairness and efficiency from decentralized planning. Because of the empirical difficulties
of comparing pre- and post-Campaign expenditures patterns (there are
no subdistrict figures available for the pre-Campaign period) a definitive
assessment must await more intensive research efforts. However, three
important general trends are already apparent. First, the investment priorities in the plans prepared by the local bodies (after decentralization)
differ significantly from priorities in prior district plans. Local bodies
have accorded much greater priority to basic needs such as housing,
drinking water, and sanitation. In the productive sectors, there has been
a discernible shift toward animal husbandry, garden crops, and minor
irrigation. Both these shifts have significant redistributive implications.
Second, in contrast to past patterns, investment priorities in special
plans prepared for scheduled castes and tribals differed significantly
from the overall investment patterns. The low income, asset, and skill
position of these marginalized communities has been taken into
account. Third, in contrast to the one-size-fits-all logic of the past, there
are significant interregional differences in the investment priorities of
local bodies.
The most glaring weakness of the plan preparation in the first year
was the quality of the proposed projects. Many of the projects proved
to be little more than modified versions of standardized department
schemes. There was often little consideration of forward and backward
linkages and fully integrated plans were rare. The reflex to mechanically allocate funds on a ward basis proved tenacious, particularly
among the higher tiers (blocks and districts). Beginning with the second
year, measures were adopted to improve the quality of projects and
programs. The most important measure has been to introduce subjectspecific training programs for task force members. In the second year,
the training program consisted of a series of locally organized stopgap
measures that produced limited results. In the third year, the training
program was formalized into a state-wide program linked to specialized institutions such as the Kerala Agricultural University, the Institute
of Management in Government, the KSSP’s Integrated Rural Technology Centre, COSTFORD (a low-cost housing NGO training institute),
and NGOs involved in watershed management. These specialized
training programs, coupled with the greater involvement of VTC
members in the task forces, improve the quality of project design.
The spatial integration of projects on a watershed basis was a key
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planning goal of the Campaign. In practice however, block panchayats
lacked the technical expertise and support to plan at this level. In the
third year, the SPB launched a scheme to assist block panchayats in
mapping all the micro-watersheds in the state and in preparing master
plans for them. Administrators hope that this program will improve
local spatial plans, raise awareness of ecological issues, and introduce
the concept of sustainability into the planning process.
Physical Achievements
A major criticism of the Campaign has been that the attention paid to
process and participation has come at the expense of actual project
implementation as measured by physical achievements (the process–
product trade-off). The logic of this criticism is misplaced inasmuch as
it fails to recognize that the quality of participation is “an independent
desiderata of democratic politics.”28 To focus on financial targets and
expenditures, as many of the Campaign’s critics have done, reflects a
narrow technocratic understanding of development. But even if EPG
institutions can be justified on the grounds of extending citizenship
alone, their long-term viability, especially under the circumstances of
the liberalization of the national economy, will rely on their capacity to
provide tangible developmental goods.
At this stage, an accurate appraisal of physical achievements is complicated by practical problems of monitoring and aggregating existing
data. Physical results, particularly in productive sectors such as industry and agriculture, require time to materialize. And even in the case of
social and infrastructural sectors, the task of measuring the quality of
project implementation is virtually impossible given the absence of a
local data gathering system.29
However, the most readily measured physical achievements of the
first two years of decentralized planning are impressive. From 1997 to
1999, 98,494 houses have been built, 240,307 sanitary latrines constructed, 50,162 wells dug, 17,489 public taps provided, and 16,563
ponds cleaned. A total of 2,800,179 individual beneficiaries received
support from the plan for seedlings and fertilizers. 8,000 kilometers of
roads were built. These figures far outpace public construction from
previous comparable periods.30
Because the pace of delivery has surpassed expectations, the state
government has taken steps to encourage institutional financial loans
to the local bodies to provide additional resources. For the first time in
Kerala (or any state in India), the government has set a target date
(2003) for delivering shelter, sanitary latrines, and drinking water
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(within two hundred meters) to all households in the state. The universalization of pre-primary education, improvement in the quality of
education and health care centers, and completion of rural electrification have also become imaginable. Tangible achievements such as these
could play a critical role in sustaining and stabilizing the process of
democratic decentralization.
Recombination
Effective decentralized planning must by definition be integrated. This
is critical not only to optimize resource allocation, reduce duplication,
and ensure sustainability, but also, as Fung and Wright argue, to
capture and diffuse the innovations generated in decentralized units.
The comparative advantage of “decentralized coordination” lies in
increasing the “learning capacity of the system as a whole by the combination of decentralized empowered deliberation and centralized coordination and feedback.”31 This coordination has been one of the
most daunting challenges faced by the Campaign.
In the first year, a number of factors contributed to weak coordination between the plans of the different tiers of local bodies and that of
the state government. First, the functions of the local bodies were listed
in the law by subject rather than by activity. This resulted in considerable overlap. Second, the decentralizing logic of the Campaign
was a global one. Negotiation of schematic or activity-wise demarcation of functions would have been difficult and time-consuming due to
resistance from line departments. LSGIs were instead granted full
autonomy to formulate any project within their capabilities. The devolution of discretionary budgeting authority introduced a de facto functional division of labor between the state government and LSGIs.
During the first year of the decentralized planning, most departments
insisted on continuing their traditional schemes and there was considerable duplication between the state department programs and those of
the LSGIs. This created considerable strain on the overstretched financial resources of state departments and most have gradually withdrawn
their schemes that overlap LSGI projects. Thus village roads and minor
irrigation have virtually disappeared from the state government’s plan.
And though all piped water supply schemes are by law the monopoly of
the Kerala Water Authority, the Authority no longer undertakes smallscale projects.
Though prescribed planning procedures called for higher tiers to
take the priorities and programs of lower tiers into account, in actual
practice there was little coordination in the first year (in no small part
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because of a shortage of time). More detailed guidelines were issued in
the second year, but problems persisted. In the third year, the format
and logic of district-level planning was significantly revised. New
procedures emphasized the district’s role in (1) providing a macroperspective for sustainable development of the district, (2) improving
integration by consolidating lower-level plans and identifying gaps and
duplications, and (3) providing a long-term strategic vision for future
annual plans.
In the first two years, the planning process only provided feedback
from below. In the absence of coordination from above, integration
between the programs of different tiers was inadequate and insufficient
attention was given to the spatial dimension of the planning process.
District plans are now conceived of as providing the primary source of
feedback from above. The intention is that this feedback should not
take the form of instructions or commands, but of guidelines evolved in
a participatory manner by the local bodies in the district. This in turn
will allow for local plans at every level to be prepared with simultaneous feedback from both above and below.
Quality of Deliberation
The Campaign has created numerous opportunities for ordinary citizens to actively participate in the different phases of plan formulation
and implementation. But how many citizens have made use of these
opportunities? Were the discussions manipulated by locally dominant
groups? Were the fora merely a means to legitimize decisions made by
the elites?
Every ordinary citizen, irrespective of his or her membership in
political or non-political social formations, has the right and opportunity to intervene in the planning process by participating in the grama
sabhas. One of the greatest achievements of the Campaign has been to
demonstrate that popular assemblies can function effectively. In the
year before the Campaign, grama sabhas were called after the formation of the new local bodies, but a majority failed to actually convene.
In the first grama sabhas of the Campaign in August–September 1996,
over two million people participated with an average of 180 persons
per grama sabha, representing 11.4 percent of the voting population
and roughly one of every four households. Though participation rates
have dropped slightly in subsequent years (possibly because the
number of annual grama sabhas was increased from two to four), these
popular assemblies have become an essential feature of Kerala’s political landscape.
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There are, however, significant limitations to the deliberative character of grama sabhas. To begin with, they are too large and unwieldy for
meaningful deliberation. Due to Kerala’s dispersed settlement pattern,
grama sabha participants must travel significant distances and meetings cannot run more than two or three hours. This does not allow for
serious discussion of the large number of complex issues that are normally included in the agenda of the grama sabha.32 Participation across
socio-economic groups has been uneven. Middle-class participation
has been low, and most participants have been from lower classes that
are the targeted beneficiaries of most development projects. In the first
year the participation of scheduled castes and scheduled tribes was
below their population share and women constituted a disappointing
25 per cent. In subsequent years, the percentages have increased, but
participation remains uneven.
The formation of Neighborhood Groups (NHGs) consisting of forty
to fifty families has been a response from below – often initiated by
KSSP activists – to the limitations of the grama sabhas. Though not formally required, NHGs have been formed in around two hundred
panchayats. One study found that, in one hundred panchayats,33
NHGs function as mini-grama sabhas that discuss local issues and priorities, review plan implementation, and select beneficiaries. NHG representatives often constitute a Ward Committee which in many cases
becomes the de facto executive committee of the grama sabhas. NHGs
have also taken up other activities such as conflict resolution, afterschool educational programs, health clinics, cultural activities, thrift
schemes, and project implementation. There is currently a campaign
being led by the KSSP to extend NHGs to the entire state and institutionalize what is in effect a new layer of grass-roots democracy. The
crowding-in effect that the Campaign appears to be having on associational life in Kerala is also manifest in the proliferation of a variety of
self-help groups, particularly women’s micro-credit schemes.34
Corruption and Nepotism
One of the most important criticisms of decentralization is that it often
does little more than devolve corruption. Indeed, funneling substantial
funds to localities, without proper safeguards, inevitably fuels rentseeking behavior and possibly community conflict. The media and
opposition parties in Kerala have raised serious allegations of nepotism
in beneficiary selection and corruption in the implementation of projects. Critics allege that a substantial number of beneficiary committees
are led by nominees of contractors (so-called benami committees).
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State investigating agencies have also pointed to widespread irregularities in the first year’s plan implementation.35
In its own evaluation the State Planning Board concluded that irregularities during the first annual plan resulted more from inexperience
and haste than corruption. For example, when local bodies in the first
year found it difficult to absorb and properly distribute funds, many
transferred the funds to non-plan accounts or deposited the money
with government or quasi-government agencies such as electricity
boards or the Kerala Water Authority so that they could claim full utilization before the spending deadline. Even though regulations were
bent and even broken, there was little leakage as such. Irregular expenditures that were identified by the government were disallowed and
new rules have substantially curtailed such improprieties.
There is little doubt that many beneficiary committees have fallen
prey to vested interests. But there is also little doubt that the traditional
nexus of corruption between contractor, engineer, and politician has
been decisively broken in a large number of local bodies. For example,
in the district of Kannur – a CPM stronghold – one investigation
revealed that beneficiary committees have been carefully constituted
and run according to the Campaign’s criteria of transparency and democratic accountability. Strengthening the capacity and accountability of
beneficiary committees remains one of the most important priorities of
the Campaign, and a number of important reforms have already been
introduced.36 Despite some leakage of funds, most observers agree that
the multiplication of checks and balances and the increased scrutiny
associated with citizen participation is a dramatic improvement over the
routinized plunder that characterized the traditional system.
Institutional fine-tuning and increased community experience have
visibly improved the beneficiary selection process. During the first year,
complaints about the selection process were registered in a majority of
local bodies. The volume of registered complaints is in itself indicative
of the increased transparency of the system. The traditional system was
entirely based on patronage. Complaints were rare simply because the
information was accessible only to the patrons and their clients. The
rules for beneficiary selection have been modified in every year of the
Campaign. By the third year, less than a fifth of panchayats registered
complaints.
Promoting Equity
As much as the Campaign has been concerned with the efficacy of deliberative institutions, it has also, in keeping with Kerala’s long history of
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redistributive struggles, promoted the strategic goal of building equitable forms of participation and reducing substantive inequality.
Gender justice in particular has been declared to be one of the major
objectives of the Campaign. We have already noted efforts to increase
participation of women in grama sabhas, and the extension of neighborhood groups and self-help organizations are clearly strengthening
the associational capacities of women. Two other important strategies
have been efforts to build on the constitutional provision for one-third
reserved representation of women in LSGIs and the introduction of a
special Women Component Plan amounting to 10 percent of the plan
outlay. What has been the experience so far?
The Kerala experience certainly bears out the importance of affirmative action (“reservations” in the Indian context) in representative
structures and indeed suggests that the principle should be extended to
higher levels of government. But affirmative action alone is insufficient.
An in-depth study of elected representatives in Kerala revealed that
while elected women representatives are better educated than their
male counterparts (a social fact that is unique to Kerala in the Indian
context), the women were on average younger, much less politically
experienced, and less knowledgeable about rules, regulations, and
administrative issues. Women representatives have moreover had to
bear a triple burden of public office, income-earning activities, and
domestic duties. From its outset, the Campaign has run an in-depth
and continuous capacity-building program for women representatives.
The training program, which has evolved significantly to adapt to new
challenges, has yielded impressive results. A self-assessment survey of
elected women representatives shows that their administrative knowledge and management skills, as well as the ability to officiate at public
functions and interact effectively with their constituencies, have
improved significantly over the last three years.37
The WCP for the first year failed to meet its targets, both in terms of
overall allocation and the relevance of projects. In part, this failure
stemmed from insufficient representation of women among trained
resource persons. This problem has been directly addressed in subsequent rounds of training. As women activists and representatives have
started to play a more proactive and informed role in the Campaign,
the effectiveness, content, and scope of the WCP has improved. First,
more than the statutory minimum requirement of 10 percent of the
plan grant-in-aid was earmarked for the WCP in all districts. Second,
an undue emphasis on credit and beneficiary contribution in development projects for women was reduced and more realistic patterns of
project financing were adopted during the second year. Third, the
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quality of projects improved. The tendency to include the general
sector projects in the WCP on the basis of notional (indirect) benefits to
women has declined and the number of projects that specifically
address the gender status of women has significantly increased.
The fear that the interests of scheduled castes and scheduled tribes
are more readily subverted at the local level, where severe caste inequality persists, has often been raised by SC/ST leaders. How have SC/STs
fared under decentralized planning in Kerala?
The Special Component Plan (SCP) and Tribal Sub-Plan (TSP) in
Kerala have been formulated and implemented in a decentralized
manner since the mid 1980s. But this decentralization lacked real participation by any elected representatives, let alone members of the community. Under the Campaign, 75 to 80 percent of the SCP and TSP
funds were devolved to LSGIs, taken from the coffers of the state
bureaucracy.
The first visible effect has been a significant increase in the funds
actually earmarked and spent for scheduled castes and scheduled tribes.
Careful disaggregation shows that a substantial part of the SCP and the
TSP have always been calculated on the basis of notional flows, i.e. by
including general schemes that encompass, rather than target, SC and
ST communities. The Campaign abolished this accounting method. As
a result, the SPB estimates that real resources for the weaker sections
have increased by 30 to 40 percent as compared to the pre-Campaign
period. The SPB plan appraisal also revealed that fears that local bodies
would divert funds were misplaced. Except in rare instances, local
bodies have fully accounted for grants-in-aid from the SCP and the TSP.
And even though it was permissible to allocate up to 30 percent of the
grant-in-aid from the SCP and the TSP for infrastructure projects such
as roads and bridges, actual expenditure under this heading was less
than 20 percent. Local bodies emphasized projects that could be specifically targeted for individual beneficiaries from SC and ST communities
such as housing, latrines, and income-producing animals.

IV Conclusion
The Campaign represents a watershed in the post-Independence
history of Kerala. It has made the very nature and institutions of the
state itself an object of contestation, with the goal of deepening and
widening democracy. With every local plan formulated and every project implemented, the new institutions and procedures of decentralized
participation deepen their roots. Because this in turn strengthens civil
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society and brings previously excluded or marginalized actors into the
political arena, this democratic deepening may well become selfsustaining. But because the Campaign’s mobilized mode will become
increasingly difficult to sustain as local planning becomes routinized,
sustaining the integrity and efficacy of deliberative institutions will
require institutionalizing the authority and resource base of local governments. Many of the laws and regulations to accomplish this
institutionalization have already been passed. But these gains may
unravel quickly if the new institutions fail to deliver. And sustainable
delivery rests first on maintaining adequate levels of financial devolution and second on successfully reforming the bureaucracy. Both
factors in turn rest on features of the political environment.
With the return of Congress to power, the Campaign has lost political leadership and significant state support. Already, despite its public
declarations of support for the Campaign, the government has weakened the institutional moorings of the Campaign by promoting parallel
structures. Thus it has split the panchayat department into two separate entities, introduced new regulatory authorities that are outside of
the Campaign’s integrated structures, and has pledged to provide
members of the legislative assembly with funds for local development
that in effect bypass panchayats. The government has also undermined
the Campaign’s formal and informal support structures by demobilizing trained resource persons, providing only minimal training programs, and freezing the redeployment of department officials to the
local level.
But even if the Campaign now finds itself settling into a less energized equilibrium, it nevertheless represents a dramatic advance over
the pre-Campaign period. Local government plays a far greater role in
development than anywhere else in India. Five years of experimentation with decentralized planning in Kerala has created new sources of
democratic authority and generated lessons that are certain to have a
lasting impact. Politically, the most important lesson has been that
decentralization and people’s participation can and do work. Even if
only a small proportion of panchayats have approximated the ideal of
local planning, the demonstration effect of what is possible has had
profound reverberations. Very concretely, these hundreds of points of
experimentation have brought countless innovations to project design
and implementation. These in turn have been energetically diffused
through training programs in which panchayats teach each other. Once
impervious and all-powerful, the bureaucracy has in hundreds of local
communities been displaced by the collective efforts of ordinary citizens. Ordinary citizens who have never been afforded an opportunity
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to effectively engage the state outside of campaign-oriented social
movements now routinely deliberate and cooperate with elected representatives and local officials in deciding how to spend large sums of
money. And a generalized discontent and even cynical despair about
politics has in part been replaced by an open, articulate, and relentless
attack on patronage politics and by the beginnings, through everyday
participatory practices, of a new kind of transformative politics. At a
very minimum, this is reflected in the new-found respect that political
parties have for civil society.
The second broad lesson is that there are no blueprints, and that any
successful reform effort of this scope and depth will of necessity consist
of learning-by-doing. Being confident about the normative desirability
of EPG institutions thus also implies being comfortable with the notion
that making EPG institutions work is a process of trial and error that
requires continuous feedback and institutional fine-tuning. The required flexibility certainly calls for particular kinds of institution built
most notably on the principles of coordinated decentralization.
Kerala’s experience, however, suggests that such institutions themselves
are most likely to emerge from dynamic political reform networks that
span state and society and from the creative and even mischievous logic
of social movements.
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Deliberative Democracy, Chicago
Style: Grass-roots Governance in
Policing and Public Education*
Archon Fung**

I The Emergence of Accountable Autonomy
The city of Chicago hardly seems fertile ground for deliberative democratic institutions to take root and bear fruit. Although its history and
environs have many contradictory strands – a tradition of machine politics, insular administrative bureaucracies installed in reaction to
political manipulations, a vibrant tradition of neighborhood activism,
and an extreme socio-economic inequality typical of urban areas in the
United States – none is particularly friendly to a politics of fairness and
reason.1
It is altogether surprising, then, that two recent institutional reforms
have remade Chicago’s public school and police systems into the most
formally participatory and deliberative departments of their kind in
the United States. Consider the basic features of these organizations.
The Chicago Public Schools (CPS) consists of some 540 elementary
schools and high schools. Since 1988, each of these has been governed
by its own elected Local School Council (LSC). LSCs are elected every
two years. Each consists of six parents, two community representatives, two teachers, the school’s principal, and an additional
non-voting student for high schools. They enjoy substantial powers
and responsibilities such as hiring and firing principals of their schools,
spending discretionary funds, and developing and implementing
strategic plans for school improvement that address issues such as curriculum, instruction, physical design, and administrative operation.
While individual schools thus gain wide latitude in determining their
own affairs, they are by no means isolated from the larger city-wide
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system. District offices and city headquarters at the Chicago Board of
Education support the governance and improvement efforts of individual schools by training LSC members and others in, for example,
techniques of principal selection, school budgeting, curriculum design,
and strategic planning. They also hold individual schools accountable
for producing good educational outcomes first by monitoring performance across schools and then by making the system more
transparent. The Board publicizes various dimensions of school operations such as test scores, student-body demographics, funding levels,
and attendance and graduation rates. Schools that perform poorly are
subject to disciplinary mechanisms such as increased scrutiny, active
intervention to modify sub-par elements of a school’s plan or its personnel, or complete “reconstitution” and receivership for cases of
extreme failure.
The Chicago Police Department (CPD) implemented an architecturally similar reform in 1995. Disillusioned with the evident failure of
classic policing strategies, the Department embarked on a major reorganization designed to encourage officers to actively identify and
address sources of crime and disorder in their patrol areas. Unlike most
other American cities that embraced problem-oriented policing,2
however, the CPD reforms presumed that problem-solving efforts
would work best with deep citizen involvement. On this view, residents
often possess superior knowledge of problems in their neighborhoods
and might have different priorities even when both were equally well
informed. Therefore police–resident partnerships might better identify
and act upon critical problems than police acting alone. Partnerships
might also be more effective because police and neighborhood residents have different capacities and resources. Finally, more than a few
public safety and police-reform activists thought that bringing citizens
closer to sworn officers would enable them to monitor police activities
better and hold the police more accountable for doing their jobs.
These sentiments were institutionalized into a distinctive form of
community policing that, like the LSC reforms, creates a kind of neighborhood governance over public safety measures. Now, in each of
Chicago’s 279 police beats, patrol officers and their sergeants meet
regularly with residents to identify which public safety problems (e.g. a
crack house) constitute the neighborhood’s most urgent priorities, to
develop strategies involving both police and civilian action to deal with
those problems, to report back on the emergence of new problems and
the success or failure of past strategies, and to develop new approaches
if initial plans prove disappointing. Like the LSC reforms, neighborhood residents and officers do not operate autonomously from
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higher, more central authorities or broader publics. Departments in
the Mayor’s Office and CPD provide training to both police and residents in the procedures and techniques of successful problem-solving
and also deploy community organizers to mobilize resident participation in the ongoing effort. These teams must also document their
problem-solving activities and outcomes for review by managers and
supervisors.3
This chapter attempts to understand the form, potential, and implications of these reforms for the values of empowered deliberation. It
does so by casting their deep structure as one of accountable
autonomy. Though the parts of this term may seem to be in tension, the
following analysis will show that either alone is insufficient and that
together they offer a deliberative institutional form that can generate
fair and effective public outcomes.
In Chicago LSCs and beat meetings, groups of citizens and streetlevel public servants (teachers, principals, and police officers) are
autonomous in the sense that they set and implement, through deliberative processes, specific ends and means toward broad public aims such
as school improvement and public safety. In contrast with commandand-control arrangements under which these public servants would
follow the instructions of superiors, this autonomy affords greater
voice to citizen-users, perhaps deploys more information in problemsolving, and allows those closest to concrete public problems to
innovate and utilize their ingenuity.
Many theorists and political observers have correctly warned of
localism’s dangers. Foremost among these dangers are domination or
capture by powerful factions or persons in small groups, the paralysis
of local groups due to conflictual deadlock, and their lack of capacity
and sophistication.4 Circumstances of pervasive inequality and conflict, describing many Chicago neighborhoods, further compound
these difficulties. These problems might well overwhelm the benefits to
autonomy understood as pure neighborhood decentralization. The
Chicago reforms, however, do not leave neighborhoods to their own
devices. As mentioned, the central offices of the CPS and CPD support
local actors by providing training, resources, and various kinds of
coordination. When effective action requires these additional capacities, external supports enhance local autonomy. More importantly,
central managers also monitor the deliberative processes and performance outcomes of local groups. When they detect shortfalls in local
process or performance, they can intervene and even apply sanctions.
Thus neighborhoods are subject to mechanisms of accountability that
attempt both to check the tendencies of autonomy to degenerate into
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license and to assure that limited devolution advances broader public
ends.
This structure of accountable autonomy, however, is an ideal type
that the Chicago reforms only approximate imperfectly. The experience there falls short of the promise of empowered participatory governance. While some beats and school councils draw substantial citizen
engagement, others elicit little. Some groups have coalesced into deliberative, effective, and innovative partnerships between residents and
street-level bureaucrats, while others have degenerated into conflict or
inactivity. Centralized efforts to find and bolster flagging local efforts
often succeed admirably, but these interventions are sometimes as
problematic as the situations they attempt to rectify. Throughout, both
the CPD and CPS have thus far failed to leverage local innovations into
broader improvements through the diffusion of “best practices.”
Though a few official programs and informal efforts at this kind of
learning have taken place, the efforts are neither widespread nor
systematic.
Nevertheless, these Chicago experiences provide opportunities to
interrogate the theory, practice, and promise of Empowered Participatory Governance. Conceptually, the institutional architecture is a
touchstone from which to generate a grounded account of practical
deliberation that has been for the most part ignored in the abstractions
of contemporary political theorists of deliberation. Empirically, the
Chicago experiments provide a rich opportunity to examine how one
variant of deliberative democracy plays out under quite diverse urban
conditions. The harsh political and socio-economic climate in which
these institutions operate also throws several pitfalls of deliberative
democracy into sharp relief.
Part II begins this exploration by describing the neighborhood foundations of accountable autonomy in the Chicago reforms. Part III then
shows how central authorities in the CPS and CPD have partially reinvented themselves to support, monitor, and discipline decentralized
deliberations to both bolster autonomy and provide accountability.
Part IV describes levels and biases of participation in the Chicago experience thus far. Part V uses two neighborhood-level case studies to
illustrate the vulnerabilities and benefits of accountable autonomy.
Part VI concludes by reflecting upon two critical, but still very open,
questions: the effectiveness of this reform strategy compared to conventional alternatives and its political stability.
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II Participatory Devolution: the Kernel of Autonomy
Far from being the result of masterful design, these institutions arose
haphazardly – themselves the result of fitful informal deliberations – as
reformers inside city offices and activists outside them groped toward
more effective ways of organizing their police departments and
schools. This process began in the late 1980s, when both agencies came
under mounting criticism for their ineffectiveness and unresponsiveness. Though the CPD and CPS had withstood many such attacks
throughout their histories without fundamental reorganization, this
round of skirmishes was different. Conservative forces failed to rebuff
demands for change, and consequently the agencies – though independently and through very different paths – were deeply reconfigured.
Both moved decisively away from centralized command by devolving
authority to school staffs, parents, police beat officers, and neighborhood residents.
In the Chicago schools, reform resulted from a pitched battle that
pitted a diverse social movement – composed of parent organizations,
“good government” civic groups, educational reform activists, and a
coalition of business groups – against traditional school insiders such
as the Chicago Teacher’s Union and the Board of Education. Two proximate events – media fallout from a blistering 1987 evaluation in which
then Secretary of Education William Bennett called Chicago’s school
system “the worst in the nation” and a grinding teachers’ strike that
delayed the opening of classes for four weeks – crystallized long-standing sentiments against the CPS into concrete and well-supported
proposals for reform.5 Though they varied in their particulars, most
reformers blamed the large organizations that traditionally controlled
the Chicago schools – the Board and the Union – for poor school performance. The old guard seemed beyond the pale of reform: so long as
they controlled the schools, reformers thought, the system would
remain among the nation’s worst.
Education reformers eventually took their battle to the Illinois
Assembly in Springfield, and there won a decisive victory. For better or
worse, reformers got almost everything they asked for when the
Assembly passed the 1988 Chicago School Reform Act. The law
created the decentralized school governance arrangements described
above. These bodies enjoy considerable powers. LSCs are responsible
for hiring, firing, evaluating, and determining the job definitions of the
principals of each school. They also approve school budgets. LSCs also
develop a required document called the School Improvement Plan.
Improvement plans are three-year, long-term plans that articulate
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improvement goals (attendance, graduation rates, achievement levels,
school environment) and steps necessary to reach those goals for each
school. The principal has primary responsibility for implementing the
plan, while the council is charged with monitoring its progress. Finally,
reform legislation shifted control of “Chapter 1” funds, discretionary
state monies allocated to schools on the basis of economic disadvantage, to LSCs. This reform package made CPS the most decentralized
and participatory urban educational system in the United States.
Through a very different path, the Chicago Police Department
recently adopted strikingly similar organizational reforms under its
“Chicago Alternative Policing Strategy.” At the end of the 1980s,
police forces and chiefs in many U.S. cities were engaged in selfreflective doubt about whether their two traditional methods –
preventative patrols that demonstrate presence through marked
vehicles and rapid response to “911” calls for emergency service –
could address the diverse and severe crime and disorder problems they
faced.6 Typically, the reforms they proposed fell under the broad rubric
of “community policing.” They called for officers to use their initiative
and ingenuity to tackle particular problems of crime and disorder, and
for them to operate closer to citizens and sometimes to build partnerships with community groups. In Chicago, two extradepartmental
forces supplemented these professional internal impulses and shaped
the eventual course of reform.
Leaders from a sophisticated city-wide public safety organization
called the Chicago Alliance for Neighborhood Safety had used their
policy expertise and position as a community voice to advance a community-centered vision of community policing. From the Alliance’s
perspective, based upon its experience as advocate, police policy
analyst, watchdog, and neighborhood organizing entity, other cities
had largely excluded citizens from their reforms, and so they amounted
more to policing of the community than in partnership with it. Alliance
activists thought that citizens ought to be full partners in community
policing because they could provide important local knowledge, generate distinctive resources, and, most importantly, monitor police officers
and hold them accountable. The second important force was City Hall.
Mayor Richard M. Daley and his staff seized on community policing as
a good government issue to demonstrate the city’s innovative spirit and
commitment to fighting crime. Interest from the Mayor’s Office
increased the pace of community policing reform.
Without the street heat and legislative pressure that drove school
reform, these discussions at the intersection of professional, political,
and civic interests led quietly to the formulation of a participatory
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variant of community policing that was piloted in five of the city’s
twenty-five police districts beginning in 1993 and then expanded to the
entire city in 1995. Its basic outlines resemble the central features of the
1988 school devolution. Recognizing the need to address situated
issues with focussed and contextualized attention, police officers were
organized into some 279 neighborhood-sized “beat teams” that
would, in addition to their ordinary patrol and response duties, familiarize themselves with specific neighborhoods and their idiosyncratic
problems. Presuming that neighborhood residents possessed detailed
knowledge of these problems, resources for addressing them, and
strong motivations to do so, the reform created channels for resident
participation. Specifically, open “community beat meetings” would be
held in each beat every month for the officers serving that area and its
residents to jointly engage in problem identification and resolution
efforts.

Thus the CPS and CPD both reorganized themselves through radically
devolutionary measures that set in place three central planks of participatory local autonomy in police and school governance.
First, the reforms created opportunities for ordinary citizens to participate continuously and directly in the micro-governance of two
important institutions of urban life: schools and police. Parents and
community members who desire formal authority and are willing to
devote substantial energies to school governance can run for election to
one of the six parent or two community seats on each school’s LSC.
Those with less intense interests can attend and voice their views at
their LSC’s regular, typically monthly, meetings. By contrast, the community policing program has no formal governance councils. Instead,
it requires police officers in each beat to attend open meetings (usually
held monthly) with residents to engage in joint problem-solving on
neighborhood issues of crime and disorder. Before these reforms, residents relied upon attenuated, less regular, and undoubtedly less
effective methods to influence the decisions of these local institutions
such as voting for their city council representative, contacting their
offices about specific concerns and relying on the efficacy of subsequent
constituent service efforts, or directly contacting police or school officials to lodge complaints or raise suggestions. These channels of
participation increase citizens’ and officials’ knowledge of each other
and allow citizens to hold officials accountable through continuous
scrutiny of their priorities and actions.
Second, participation under this devolution instituted deliberative
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decision procedures. In most forms of political action, such as aldermanic elections and informal contacting, citizens express their preferences for this policy or that candidate or occasionally register a
complaint. In LSC governance, by contrast, deliberation occurs in the
process of constructing, approving, and implementing school improvement plans. Under the 1988 legislation, each LSC is required periodically to submit a plan that lays out their three-year goals and steps to
achieve them. Those involved – usually led by the principal but drawn
from a school’s staff and parental and community ranks – first develop
an educational vision or mission statement for the school, analyze their
present strengths and weaknesses, then construct curricular, instructional capacity, and physical plant strategies to advance their mission
statement, and finally allocate staff and financial resources to implement and monitor the progress of those strategies. The outcomes then
feed back into subsequent LSC deliberations and plan revisions.
Deliberation in community policing beat meetings is structured
according to a similar problem-solving process. Police and residents
begin by using a “brainstorming” process to generate a comprehensive
list of crime and safety problems in their neighborhood. They then
agree to focus on two or three listed items as priority issues, then pool
information and perspectives to develop analyses of these problems.
From these analyses, they construct strategies and a division of labor to
implement these strategies. The success of the strategies is assessed in
subsequent meetings. Groups typically try to develop additional strategies to address stubborn problems or take on new problems after
resolving old ones. This short feedback loop between planning, implementation, and assessment increases both the practical capabilities and
the problem-solving success of residents and police officers in each
beat.
Third, these devolutions establish an element of empowerment: the
expectation that citizens’ participation and deliberation will directly
affect public action. Ordinary channels of political influence and public
discussion are less empowered in this regard. When one participates in
deliberation in the public sphere of mass media as a spectator or even as
an author, votes for a candidate to represent one’s views, or even serves
on advisory committees, there is but a thin connection between one’s
views and official actions. In such processes, a citizen’s views must be
aggregated with those of many other voters, weakened by considering
them across multiple-issue spaces, filtered up through the ranks of
political representation, and then once again diluted by administrative
discretion as interpreted down the chain of bureaucratic command.
The Chicago reforms increase citizen power over public affairs in at
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least two dimensions. First, since citizens join with “street-level” public
officials such as teachers, principals, and police officers to analyze
localized problems and develop plans to respond to them, citizens
expect their input to shape directly the subsequent official priorities and
actions. Second, even if particular contributions are not incorporated
into interim plans, they will at least have been publicly considered
against other proposals and reasons.

III A New Center: Building Capacity and Imposing
Accountability
Compared to hierarchical bureaucratic forms, these devolutions in
police and school organization increase the scope for citizen participation and deliberation. From their inception, however, even reformers
who viewed bureaucracies as hopelessly ineffective and unresponsive
recognized the dangers inherent in decentralization and sought to
remake central authority to mitigate them. Additional early experience
with these new institutions of neighborhood governance revealed more
pitfalls that in turn required further reconfiguration of administrative
centers to support their action units in the neighborhoods. Building on
this insight, the CPS and CPD central offices have moved away from
attempting to direct local level operations to supporting and monitoring the self-directed governance efforts of their neighborhood units.
Accountable autonomy requires that the center both support the
capacity of schools and beats to act autonomously through various
supports and hold them accountable through monitoring, sanctioning,
and intervention.
Support: Training, Mobilization, and Institutional Intervention
From the outset, advocates of police and school decentralization
recognized that many citizens would find constructive engagement
with professionals difficult. They therefore urged that training programs be developed and provided on a city-wide basis. As it turned out,
professionals would undergo exactly the same training as lay citizens,
for the difficulties associated with deliberative problem-solving were
new to both. Since there was no body of off-the-shelf expertise or experts in deliberative local governance, training was necessarily a bootstrapping process. In community policing, activists and officers from
the police academy developed a group problem-solving method and
hands-on curriculum based on their early experiences with informal
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community–police partnerships. Under a US$2.9 million contract, the
city hired the Chicago Alliance for Neighborhood Safety to teach this
curriculum to residents and officers. The Alliance dispatched teams of
community organizers, civilian trainers, and experienced police
officers to each of the city’s beats.7 Over the three or four months that
they spent in each beat, teams taught deliberative problem-solving by
leading residents and beat officers through practical reasoning
processes. By the end of the period, residents had learned the process by
applying it themselves. In many cases, they could see progress on a realworld problem that they had selected as part of the training exercise. In
the two years of the Joint Community–Police Training Project, organizers estimate that they trained some twelve thousand residents and
several hundred police officers. In a move that was controversial
because this effort was generally regarded as successful, the city terminated the Alliance contract in 1997 in favor of conducting training
and mobilization activities from within city departments.
School reformers also saw that LSC members might be initially
bewildered by their new governance duties, and so developed their own
series of training programs. During the first few years, groups within
the CPS and non-profit community organizations like the Chicago
Association of Local School Councils and the Beverly Improvement
Association provided training on an ad hoc basis to schools and LSC
members who sought it out. In response to the perception that many
LSCs were failing, the Illinois legislature in 1995 passed a second major
school reform law, this one focussed on school accountability. One of
its provisions was that all new LSC members must undergo three days,
or eighteen hours, of training or be removed from office. Training
focussed on basic school governance issues such as principal selection
and contract terms, school budgeting, LSC member responsibilities,
teamwork, and school improvement planning. This program resembled community policing efforts in that training was centrally coordinated by a University of Illinois group, but was initially provided by
experienced practitioners from community and school reform organizations as well as school system employees. Like the policing training
program, the CPS brought the program in-house in 1998, preventing
outside, mostly community-based, organizations from providing basic
training.8
Just as the creation of opportunities for direct self-governance does
not imply that citizens will possess capacities necessary to utilize them,
neither does it mean that they will actually participate. Some may not
know about the opportunities, others may know but not care to join. In
a second area of support, then, centralized efforts also attempted to
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boost awareness and participation in deliberative governance. Community policing outreach has employed both mass media and community organizing techniques. Between 1997 and 2000, the city spent
US$1.6 million annually on media efforts to advertise and educate residents about participation opportunities in community policing.9 Partially as a result of these television and radio spots, billboards, and a
weekly cable television program called CrimeWatch, approximately 79
percent of Chicago’s adults knew about the program in 1998.10 These
efforts have been supplemented by time-tested community organizing
methods. First provided as part of the training program and then later
managed from the Mayor’s Office, the program deployed between
thirty and sixty community organizers that publicized beat meetings
and partnership possibilities by visiting churches, neighborhood associations, and individual residences.
In contrast to continuous outreach in community policing, mobilization for local school governance has focussed on the biannual LSC
elections and been funded primarily through private sources rather
than from city coffers. In the first year of elections, 1989, charitable
foundations donated some US$750,000 to community organizations
to recruit LSC candidates. But this sum dropped to US$318,000 and
US$215,000 for the 1991 and 1993 elections respectively.11 In 1996,
community organizations received only US$216,000 in private donations to recruit and train LSC candidates.12 Though causality is of
course difficult to establish, many associate declines in both the
number of LSC candidates and voter turnout (discussed below) to this
decrease in funding for outreach.
Central authorities can also help local units through institutional
interventions that make the external legal, political, and administrative
environment more conducive to local deliberative problem-solving.
Local experience often reveals the most urgent and fruitful subjects for
centralized intervention. Many LSCs proposed restructuring their
school day to allow more time for teachers to collaborate and plan
classes. The collective bargaining agreement between the CTU and
Board of Education, however, established precise work rules that prohibited local modification. In the next round of negotiations, the Board
performed its facilitative role by building into the collective agreement
a waiver option through which schools could modify the work day if
their teachers supported the alterations.
In another example, community policing groups often faced the
drug houses that had become foci of street violence and other disturbances. Although acting separately, dozens of police–resident groups
converged upon a workable strategy. Residents would try to persuade a
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landlord to clean up his property by evicting tenants who dealt drugs,
by reporting criminal activity on the property to police, by screening
out potentially problematic tenants, and by upgrading the property’s
condition. If a landlord responded to these entreaties, his cooperation
with residents might eliminate the problem. If the landlord refused to
cooperate, residents would begin to build a legal case that could be
used in housing court to seize the property and thereby eliminate the
drug house. The Illinois nuisance abatement law was an important
instrument in this strategy. According to that statute, a court may act
against a drug house by “restraining all persons . . . from using the
building for a period of one year” if it establishes that “nuisance was
maintained with the intentional, knowing, reckless or negligent permission of the owner.”13
Officials in the police department and Mayor’s Office took note of
this strategy and secured two institutional changes that increased its
effectiveness. First, a 1996 city ordinance enacted a stricter version of
the Illinois nuisance abatement law.14 This ordinance imposed the
burden of monitoring illegal activities on the property owner and
created a fine for allowing a nuisance to occur. Furthermore, whereas
the Illinois law requires the illegal activity to occur inside the
premises,15 the new law only requires a geographic nexus between the
problem property and the nuisance.
Second, the city’s Law Department created a Drug and Gang House
Enforcement Section that helped community policing groups utilize
this law. They send staff lawyers to community beat meetings to
provide expertise in the formulation and implementation of problemsolving strategies.16 If residents identify a drug house as a priority
problem, the lawyer will deploy the Law Department’s resources to
help them. According to the Section’s supervising attorney, the office
uses the strategy of persuading first and prosecuting second described
above, but now backed by the power of the city.17 They first send city
inspectors to document all code violations in addition to the nuisance.
They then invite the landlord to a meeting whose goal is to secure voluntary compliance with the law. If the landlord does not respond to an
initial letter, rejects voluntary compliance, or does not show up to the
meeting, corporation council pursues measures in administrative
court. It asks for fines, and then for criminal contempt charges that can
result in 180 days’ imprisonment. These two background measures,
then, increase the autonomy of beat groups by using state power to
strengthen strategies invented by communities themselves.
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Accountability: Monitoring, Adjudicating, Intervening, and Learning
Beyond providing these supports, central authorities can also enhance
the public accountability and deliberative quality of police and school
governance by monitoring, publicizing, and, when necessary, intervening in local activities. Though this design of democracy gives local
schools and neighborhood beats power to construct their own plans of
action, it does not grant license to refuse to plan either by unreflectively
continuing old habits or by doing nothing at all. Due to capriciousness
or incapacity, the processes of some local units may unfairly exclude
some citizens, be controlled by powerful and self-interested local individuals, or fail to address priority problems. Local units subject to
these various kinds of “deliberative breakdown” will be often unable
to restore the integrity of their internal democratic process. It falls to
centralized powers to ensure that local actors are deliberating effectively by constructing appropriate incentives and monitoring routines.
To assure that localities fulfill their minimal obligation to engage in
structured problem-solving, both the CPS and CPD require LSCs and
beat groups respectively to document their deliberative processes and
consequent actions. As mentioned above, each LSC must prepare and
submit annual school improvement plans that follow uniform CPS
guidelines that prescribe the form, but not the content, of their deliberations. Similarly, community policing groups must submit both longterm and monthly reports to document their deliberations and
strategies. The officers in each beat, frequently working with residents,
must prepare detailed reports called beat profiles that describe available resources, local institutions, demographics, and persistent problems. In addition to this baseline information, they must document
their problem-solving deliberations, including descriptions of priority
targets, strategies to address them, justifications of those strategies,
actions taken, and observable results for their district supervisors in
“beat plans.” Both the CPS and CPD supervisors review school
improvement and beat plans and return facially unsatisfactory plans –
e.g. those with missing plan elements – to local actors to help assure
that the stages of structured deliberation have been followed.
Such reporting offers a basic but imperfect indicator of the quality of
deliberation. Two additional methods offer more accurate assessments:
inspection and complaint. Inspectors from central offices visit local
units both to learn from those that seem most inventive and to identify
those that are performing poorly. The CPS plans to establish a quality
assurance agency that dispatches teams of educational experts – including consultants, master teachers and principals, and agency officials –
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to individual schools. Over the course of several days, the review team
would observe classes, interview staff and students, and review planning documents in order to develop performance assessments.18 The
CPD has instituted a more hierarchical process in which top staff under
the police superintendent meet with each of the twenty-five district
commanders to review local police performance. District commanders
report on the activities of their individual beats, and in particular on
whether they have developed and implemented beat-level problemsolving effectively.
But such inspections are costly and difficult to execute. Passive
means that rely upon citizen complaints can also detect procedural
breakdowns. When participants to local deliberation notice violations
of deliberative norms (for example principals who disregard parent
input or police officers who refuse to implement actions set out in beat
plans), they can lodge complaints with higher authorities (such as district commanders or regional school staff). Ideally, these complaints
would then trigger active official scrutiny, and if necessary direct intervention. Though this dynamic occurs informally, on an ad hoc basis,
neither the CPS nor CPD has implemented official citizen complaint
systems and procedures.
Other measures also attempt to assess the outcomes of local
problem-solving. Centralized performance evaluation provides important tools both for external supervision and local intervention. In
formulating their school plans, for example, LSC members often use
trends in standardized test scores to identify weak instructional or curricular areas. By comparing their methods with those of similarly
situated but better-performing schools, LSCs sometimes discover
promising school improvement strategies. Careful monitoring of outcomes can also alert central authorities to laggards that deserve
disciplinary intervention and leaders that merit praise.
Developing and applying outcome measures that can realize the
potential benefits of monitoring is, however, no simple matter. The difficulty lies in constructing measures that accurately reflect the impact of
local strategies but that do not punish schools for conditions beyond
their control. Though current tools fall short in this regard, both the
CPS and CPD leaderships seem satisfied with traditional metrics such
as standardized test scores and crime rates. Status quo metrics may
enjoy favor because they are familiar and seem objective. The primary
tool to assess student achievement in math, reading, writing, science,
and social studies in Chicago, for example, is the Iowa Test of Basic
Skills (ITBS) which has been published continuously since 1942 and is
used by school districts across the nation. Similarly, crime statistics for
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the city of Chicago have been gathered at both the municipal and
federal level (by the FBI Uniform Crime Reports) for more than fifty
years and reflect obvious dimensions of public safety such as murder,
rape, robbery, and assault. Altering these metrics would require new
administrative machinery and probably spark intense political conflict
akin to the current battles over standardized testing.19
Nevertheless, some reformers have offered performance metrics that
are useful not only for comparing and assessing general conditions, but
also potentially for judging and improving the success of local governance efforts. Education researchers at the Consortium on Chicago
School Research have developed a metric to measure the productivity of
a school, or grade within a school, that attempts to capture academic
gains that result from programming.20 They propose the following twostep method of calculating the productivity of a grade within a single
school. First, consider only the subset of children who attended that
grade for the entire year. Second, subtract the scores of that subset for a
test administered at the beginning of the year from year-end test scores.
This method discounts students who attend classes for only part of the
year. It also controls for differences in the preparation of students before
their enrollment in a grade. Annual productivity gains (or losses) that
result from school-specific factors can then be measured by subtracting
a school’s productivity in one year from that of the preceding year. Such
a system allows central office administrators, LSC members, and the
public at large to more accurately gauge school governance efforts.
Generally, the construction and application of performance metrics,
like the practices whose performance is measured, is a complex matter
that itself ought to be the subject of participatory deliberation and
open-minded transformation. Venerable metrics like test scores and
crime rates were designed to track broad changes in the academic abilities of students and safety of neighborhoods. They may perform
reasonably in that regard, though many doubt even that. However,
they were not designed, and are much too crude, to determine which
particular educational or policing activities are more effective than
others. Incremental steps, like the school productivity measures developed by the Chicago Consortium, seem to offer straightforward gains.
But even these ought to be viewed as the beginning of a deliberative
process to develop ever more useful metrics for assessing and thus
enhancing school improvement and problem-solving strategies.
Central authorities can use existing or improved metrics as tools of
accountability to identify local bodies that are laggards or leaders in
deliberative governance. They can intervene to improve the performance of laggards through support or discipline. Conversely, they can
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publicize leaders, study their sources of success, and reward them as
incentives to spur groups. The CPS and, to a lesser extent, the CPD
central offices have begun to implement comparative programs of this
kind. In 1995, a series of reforms led from the center by Mayor Daley
and his long-time associate and newly appointed CEO of Schools, Paul
Vallas, sought to increase LSC and school accountability by disciplining laggards.21 One of its central provisions created an “academic
probation” status that marked schools in which less than 15 percent of
the students score at or above national norms on standardized reading
tests. This program placed 109 schools on academic probation status –
designating them for centralized assistance and scrutiny – in 1996, its
first year of operation.
Far from re-establishing centralized direction over these schools, the
probation program attempted to improve the quality of each school’s
deliberative planning and problem-solving processes. First, the center
provided additional educational resources by requiring each school to
form a partnership with outside educational experts in the private or
university sector. Second, they dispatched an intervention team, led by
a probation manager assigned to the school, to work with staff and
parents to review and improve their school improvement plan by conducting an external review, use that report as the basis of LSC
discussions to develop a Corrective Action Plan, and incorporate
changes into successive improvement plans. Finally, the Office of
Accountability assigned a probation manager to monitor implementation of the new plan. Though the program has been in operation only a
short time, experience so far suggests that staff and parents at probation schools, while at first wary of heavy-handed CPS intervention,
have generally experienced the program as a sometimes painful, but
collaborative and essentially self-directed, project in enhancing their
own capabilities.22
The center–locality collaboration in Chicago’s community policing and
school governance reforms differs from devolution in several ways.
First, the current institutional structure is neither centralized nor decentralized. Although local officials and ordinary citizens enjoy much
more power and voice than under the previous, more top-down,
arrangements, they remain dependent on central offices for various
kinds of support and accountable to those offices for both process
integrity and performance outcomes. Second, the role of central power
shifts fundamentally from that of directing local units (in the previous,
hierarchical system) to that of supporting local units in their own
problem-solving endeavors and holding them accountable to the norms
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of deliberation and achievement of demanding but feasible public outcomes. Third, support and accountability from the center advance the
three democratic goals of participation, deliberation, and empowerment that justify local autonomy in the first place. Each of these central
functions involves complex dilemmas with no obvious solutions.
Therefore the same principles that motivate the deliberative transformation of school and police governance also apply to the design of
the central institutions. Even when practices like standardized testing
are entrenched and enjoy wide support, alternatives might do better.
Since the advantages of competing proposals are difficult to assess
a priori (e.g. should support services be provided by a city agency or
community-based organizations?), institutions should open spaces for
competing proposals rather than advancing only the most politically
expedient or administratively convenient proposal. Centralized interventions, themselves formulated through deliberation, could then
further enhance the deliberative, participatory, and empowered character of otherwise isolated local actors. Although neither the CPS
nor CPD has achieved such a fully deliberative transformation, many
essential elements are in place in both these institutions.
We turn now to the performance of these institutions in light of
general concerns about the demands and potential pathologies of
empowered participatory governance.23

IV Who Participates?
These reforms aim to involve citizens more intensively in decisionmaking areas from which they were previously excluded. The first
operational question, therefore, is who, if anyone, utilizes these new
forms? Since participation in these local bodies requires much more
time, knowledge, and energy from citizens than voting or contacting
officials, engagement levels may be so low that school officials and
police officers end up deliberating with one another rather than with
those they serve. Since those who have less generally participate less,24
this concern is especially pressing in poor neighborhoods. Relatedly,
biases in participation may amount even to systematic exclusion.
This section examines levels of and socio-economic biases in participation. It then reflects on the implications of this dimension of the
Chicago reform experience for empowered participatory governance.
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Overall Participation
To answer the question of how many citizens participate in Chicago’s
deliberative governance institutions, we rely on official CPS election
statistics and beat meeting attendance records gathered by CPD beat
officers and compiled by researchers at the Institute for Policy Research
at Northwestern University. These records show that community policing and school governance exhibit a similar pattern of aggregate
participation: generally, a community beat or LSC meeting draws
between ten and twenty participants. The regular participants in LSC
meetings are the elected representatives themselves, but meetings also
draw interested parents or community members with no official position. Community policing offers no formal positions for residents and
so attendance is always fully voluntary.
Beat meeting participation data shows that, on average, between five
and six thousand residents attend beat meetings each month.25 Since
there are 279 beats and most meet monthly, between seventeen and
twenty-one residents generally attend each meeting in addition to five
or six beat officers. This number, while a small percentage of the four to
six thousand adults who live typically in a beat, is more than enough for
problem-solving planning and implementation. Although this structure
of community beat meetings has existed only since 1995 and so trajectories are difficult to discern, there seems to be a slight upward trend in
meeting attendance. This trend offers some preliminary evidence
against the concern that the demands of participatory democracy may
result in civic exhaustion and declining rates of participation.26
Participation in school governance exhibits comparable levels.27 In
terms of both candidacy and turnout, participation was very high in
the first year of reform (1989) and then dropped off to a lower, but relatively stable, level in successive elections. In the last three elections, the
ratio of candidates to positions has been less than 1.5 in all three categories, which means that more than half of the seats are uncontested.
Accordingly, LSC service resembles volunteerism more than competitive selection. Furthermore, since the ratio is substantially greater than
unity, few LSCs have empty seats. The number of citizens who actually
engage in deliberation is much smaller than the number affected
(roughly four thousand residents live in the area served by a school).
However, there are usually enough members to engage in school
improvement planning. Furthermore, the levels of participation are for
the most part stable.
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Socio-Economic Bias
Who are these people who spend precious evenings discussing crime
and schooling, and some portion of their days doing what they promised to do in those discussions? Two general patterns emerge in both
school and police governance. Surprisingly, those in low-income neighborhoods participate as much or more than people from wealthier
ones. Within any given neighborhood, however, the more advantaged –
homeowners and those with more income and education – participate
at disproportionately greater rates. This pattern confirms the wellgrounded intuition that resources and other advantages influence
citizens’ abilities to participate.28
Engagement patterns in community policing are especially striking.
There, contravening most empirical social science findings, residents
from poor neighborhoods participate at greater rates than those from
wealthy ones. The best predictor of neighborhood beat meeting attendance rate is the personal crime rate of the neighborhood, which tends
to vary inversely with household income.29 In a regression analysis for
predictors of beat meeting attendance rate30 that includes: (1) the
percentage of beat residents that are African-American, (2) percentage
Hispanic, (3) percentage of adults that have college degrees, (4) median
household income, (5) personal crime rate, and (6) percentage of residences that are owned by their occupants, the only statistically
significant factor in this regression – and the one with the most substantial coefficient – is personal crime rate.31 According to this model, an
increase of 40 crimes per 1,000 residents (mean personal crime rate in
Chicago was 84 crimes per 1,000 residents in 1996) corresponds to an
increase in beat meeting attendance of 8 persons per 10,000 adults, or
some 4 persons per meeting in a medium-sized beat. The same predicted increase requires, according to this regression, an increase in
neighborhood mean household income of US$20,000 (almost doubling the average neighborhood median household income of
US$24,000). Interestingly, the effect of percent college educated on
beat meeting attendance is small, but in the opposite of the expected
direction; the regression model finds that the controlled effect of
increasing the number of college graduates in a neighborhood weakly
reduces beat meeting attendance.
Although participation patterns in local school council elections
have been less well documented and the trends themselves more equivocal, the data also weigh against the expectation that those in less well
off areas will also participate less. In their study of the 1991 LSC elections, the non-profit school reform organization Designs for Change
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analyzed the number of candidates standing for election to parent seats
on local school councils according to student body characteristics of
race, income, and ethnicity. They found that an average of nine parental
candidates stood for election at any given school and that there was no
substantial relationship between levels of parental candidacy and
percentage of Hispanic students, or percentage of African-American
students.32 The study also found a slight positive correlation between
the percentage of low-income students at a given school and the
number of parental candidates standing for election in 1991.
Using data from the 1996 Chicago local school council elections,33 I
independently analyzed the relationships between school-level variables such as school size, percentage of students from low-income families at a particular school,34 student mobility,35 percentage of
African-American students, and percentage of Hispanic students and
two indicators of LSC participation: the number of parental candidates
standing for election at each school36 and the parent turnout at each
election.37 In the regression, only school size bore a statistically significant relationship with the number of parental candidates. In a regression treating parental turnout rate in LSC elections as the dependent
variable, poverty, race, mobility, and ethnicity variables were statistically significant. The magnitude of the coefficient on low income is
small, but in the expected direction; as the percentage of low income
students at a school increases, parent turnout rate declines slightly. An
increase of 25 percent in the portion of low-income students at a school
corresponds to a decrease of 4.5 percent in the fraction of parents
turning out to vote in an LSC election. Similarly, increases in student
mobility (and thus decreases in school stability) produce small declines
in parental turnout rates. The coefficients on race and ethnicity variables are also small, but in the opposite of the expected directions.
Whereas previous studies have found that African-American and
people of Hispanic backgrounds are somewhat less likely to vote than
others,38 higher proportions of black and Hispanic students in a school
correlated with slightly higher parental turnout rates in the 1996 LSC
elections.
While these data show that participation rates compared across
neighborhoods do not exhibit straightforward biases against the worst
off, the same cannot be said for participation patterns considered
within neighborhoods. Available data suggest that those who serve on
local school councils and attend community beat meetings tend to be
better off than their neighbors. A survey of all local school council
members conducted in 1995 and 1996 reveals that LSC members were
substantially better educated and more employed than other adults in
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Chicago. Thirty-one percent of LSC members surveyed had a bachelor’s degree or higher, compared to only 19 percent of adults in
Chicago. Predictably, schools in more wealthy areas had more educated LSC members, but “even in schools with virtually all low-income
students, the educational level of LSC members is almost equal to that
of the general Chicago population.”39 LSC members are also more
likely to hold professional jobs, less likely to occupy unskilled positions
or be unemployed, and more likely to be “home with children” than
the other adults in Chicago.40 A similar pattern appears in community
beat meeting participation: homeowners and English speakers are
more likely to know about beat meetings and attend them than are
their less well off neighbors.41 As with rates of overall participation,
these biases sketch an equivocal portrait for the Chicago style of deliberative governance. Contrary to skeptical expectations that reforms
demanding active participation will further disadvantage badly off
areas, residents of poor neighborhoods participate at rates equal to or
greater than those from wealthy ones. Nevertheless, better-off residents
are generally disproportionately well represented within neighborhood
meetings.
How Much Participation is Enough?
These results lead to no straightforward assessments, either positive or
negative, regarding the operations of deliberative democracy as it actually exists in Chicago. On the one hand, the proportion of total adults
who participate in these direct governance opportunities is much less
than for conventional forms such as voting. If we judge desirability
solely on the basis of how many people participate, then these experiments must be regarded as failures compared to voting. If we include
additional desiderata – for example citizens’ knowledge on issues
about which they are asked to express opinions, the impact of those
opinions on state action, and finally the effect of state action on social
outcomes – then the current levels of participation exceed minima necessary for participatory problem-solving.
The eleven positions of LSCs are filled in the typical school and community policing beat meetings are on average attended by seventeen
residents and six police officers. Meetings with much lower (say only
two or three people) levels of average attendance would lead correctly
to fundamental doubts about the viability of this variant of urban
deliberative democracy. Very low participation would demonstrate
lack of citizen interest, provide too few heads to generate information
and effective solutions, and offer too few bodies to implement any
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resulting group decisions. On the other hand, much greater participation also creates difficulties. Neighborhood crises such as drive-by
shootings or serial rapes, for example, often draw dozens of additional
participants to community policing meetings. When fifty or a hundred
people attend, it becomes extremely difficult to conduct structured,
much less sustained and inclusive, problem-solving deliberations. If
there is a magic number for a group that is small enough so that all of
its members can contribute seriously to an ongoing discussion, and yet
large enough to offer diverse views and ample energies, it is probably
not so far from the actual numbers of people that actually participate in
groups constituted by the Chicago reforms.
Whereas voting is an infrequent activity for which there are few
repercussions for either not voting or making poor choices, participation in local school councils or community policing groups requires
much more knowledge and commitment. In exchange, such participation offers a modicum of real decision power. Only those with an
abiding concern in specific issues are likely to join these efforts. If these
reforms were expanded to include other public problems such as the
environment, social services, or employment – a possibility not developed here – the ideal of participation would not be one in which every
citizen deliberates every issue, but in which everyone seriously deliberates something. Current institutional arrangements do not offer such
diverse opportunities for empowered discursive engagement.
Patterns of participation with respect to time and socio-economic
status also ease some serious concerns about the sustainability and fairness of these intensively deliberative governance institutions. Although
both are relatively new, their short track records of eleven years for
school governance and five for community policing indicate that participation levels have been for the most part stable. Signs of citizen
exhaustion have not surfaced. Regarding fairness, these institutions
offer substantial advantages over more familiar forms of political participation – such as voting, contacting officials, and interest-group
activism – that display strong biases favoring the better off. Despite this
surprising absence of conventional biases, these quantitative characteristics of participation leave many open questions. While enough people
participate across many kinds of neighborhood, their actions may not
meet the demanding standards of deliberation. They may fall victim to
pathologies such as domination, corruption, or incompetence. We turn
now to these questions about the structure and quality of participation.
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V Deliberation or Domination? Problem-Solving in
Two Neighborhoods
Do the diverse citizens and street-level bureaucrats42 who join in
Chicago school and police governance actually engage in open deliberation and fair exchange about how best to advance public ends? Or are
these decision processes more often characterized by the domination of
officials over residents, more advantaged citizens over the less well off,
or factional paralysis? No study has yet examined all of the beats and
schools in Chicago to determine definitively whether these governance
transformations have produced substantial domination and corruption. Yet less systematic evidence and observation affords some purchase on this critical set of issues. Except in one or two well-publicized
instances,43 the most blatant forms of theft and fraud have not surfaced
in either the community policing or school governance reforms. At the
other extreme, no informed observer would argue that school and
police governance processes have been fully deliberative or dominationfree.
This section offers two accounts of typical conflicts to show how a
structure of accountable autonomy that connects central supervisors to
locally autonomous groups can set deliberation on track and reap its
fruits.44
Deadlock in Central School
Like many schools on the city’s South Side, Central Elementary sits in a
neighborhood that is 100 percent African-American and very poor.
The median household income in 1990 was US$15,000. In addition to
contending with the typical problems of poor inner city neighborhood
schools, this one also suffered paralyzing conflicts, stemming from old
feuds, among the parents, teachers, and the principal. Many dimensions of the school’s operation – including academic performance,
discipline, and the condition of the grounds – suffered from the ensuing
collective inaction.
The most visible signs of decay came from the building itself. The
rooms and halls were ill-kempt and often dark. Though the building
was overcrowded, failure to repair water damage rendered three classrooms unusable and so further increased class sizes. Insufficient resources cannot explain away this situation, as similarly funded schools
elsewhere had superior physical plants. The school also suffered from
chronic truancy rates. In 1996, 6 percent of its students missed more
than 10 percent of the school days without excuse.45 Teachers and other
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school staff complained that they were unable to discipline children
who attended class. Many classes were loud and unruly, and children
often roamed the halls without supervision. Central’s students also
scored poorly on standardized tests. In 1996, only 14.6 percent of students met or exceeded national reading norms according to the Iowa
Test of Basic Skills (ITBS), and only 13.4 percent met or exceeded that
test’s math norms. By these measures, Central fell within the lowest
decile of worst-performing Chicago schools in math and reading.
These difficulties were compounded, and in some measure caused,
by bitter political conflict within the school. In 1994, the LSC faced the
difficult choice of selecting a new principal. Like some University
tenure decisions, discussions were heated and some say duplicitous.
Years afterward, the parties to school governance – active parents,
community members, teachers, and the principal herself – were still
divided along the factions that formed during the principal selection
decision. To some extent, these rifts reproduced themselves as older
participants transmitted their biases to newer ones. However, many of
those who joined in the 1994 decision were still active and bore hard
feelings over the conflict. As a consequence, the energies of the LSC
between 1994 and 1996 were consumed with bureaucratic infighting
and attempts by all sides to build complex alliances. The principal
sided with one section of the parent representatives against a stable
section of community representatives who were joined by parts of the
school staff and other parents. These conflicts destroyed staff morale
and paralyzed school governance.
Poor student test performance triggered an accountability mechanism called probation whereby the CPS dispatched an expert “intervention team.” Many at the school feared that these central office
administrators would take back much of the autonomy given to its LSC
under the 1988 law. To the surprise of LSC members, the next few
months did not require them to give up power to external authorities.
Instead, the probation team forced LSC members and others in the
school community to break through their entrenched lines of conflict
into more serious deliberations about strategies that might improve the
school.
The intervention team conducted a review of the school that pointed
out problems such as: LSC budgeting decisions, lack of teacher monitoring, ineffective use of school staff, poor instructional technique and
classroom management, funded but vacant teacher positions, and poor
physical plant. Although their report contained proposed solutions to
these problems, the team made it clear that these were recommendations rather than orders. The LSC developed a corrective action plan
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after reflecting on this report and incorporating the perspectives and
knowledge of its own members. The intervention team was widely
respected and thus able to facilitate the LSC’s deliberative planning
effort and set their group process on track.
After six months, LSC members seemed to have transcended their
histories of conflict. They began to behave cordially to one another
and, more importantly, to deliberate about substantive school improvements rather than using meetings as occasions for political
maneuvering. Substantively, the LSC reached consensus on a corrective
action plan that included funds to make capital improvements to
increase classroom space, fill shortages of instructional materials,
extend the school’s computer network, and to purchase additional
equipment for the science lab. Whereas a discussion of indicators of
school progress such as test scores would have likely drawn accusations and defensive responses only six months earlier, LSC members
used the June meeting as an occasion for thoughtful reflection on the
school’s weak grades. Whereas the principal had been a highly controversial figure several months earlier, the group gained respect for her
through several months of facilitated deliberation and the LSC voted
unanimously to renew her contract.
From Laissez Faire Domination to Structured Deliberation in
Traxton Beat
Consider now community policing in a neighborhood called Traxton,
which also lies on Chicago’s South Side, several miles distant from
Central Elementary. This neighborhood is literally split in half by railroad tracks, with wealthy, mostly white, professionals living on its west
side and lower middle class African-Americans on its east. It is only by
administrative coincidence that these two groups lie in the same police
beat, for their problems are very different. West-siders face occasional
burglaries, illegal traffic and noise, loitering and drinking, and the like.
East-siders, on the other hand, face armed robbery, occasional gunshots from houses or passing automobiles, and a house in the middle of
their section where people come to buy narcotics. In one year, three
people were shot to death within one block of this house.
Empirically informed critics46 would not be surprised that community deliberations often led to an inequitable allocation of police
resources. This group elected a beat facilitator each year. In 1996, the
beat facilitator conducted meetings in a laissez faire, first-come, firstserved, style in which residents raised problems as they came to mind.
In this mode, wealthy and educated west-side residents dominated
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proceedings with their concerns. Their priorities included a potentially
dangerous abandoned building, noise from late-night patrons of a
nearby pancake house, street peddlers, and generally poor 911 response. Police, often in cooperation with west-side residents, were able
to resolve most of these issues. Yet the concerns of east-side residents,
often more serious, went for the most part unaddressed.
This pattern began to change in 1997 upon the election of a new
beat facilitator; call her Emily Crenshaw. Unlike the previous facilitator, Crenshaw had worked for the Chicago Alliance for Neighborhood
Safety as an official community policing trainer.47 Schooled in the procedures and techniques of problem-solving, she had instructed many
beat groups in those techniques. When she became Traxton’s beat facilitator, she utilized her experience to impose recommended structure on
previously unstructured discussions. She directed the group to produce
a “beat plan,” required according to recent CPD directives, that would
describe and justify the neighborhoods’ top safety issues.
Crenshaw facilitated discussions by first asking participants to generate a comprehensive list of candidate problems. West-side residents
raised many of the same concerns as in previous meetings. This “brainstorming” space, however, allowed east-side residents to bring up
many items about which they had been previously silent. When it came
time to designate priorities, participants from both sides of the beat
easily reached consensus on an ordered list dominated by east-side
problems: an alleged drug house on the east side, burglaries and armed
robberies on an east-side commercial strip, and west-side residential
burglaries. Once charged with ranking and discursively justifying an
agenda of public safety problems, the better-off residents quickly
agreed that the east-side house, around which shootings occurred and
drugs were trafficked, topped the list and therefore deserved the lion’s
share of their attention and that of the police.
Having prioritized these problems, residents and police developed
cooperative and effective strategies. Resident surveillance and police
searches yielded arrests around the alleged drug house, court testimony
from organized residents helped send some of those perpetrators to jail,
and residents reported substantial reductions in criminal activity there.
To address commercial burglaries, police increased their patrol visibility and worked with African-American storeowners to develop
preventative measures and to enhance their own responsiveness. The
proprietors report that thefts and robberies declined following these
interventions. Due to their sporadic nature, residential burglaries are
harder to address and progress against them is more difficult to assess.
The group attempted to solve this third problem through plainclothes
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surveillance and resident education. Police apprehended one serial
burglar, but the problem lingered.
Redux
These two experiences may seem to highlight the defects of deliberative
decision-making. The “natural” course of autonomous discursive governance led to conflictual paralysis in Central Elementary and to domination by wealthy and well-educated residents in Traxton Beat. But
both benefited from external forces – an intervention team in Central
and community policing trainer/facilitator in Traxton – that set deliberation back on track.
The perspective of accountable autonomy suggests that these interventions ought to result from design rather than luck. Both interventions depended upon prior centralized initiatives: the CPS school
probation program and the CPD training initiative. Yet not every troubled school or beat received external support. The probation team was
assigned to Central Elementary as a result of its low standardized test
scores, but many schools whose students test satisfactorily surely suffer
similar governance challenges. It was even more a matter of chance that
one of Traxton’s community policing participants was an experienced
CPD trainer, willing to serve as beat facilitator, and elected to that position. A full model of accountable autonomy would prescribe developing institutions to make these interventions deliberate priorities rather
than leaving them in part to fortune.
Both cases also illustrate two other benefits of autonomous deliberative local action. In both, opposed factions possessing unequal
resources nevertheless overcame differences of interest and perspective
when their discussions were appropriately structured and facilitated.
Participants in each case were able to subordinate at least some of their
interests for the sake of reasonable norms. In both cases, the process led
some participants to broaden and transform their prior interests. Subsequently, both groups devised and implemented creative strategies
and plans that were probably more effective than what school officials
and police would have accomplished on their own. In Traxton Beat, for
example, residents contributed information, resources, and organized
to act in ways that police could not have done.
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VI Open Questions: the Effectiveness and Politics of
Accountable Autonomy
Given the relative youth of these experiments and the constraints of a
single chapter, this exploration into the actual and potential deliberative qualities of the Chicago community policing and school governance reforms necessarily raises more questions than it answers. By
way of conclusion, consider two important and open issues: the overall
effectiveness of these reforms in improving schools and beats and the
political controversies surrounding these reforms.
First, scholars and citizens alike rightly wonder about the effectiveness of these reforms compared to other alternatives. In education,
schools governed along the lines of accountable autonomy should
ideally be compared to public school systems with small classrooms
and well-trained teachers, high-stakes testing, charter schools, or fully
privatized districts. Chicago-style community policing should ideally
be compared to strictly professional problem oriented policing,
enhanced managerialism, or privatized security. We can offer no such
comparison of systematic alternatives at this point. Research on the
Chicago reforms does indicate, however, that the reforms have
achieved some gains compared to preceding arrangements.
Examination of test scores suggests that the effectiveness of Chicago
schools has improved since the devolutionary reforms of 1988, but
especially since the accountability amendments to those reforms in
1995. Anthony Bryk and his associates48 developed the metric of school
productivity, described above, to isolate the impact of school factors –
such as teaching, curriculum, atmosphere – on student learning while
discounting factors that cannot be controlled through site governance
efforts such as the preparedness of children when they enter the school.
Based upon this productivity analysis, Bryk and his team found that,
from 1987 to 1997, the majority of schools have become more effective
in educating students even though they have become increasingly disadvantaged and less well prepared:
Chicago school reform has precipitated substantial improvements in
achievement in a very large number of Chicago public elementary schools.
The governance reforms of 1988 and 1995 have significantly advanced the
learning opportunities afforded to literally hundreds of thousands of
Chicago’s children.49

A similar metric to measure the productivity of the public safety efforts
of police and residents would be much more difficult to construct. On a
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more standard measure, however, the number of violent crimes has
declined steadily since the city-wide community policing program
began in 1995;50 though not as dramatic as the much more publicized
declines in New York City under Mayor Rudolph Giuliani’s contrasting policing approach, declines in Chicago are in some areas
comparable.
These gross trends offer no precise assessment of Chicago’s reforms
compared to other alternatives. Its approach is not at this time demonstrably better, but perhaps no worse, on aggregate performance
measures than approaches based on more expert command or market
mechanisms. Until more definitive assessments are available, then, the
primary attraction of these reforms lies in their democratic quality.
They create new channels of citizen voice, influence, and deliberation
that are widely utilized in Chicago, especially by those who live in disadvantaged neighborhoods. According to surveys,51 14 percent of
Chicagoans attended at least one beat meeting in 1997. By far the
majority of people of color who are elected officials in Illinois serve on
local school councils. This democratic experience, together with the
conceptual arguments for the effectiveness of accountable autonomy
offered above and the uncertain relative performance of other alternatives, favors keeping this institutional design in our repertoire of
reform strategies.
Second, in a world where the politics and ideas of reform are dominated by the dichotomy between devolution – either as community
control or the market – versus the centralization of expert managerialism, a hybrid model such as that just presented finds few predisposed
supporters. In the case of Chicago school and police reform, the institutions that came to approximate accountable autonomy emerged fitfully
from struggles between the neighborhoods and downtown. They
began as a project in community control, developed in response to
defects in the original reforms, and then changed again as central
authorities reasserted a measure of control. Neighborhood and community participants fear that centralized power will infringe their
autonomy while turning a blind eye to their own shortcomings. Conversely, many in the central offices of CPD and CPS worry that local
autonomy will decay into paralysis or license. They are also oversensitive to criticisms from neighborhood and watchdog groups. If
they could, many would impose commands that reach for effectiveness
by short-circuiting local deliberation and reverse the 1988 CPS and
1995 CPD reforms.
At the moment, neither neighborhood nor center can impose its side
of the dichotomy. The neighborhoods have tasted power, entrenched it
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in law or administrative rule, and are reluctant to cede it. But City Hall
and the agency heads are strong in Chicago, and have eroded many
local and independent prerogatives. Officials have already reduced the
roles of independent groups in providing training and mobilization services. In school governance, some of the original latitude for local principal selection and instruction has been narrowed, while some police
administrators are reducing opportunities for community participation
by decreasing beat-meeting frequency.
Occasionally because of this conflict but more often in spite of it,
many elements of accountable autonomy have emerged in the CPS and
CPD reforms. Absent an entrenched model, conflict and randomness
have limited the extent to which the complementary sides of this structure can contribute to fair and effective police and school governance.
The commands of central officials sometimes overrule sensible and
perhaps more effective local deliberation. But sometimes accountability measures are well justified. Deepening the institutionalization of
accountable autonomy in the CPS and CPD requires moving from happenstance to a stable vision of reform. With a model of accountable
autonomy before them, proponents of localism would recognize the
contributions of central power and the necessity of external accountability mechanisms. Those accustomed to managing and commanding
might see the limitations in their own foresight and capability and
come to respect the knowledge and ingenuity of those who work and
live in the neighborhoods. The experience of Chicago makes it clear
that practical deliberative democracy at the local level requires a language that reaches beyond the simple antithesis between centralization
and decentralization.
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Habitat Conservation Planning*
Craig W. Thomas**

I Introduction
Habitat Conservation Plans (HCPs) have become the most controversial component of the U.S. Endangered Species Act (ESA). Some argue
that HCPs undermine the purpose of the ESA by compromising species
and habitat conservation for economic gain. Others counter that HCPs
allow the ESA to work by avoiding prolonged political and legal conflicts over resource use. Some contend that HCPs are based on weak
science. Others counter that they are based on the best science available. Some argue that HCPs increase public input into endangered
species issues. Others respond that public participation is highly variable and not assured.
These debates result in part from the great variation that exists
among HCPs. Given this variation, habitat conservation planning
should not be viewed as a single example of the empowered participatory governance model, but rather as a range of examples that vary in
terms of the model’s six dimensions.1 As of April 2002, there were 379
approved HCPs in some stage of implementation, covering roughly
thirty million acres.2 Many additional HCPs were in the planning
stage. When viewed together, along with the federal guidelines, policies, and rules that govern how HCPs are prepared and implemented, it
is possible to make some claims regarding how well the HCP experience fits these dimensions.
This chapter begins with a brief history of the HCP experience, and
then evaluates habitat conservation planning according to the six
dimensions and the six potential criticisms of empowered participatory
governance. HCPs fit the model well in terms of empowerment. They
fit less well in terms of participation. These are gross simplifications,
however, because HCPs vary widely. Some departures from the model
can be rectified through changes in federal policy, but it is not yet clear
whether any HCP is now or ever will be an exemplar of the model.
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II What Are Habitat Conservation Plans?
HCPs are a peculiar product of the U.S. legal system. They exist solely
because of the federal Endangered Species Act. In the absence of
a similar law, one cannot assume that HCPs would appear in other
countries because individuals and organizations would lack the fundamental motivation to expend the significant time and financial
resources required to complete and implement an HCP. They proliferate in the United States because, to paraphrase Don Corleone in The
Godfather, the federal government makes an offer that some individuals and organizations cannot refuse. HCP participation is voluntary,
but some actors face little choice given existing alternatives.
The ESA is sometimes called the pit bull of environmental laws
because it has extraordinary teeth, particularly in federal courts.
Among other effects, lawsuits filed or threatened under the ESA have
foreclosed economic use of public and private resources, shaped urban
growth patterns, and reoriented state and federal agency missions.3
These outcomes occur because the ESA prohibits certain actions. By
contrast, the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) is a procedural law. NEPA requires federal agencies to produce environmental
impact statements that evaluate the environmental consequences of
major federal activities, but NEPA does not specify whether or not a
particular federal activity should be carried out and it does not apply
directly to nonfederal actors. The ESA actually prohibits public and
private actions that push species toward extinction.
The ESA has two types of prohibitions, the most powerful of which
is tied directly to HCPs. This is the Section 9 prohibition on “take,”
which applies to all persons and organizations subject to U.S. jurisdictions. By contrast, the Section 7 “jeopardy” standard applies only to
federal agencies, and is not tied directly to HCPs.4 Section 9 prohibits
any person or organization subject to U.S. jurisdictions from taking
fish or wildlife species listed as endangered by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (FWS), with “take” defined broadly in Section 3 to
include “harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture,
or collect, or to attempt to engage in any such conduct.”5
The FWS subsequently expanded this definition of take by issuing a
rule that defines “harm” to include “significant habitat modification or
degradation where it actually kills or injures wildlife by significantly
impairing essential behavioral patterns, including breeding, feeding or
sheltering.”6 Therefore environmental activists can successfully sue a
private landowner for altering the habitat of an endangered species
(e.g. through logging, farming, or land development), and they can sue
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a local or state agency for either engaging in such activities or permitting them to occur. If a federal court rules in favor of the plaintiff, it can
prohibit these activities, or fine and even jail those committing the
offense. Property owners have felt sufficiently threatened by the
Section 9 prohibition on take that they have attempted (so far unsuccessfully) to reverse the charges, claiming that the federal government
is “taking” their private property without just compensation, and so
violating the Fifth Amendment.
Prior to 1982, the ESA was unyielding with regard to endangered fish
and wildlife species. As Steven Yaffee has argued, the ESA amounted to
“prohibitive policy.”7 Only scientific research and conservation activities constituted permissible take for endangered animal species. This
near-absolute ban posed economic, political, and ecological problems.
Economically, if one knew about the presence of an endangered animal
species, the ESA essentially implied an order to cease activities because
they might cause take. Although the FWS lacked sufficient staff to
monitor all such activities, environmentalists stood in the wings
waiting to sue landowners and developers for such infringements, and
to sue local and state agencies for permitting them to occur.
Politically, the prohibition on take was a time bomb because the ESA
lacked a release mechanism to allow limited economic activity to occur
within the habitat of a listed species. For this reason, economic interests
lobbied hard to keep species off the list, which necessarily politicized
the listing process.8 Environmentalists also picked their fights carefully.
They did not petition to list every species for which data supported a
listing; instead they focussed on charismatic species, limiting the ability
of property rights advocates to frame endangered species issues as
pitting “rats against people” or “bugs against jobs.”
Ecologically, the absolute prohibition on take was also not entirely
sensible. Endangered species suffer from the cumulative impacts of
many activities, not simply the few activities someone happens to
notice. Therefore many ecologists argued that it would be more
effective to preserve a species’ habitat over the long run by acquiring
property and adopting formal land-use restrictions than by blocking
bulldozers at each site or punishing individuals after habitat is altered,
perhaps irreparably. In other words, it would make more sense to
develop and implement a plan to preserve habitat than to track individual activities eating away at the habitat on a site-by-site, project-byproject basis.
As the 1970s came to a close, economic, political, and ecological
interests dovetailed when a novel idea emerged to preserve a butterfly
habitat near San Francisco. Development creeping up the slope of San
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Bruno Mountain had been a political issue for years, but it was framed
in terms of open space and growth control, not species protection. The
San Bruno conflict assumed a dramatically new form in 1975 when the
FWS listed the mission blue butterfly as an endangered species and a
local environmental group threatened legal action to stop residential
and commercial development in the butterfly’s habitat. In 1978, the
FWS proposed listing an additional species, the callippe silverspot butterfly. Backed into a corner, the primary landowner and developer,
Visitacion Associates, struck a deal with environmentalists, agreeing to
set aside approximately 2,000 of its 3,500 acres on San Bruno Mountain as butterfly habitat and open space in return for being allowed to
develop the remaining acres. The logic was simple. The developer
would be allowed to take butterflies by building on part of the mountain because ecologists endorsed the HCP as a means for protecting
sufficient habitat to maintain viable populations of both species. In
other words, economic development would be allowed to destroy some
of the habitat because credible scientists believed the HCP would preserve sufficient habitat to guarantee the long-term survival of both
butterfly species.9
This agreement led to the first HCP. But it could not be implemented
until Congress amended the ESA to authorize the FWS to issue a new
kind of permit that would allow take. When Congress amended the
ESA in 1982, new language authorized the FWS to issue permits to
nonfederal actors who submitted satisfactory HCPs.10 Taking endangered animal species for economic purposes was no longer prohibited
absolutely. Take was now permitted under Section 10 if it was “incidental to, and not the purpose of, the carrying out of an otherwise
lawful activity.”11 Hence the coveted permit to implement an HCP is
known as an “incidental take permit.” The 1982 ESA amendments
established common ground between economic and environmental
interests by allowing incidental take during the course of economic
activities, while creating a mechanism to compel private actors and
local and state agencies to preserve habitat for the long-term survival of
endangered species. In other words, Section 10 reframed endangered
species debates from “species versus jobs” to “species and jobs,”
thereby providing a legal mechanism to avoid political impasses.
In practice, HCPs must meet several basic conditions for applicants
to receive incidental take permits. Specifically, they must provide
detailed information about the likely impacts resulting from the proposed take; measures the applicant will undertake to monitor,
minimize, and mitigate such impacts; available funding to undertake
such measures; procedures to deal with unforeseen circumstances;
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alternative actions considered by the applicant that would not result in
take, and the reasons why such alternatives will not be used; and any
additional measures the FWS requires as necessary or appropriate for
purposes of the plan.12 How applicants meet these conditions is left
largely to them. Thus the ESA and FWS regulations essentially compel
nonfederal actors to forego all use of certain natural resources, act illegally and risk enforcement, or prepare an HCP that meets the above
criteria. This is a difficult deal to refuse.
Yet, unlike Don Corleone’s offer, the federal government empowers
applicants to determine the institutional design of their HCP. For
example, applicants define the planning area, choose the number of
species covered, decide who will participate, and select the policy tools
for habitat protection. Thus they can write an HCP covering one acre
or a million acres; they can focus on one species or dozens of species;
they can submit HCPs individually or with multiple partners; they can
request extensive public input or largely ignore it; and they can select
from numerous policy tools to implement the plan, including development fees to acquire or restore habitat, dedication of land for habitat
preserves, land-use controls, and market-based approaches such as
habitat mitigation banks and tradeable development rights. Large
HCPs typically establish preserve areas, within which few human uses
are allowed, surrounded by buffer zones of less restricted use; but there
are numerous ways to acquire, regulate, restore, monitor, enforce, or
otherwise manage these areas. To a large extent, these methods are
determined by the applicants, subject to FWS approval. Discretion
empowers applicants to be creative, and to tailor solutions to local
problems.
In sum, the 1982 ESA amendments empowered nonfederal actors to
develop HCPs as a means for complying with the Section 9 prohibition
on take. The stage was now set for a grand experiment in land-use
planning. Yet HCPs did not immediately proliferate. The FWS issued
only fourteen incidental take permits in the first decade following the
1982 amendments (1983–92) – one each in Texas and Florida, and
twelve in California. HCPs diffused slowly during this period because
the initial expertise was in California, and because the FWS did not
distribute draft HCP guidelines until 1990. With the new guidelines,
and with strong support from the Clinton administration after
1992, HCPs spread rapidly. By April 2002, 379 HCPs had been approved, with some HCPs covering much larger planning areas than
their predecessors.13
In light of this explosive growth, an increasing number of observers
have wondered whether HCPs adequately protect species, and whether
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the public is appropriately involved. Congress has also considered
several bills to amend the ESA, and the Department of the Interior and
FWS have experimented with new HCP policies. Yet these policies primarily provide economic assurances to applicants, not ecological
assurances to species or democratic assurances to a broad range of
stakeholders who may want to participate. In other words, the new
policies are designed primarily to create incentives for applicants to
complete HCPs.
One such incentive is embodied in the 1994 No Surprises Policy,
which assures applicants that no additional land-use restrictions or
financial compensation will be required with respect to species covered
by an incidental take permit if unforeseen circumstances arise indicating that additional mitigation is needed.14 Under the No Surprises
Policy, the federal government, not the permit holder, assumes responsibility for implementing additional conservation measures that may
become necessary as new knowledge and information arise. This
means that the general public – not applicants – bears the risks associated with ineffective HCPs. This risk is magnified by the absence of
federal programs to identify and buttress ineffective HCPs. With the
guarantee that there will be no regulatory surprises forthcoming from
the federal government, applicants have become much more certain
about the future benefits that HCPs provide.
Fundamentally, applicants want to know what they can do within a
given planning area. They are willing to spend substantial sums of
money and devote years to developing and implementing an HCP
because the incidental take permit provides them with great certainty
about their ability to use natural resources in the future. Without a
permit, the ESA’s regulatory hammer looms, poised to foreclose any
and all activities. With a permit, applicants know they can pursue
activities specified in the HCP. Thus HCPs tend to occur where the
Section 9 prohibition on take is enforced aggressively.15 If the prohibition on take were not enforced by the FWS or citizen suits, then
potential applicants would have no legal or economic incentive to
prepare – let alone implement – HCPs.
While the No Surprises Policy is politically expedient and encourages growth in the number of HCPs, it is ecologically unsound because
it reduces the incentive for participants to rethink HCPs during implementation. Adaptive management is more sensible because ecological
knowledge and information are fluid.16 As we learn more about species
and their habitat requirements, HCPs should be revisited and
redesigned.17 After all, the ESA’s purpose is to prevent extinctions. If
new knowledge or information suggest that an HCP does not ensure
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the survival of listed species, then the HCP should be adapted to new
circumstances or the permit withdrawn. Adaptive management also
provides an opportunity for public participation and continued deliberation after incidental take permits have been issued.
In an attempt to reconcile this conflict, federal officials issued revised
guidelines for the Habitat Conservation Planning Handbook in
2000.18 Under the revised guidelines, adaptive management is now
encouraged for HCPs that pose a significant risk to species due to data
gaps when a permit is issued. While these new guidelines lack the legal
authority of regulations, they do offer a mechanism through which
monitoring and deliberation can occur during implementation.

III How Well Do HCPs Fit the Empowered
Participatory Governance Model?
The previous section provided an overview of habitat conservation
planning under the U.S. Endangered Species Act. This section evaluates
the HCP experience according to the six dimensions of the empowered
participatory governance model. Given that HCPs vary widely in many
dimensions, some HCPs fit the model better than others. This section
also considers the federal guidelines, policies, and rules that shape
HCPs in relation to the model.
Deliberation
How genuinely deliberative are HCP decision-making processes? To be
deliberative, participants must listen to and carefully consider each
other’s positions before making final decisions. Rather than simply
voting or advocating preformed preferences, they must allow their preferred goals and strategies to evolve through collective deliberation.
We should also consider how long deliberation occurs, how many
actors are involved, and who these actors represent during both the
planning and implementation phases.
These dimensions of deliberation vary widely during the planning
phase. The best evidence in this regard was reported by a team of
researchers who studied public participation in fifty-five large HCPs
(i.e. those covering more than a thousand acres).19 Within this sample,
they surveyed the most recent FWS contacts for forty-five HCPs, and
wrote in-depth case studies of fourteen HCPs. They found public participation varying widely from open, collaborative steering groups to
closed-door processes in which the only opportunity for participation
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beyond the applicant and the FWS came during the notice-andcomment periods required under the ESA and NEPA. The latter
indicates a narrow deliberative scope because little (if any) deliberation
takes place during notice-and-comment periods, which occur after an
HCP is virtually complete and the FWS is ready to issue an incidental
take permit. Moreover, NEPA does not require federal agencies to
incorporate public comments into planning documents, which means
the FWS need not ask applicants to consider the merits of such comments – let alone deliberate with those submitting them – during
notice-and-comment periods.
While the authors of this study do not use the language of deliberation, their conclusions nevertheless suggest that deliberation does occur
in some HCPs. “In those cases where public participation resulted in
substantive changes to the HCPs, public participation invariably began
early in the process, and often included a committee with members of
the public.”20 Yet such changes were relatively rare. Their survey of
FWS staff “indicated that public participation resulted in significant
substantive changes to only 3 out of 45 responding HCPs (7 percent)”
while more than 75 percent of the sample reported that public participation led to “only minimal or moderate changes.”21 These findings
clearly indicate that public participation should be required early in the
planning process to expand the scope of deliberation. Unfortunately,
the new HCP guidelines simply encourage public participation for large
HCPs; they do not require it for any HCP or establish standards regarding who should participate.22
The number of participants and interests represented by them varies
greatly across HCPs because applicants define the scope of participation. Some HCPs are submitted by a single applicant. The Simpson
Timber Company, for example, submitted an HCP in 1992 covering
380,000 acres of private timberland in three California counties. With
only one applicant, deliberation likely occurred only between the
Simpson Timber Company and the FWS. By contrast, the Coachella
Valley Fringe-Toed Lizard Habitat Conservation Plan was completed
in 1985 by a steering committee composed of a wide spectrum of stakeholders, including representatives from local governments, state and
federal agencies, an Indian tribe, and a non-profit environmental
group. Presumably, deliberation is more prevalent within a multiorganizational committee than a single firm. Indeed, the literature on
the Coachella Valley HCP suggests that deliberation was extensive,
including actors not formally identified as members of the steering
committee.23
That deliberation occurs in some HCPs is not surprising, given that
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HCPs grow out of stalemates in the traditional form of environmental
regulation, in which actors are unable to achieve their preferred outcomes. Developers, for example, prefer to build housing tracts, but
doing so is illegal if it harms an endangered species, and they might be
sued by environmental watchdogs for violating the Section 9 prohibition on take. This gives them an incentive to work with local
governments to roll zoning plans into an HCP, so planned development
is covered by an incidental take permit. Doing so requires deliberation
among private and public actors, along with professional or academic
ecologists, as to what percentage of the remaining habitat should
be preserved, where it should be preserved, and how it should be
managed.
Moreover, to avoid future lawsuits, applicants sometimes request
public participation early in the planning process so completed HCPs
will not be challenged during implementation. This choice is left to
applicants, because the scope of deliberation is not driven directly by
federal laws, rules, or guidelines. HCP guidelines instruct FWS staff to
encourage participation, but applicants are not required to do so.
Moreover, the FWS “regards HCPs as voluntary, applicant-driven
processes where the applicants decide whether and how to involve
outside stakeholders.”24 Hence there is no guarantee that deliberation
will occur among more than a single applicant and the FWS. Where
deliberation among many actors occurs, it is driven by other factors,
particularly by patterns of private land ownership and public jurisdiction. Where habitat is shared among multiple owners, agencies, and
political jurisdictions, species conservation becomes a collective-action
problem, in which actors come together to share information and
develop solutions to their common problem.25 Hence broad participation in HCPs is more likely in areas with complex ownership
patterns.26
Action
How effectively are decisions made during the planning process translated into action? There is little evidence upon which to answer this
question because no one has systematically studied HCP implementation across multiple cases. For empirical evidence, we have to rely on
the one known case study of HCP implementation, which focussed on
the Coachella Valley HCP.27
Yet there are several economic and legal reasons to believe that
HCPs are actually implemented. Applicants prepare HCPs because
they want incidental take permits to use natural resources for economic
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or public purposes. This permit removes them from the shadow of the
ESA’s regulatory hammer. The FWS can revoke a permit if the applicants do not implement an HCP because implementation is a condition
of the permit. Environmental activists also sit in the wings prepared to
sue under the ESA’s strong provisions when they see violations. In addition to legal incentives for applicants to implement HCPs, the FWS also
assesses whether an HCP is likely to be implemented before issuing a
permit. The ESA and federal guidelines stipulate that HCPs must identify funding to implement specific provisions in the plan designed to
mitigate the impacts of incidental take.28 The FWS may also require an
implementation agreement, in which participants specify who is
responsible for implementing specific parts of an HCP. In sum, financial feasibility is a condition of the permit, implementation is a
condition of retaining the permit, and the FWS can require a signed
implementation agreement to establish accountability.
We should not assume, however, that any HCP is fully implemented.
Multi-partner HCPs tend to be thick documents because they stipulate
a diverse range of actions that are allowed or required across multiple
ownerships and jurisdictions. These HCPs contain numerous provisions, any one of which might be overlooked or found infeasible during
implementation. In the Coachella Valley, for example, participants
made a good-faith effort to translate the plan into action, but thirteen
years after the FWS issued the permit the original plan was still not completely implemented in some respects; however, in other respects, such
as enforcement, those implementing the HCP significantly exceeded
requirements in the plan.29
In sum, there are strong legal and economic incentives for permit
holders to implement their HCPs. Unfortunately, there are too few
empirical studies of HCP implementation to make broad claims about
the extent to which HCPs have been translated into action.
Monitoring
Monitoring is a crucial component of the empowered participatory
governance model because it provides information about how well
these experiments work. This information in turn indicates whether
and how they should be revisited and redesigned in an ongoing deliberative process. In the environmental policy literature, this process of
experimentation, monitoring, and redesign is called “adaptive management.”30 Without monitoring mechanisms in place, there is action
without learning and accountability. Thus Fung and Wright ask in
this volume: “To what extent are these deliberative groups capable of
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monitoring the implementation of their decisions and holding responsible parties accountable?”31 To this I would add a prior question: To
what extent are these groups willing to monitor implementation?
Deliberative groups may be technically, financially, and organizationally able to monitor implementation, but that does not mean that all
participants necessarily want to monitor, learn from, and redesign their
experiments. This is particularly the case with HCPs, because the very
thought of redesigning HCPs creates regulatory uncertainty in the
minds of applicants and permit holders, many of whom have significant financial investments at stake.
Indeed, monitoring has been a significant shortcoming for HCPs in
terms of fitting the model. The best evidence for this comes from a team
of scientists who evaluated the use of science in HCPs.32 While twentytwo of forty-three HCPs in their sample contained “a clear description
of a monitoring program,” only seven contained monitoring programs
“sufficient for evaluating success.”33 On a more positive note, they
found monitoring to be closely correlated with adaptive management.
“In particular, 88% of the plans with provisions for adaptive management had clear monitoring plans, whereas less than 30% of the
remainder had clear monitoring plans.”34
Two implications can be drawn from these data. First, relatively few
HCPs have been conceived in terms of adaptive management (i.e.
experimentation, learning, and redesign). Hence they do not include
sufficient monitoring programs to evaluate HCP effectiveness during
implementation. Given that adaptive management necessarily entails
monitoring, those HCPs conceived in terms of adaptive management
typically have clear monitoring programs. Second, we do not know
whether the monitoring programs found to be sufficient were actually
implemented, or whether HCPs with insufficient monitoring programs
were nevertheless implemented with modified programs sufficient for
evaluating HCP effectiveness.
Moreover, regardless of whether sufficient monitoring programs
exist in HCP implementation, it is crucial to know whether participants
want to learn from new information and are willing to revisit the plans
and deliberate anew. Some actors may be open to such reconsideration,
but others are not. During implementation of the Coachella Valley
HCP, monitoring by participants indicated that crucial habitat had
been overlooked in the original preserve design.35 This oversight was
due primarily to limited information and estimated acquisition costs at
the time the plan was completed, not to political intrigue. Nevertheless,
many of the actors who developed or implemented the HCP preferred
not to reopen and redesign the original HCP. Instead, they sought to
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protect the “missing” habitat through other institutional processes,
such as local zoning, acquisition by land conservancies, and a new HCP
they were developing for multiple species.36
The Coachella Valley experience offers intriguing lessons about
HCP implementation. Habitat conservation planning is challenging,
expensive, and time-consuming, particularly when it involves deliberation among multiple actors. Hence there is great inertia against
reopening an HCP after the FWS issues a permit, regardless of applicant sincerity about implementing the plan. In the Coachella Valley,
participants made a good-faith effort to implement the plan, discovered the plan was inadequate, and sought to address its shortcomings
through other means. All of which suggests that we should not expect
to see an HCP revised voluntarily due to monitoring because participants perceive the planning process to be very cumbersome. Instead,
the lingering threat that the FWS will pull an incidental take permit
provides an incentive for permit holders to fix HCP weaknesses
through other planning processes. While this is a motivating threat, the
FWS has never actually carried it out, in part because HCP implementation is not systematically monitored, and in part because FWS
officials prefer to work with permittees to bring them into compliance
when problems are discovered.37
Similarly, we should not expect the FWS – the only consistent HCP
participant – to monitor implementation because the agency’s Endangered Species Division is underfunded relative to its workload.
Without additional funding, FWS staff are unable to monitor HCP
implementation systematically. Given the agency’s backlog on more
pressing tasks under the ESA (such as listing species, mapping critical
habitat, developing recovery plans, and reviewing draft HCPs), there is
little reason to expect FWS staff to monitor HCP implementation.
Moreover, neither the FWS nor the Department of the Interior have
developed a public HCP library, let alone a transparent monitoring
program through which centralized actors and citizens can learn
whether and to what degree HCPs are being implemented. Given the
dearth of centralized HCP monitoring within the federal government,
we might wonder whether high-level federal officials are interested in
learning from these experiments.
On the positive side, the FWS issued new guidelines on adaptive
management in 2000.38 These guidelines state that “an adaptive management strategy is essential for HCPs that would otherwise pose a
significant risk to the species at the time the permit is issued due to significant data or information gaps.”39 Yet the guidelines also state that
an adaptive management strategy is not needed for all HCPs. So it
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remains unclear which HCPs should have them or what constitutes a
“significant” information gap. The guidelines also specify four components that should be included in adaptive management strategies: (1)
identification of uncertainty and questions that need to be addressed to
resolve it, (2) alternative implementation strategies, (3) a monitoring
program that can detect information necessary to evaluate these strategies, and (4) feedback loops that link implementation and monitoring
to appropriate changes in management.40 These new guidelines are
compatible with the No Surprises Policy because HCPs containing an
adaptive management strategy “should clearly state the range of possible operating conservation program adjustments due to significant new
information, risk, or uncertainty.”41 In other words, the adaptive management strategy would become part of the HCP and would be a
condition of the permit; thus any adjustments within the stated range
would not constitute a regulatory surprise. While these guidelines are
not retroactive, they suggest that monitoring programs will likely
become a more significant part of future HCPs.
Regardless of the extent to which monitoring programs are incorporated into HCPs as part of an adaptive management strategy, external monitoring is also necessary to ensure that participants are meeting
their legal commitments and that HCPs are effective as designed. Thus
far, systematic external monitoring has been virtually absent during
HCP implementation. As already noted, the primary regulatory authority – the FWS – does not systematically monitor HCP implementation,
and there is only one known case study of HCP implementation by academics. In sum, monitoring by participants will never be sufficient;
HCPs must also be monitored by external evaluators, who are better situated to hold participants accountable for accomplishing the public
regulatory goal of species protection.
Centralized Coordination and Power
In the empowered participatory governance model, local units (such as
HCP planning committees) do not act autonomously. Instead, they
learn from and coordinate their actions with other local units and with
state structures. The key question for this dimension is: “To what
extent do these experiments incorporate recombinant measures that
coordinate the actions of local units, diffuse information and innovations among them, and follow centralized mechanisms that ensure
accountability and learning?”
To answer that question, we should recall that some HCPs are submitted by a single applicant (such as a landowner or private firm). In
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such cases, applicants believe they own or manage enough habitat to
determine their own destiny, and with it the destiny of relevant species.
Because they do not perceive a collective-action problem, the only
other actor with whom they coordinate is the FWS, which reviews their
HCP. The term “habitat conservation plan” is a misnomer because
HCPs need not cover a species’ entire habitat. Neither the ESA nor
FWS regulations require coordinated action. Instead, the specific time
and location of coordination is determined by the desire of applicants
to pool land, water, information, money, and other resources as a collective means to remove themselves from the threat of legal challenges
under the ESA.42 Hence horizontal coordination varies with the extent
to which habitat sprawls across ownerships and jurisdictions.
In the Coachella Valley, for example, many HCPs could have
emerged, instead of one coordinated HCP. Yet, rather than develop
separate HCPs, nine cities and one county, along with developers, state
and federal agencies, and other participants, jointly designed an HCP
for the fringe-toed lizard that created a main preserve, two smaller preserves, and a fee area. In the fee area, developers could transform
habitat by paying a mitigation fee of US$600 per acre to one of the ten
local governments, which then forwarded the fees to a non-profit organization (The Nature Conservancy) that pooled the money to purchase
the designated preserve lands. In this case, local governments and
developers created a novel means for addressing the common problem
they confronted on lands they individually owned, managed, or zoned.
But such coordination is certainly not ubiquitous. In Texas, for
example, coordination proved difficult in the case of the goldencheeked warbler. Rather than a single HCP for the warbler, there are
roughly seventy HCPs – nearly one-fifth of all HCPs. Most of the
warbler HCPs have a single applicant (typically a lot owner or developer), most are in Travis County (which includes Austin), and many
cover fewer than five acres. The one exception is the Balcones Canyonlands HCP, which covers 633,000 acres and nine species, including the
golden-cheeked warbler. Thus an important empirical question remains
to be explained: Why were local governments and developers able to
coordinate a single HCP in the Coachella Valley for the fringe-toed
lizard but were unable to do so for the golden-cheeked warbler in Travis
County? The precipitating factor was that Travis County voters failed
to pass a US$50 million bond referendum to pay for the HCP, which led
some landowners and developers to develop their own HCPs, but there
are likely deeper reasons as well.
One possible explanation is based on size and complexity: the completed Balcones Canyonlands HCP covers nine times as many acres and
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species as the Coachella Valley HCP, thus suggesting a possible upper
bound on the scale of coordinated outcomes. Indeed, participants in
the Coachella Valley are now facing the more difficult task of developing a multi-species HCP to cover species and habitat not included in the
original HCP for the fringe-toed lizard.
Another possible explanation is based on the slow diffusion of
expertise. The Coachella Valley HCP was the second HCP and, like the
first HCP on San Bruno Mountain, the innovations were locally developed, within California. One of the principal architects of the
Coachella Valley HCP – Paul Selzer, an attorney initially hired by one of
the developers – has since built a career by diffusing HCP innovations
to neighboring areas, including the Clark County HCP for the desert
tortoise near Las Vegas. Another architect of the early HCPs was FWS
biologist Gail Kobetich, who worked for the agency’s Pacific Region,
which included California but not Texas. Because Kobetich, Selzer, and
others were based in California, that is where the initial expertise
(including deliberative skills) resided, which partially explains why
twelve of the first fourteen HCPs emerged in that state.
HCPs did not diffuse widely until the FWS issued draft guidelines in
1990 that provided templates for those lacking expertise, and the
Clinton administration provided additional incentives to garner further
interest from potential applicants. Yet the role of central structures in
the Clinton administration has largely been one of policy diffusion, not
monitoring and accountability. HCP guidelines helped actors across
the country learn about and copy experiments in California and other
states, without having to hire or wait for experienced actors to appear
on the scene. Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt and his legal staff also
roamed the country, spreading ideas and encouraging local actors to
undertake HCPs through centrally administered incentives such as the
No Surprises Policy.
Schools of Democracy
Do HCPs increase the deliberative capacities and dispositions of participants, thereby functioning as schools of democracy? This is an
intriguing question, which has not been studied systematically. The
public participation study cited earlier provides indirect evidence,43 but
there is no direct evidence of whether HCPs enhance the deliberative
skills of participants. Nevertheless, the participation study is telling
because the data and case studies indicate that participation varies
widely, and that some participants consider the planning process to
promote strategic rather than deliberative bargaining. A quote from
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one participant in the Balcones Canyonlands HCP illustrates this
point:
The public participation process is really not designed to help people
develop a new or redirected self-interest. It . . . allows people who already
have pre-conceived positions to continue to state and argue for those . . . It’s
a process designed to allow people to express pre-conceived or pre-established positions, not to adjust their positions based on new information. I
don’t think it’s a dynamic or real iterative process; it’s a real static process.44

The Balcones Canyonlands HCP suffered from diminished trust because
it did not incorporate public participation, particularly from landowners, early in the planning process.45 This may also help to explain
why so many landowners chose to prepare their own HCPs for the
golden-cheeked warbler, rather than participate in a multi-species plan
that included the warbler, and in which their participation was not
included from the beginning.
As suggested in previous sections, the extent of deliberation is
enhanced by inviting public participation early, before significant decisions are made. Relying on notice-and-comment periods merely allows
a relatively narrow range of participants to promulgate their decisions
to the larger public. Adaptive management (with monitoring) can also
enhance HCPs as schools of democracy by extending deliberation
beyond the planning phase into implementation. For HCPs, therefore,
the key to enhancing this dimension is to focus attention on other
dimensions of the empowered participatory governance model –
specifically, deliberation and monitoring.
Outcomes
Are HCP outcomes more desirable than those of prior institutional
arrangements? This answer depends on who one asks and the criteria
they believe most important. With regard to planning, scientists –
particularly conservation biologists, who study the causal mechanisms
of extinction – have not been entirely pleased. As a group, they have
criticized the scientific standards and data underlying HCPs.46 As individuals, they have also criticized the disjunction between scientific
guidelines and planning details.
A prominent example of the latter occurred with Natural Communities Conservation Planning (NCCP), a multi-species program sponsored by the State of California for coastal sage scrub habitat in
Southern California. As a program, NCCP is essentially an aggregation
of HCPs. The FWS issues incidental take permits to subregional NCCP
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plans within the six thousand square mile NCCP region. In 1993, the
NCCP Scientific Review Panel disbanded over conflicts between scientific guidelines and planning details. As two conservation biologists
who served on this panel later stated: “Local implementation of these
guidelines and fulfillment of the research agenda have been troublesome, but nevertheless, they represent a rare conscious and formal
attempt to integrate science into the decision-making process.”47 This
statement should make us wonder whether and to what extent HCPs
benefit targeted species, given that conservation biologists have much
to say about the appropriate design of habitat preserve systems.48 But it
is likely that scientists will never be satisfied with the HCP planning
process because it is inherently political, not scientific.
The political nature of HCPs similarly leads some environmental
interest groups to criticize HCP outcomes. The National Wildlife Federation, for example, commissioned the previously cited public participation study due to concerns about limited participation.49 Defenders
of Wildlife also published a critical study of HCPs, giving similar attention to public participation, but also focussing on the absence of an
explicit legal mandate for HCPs to promote the recovery of species.50
The Nature Conservancy, on the other hand, regularly provides financial and technical support to HCPs around the country.
This variation among environmental groups can be explained in two
ways. First, some groups have successfully pursued litigation under the
ESA, and accordingly worry that HCPs compromise their comparative
advantage in court. By contrast, The Nature Conservancy never litigates; instead, it conducts on-the-ground conservation activities
through real-estate transactions and technical advice on preserve
design. Thus an environmental organization’s perception of HCP outcomes likely depends upon its propensity to litigate, because HCPs are
an alternative to litigation and top-down regulatory bureaucracy.
Second, locally based environmentalists often have a social and economic stake in the communities where HCPs are developed. For them,
HCPs allow for environmental protection, socio-economic welfare,
and local participation. Therefore local environmentalists appear to be
more open to a wider range of outcomes and strategies than national
groups, particularly those who have traditionally relied on litigation.
It should also be noted that outcomes under the traditional alternative to HCPs – strict prohibition of take – have not been positive. For
evidence, one need only review the small number of fish and wildlife
species that have been de-listed because their populations recovered. In
the U.S., there are only six such species – compared with seven that
have been de-listed because they are now believed extinct, and 387 still
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on the endangered list as of July 2002.51 Whether HCPs help species
more than the strict prohibition on take, however, is unknown. Logically, one might presume that no take is better than some take; but strict
prohibition on take does not prevent take, while HCPs proactively
channel take in ways that (presumably) preserve habitat integrity. This
remains largely a rhetorical debate, with thin evidence to sway neutral
minds.
In sum, litigation is necessary to provide the fundamental incentive
for applicants to develop HCPs, but that does not mean that litigation
alone leads to socially preferred outcomes. Thus it is not clear whether
HCPs improve upon traditional command-and-control implementation of the ESA in terms of species protection. HCPs provide a better
opportunity for citizens to participate in a deliberative process, but
there is great variation in the extent of deliberation and participation.
Flexibility has also empowered some HCPs to be highly innovative.
Hence every HCP has the potential to be a unique, innovative experiment in empowered participatory governance.

IV Criticisms of the Empowered Participatory
Governance Model, as Viewed from the HCP
Experience
This section evaluates HCPs by the six potential criticisms of empowered participatory governance, the first of which considers whether
HCPs may evolve into fora for domination rather than deliberation.
Deliberation into Domination
One of the intriguing characteristics of HCPs is that the ESA can level
the playing field by making actors relatively dependent upon one
another, rather than independent and potentially dominating. The
desire for certainty among permit applicants can be so strong that they
actively seek to work with others to reduce uncertainty by warding off
potential lawsuits over resource use. This mutual dependence increases
their willingness to share information and resources, and decreases
their potential dominance within deliberative arenas. One might argue
that this moral character of HCPs is undermined by implicit or explicit
threats to sue, but these threats constitute part of the background that
brings actors to a common table.
In the Coachella Valley, for example, a few biologists brought developers to the table by threatening legal enforcement – even though they
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possessed no obvious political, financial, or legal resources of their
own to pressure the FWS to enforce the ESA or to mount a successful
lawsuit.52 The mere threat of enforcement, which could halt development in the valley, was sufficient to bring developers to the table. Thus
the ESA leveled the playing field, on which developers, with millions of
dollars in assets at stake, would seemingly have the upper hand.
Unfortunately, this dynamic only applies within the deliberative
arena, which can be relatively small and elitist. For most HCPs, participants are not typically ordinary citizens. Many are highly educated and
informed.53 Few ordinary citizens understand how the ESA works, or
have time to devote themselves to a lengthy planning and implementation process. Thus one might argue that this deliberative arena
excludes important parts of society. This concern may be assuaged
where representation is broad, but single-applicant HCPs should give
us pause to reflect, particularly when there is no public participation
before notice-and-comment periods under the ESA and NEPA. In these
cases, HCPs may be strategic mechanisms for newly empowered applicants to pursue their preferences, rather than experiments in
empowered participatory governance. HCPs indeed empower applicants, but it would be hard to claim that single applicants deliberate in
a democratic way, if they deliberate with anyone at all. To the extent
that their use of natural resources perpetuates negative externalities for
society, then such HCPs should be considered a means for continued
domination by the economically privileged. In this respect, reforms
would be needed to require – not simply encourage – broader public
participation.
Forum-Shopping and External Power
Some HCP participants certainly forum-shop during the planning
process. One might even argue that all permit applicants forum-shop:
that they initiate and complete HCPs because they believe they can
achieve better outcomes through this process than through the ESA’s
otherwise prohibitive regulatory framework. As a corollary, one might
also hypothesize that those HCPs which collapse during the planning
process fail because applicants pull out when the expected value of participating in some other forum exceeds that of participating in the
HCP. This represents a strong view of self-interested behavior, but it
likely applies to some applicants given their economic stake. If it did
not apply, then we would not need legal assurances like the No Surprises Policy to keep permit applicants at the table.
Environmental groups similarly press their advantage outside the
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deliberative process when dissatisfied with HCPs. This usually takes
the form of filing a lawsuit or whipping up a public relations frenzy
against an HCP. In Southern California, Dan Silver became notorious
in this regard, particularly with NCCP participants. Silver directs the
Endangered Habitats League, a small non-profit organization representing dues-paying environmental groups. His reputation for leading
participants to believe he was part of the deliberative process, and then
pressing his advantage outside the deliberative arena when dissatisfied
with impending outcomes, extended beyond the NCCP-related HCPs
in which he participated.54
In sum, HCPs emerge due to forum-shopping by applicants, while
forum-shopping by environmental activists has the potential to undermine existing HCPs. This is probably a good thing. After all, forumshopping by environmentalists – particularly those that litigate –
provides a lingering threat that keeps applicants at the discussion table
and prompts them to implement HCPs in a responsible manner. This
lingering threat levels the table, limiting the ability of applicants to
dominate the deliberative process. Because the threat of lawsuits gives
applicants the basic incentive to develop HCPs, forum-shopping by
environmental activists before, during, and after planning is always a
possibility. In short, forum-shopping is an inherent part of the process.
Rent-Seeking versus Public Goods
Unlike forum-shopping, it is difficult to put a positive spin on rentseeking. If deliberative experiments fall prey to rent-seeking and
capture by well-informed or interested parties, then empowerment
becomes a means for self-aggrandizement. This is a common critique of
HCPs, particularly single-applicant HCPs. According to this critique,
the FWS allows applicants to pursue economic gain at the cost of
species and habitat conservation, while requiring only minimal mitigation measures for species and habitat.55
We should certainly assume that HCP applicants attempt to better
their position. After all, HCPs are voluntary. Applicants would not
bother to prepare and implement an HCP unless they believed it to be
in their advantage. The crucial question here is whether applicants –
particularly single applicants – pursue or achieve outcomes that benefit
primarily themselves, while providing few (if any) positive externalities
for society. In deliberative HCPs with broad participation, participants
typically design a preserve system with other social benefits in mind,
such as where to zone open space and how to manage growth. In doing
so, they also develop social capital, including skills for deliberative
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practice. When HCPs are prepared by single applicants, however, consideration of such positive externalities falls by the wayside. They
become incidental to the HCP, rather than an integral part of it.
This problem can be addressed by encouraging or requiring broad
participation early in the planning process, with transparency and
accountability. Broad participation leads to wider discussion of positive and negative externalities. Transparency allows observers to
monitor planning and implementation, and thereby to hold applicants
accountable for rent-seeking behavior. Unfortunately, broad participation is currently only encouraged, and not required, by federal HCP
guidelines. The FWS and Interior Department have done little to make
the process transparent to the public. Anyone who has searched for an
HCP – whether in draft or final form – understands the transparency
problem. One can purchase copies from the federal government, but
this is an expensive and time-consuming proposition. A web-based
library would be ideal; but simply creating an accessible library of
HCPs, incidental take permits, and implementation agreements would
be a big improvement for now. Given the current role of centralized
institutions as empowering agents, participation and transparency are
problematic, which means that rent-seeking is always a possibility.
Balkanization of Politics
At first glance, one might presume that HCPs necessarily balkanize politics by focussing on a narrow issue (one or more endangered species)
and a limited geographic space (some or all of the species’ habitat).
Indeed, more than a dozen of the golden-cheeked warbler HCPs in
Texas cover less than two acres, which suggests extreme balkanization.
Yet other HCPs cover tens of thousands of acres, with the Wisconsin
HCP for the Karner blue butterfly topping out at seven million acres.
Again, the key point to consider is variation. It is the large, multipartner HCPs that best approximate empowered participatory
governance.
One might still argue that HCPs balkanize politics by focussing only
on endangered species. Superficially, this is correct. Yet the desire for an
incidental take permit among applicants is so great that HCPs have
become the focal document for general planning purposes, particularly
in urban areas, where habitat is directly affected by numerous issues,
including physical infrastructure, pollution, open space, development
patterns, and transportation. This has certainly been the case with
NCCP, which covers a planning area of six thousand square miles in
Southern California and fifty-nine local jurisdictions. In the Pacific
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Northwest, salmon listings will likely further the trend toward aggregation because salmon HCPs will have to incorporate the waterways
through cities, as well as the land-based activities that affect salmon,
such as urban runoff, agriculture, and logging. Thus the potential for
issue aggregation is great.
Even with respect to endangered species per se, balkanization is a
moot issue because HCPs have not fragmented and factionalized something that was previously unified. Prior to the 1982 amendments to the
ESA, the closest thing to HCPs were – and still are – the recovery plans
mandated under Section 4 of the ESA, which the FWS prepares for
listed species. These plans are supposed to identify the management
responsibilities of agencies and other actors with jurisdiction over
listed species. Yet the mandate to prepare recovery plans is not
absolute, and the FWS failed to prepare recovery plans for 45 percent
of listed species through 1992.56 Moreover, recovery plans are merely
advisory documents, not binding agreements like HCPs. Thus there
was nothing to balkanize through decentralized empowerment.
To the contrary, HCPs arguably aggregate conservation efforts in
certain situations. As previously noted, species conservation is a collective-action problem wherever habitat is shared among multiple
owners, agencies, and political jurisdictions. Rather than preparing
individual HCPs, applicants can lower their transaction costs by
sharing information, pooling resources, and developing integrated
solutions to the common problem they face. Though federal regulations do not require applicants to plan for a species’ entire habitat or to
coordinate with others when preparing an HCP, the FWS nevertheless
encourages them to do so. This occurred with NCCP in Southern California, where FWS staff made it known that anyone choosing to
develop their own HCP outside the NCCP process would have to
demonstrate that their plan was compatible with subregional NCCP
plans.57
Nevertheless, it is true that many HCPs focus on a narrow issue
(species conservation ) and a narrow geographic area (some or all of a
species’ habitat). Positive externalities may result from HCPs, particularly multi-partner HCPs. Some HCPs cover large planning areas, but
the planning process itself is relatively focussed, particularly when
public participation is limited, as it tends to be for single-applicant
HCPs. Thus balkanization is more likely to be a problem whenever
there is only one applicant, regardless of the size of the planning area;
but we will not know the magnitude of the problem until researchers
specifically study this issue.
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Apathy
Citizen apathy is a serious problem for HCPs because planning and
implementation occur over many years. For many potential participants, this is an unbearable commitment, unless it is part of their job
description. Therefore most participants in large HCPs represent specific organizations, such as local planning agencies, state and federal
agencies, environmental non-profits, and private firms. Ordinary citizens rarely participate for sustained periods. This is not a critique of
public apathy per se, which is indeed a problem for the empowered
participatory governance model. It is a realistic assessment of the extraordinary time demands required to produce an HCP – particularly a
multi-partner HCP – regardless of whether the HCP is ever implemented, monitored, or redesigned. If the empowered participatory
governance model requires participation by ordinary citizens, then
HCPs will never become exemplars of the model without funding to
support citizen participation. Such funding could come from the
federal government, or it could be required of applicants as a condition
of the incidental take permit. Both scenarios are unlikely, however,
given that current FWS guidelines only encourage participation, but do
not require it.
Stability and Sustainability
Growth in the number and size of HCPs during the 1990s suggests they
are stable and sustainable. We might have wondered about future
trends in the 1980s, but the current trend clearly suggests continued
proliferation of HCPs in both number and geographic extent. There is
also a compelling logic behind this trend. The pool of potential applicants will remain large so long as the FWS continues to list species,
which seems likely given that listing decisions must be based on biological rather than political criteria. Moreover, human use of natural
resources will undoubtedly continue. In this context, HCPs will likely
thrive as the preferred means for nonfederal resource users to comply
with the ESA’s prohibition on take, particularly if the federal government continues to provide applicants with legal assurances such as the
No Surprises Policy.
The important question is whether HCPs will thrive as experiments
in empowered participatory governance. HCPs vary widely in how
well they fit the model’s dimensions. Rent-seeking, for example, is primarily a problem for single-applicant HCPs, which notably lack public
participation. For this reason, it is probably best to remove singleapplicant HCPs from consideration because they do not approximate
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the model in several dimensions. Instead, we should focus on multipartner HCPs – particularly the institutional incentives that encourage
applicants to submit them and to deliberate broadly during planning
and implementation – so that they better approximate experiments in
empowered participatory governance.

V Suggested Reforms
Some reforms seem obvious, if not politically feasible. An accessible
library of HCPs and related documentation, including findings from
monitoring programs and implementation evaluations, would enhance
transparency and accountability. A web-based library would be particularly helpful for expanding public participation. This is a relatively
easy reform because it simply requires gathering existing documentation and loading it onto a website. The FWS has been moving in this
direction with the Environmental Conservation Online System (ECOS),
which contains summary data for species and HCPs.58 Summary data is
certainly helpful, but ECOS does not yet include the text (in readable or
searchable formats) of draft HCPs, final HCPs, incidental take permits,
or implementation agreements – let alone monitoring reports, implementation evaluations, or the minutes from group meetings. Making
these documents readily available would enhance accountability, participation, and deliberation, thereby reducing opportunities for rentseeking by permit applicants.
More ambitious reforms would include required publication of periodic self-monitoring reports; federal funding for public participation,
implementation evaluations, and adaptive management; and terminating the No Surprises Policy. Required publication of periodic selfmonitoring reports – perhaps on the web library suggested above –
would enhance accountability during implementation and allow
broader participation in adaptive management. Federal funding for
public meetings and implementation evaluations would expand the
scope of deliberation and monitoring during planning and implementation. Federal funding of adaptive management is needed to cover the
expense of fixing faulty HCPs, particularly those covered by assurances
under the No Surprises Policy. Alternatively, the federal government
could terminate the No Surprises Policy, which would encourage adaptive management in HCPs that do not include an adaptive management
strategy, and in HCPs that include an insufficient adaptive management
strategy.
Many of these reforms would increase uncertainty for applicants,
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which may reduce the number and size of HCPs in the future, but deliberation thrives on uncertainty. In a world of certainty, there is no
reason to deliberate. The more certain people are about what they
want and expect, the more likely they will conceal their preferences
through strategic bargaining rather than allowing their preferences to
change by revealing them through deliberation. The No Surprises
Policy, for example, necessarily constricts the range of deliberation by
creating legal certainty in an uncertain political and ecological environment. While the new guidelines on adaptive management expand the
range of deliberation for HCPs covered by the No Surprises Policy,
such regulatory assurances nevertheless restrict deliberation within a
limited range.
Thus enhancing deliberation may be the most challenging problem
for all HCPs. Even if federal guidelines, rules, or laws mandate
increased public participation, we will not necessarily see more deliberation. Indeed, centralized directives cannot mandate deliberation per
se, though they can readily change the incentives for deliberation by
altering participant perceptions of uncertainty. This can be done, for
example, by increasing the probability of enforcing the Section 9 prohibition on take (which would bring more applicants to the table) and by
reducing regulatory assurances (which would keep them at the table
during implementation).
Similarly, if participants view habitat as a zero-sum pie, then they
will fight over the relative size of the pieces they want to preserve for
species or consume in markets, which means the standard pluralist
model of strategic bargaining with concealed preferences will likely
prevail. From a scientific perspective, however, this is the wrong view.
Information and knowledge about the relationship between species and
habitats is constantly changing. Hence to view the habitat pie as fixed
ignores the evolving nature of scientific knowledge and the accumulated information gleaned from monitoring programs and implementation evaluations. This is why adaptive management is crucial to
environmental policy applications of the empowered participatory
governance model. If HCPs are framed in terms of adaptive management, then monitoring, learning, and redesign can occur. Deliberation
is feasible in this institutional framework because learning implies that
individual preferences and strategies are not stable.
The fundamental weakness of the No Surprises Policy is that it constrains the range of adaptive management, thereby encouraging strategic bargaining in the short run, while constraining deliberative
possibilities in the long run. In a world of limited regulatory surprises,
the habitat pie is relatively constant and participants grind out rational-
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comprehensive plans. Even a devoted pluralist like Charles Lindblom
understood that rational-comprehensive plans are technically infeasible.59 Yet, forty years later, such plans are still promoted under the “no
surprises” banner. Admittedly, fewer actors will participate in HCPs
without such regulatory assurances. Yet those who do participate will
be much more likely to do so in a deliberative manner. Moreover, the
federal government can assuage their uncertainty by creating a federal
program to subsidize adaptive management. By subsidizing adaptive
management, regulatory surprises will not be so painful, and the
burden of species conservation will be more widely distributed.
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PART III

Commentaries

6

Practice–Thought–Practice
Jane Mansbridge*

The theory and cases presented here constitute a major step forward in
the theory and practice of participatory democracy.
As sometimes happens with the most original forms of theory, this
new theory derives from acute observation of practice. People who
were actually engaged in trying to make democracy work tried first one
form of practice and then another until they evolved a set of institutions that came closer to meeting their needs. Fung and Wright, with
the theory advanced in this book, have schematized and brought to
conscious articulation the understandings that evolved from this incremental evolution in practice. Their theory can now serve as a further
guide to practice.
The individuals in the conference that inspired this book have
already begun taking the next step, using the new theory as a guide for
people who continue to be engaged in making the institutions of democracy work. The step as yet untaken would require repeating the
original observation of practice. It would require asking what sense
people make, in practice, of the new institutions that follow from the
new theory, and revising the theory from their new experience. The old
formula, “practice–thought–practice,” works best if repeated over and
over.
To aid in future observation and theory-making, I first sketch what I
see as the origins of the original and important “recombinant” feature
of Empowered Participatory Governance in theory and practice, and
suggest some remaining problems. I then identify silences in the theory
of deliberation, as exemplified in past work, in Fung and Wright’s
introduction, and in the case studies in this volume. Theory is usually
silent when theorists fail to see what does not fit. Observations from
practice give us clues on how to fill the silence – by expanding what we
mean by deliberation to incorporate self-interest, emotion, conflict,
inequality, and informal representation.
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Each subsequent section of this chapter addresses one of these issues,
suggesting questions that practitioners might want to ask themselves
and that researchers might now address when they return to scrutinize
the practice.
First, the chapter urges expanding the concept of deliberation to
include a greater normative role for self-interest. As participants in
deliberation, we cannot understand ourselves or others, or work out
just resolutions to many conflicts, if we cannot formulate relatively
accurately and express relatively well some conception of our own
narrow self-interest. At the same time, we need to learn how to transform our interests in order to forge a common good. The normative,
psychological, and institutional trick lies in finding ways to move in
both, not necessarily contradictory, directions at once.
Second, the chapter urges expanding the concept of deliberation
beyond reason-giving to encompass many interactions based in the
emotions. It also urges designing institutions to provide non-destructive venues for certain expressions of emotion.
Third, the chapter urges expanding the normative aims of deliberation and deliberative institutions to make uncovering and expressing
conflict a valued goal.
Fourth, it urges incorporating inequalities in our conception of legitimate deliberation. It suggests criteria for judging which inequalities
among individuals and groups significantly undermine the normative
legitimacy of the deliberative process and which can be ignored
without great harm.
Finally it urges incorporating informal representation in our understanding of deliberative democracy. It suggests criteria by which one
can judge the quality of the representation that those who engage in
deliberation provide to those who are absent.

I Recombination
The original theory of participatory democracy simply devolved power
to the lowest possible level. Our chant in the streets was “power to the
people!” And we meant it. The Port Huron Statement, which brought
the phrase “participatory democracy” into the language, was written
by students who had never themselves had the experience of political
power. It was written in the midst of an era, much like today, in which
decisions that potentially involved global nuclear holocaust were being
made by people whose names most citizens did not even know. In the
words of C. Wright Mills, whose works inspired several Port Huron
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writers, the people “feel they live in a time of big decisions; they know
they are not making any.”1 The Port Huron Statement called for a
democracy in which citizens participated actively – a democracy that
would “bring people out of isolation into community.”2
The young political philosopher Arnold Kaufman, who coined the
term “participatory democracy” and first enunciated its theory, stressed
its positive effects on the citizens themselves. As he put it, wielding
political power would improve the citizens’ capacities for “thought,
feeling and action.”3 As a young professor in the philosophy department at the University of Michigan, Kaufman worked with Tom
Hayden and other students from Michigan who collectively wrote the
Port Huron Statement. Kaufman himself was an acute observer of practice. Before he died prematurely in a plane crash only a few years later,
his own experience with fledgling participatory democracies led him to
formulate what he called the “paradox of participatory democracy.”
The paradox is that although participation in democracies helps people
increase their capacities, those who have not yet had the experience of
participation will sometimes not have sufficient capacity to bring off a
successful democracy. What they need is precisely what, because of their
need, they cannot get.4
Over the years other democrats have run into various versions of
Kaufman’s paradox. Urban reformers who instituted decentralization
to increase the power of the people, for example, sometimes found that
the newly decentralized units became so incompetent or corrupt as to
alienate even those who exercised considerable power in them.5 In
1988 the school reformers in Chicago explicitly tried to find solutions
for problems like these, which had been raised by the school reform in
New York and other places twenty years earlier.
The theory of “recombinant” participatory democracy thus
emerged from many years of experiment and learning. Archon Fung’s
study of the newly decentralized school system in Chicago led him to
articulate and name this new form of participatory structure – one in
which participation at the grass roots works interactively with facilitative regulation, monitoring, and sanctioning at a higher level. In this
model, the entity on the lower level experiments, innovates, draws
from local knowledge, and engages local individuals in potentially
transformative kinds of participation, while the entity on the higher
level monitors for quality, sanctions when standards of quality are not
met, and shares innovation among lower-level entities. The goal is to
capture the positive features of local participation without some of the
previously experienced drawbacks.
Once the theory is formulated explicitly and its elements articulated,
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we can see that the principles behind the theory have implicitly
informed a great deal of federal practice, at least in the United States. In
state–local relations in New England, for example, state governments
require that towns hold their meetings at least once a year at a specified
time. Some states require that certain items must appear on the
“warning,” or agenda, of the meeting. States or voluntary associations
provide training for the town moderators. Outside New England,
states set other procedural requirements that towns and cities must
meet or face sanctions. In a parallel manner, the federal government
monitors the state governments, holding them, for example, to certain
requirements in the electoral process.
The temptations at the higher level are always to promote the interests of the whole even when they differ from the interests of the part,
and to impose the vision – and sometimes, consciously or unconsciously, the interests – of the “experts” or of sectors that are more
powerful at the higher level, suppressing the experimentation, vision,
and interests of the local participants. The temptations at the lower
level are to promote the interests of the part even when they differ from
the interests of the whole, and to impose the vision – and sometimes,
consciously or unconsciously, the interests – of the most active or most
powerful at the local level, ignoring the needs of the less powerful, other
locales, or the whole. Only trial and error will suggest ways to gain
most of the benefits of recombination while avoiding its greatest costs.
At the moment, the theory of recombinant participatory democracy
produces a notable advance over the original theory of participatory
democracy because it introduces an interaction between levels of government that can be synergistic, creative, and mutually reinforcing.

II Deliberation
The observation and theory of deliberation are also in their infancy. At
the moment, we know relatively little about what makes for good deliberation in a democratic assembly. Informally and in the theory so far,
we currently judge good deliberations on the basis, among other things,
of the degree of mutual respect, recognition and acknowledgement
among the participants, their openmindedness and willingness to listen,
the consistency in their arguments and the accuracy of their facts, their
“economy” in disagreement (seeking rationales that minimize the rejection of an opposing position and avoid affronting the deepest commitments of others), their capacity to bring to light most of the relevant
considerations, their capacity to discover or forge common interests
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and values, and the space the deliberative arena itself provides for the
expression of authentic feeling. As meta-criteria for judging deliberations, I suggest that deliberations should be as likely as possible to make
the participants 1) aware of the implications of their own preferences
and interests, the preferences and interests of others, and the interests of
the polity as a whole, and 2) capable of transforming their interests in
ways that they themselves, looking back on that transformation from a
state of reflection and awareness, would approve.6
Some easily identifiable lacunae in current analyses of deliberation
involve the relation between the common good and self-interest, the
use of emotion, the handling of conflict, the appropriate stance toward
inequalities, and the criteria by which to judge informal representation.
II.1 Incorporating Self-Interest
As Fung and Wright point out, the guiding norm in public deliberation,
even in small groups, ought to be the overall good of the group. Most
arguments should be made in those terms. Indeed, the arguments that
carry the most weight will usually be made in those terms.
This issue is, however, not as open and shut as it appears either in
Fung and Wright’s theory or in the writings of most earlier democratic
theorists.7 A single focus on the common good tends to make the
assertion of self-interest illegitimate. Yet recognizing and asserting selfinterest helps advance distributive justice. Recognizing and asserting
self-interest helps one figure out oneself what one wants. Recognizing
and asserting self-interest helps in becoming understood (and respected) for what one wants and needs. Finally, recognizing and asserting self-interest helps unveil hegemonic understandings of the common
good when those understandings have evolved to mask subtle forms of
oppression.
II.1.1 Self-Interest and Distributive Justice
Whether or not the background circumstances are relatively just, participants should have – or develop during deliberation – a reasonably
good sense of what their own self-interest (including the most narrow
sense of that self-interest) is.
Even when the background conditions are relatively unjust and
therefore the chances that the outcome will be substantively just are
slim, the deliberations themselves can still be relatively good or bad. If,
as I suggest later, we expand what we mean by deliberation to encompass the discussion of irreconcilable conflict as well as the search for a
common good, then we can consider as a form of deliberation even the
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negotiations between two states, one of which has acquired its greater
power relatively unjustly. In cases like these, and particularly when
conceptions of justice themselves are contested and those conceptions
coincide with material interests, it may not be possible to engage in a
good-faith search for a common good that is acceptable to all. It is
surely critical, in such cases, for all parties to have a solid sense of their
own self-interest – including their most narrow and material interests.
The failure to reach consensus on a just or good outcome does not
automatically mark a bad process of deliberation. A good deliberation
will clarify both conflict and commonality, even if the final decision is to
go to war. If, short of war, the participants can agree to a relatively legitimate procedural mechanism for settling the conflict, the deliberation
can clarify the conflict and conclude in a form of decision, such as a
majority vote, that does not produce a consensual outcome. Whether
the outcome is war or a vote, we must judge separately from a normative perspective the quality of the deliberation (on criteria such as those
listed earlier), the quality of the decision procedure (on criteria such as
that it institutionalizes a legitimate allocation of power in the decisionrule), and the quality of the outcome (on criteria that derive from a
standard of justice independent of the deliberative or decision-making
procedure).8
When the background conditions are relatively just, communities
can also face irreconcilable conflict. For example, they may need to distribute, relatively justly, scarce goods that many want. Many such cases
are zero-sum, so that a good for me inevitably entails the loss of a good
for you. A budget process with a fixed income often has this characteristic. To allocate zero-sum goods justly (that is, accounting for relevant
considerations), a group needs to know what its different segments
need. In this process, the different segments usually have to articulate
what they need. It is not useful in this process to have norms that no
individuals or groups should think about or articulate what they need
in terms of their own self-interest.9
Consider a couple deciding whether to move to Chicago or Boston,
when one member of the couple has a good job offer in Chicago and
the other a good job offer in Boston. One or another city may be best
for both members of the couple in the long run. If so, those arguments
should be made and should carry great weight. But those arguments
may not be dispositive. Then the norms of discussion should allow
both individuals to recognize and articulate where their individual selfinterest lies, in order to work out some fair arrangement. For example,
if the couple moves to Boston, the one who has to turn down the job
in Chicago might gain some offsetting good or accumulate “credit” for
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a future decision. Both individuals could agree on the fairness of
the overall bargain even when their more proximate interests came in
conflict.
If in such a deliberation neither member of the couple thinks it legitimate to recognize and articulate his or her self-interest, the two may
end up making the decision entirely on the basis of a “common good”
that does not encompass all of the issues involved. They may, for
example, phrase the entire deliberation in terms of what is good for the
children. In this case their discussions of what is good for the children
will probably be freighted, at least unconsciously, with the other issues
that have normatively been ruled off the table. Ideas about the “good
of the children” will take on an intensity the basis of which the parents
will not let themselves recognize. Although not articulating individual
self-interest may produce a communal spirit, that spirit will come at
the risk of future problems. It is also likely to result in injustice to
the individual who accepts a loss without compensation or explicit
acknowledgement.
To move from a dyadic to a slightly larger deliberation, consider an
academic department to which the dean gives one new faculty position.
In the discussion over where to allocate that position, the greatest
weight should be given to arguments that allocating that position to
one or another subfield in the department will promote the reputation
or good functioning of the department as a whole. But it may not be
obvious which allocation will be best for the department. When no
greater good of this sort is clear, the good of the department may be best
served by giving one subfield the position and either giving the others
some other good or promising them the next available free position.
This kind of thinking and negotiation rightly constitutes much of the
deliberative work of parliaments as well as couples and academic
departments. It is likely to appear in participatory budget processes
and to a lesser degree in all the cases discussed in this volume. It does
not further our capacity for analysis, I believe, to exclude this kind of
thinking from what we mean by “deliberation.”
Creating a “deal” of this sort often involves expanding the scope of
the decision-making either into more substantive areas or to a longer
time horizon (e.g. adding future decisions into the mix). When the specific choices at hand have individually a zero-sum character, the deal
produces an aggregate or composite “common good” rather than a
unitary common good on which everyone can substantively agree.10
The discussion of how to compensate in other areas or extend the
trade-offs over time is a central feature of such a deliberation.
Other central features of such a deliberation include discussing the
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meaning and implications of the components of the possible deal and
the intensity of preferences around each component. In these circumstances, deliberation promotes self-understanding, mutual understanding, and a useful understanding of the world only when individuals can
try to understand not only what common interests can be forged, but
also their own and others’ self-interest. The individuals in the deliberation should use their talk to help find out 1) what they really want and
need from each thing that they think they want, 2) what others really
want and need, 3) what everyone’s wants and needs imply for other
things, 4) where the indissoluble conflicts lie between their wants or
needs and those of others, and 5) what commonalities can be forged
between their own wants or needs and those of others. It is not always
easy to understand what one really wants even within the horizon of
one’s own narrow self-interest. It becomes harder as one expands the
horizon of self-interest to encompass experiencing the good of others as
one’s own. Even in trying to figure out what you want, thinking alone
can get you only so far. At some point you need your friends, at least as
a sounding board and also for their shared experiences, emotional resonance, and analytic capacities. On issues appropriate to public discussion, you usually also need the thoughts of those who are not your
intimate friends, even including the thoughts of those who stand to lose
by your gains and gain by your losses.
In a dyadic negotiation, for example, each negotiator has an incentive to help the “opposing” negotiator find ways of satisfying his or her
constituency’s needs at less cost and more gain to the needs of the first
negotiator’s constituency than either had originally imagined. Assume
that you need x and y, and come into the negotiation thinking that to
satisfy these needs you need x1 and y1, which are costly to me. If I can
show you correctly that x2 and y2 will satisfy your needs equally well or
better at less cost to me, then we can settle for x2 and y2 and both be
better off. In this interchange I have an incentive to work with you creatively to see if we can together come up with x2 and y2.
Discussions like this are often contrasted with “deliberation” and
given a lower, or even negative, normative status. When Jürgen Habermas or Fung and Wright label these kinds of discussion “strategic” and
their outcomes “bargains,” they want to save the terms “communicative” and “deliberation” for discussions of a more unitary common
good.11 I contend, however, that a form of deal-making in which I work
with you, for my own narrow self-interest, to help you find a form of
your narrow self-interest that costs me less or gives me greater gain, is a
process that – in a non-manipulative setting – can deepen your selfunderstanding, our mutual understanding, and our understanding of
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the world. It is thus an important and integral component of deliberation properly understood.
Greater awareness of self-interest also improves deliberation in
instances of “the Abilene paradox,” in which each member of a group
goes along with a suggestion because he thinks it will help the others
even though he does not want that outcome himself.12 This paradox is
one form of the larger phenomenon of “group-think” in which
members of a group come to agree with what they perceive as a group
consensus even though each of them harbors unexpressed doubts
about the wisdom of that consensus.13
Finally and crucially, greater awareness of self-interest is absolutely
required for good deliberation when a hegemonical definition of the
common good makes less powerful members either unaware of their
own interests or convinced that they ought to suppress those interests
for the common good even when others are not doing their just share.
One critical normative issue is the degree of power that may legitimately be deployed in reaching a decision. To summarize a much
longer discussion, power (the threat of sanction or the use of force)
should ideally be absent in a deliberation, although influence (getting
others to do something they would otherwise not do by making a good
argument) should be present and may legitimately be very unequal. In
practice, power can never be fully absent, but its absence remains a
standard at which to aim. When deliberation cannot produce agreement on a substantive common good and the polity must craft a
consensual democratic bargain, the goal is still absence of power. In
majority rule, a legitimate outcome depends normatively on equal individual power – again a goal not fully achievable in practice but which
serves as a standard at which to aim.14
II.1.2 Self-Interest in the Process of Personal Transformation
If, as I urge, we include in deliberation deals made to achieve distributive justice, we see why it is important in such deals for the parties
concerned to be aware of their interests – including their most narrow,
material self-interests – and to communicate those interests effectively
to others. Indeed, deliberation ought to make people more aware of
these interests and the ways they may conflict with those of others, as
well as more aware of potential commonalities. Transformations ought
to occur in the direction of recognizing conflict as well as in the direction of forging commonality.15 Ideally, only after these considerations
have been brought to light and to the table should one ask the participants to vote “not for the option that best advances his self-interest,
but rather for the choice that seems most reasonable.”16
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Previous deliberative theorists, however, have focussed largely on
the undeniably important process of forging more unitary forms of the
common good. The practice evident in the cases presented in this book
should allow theorists to go further than this in probing the norms of
participatory transformation.
In Porto Alegre, for example, activists – at least from the poorer districts – seem to have articulated a major part of what they are doing in
terms of local material group interest. One commented, for example,
that his “district has benefited a lot” from the Participatory Budget,17
and another that, “We were able to get part of the street paved but we
are still going to go back because there is a lot we still need.”18 The first
of these activists, described as being from “the poorest district of the
city,” revealingly reported that the districts develop associations “to
fight through the Participatory Budget and . . . to go and make their
demands in the Participatory Budget.”19 Although the subject of the
“fight” that he envisioned is not clear from the short quotation, he
probably had in mind a fight against the central government, seen as
the holder of large amounts of money, and not against the other districts, which also had important needs in implicit conflict with his
own. He may, however, have thought that because his district is the
poorest, almost any amount allocated to it would be just even if other
districts must thereby lose. Or he may have thought that the deliberation legitimately incorporated some sort of fight of all against all. We
do not know whether the weapons he envisioned using in the fight are
good arguments or the amassing of power through organization and
votes, although we do know that he considered these fights and
demands to be motivated by “good intentions.”20 Here we see little
that relates to personal transformation. Returning to the practice
enriched by theory, researchers might now ask the participants what
transformations they have seen or experienced. What conception did
they have before and after the deliberation of their own self-interest,
their local group interests, the interests of other groups, the interests of
the city as a whole, and the way all of these interact?
Three of the experiments reported in this volume – Porto Alegre,
Kerala, and Chicago – employed “trainers” to help the citizens transform themselves in capacities not fully specified. Trainers could in
theory help solve the paradox of participatory democracy that
Kaufman identified. As Fung and Wright report, “Leading reformers in
each of our experiments realized, or learned through disappointment,
that most non-professionals lack the capacities to participate effectively in functionally-specific and empowered groups.”21 Returning to
practice, it would be useful to find out precisely what capacities the
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non-professionals lacked and what the trainers who worked to
improve the citizens’ capacities in Porto Alegre, Kerala and Chicago
thought they were doing. When the trainers give “training in democratic process,”22 what do they think they are teaching? What did the
citizens they trained think they were learning and why? What were the
results of all this training in the deliberations themselves?
Based on their own observations of practice, democratic theorists
have argued that democratic deliberation does and should transform
“I” into “we.”23 Accordingly, one trainer in Porto Alegre comments
explicitly that one function of the training
is to preserve and help diffuse certain values. The participatory budget
demands the construction of cooperation and solidarity, otherwise the logic
of competition and “taking advantage” becomes established.24

We now want to ask: How does the trainer accomplish this task of
constructing cooperation and solidarity? In what contexts does such a
construction lead some people to fail to understand properly their own
narrow self-interests? On reflection, when the trainers think through
the goals and methods that they are teaching, do they have any
hesitations or caveats they would like to introduce? What have they
learned in practice? What do the citizens themselves think of this
training? In the trainers’ eyes (and other measures), do the groups
trained in cooperation and solidarity engage in better deliberation than
the untrained? What are the criteria for “better?” Did the citizens
trained in cooperation and solidarity have more satisfying experiences
or see themselves as better people after this training, or after the
deliberations?25
Neither democratic theorists nor empirical political scientists or
sociologists have much evidence on the actual, as opposed to the theoretical, effects of democratic transformations. These experiments
provide one form of such evidence, in the form of retrospective and
introspective reports. In Porto Alegre, for example, we read that participants “often” reported that the process “had compelled them to
broaden their horizons.”26 One individual, who had the position of
“delegate and councilor,” reports that he or she became “a person who
has to respond not only to your association but also to the district as a
whole and the city as a whole.” Since that time, the activist says, “I have
worried about the city as a whole. I learned not to look only at the district, but that you have to look at the city as a whole.”27
This transformation toward “largeness” of view, in the words of
John Stuart Mill,28 is one of the major positive transformations
that Mill and later democratic theorists have predicted. In my own
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experience, transformations in this direction occur most often among
those who have been in some way formally selected to be responsible
for others. (The theory would predict, for example, such movement
among those selected to be chair of a department.) Any such transformation undoubtedly also depends heavily on the norms that govern
the interaction, including the norms inherent in the instructions given
to those who are responsible for others. These norms and transformations are critical to promoting a just and efficient system of governance
in which most citizens can rely on the basic goodwill and broader perspective of those to whom responsibility has been delegated. It would
help to make explicit these norms and hopes for transformation. It
would also help if citizens immersed in practice and researchers returning to it scrutinized these norms and any explicit training that
promotes them for possibly imposing an understanding of the common good that implicitly benefits those with more power or follows
the vision of “experts” in the field while marginalizing the experiences
of the citizens themselves.
In Kerala, the organizers discovered that “there is nothing spontaneously democratic about a general assembly.” They realized that they
had to divide the assembly of several hundred people into small groups
(it is not clear from the report how small), with a “semi-formal discussion format and provide a trained facilitator for each group.”29 This
process took a great deal of time. It probably took money as well to
organize “a hundred thousand volunteers” to facilitate these deliberations.30 And it certainly took labor. Because in the first year “a
significant proportion” of the local projects had technical and financial
weaknesses,31 retired technical experts and professionals were encouraged to volunteer to give the local groups technical assistance “at least
one day a week.”32 The supply of voluntary labor, not surprisingly, fell
short of what was needed.33 In the third year of the project, a “statewide” training program was instituted to help task force members gain
the technical information required to produce an effective local
product. The resulting “elaborate training program . . . has become one
of the largest non-formal education programs ever undertaken in
India.”34 The personal transformations involved perhaps included only
the accumulation of technical knowledge. But researchers returning to
the field might investigate the degree to which lessons about deliberation were explicit or implicit in the more technical training, and
particularly what the training for and by the facilitators implied about
the relation between self-interest and solidarity.
These cases are better designed than any I know to elaborate and
begin to test the theory that good deliberation can act as a school for
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democracy. As Fung and Wright point out, discovering whether and in
what circumstances participants actually become “better deliberators”
or “increase their disposition to be reasonable” will take “closer examination of actors’ actual behavior.”35 We do not know at the moment
how important or likely are the “independent desiderata”36 of personal transformation and better deliberation. We do not even know
exactly which transformations and deliberations are “better” and why.
For now, simply recognizing that closer examination is required and
gathering cases in which that closer examination can take place constitute major advances. We may now return to practice to ask, for
example, whether the citizens themselves think that building solidarity
is an important goal and, if so, what techniques develop reliable feelings of solidarity and what techniques build that solidarity with the
whole at the expense of other values, such as recognition of one’s own
(or one’s small group’s) interest.
Even processes that at least one participant in one process thought
were “really not designed to help people develop a new or redirected
self-interest,” such as the Habitat Conservation Planning process,37
may have some transformative effects as a by-product.38 Only attentive
observation and questioning back in the field can bring to light the
kinds of transformation these deliberations produce, if any, and the
problems these transformations may entail – such as dampening an
appropriate attention to self-interest.
II.1.3 Combining Self-Interest and the Common Good
Democratic theorists have not parsed out fully the appropriate relation
in democracy between power motivated by narrow self-interest and
power motivated by a concern for the common good. An easy way to
handle this relation is simply to declare power motivated by narrow
self-interest democratically illegitimate. Most theorists have taken this
route, as have Fung and Wright, with their conclusion that a participant in EPG should vote (that is, exercise coercive power) not “for the
option that best advances his self-interest, but rather for the choice that
seems most reasonable.”39 This normative stance, however, makes illegitimate a good part of what goes on in the voting booth in most liberal
democracies. The relatively recently forged theory of “adversary”
democracy, by contrast, provides that when no common good can be
forged and the choice devolves simply down to whose ox will be gored,
I am normatively allowed to vote that his ox be chosen and he to vote
that it be mine, so long as, in the long run, I win on some of these issues
and he wins on some.40
In all existing liberal democracies some people vote on election day
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for what will benefit them, others vote for their view of the common
good, and still others vote for some inchoate mixture of the two. As
Brian Barry pointed out a while ago, this procedure mixes apples and
oranges.41 Barry suggested that in such circumstances everyone should
vote his or her self-interest, so that the vote could become a rough
gauge of which policy would bring the greatest good to the greatest
number. His suggestion, based on what some people already think is the
norm, did not catch on. Fung and Wright suggest, by contrast, that
everyone should vote for the policy they think is “reasonable.” Their
suggestion, also based on what some people already think is the norm,
is also unlikely to convince every voter. This difficult normative question is still open. No one has succeeded in making much normative
sense of the mixed system that, as a consequence of these mixed norms,
prevails in most Western democracies.
It is hard to find ways to count self-interested and non-self-interested
votes in a common metric. It is equally hard to create good deliberations in which considerations of the good of the whole do not diminish
appropriate considerations of self-interest and vice versa. It is particularly hard to create personal transformations in which participants’
understandings of their selves and their interests become both more
communal and more conflictual when appropriate. To develop a better
understanding of each of these conundrums, we might usefully now
return to practice to investigate what people think who are themselves
engaged in an experiment in which the explicit instructions are to vote
“not for the option that best advances your self-interest, but rather for
the choice that seems most reasonable.”
II.2 Incorporating Emotion
If emotional as well as rational commitments are required for people to
experience the good of the whole even when their narrow self-interest
conflicts with that good, then emotions must play a legitimate role in
deliberation. Indeed, many theorists now agree that the simple equation of good deliberation with “reason” is false. Yet no one has fully
parsed out what emotions a deliberation should discourage and
encourage. Simply approving what psychologists call “positive” emotions and disapproving “negative” ones will not suffice, as we would
expect most deliberations to be undermined by expressions of the
“positive” joy felt in winning when someone else in the deliberation
must lose, yet sometimes bolstered by “negative” anger directed at
injustice. Participants in deliberation are often uncomfortable with the
emotions used to express intensity of conviction or need, but few
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would want to exclude the emotions associated with altruism, group
spirit, or self-sacrifice.
Judging the expression of emotion is further complicated by its role
in challenging or reaffirming received statuses. Men, more educated
participants, and anyone who takes the status quo position may find it
easier than others to adopt a non-emotional style. Over time, the cultures and habitual practices of groups privileged in these ways may
accustom their members to providing “reasons” for their actions, even
when the actions are motivated by far more than the surface rationality
that is adduced.42 When this easy access to reason-giving seems to suppress other perspectives, and when emotional, sometimes angry,
appeals are needed to draw attention to these perspectives, good deliberation requires developing and making explicit norms that allow
“non-rational” forms of communication. Fung and Wright fail to ask
how such forms of communication might count normatively as deliberation or might further the goals of deliberation in practice. In this they
follow many earlier theorists and lay practitioners of deliberation,
whose conceptions of a “deliberate” endeavor simply exclude most
forms of emotional expression. Because in many cultures (particularly
the Anglo-American) “reason” is associated with men and “emotion”
derogatorily associated with women, feminist scholars have often been
quickest to understand and explore the appropriate uses of emotion in
deliberation.43
Over the course of our history, human beings have worked out many
useful rules for “rational” discussion, including, for example, demands
for logical consistency. We still need to work out some practical understandings for the appropriate use of emotions in deliberation.
Returning to practice in a set of cases like this, which include differing
national cultures and many differing subcultures, could further the
inductive search for effective norms in the deliberative uses of emotion.
II.3 Incorporating Conflict
Good deliberation, as we have seen, requires trying to move toward
consensus while retaining and refusing to downplay or suppress existing elements of genuine conflict, either in opinion or in interests.44 This
task is not easy. Future deliberators would benefit from understanding
the practice of deliberating groups that have appropriately maintained
both sides of this tension. In my experience, at least three factors
contribute to a group’s capacity to sustain the recognition, acceptance,
and productive nurturing of conflict while searching for outcomes that
will attract genuine consensus. These factors include cross-cutting
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cleavages, a mixture of relatively consensual and relatively conflictual
issues on the agenda, and a membership whose experiences and personalities allow them to feel 1) equally at ease with both sharpening
conflict and crafting compromise, and 2) equally at ease with both recognizing their own self-interest and experiencing the good of others as
their own.
Groups with cross-cutting cleavages are probably more likely than
groups with segmented interests to create a productive deliberative
arena. Cross-cutting cleavages encourage individuals to ally first with
one set of others and then with another set on different issues. This
process allows each to see the others more in the round – as individuals
(or groups) with recognizable weaknesses and strengths, forms of
blindness and acuteness, and interests that both conflict and are congruent with their own. Cross-cutting cleavages also encourage informal
consultation, because members of a group formed around one issue are
likely to find in an opposing group friends or at least acquaintances
with whom they are on working terms through alliances formed on
another issue. Cross-cutting cleavages do not preclude the discussions
within specific groups that help their members become more aware of
their interests and their conflicts with other groups.45 But cross-cutting
patterns of interests tend to prevent those conflicts from becoming
fatally entrenched through the familiar process of exaggerating similarities among the in-group and differences with the out-group.46
A second factor, collective decision-making on problems susceptible
to solutions that are good for all, also adds an important leaven to
problems in which important interests conflict. A town meeting that
has discussed the question of the right materials for the new fire department building, resolving the issue when one participant tells of a sale
on materials in the next town, creates in this small way a history of successful action and mutual respect on which it can draw when it reaches
more divisive issues. In an academic department, when people work
together on a problem to which they can come up with a successful
solution – even a relatively small problem such as the timing of graduate examinations – they often acquire a mutual respect that serves them
well when their interests clash on another issue.
Political theorists, however, sometimes divide the issues before a
polity into two groups – “administrative” and “political.” They consider “administrative” all the issues that require only investigation and
consensual decision. They consider “political” only the issues derived
from conflicting opinions or interests. This division may serve useful
analytic purposes, but in practice, most productive politics mixes both.
Moreover, more consensus arises in “politics” and more disagreement
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in “administration” than many accounts would have us believe. Most
participants in the cases in this volume would find it strange to have
only their more conflictual (or only their more consensual) issues
demarcated as “political.”
In my experience, productive deliberation requires mixing problems
that begin with conflicts in opinion and interest with other problems
that begin with open questions whose resolution is likely to produce
consensus, mutual respect and a productive history. At least in the
United States Congress, in state legislatures, in town meetings, and in
department meetings – the only deliberative assemblies with which I
am familiar – the dynamics of decision-making include both kinds of
problem, not demarcated into two separate groups but intermingled in
ways that I believe are healthy for deliberation and decision-making.
Here, as with cross-cutting cleavages, it would be useful to have reports
from practice, in a range of participatory democracies, on the degree to
which successes in less conflictual areas lay the emotional and cognitive
groundwork for successes in the more conflictual ones.
The kind of deliberation in which a group engages has much to do
with the kind and degree of internal conflict it expects to face. The
cases in this volume do not usually specify whether the deliberating
group expected to end its decisions by a vote or by consensus, or how
conflictual they expected the process to be. One would expect these
dimensions to affect the kind of deliberation that ensued, as would
whether or not the deliberation was expected to end in a binding decision that affected the participants directly or whether the result was
advisory and more general. Future researchers might note the ways
deliberations are affected by the expected decision rule, the likelihood
of significant conflict, and the degree to which the deliberation produces a binding decision.
Finally, deliberation benefits greatly from many different individual
capacities – to engage without fear in a process of making conflict more
visible and clear; to think through and craft compromises acceptable to
others; to probe and understand one’s own self-interests; and to experience the good of others and the whole as one’s own. Some individuals
have the capacity to say what they think in a conflict in a way that does
not leave lasting wounds. Others (particularly in a large group, where
one has to screw up one’s courage to speak) may not speak up at all
until they “get mad,” but then are not in full control of their words and
phrase their thoughts in extreme language.47
Returning to practice, the trainers of the deliberative groups featured in this volume might have useful thoughts on what individual
capacities facilitate good deliberation, how to build these individual
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capacities, and how to craft group norms that facilitate the building
and expression of these capacities. The capacities and problems
involved are likely to take very different forms in different cultures.
II.4 Incorporating Inequalities
Individual differences in the ability to articulate strong disagreement in
ways that do not provoke enmity are only one example of the kinds
of individual difference that produce inequalities in influence, and
even power, in deliberative groups. Other differences not frequently
noted include differences in fear of conflict, differences in fear of speaking, and differences in whether one is on the intense or diffuse side of a
conflict.
In an adversary framework, inequalities are most serious when they
coincide with differences in interest and produce inequalities of power.
Because adversary democracies settle issues by, ideally, taking a vote in
which each individual’s interests carry equal weight, inequalities that
might, for example, disproportionately prevent the carriers of one kind
of interest from showing up for a vote undermine the normative legitimacy of the final decision.
In a deliberative framework, inequalities are most serious when they
coincide with differences in perspective that would help in producing
good solutions to communal problems. Because deliberations ideally
take from each relevant perspective the insights necessary to solve a
common problem, inequalities that prevent one or another perspective
from emerging in the deliberation undermine the normative legitimacy
and the practical usefulness of the final decision.
In a participatory framework that emphasizes individual growth
and equal respect, any factor is important that either prevents individuals from taking advantage of the opportunities for participation that
will help them develop their faculties or makes some individuals feel
less respected than others.
Inequalities that have none of these consequences may be relatively
safely ignored.
Fung and Wright thoughtfully enumerate many of the problems
with inequality in deliberative democracies.48 The cases suggest that
training may provide some potential solutions. But training is not
likely, for example, to overcome major differences in power outside
(and usually therefore inside) the assembly. Nor is it likely to overcome
deep individual differences such as fear of conflict or the ability to
handle conflict. At least in the United States, many people avoid talking
about and being involved in “politics” because they want to have
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friendly, non-conflictual relations with their neighbors. People in New
England towns avoid going to town meetings because when you get
involved in conflict, “you make a lot of enemies.”49 As a result, what
looks like “apathy” is sometimes a conscious choice not to get involved
in “a disagreeable situation.” When training cannot eliminate inequalities such as these, it helps to have a theory – based in aggregative,
deliberative, and participatory values – as to which inequalities
produce the most serious problems for democracy.
For example, even with training, the perpetual and continuing
entrance of untrained and unsocialized individuals into a deliberative
process creates a source of frustration for many more seasoned participants. In Porto Alegre “one of the more experienced activists”
described the patience required in terms “that tell of an activist
calling:”
Those who come for the first time are welcome, we have a lot of patience for
them . . . we let them make demands during technical meetings, they can
speak their mind and their anxieties. We have patience for it because we
were like that once.50

These sentiments are fine from an experienced activist, committed ideologically to the process and to bringing in new people. One would not
expect the average member of the group, who had made a huge effort in
the way of childcare and other arrangements to get there that evening,
to show such patience. Ongoing participatory democracies with
complex questions to handle must find some way of restricting at least
some of the “technical meetings” and often many others to those who
already understand most of the issues.51 The major inequalities that
result require explicit justification. Future deliberators would benefit
from knowing more about the techniques that present practitioners use
to limit participation and the justifications they advance.
II.5 Incorporating Informal Representation
I suggest thinking of the individuals who do attend deliberative assemblies as informal representatives of those who do not attend. As with
formal representation, these representatives ideally ought to meet the
criterion for adversary democracy that conflicting interests be represented in proportion to their numbers in the population. They ought to
meet the criterion for deliberative democracy that useful perspectives
be represented in sufficient critical mass and internal variety to inform
the deliberation on relevant issues. Finally, they ought to meet the participatory criteria that the arrangements of the polity give all citizens an
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opportunity to develop their faculties and that inequalities in participation do not generate, or map heavily onto, inequalities in respect. We
must apply this three-part analysis to the cases at hand to understand
whether these assemblies advance an acceptable form of informal representation or whether they reproduce and amplify harmful underlying
inequalities.
If we think of those who attend the meetings as informal representatives of those who do not, normative issues familiar from the study
of formal representation – such as transparency and accountability –
become important.52 Here too, however, we have much to learn.
Transparency is not always good. When complex bargains must be
struck, closed doors let negotiators speak freely, try out potential solutions that on reflection they may not want to stick with, and forge
relationships out of the spotlight of publicity. Accountability is also
problematic. Not everyone attending a meeting will want to see him or
herself as the informal and accountable representative of those who do
not attend. Attenders pay a cost in time, energy, and the emotional
costs of interaction, even if they get many benefits back. They are likely
to think that the people who fail to attend are shirkers, who “sit back
and complain, but [do not] do anything about it.”53 It may be going
too far to ask the attenders to change their behavior in order to represent more accurately the needs and desires of those who do not attend.
In that case, the only answer is to structure the participatory assemblies to attract in some way more of those who would otherwise not
attend (e.g. dividing the assembly into small groups, as in Kerala, to
facilitate women’s participation). Creating more formal representative
arrangements may serve a similar purpose.
In some of the cases reported here, formal representation plays a role
unforeseen or rejected in the original participatory vision. In Porto
Alegre, some individuals “wound up being elected” as delegates of the
participatory budget.54 In Chicago, many members of the school
boards were elected in a formal election. Community leaders who
decide to enter and who survive this process do not usually have the
same personality traits or skills as those who decide not to become
active. Yet in the right circumstances the bodies to which they are
elected can meet the adversary, deliberative, and participatory criteria
for representation. The practice in these cases and the conclusions of
both their elected and non-elected participants might illuminate when
various forms of formal and informal representation best meet those
criteria.
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III Theory from Practice
The moment at which individuals are engaged, with good intentions,
in a self-conscious experiment to deepen democracy is a moment when
theorists can learn from their experiences. When activists and laypeople committed to the ideal of democracy put their lives on the line,
create new institutions and try to make those institutions work, their
struggles may teach both those who participate in them and the theorists who draw lessons from these experiments.
One kind of moment is particularly productive for theory. It is the
moment when people insist more strongly than usual on putting an
ideal into practice. Insisting on actualizing an ideal almost always puts
strain on a system, because most systems have evolved incrementally to
work on a less than ideal level. Pushing the ideal increases the pressure
on the system, and that pressure often makes the underlying relations
clearer, the way clenching your fist makes the veins stand out from the
flesh.
In this volume Fung and Wright and their co-authors have seized the
experimental moment, analyzed the patterns of democratic interaction, compared the practice to the ideal, and formulated an original
theory of participatory democracy that reflects the lessons learned both
recently and over the past thirty years. The next stage in practice and
thought is in the hands of the people who are still putting parts of their
everyday lives into the task. It is in the hands of future researchers, who
can return to learn from the people immersed in the process. It is also in
the hands of the readers of this volume – whether academic theorists,
trainers and facilitators, participants in similar deliberations, students,
or casual readers – whose own experiences and insights may help
improve our still fledgling understanding of how to deliberate better.
The issues need all the thought and practice they can get.
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Reflections on What Makes
Empowered Participatory
Governance Happen
Rebecca Neaera Abers*

The case study literature on experiments in direct citizen participation
in governance is on the whole pessimistic. There are, loosely speaking,
two basic critiques. The first is that such experiments typically are not
“empowered” when the state initiates them. Since Selznick’s study of
citizen participation in the Tennessee Valley Authority,1 numerous
observers have noted that supposedly participatory fora tend to have
little actual power, serving instead as spaces in which governments
create the illusion of popular control while real decisions continue to
be made elsewhere. Even when politicians in office are ideologically
committed to promoting participatory decision-making, they often
find practical and political limitations to doing so. Put simply, those
accustomed to influencing decisions – political and economic elites,
bureaucrats, and so on – resist losing control. Since they are powerful,
they usually succeed.
The second critique is that such experiments are not actually “participatory.” They do not bring “ordinary citizens” into the public
sphere, but, rather, draw the same groups that normally have influence
over decision-making. The poor are less likely to participate, not only
because they lack time and resources, but also because they do not perceive participating in such fora as worthwhile. Instead, those with
more money, stronger organizations, and more information tend to
dominate.
Three of the four case studies presented in this volume (with the HCP
case as an exception) are examples that apparently counter the pessimistic tone of this literature. Yet, with the exception of the article by
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Fung, the case studies provide little insight into how deliberative decision-making is politically possible. Here I believe we must return to the
two central critiques just mentioned: why would governments transfer
decision-making power to deliberative spaces in which “ordinary
people” have influence and why would those ordinary people, most of
whom have little political experience beyond the occasional vote, voluntarily subject themselves to time-consuming and often frustrating
deliberative processes?
While most of the studies in this volume touch on both of these questions, none answers both fully. Baiocchi discusses why the participatory
budget attracts women and the poor but does not satisfactorily explain
why the government would give so much power to them. Thomas Isaac
and Heller pay more attention to the politics of the participatory
process, noting that the reforms fit into a strategy for increasing political support for the CPM in Kerala, but do not explain what motivated
so many people to participate in the Campaign. Thomas’s study clearly
shows how the lack of government commitment to promoting participation by “ordinary people” limits the likelihood that HCPs will actually exemplify EPG, but does not explore why, given the chance, such
people might actually want to participate. Fung goes most in depth in
analyzing both aspects, telling the “political history” of the Chicago
reforms and showing that neighborhoods and school zones with
greater problems and needs were best able to mobilize participation.
But he does not explain why the reforms became politically robust (why
did they last?), nor does he explore how people in needy neighborhoods
became convinced that their problems might be addressed through
participatory fora.
With these comments, I hope to contribute to the discussion of EPG
initiated in this volume, using my own research on the participatory
budget in Porto Alegre. I argue that the success of participatory institutions depends on a dual process of commitment-building. Unless both
state actors (ranging from politicians to bureaucrats) and ordinary
people are motivated to support, take part in, and respect EPG experiments, those policies are unlikely to become either empowered or
participatory.

I Participation as an Alternative Political Strategy
Case studies of participatory experiments suggest that even when governments have the “political will” to create participatory mechanisms
of decision-making, their efforts create political and practical burdens
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that most governments cannot withstand. Politically, the attempt to
transfer power to fora in which “ordinary people” have influence
usually means taking power away from those that both have it and also
possess the ability to resist such changes. In Brazil, a number of PT
municipal administrations with participatory platforms faced devastating boycotts from the media and from economic groups that disapproved of the policies. The bureaucracy also usually resists handing
over decisions to people they perceive as having no technical expertise.
Practical problems also occur, especially when the government administration is inexperienced and under-funded: participatory decisionmaking requires money to organize the process and financial,
operational and legal capacity to implement its results. In Brazil,
participatory budget experiences were undermined in several cities run
by the PT after the first round of discussions, when participants made
colossal lists of investment demands that eclipsed financial resources.2
Porto Alegre avoided this fate because participatory decisionmaking functioned there as a political asset to the administration
instead of operating as a “burden to be overcome.” Not fully a result of
political intentions, over the course of the first administration
(1989–92) the participatory budget became a central part of the PT’s
strategy for re-election. Put simply, rather than attempting to compete
on traditional grounds, where favor exchanges and pork barrel politics
rally support, the Porto Alegre administration successfully built an
alternative political coalition.
In the first place, the policy responded to the demands of neighborhood leaders who had traditionally relied on clientelist favor-exchange
mechanisms by focussing initially on community-based infrastructure.
Thus gaining the support of neighborhood leaders, a large portion of
whom were linked to the populist–clientelist opposition party (the
PDT), the administration gained bargaining power with the city assembly to pass critical tax legislation that increased city revenues. This, in
turn, enabled the administration to continue to attend to the material
demands of participants.
Second, a key sector of the economic elite – the construction companies – provided veiled support to the administration (also pressuring
the city assembly to support property-tax increases) because they benefited from massive and unprecedented investments in public works. To
acquire this support, the administration made a critical decision not to
reject alternative proposals for construction often supported by the
Left, such as working with local labor cooperatives.
Third, and possibly most importantly, the policy acquired the support of a middle class that wished for a government associated with
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social justice, transparency, and the battle against corruption. Certainly, the fact that the policy was initiated at a political moment when
major national corruption scandals (such as the one that culminated in
the impeachment of the nation’s president in 1992) had mobilized
huge street demonstrations throughout the country. The wave of
popular optimism about eliminating corruption certainly benefited the
administration.
The fact that the participatory budget gained international attention
over the course of the second administration further increased its popularity among the middle class. The administration worked hard, and
successfully, to build an image as an “international innovator,” bringing famous intellectuals from around the world to highly publicized
events. Symptomatically, expressions like “Porto Alegre: The Capital
of Democracy” appeared on billboards, pamphlets, and the administration’s Internet homepage, clearly targeting middle-class public
opinion.
Fourth, and more subtly, the policy helped the government coordinate its actions and contributed to the PT’s reputation for administrative competence. Here, centralization of all budget decisions by the
Municipal Budget Council was essential. Traditionally, in Porto Alegre
(as in most Brazilian cities), city agencies had a great deal of autonomy
to use their budget allocations as they wished. To facilitate budget discussions with the Council, the administration created mechanisms to
organize information and control agency spending. Perhaps surprisingly for a North American audience, it was in the context of the
participatory budget that, for the first time, the administration created
a municipal information system that tracked expenditures in all city
agencies. A new Planning Office with direct ties to the mayor increased
the authority of the Council to ensure that the agencies implemented its
decisions. The result was that the participatory process, rather than
complicating city governance, actually helped bring a highly fragmented administration under central control.
The administration would not have been able to increase its governance capacity through the participatory budget were it not for the
program’s eminent practicality. The administration began with decisions well within its administrative competence and with small-scale
public works that required little external funding or technical capacity.
Furthermore, the administration was able, over the course of its first
terms, to significantly increase city revenues, partly as a result of Constitutional changes that increased transfers from the state and federal
levels and partly as a result of the tax legislation mentioned above. Only
after the policy gained momentum on this relatively simple and small
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foundation were large public works, and the non-capital components
of the budget, included in the scope of the participatory budget.
These political successes brought re-election to the PT and legitimacy to participatory decision-making in Porto Alegre. These factors,
in turn, allowed the government to create a number of “sectoral” participatory decision-making fora in areas such as housing, human
rights, city planning, and so on. This process seems to be completely
different from the “big-bang” dynamic described by Thomas Isaac and
Heller in Kerala, in which a massive participatory campaign was inaugurated in a single year. In Porto Alegre, a city-wide system of
participatory governance grew and expanded from a relatively modest
endeavor that worked.

II Participation as Worth the Effort
Key to understanding why that relatively modest endeavor worked so
well is that the community-based infrastructure of the participatory
budget in its early form attracted participants. Baiocchi’s study confirms my own research: the participatory budget drew the poor into the
decision-making process. The participants were on average poorer and
less formally educated than the population as a whole and poor regions
of the city participated with more intensity than middle-class regions.
In the first years of the policy, a few regions of the city that had strong
histories of neighborhood organizing participated most intensely, but
over time, impoverished regions with little prior history of civic organizing came to participate with greater intensity. In fact, the policy
helped build new participatory civic associations in areas of the city
previously dominated by clientelist-neighborhood politics.
My own explanation of this pattern supports Baiocchi’s: the participatory budget addressed the needs that the urban poor prioritized even
before the policy was initiated. Mobilizing participants, which is
usually difficult where interests are diffuse (such as for environmental
protection, economic planning, and the like) was relatively easy in
Porto Alegre because the program initially focussed on local issues that
were important to neighborhood residents. Just as in Chicago, where
crime-ridden neighborhoods had no problem attracting participants,
there was no need to convince poor Porto Alegre residents that basic
sanitation, flood control, street pavement, bus service, schools, and
health posts were important to their lives.
We must keep in mind, however, that the Porto Alegre poor had little
access to information about government actions, that the electronic
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media made no effort to inform them, and that in general, the urban
poor in Brazil are pessimistic (with good reason) about the will and
capacity of governments to respond to their needs. How, then, did
unorganized neighborhood residents know that participating in the
budget assemblies might actually be worth it? Two factors help explain
why the budget policy was successful at mobilizing neighborhoods that
did not previously have strong civic associations.
The first is that the budget policy itself had a “demonstration effect.”
In the early years of the policy, the main participants and beneficiaries
of the policies were historically organized neighborhood associations.
As highly visible public works – such as paved roads – were built in
these neighborhoods, residents of less organized neighborhoods recognized that participation actually yielded returns. This reflects again on
the thematic focus of the policy: visible infrastructure projects that
could be implemented within a year.
Second, the administration hired activists from neighborhood movements to help organize the process. When neighborhood residents
came to the administration to demand infrastructure, they were connected with community workers who helped them call meetings to
organize participation in the following year’s budget process. In many
cases, they visited neighborhoods that had not yet participated, sought
out potential leaders and helped them organize from scratch. The literature on urban social movements has always noted the key importance
of “external agents” for mobilizing groups with few resources and little
access to information. In Porto Alegre, the government itself created a
band of community organizers that played this role.

III From Self-Interest to Deliberation
It should be clear that my approach to participation attempts to
connect institutional change to interests. It seems most likely that EPG
will work when both government and participants are convinced that a
participatory system will benefit their interests: to build political
support on the one hand and to resolve perceived problems on the
other. This leads me to conclude with some reflections about the link
between self-interest and deliberation.
In their introductory chapter, Fung and Wright seem at times to distinguish quite harshly between deliberation and decision processes
characterized by competition among interests. I would argue that
deliberative processes are most successful, however, when they are initiated, at least, by self-interest. In the Porto Alegre example, people are
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not drawn into the process because they wish to deliberate, but because
they wish to get infrastructure for their own neighborhoods, to
improve their lives. Typically, new participants have almost no perception and little concern for other neighborhoods’ needs. They mobilize
their neighbors because the more people that go to the meetings, the
more likely they will be able to win the prioritizing vote that determines
which neighborhoods will benefit first. That is, the participatory
budget has an extremely competitive component which is precisely
what gives it its vitality: if it did not provide the prospective of providing returns to their specific needs or concerns, most people would not
go to the meetings. The same, I am sure, is true for the other cases
described in this volume.
Here the importance of participatory fora as civic learning spaces is
critical. Through the participatory process itself, people begin to perceive the needs of others, develop some solidarity, and conceptualize
their own interests more broadly. Forced to confront their needs with
others, argument and reason come to the fore, although usually not
totally replacing “strategic bargaining that is intended to give
maximum advantage to one’s own interests.”3 I doubt very much that
purely deliberative processes ever occur in participatory fora, except
where issues are not particularly contentious. Nevertheless, in the
Porto Alegre fora I studied, deliberation became more and more
common over time as participants gained experience with public
debate. Competitive participation, I would argue, initiates a learning
process from which deliberation results, and which leads to continued
learning as participants develop their capacity to argue and reason. Or,
put simply, to get deliberation, you need self-interest.
I highlight this fact because all too often idealistic designers of participatory processes fall into a trap. Requiring that decision-making
result from reason and solidarity, rather than self-interests, usually
means that very few “ordinary people” will be motivated to participate. Critics of the Porto Alegre participatory budget, for example,
complain that the process focusses too much on the immediate and the
local. Yet the portrait I just drew suggests that it is precisely this focus
that attracts people into the budget fora. The real problem is not that in
policy arenas where the interests of “ordinary people” are apparent,
self-interest will dominate over deliberation. It is that ordinary people
are much less likely to participate in policy arenas where interests are
diffuse.
In Brazil, for example, there is a growing trend to create “Watershed
Committees” that bring together government agencies, big water users,
and civic groups to discuss water policy. One of the main difficulties
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these committees face is how to mobilize “ordinary people” who do not
perceive water supply and water quality as major problems. Not surprisingly, the committees work best in places where pollution and
scarcity have reached dramatic proportions, while in areas where there
is great need for preventative measures to avoid such problems in the
future, they face greater difficulty in getting the general public involved.
These difficulties echo those described by Thomas in promoting participation around environmental protection.
I conclude, therefore, with the question of how the lessons of successful EPG experiments might be transferred to other decision-making
arenas. The participatory budget and the Chicago reforms (and
perhaps the Kerala campaign as well) worked with small-scale decisions of direct interest to local people which lay within the competence
of local governments. But broad-based issues around which ordinary
people only have diffuse interest and which are beyond the full capacity
of local governments to resolve might also benefit from EPG (if it
worked), since incorporating the knowledge and concerns of ordinary
people and making government more transparent and accountable is
needed in many policy arenas. One insight from the Porto Alegre
experiment is the value of starting small. Participatory decisionmaking can gain legitimacy on the small scale and participants can
learn about political life and broaden their interests to other spheres.
However, bringing EPG to other spheres would probably require a
redoubled effort to help “ordinary people” understand how the issues
at hand were related to their everyday concerns and to convince governments that participation would yield political benefits for them.
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Toward Ecologically Sustainable
Democracy?
Bradley C. Karkkainen*

Archon Fung and Erik Olin Wright sketch an appealing vision of a
participatory democratic alternative to the familiar hierarchical,
bureaucratic institutions that came to dominate the public sphere in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. They see novel experiments in localized participatory governance emerging across highly varied domains of
public decision-making. Accompanying this wave of devolution, they
argue, are opportunities for democratic renewal.
Fung and Wright cite the emergence of Habitat Conservation Planning in the United States as a leading example of this thrust toward
devolved and locally empowered participatory governance. As Craig
Thomas correctly points out, however, Habitat Conservation Plans
(HCPs) in practice often tend to be messy political compromises,
seldom matching the highly idealized participatory and deliberative
model Fung and Wright describe. Nonetheless, while we may quibble
over the particulars, I shall argue that larger trends now reshaping
environmental regulation and natural resource management in the
United States are broadly congruent with the major themes sounded by
Fung and Wright.

I The Policy Logic of HCPs
Habitat Conservation Plans (HCPs) allow landowners to escape the
rigidities of a notoriously inflexible command-style rule, the “no-take”
provision of the Endangered Species Act (ESA), by drawing up conservation-oriented land-use plans fitted to their own particularized
circumstances. The HCP planning process thus establishes a new locus
for policy-making within a regulatory program heretofore defined
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almost exclusively by centrally imposed, nationally uniform, categorical rules. In principle, this approach offers some distinct advantages.
By localizing decision-making, it invites attention to a level of finegrained, place-specific contextual detail that ordinarily lies beyond the
resolution of generic rule-making. It thus can lead to better-informed
policies fitted to the unique local circumstances of varied habitats and
ecosystems, and avoid the problems of over- and under-inclusiveness
that routinely attend categorical regulation. This approach also creates
opportunities for local actors – landowners in the first instance, but
other “stakeholders” as well – to draw upon their own problemsolving skills and knowledge of local conditions to propose tailored
solutions to seemingly intractable and generic “economy versus environment” conflicts. In some cases, the results may be beneficial both to
wildlife and to landowners.
A seminal example is the San Bruno Mountain HCP. In that case, the
ESA’s “no-take” rule would have prohibited modification of one of the
last remaining fragments of habitat for the endangered mission blue
butterfly, thwarting the landowner’s plans to develop a suburban
mountainside outside San Francisco. But the butterfly habitat was in a
badly degraded condition, a situation the “no-take” rule would do
nothing to address. A committee consisting of the landowner, a local
environmental group, and federal, state, and local government officials
was convened to search for a solution. Under the plan devised through
this collaborative process, the landowner would scale back development to one portion of the tract, and transfer the remaining land to
public ownership for permanent protection as butterfly habitat. The
plan further called for upgrading the remaining butterfly habitat by
removing invasive plants and replanting native species upon which the
mission blue butterfly depends, with the work financed by development fees on the newly developed lands. From the perspective of the
Fish and Wildlife Service, trading off a fraction of the protected acreage
in exchange for qualitatively superior butterfly habitat and a long-term
funding source for habitat management looked like a good bargain.
Congress ultimately agreed, and amended the Endangered Species Act
not only to authorize the San Bruno Mountain plan but also to permit
similar incidental “takes” of listed species in exchange for site-specific
HCPs promising conservation benefits. Out of a simple but innovative
case of collaborative, location-specific problem-solving, the national
HCP program was born.
What has the HCP program wrought in the years since its enactment? Is it, as Fung and Wright claim, the harbinger of a democratic
transformation of environmental decision-making, until recently a
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largely top-down, expert-driven, rule-bound affair? Is it, as some of its
environmentalist critics contend, a give-away program to accommodate landowners and real-estate developers at the expense of endangered species and protected habitats? Or is it, as some landowners and
developers see it, a license for the federal government to engage in legalized extortion, forcing property owners to cede portions of their land to
“national zoological use”1 under threat of Endangered Species Act
enforcement that could have devastating economic consequences?
The answer, I submit, lies somewhere between these various extremes, but also somewhere beyond them.

II Two Models of HCPs
Craig Thomas’s thoughtful chapter in this volume provides a useful
point of departure. Thomas offers a useful corrective to some of the
more hyperbolic claims made by enthusiastic boosters of the HCP
program, among whom I count not only Fung and Wright but also
myself, among others.2 Canvassing the entire HCP program, Thomas
concludes that although HCPs empower local actors (principally
landowners), they should be counted neither as “deliberative” nor as
“democratic” because in most cases they involve limited public participation.
It is difficult to disagree with the particulars of Thomas’s critique,
which in his usual style is backed by careful research. But while not disputing the underlying facts, I would depart from his main interpretive
conclusions. Like Fung and Wright and, indeed, most commentators
on the HCP program, Thomas paints with too broad a brush.
Although he acknowledges that HCPs come in many shapes and sizes,
he, too, elects to characterize the program in sweeping generalities that
do injustice to the most interesting and innovative elements embedded
within it.
I submit that it is more useful and revealing to think of the HCP
program as encompassing two distinct regulatory models, each serving
its own distinctive purposes:
Type I: Bilateral Plans
In the first model, an HCP is a simple bilateral deal for a partial waiver
from an otherwise applicable regulatory requirement. I will call this the
“Type I” HCP. Arguably, this model is what Congress had in mind
when it amended the Endangered Species Act in 1982 to permit the
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“incidental taking” of listed species in exchange for an approved HCP.3
Type I HCPs are typically neither broadly participatory nor collaborative, nor is this required under the statute. In many cases, they are not
even especially deliberative. Instead, they represent a compromise,
“split-the-difference” outcome of self-interested bargaining by a single
landowner with a Fish and Wildlife Service field agent, subject to veto
by the field agent’s regional supervisor. They are also typically narrow in
scope and limited in geographical scale, aiming to mitigate harm to a
single listed endangered or threatened species on a single parcel of land.
Some Type I HCPs involve affirmative conservation efforts that
produce a net benefit to the listed species, though this, too, is not
required. In many cases, the goal is a more modest one: they permit economic activity to proceed in some portion of otherwise protected but
often qualitatively marginal habitat if the resulting incidental harm to
the listed species is judged to be minor, especially when balanced against
the economic burden the landowner would otherwise incur. Type I
HCPs, then, represent a kind of “safety valve” to mitigate the harshest
economic consequences of an otherwise inflexible regulatory rule, and
thereby to ameliorate political opposition to the endangered species
program itself. However useful they may be as a device to introduce a
measure of regulatory flexibility, Type I HCPs hardly portend the democratic transformation of environmental policy that Fung and Wright
envision.
Type II: Multi-Party Adaptive Management Plans
In the second and more recent model, developed and enthusiastically
promoted during Bruce Babbitt’s tenure as Secretary of the Interior,
HCPs are broadly collaborative and decidedly ambitious ecosystem
conservation planning efforts at large regional landscape scales. These
“Type II” HCPs aim well beyond the species-specific concerns of the
Endangered Species Act itself and their simpler Type I cousins. Their
goal is nothing short of proactive and scientifically informed management of entire communities of species (both listed and non-listed) and
the ecosystems of which they are part.4 At their most ambitious, they
employ advanced techniques of biological monitoring and adaptive
management, seeking to generate and continuously fine-tune affirmative conservation measures of a kind and at a level of attention to
ecosystem-specific detail not achievable through centralized rulemaking. Not surprisingly, given their scale, sophistication, and ambition, Type II HCPs typically involve (indeed, require) participation by
multiple parties, public and private, landowners and non-landowners
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alike, including various tiers and agencies of government, conservationists, independent scientists, and other interested citizens. Unlike
Type I HCPs, they do not depend upon fixed, split-the-difference, bargained-for outcomes, but rather demand open-ended commitments by
diverse parties to participate over the long haul in jointly exploring and
continuously reassessing innovative solutions to complex problems. To
that extent, they require a kind of practical deliberation and expansive
openness to experimentation that is likely to be absent from the Type I
model. The HCPs that emerged out of California’s Natural Communities Conservation Planning (NCCP) process,5 particularly those in the
coastal sage scrub of San Diego, Orange, and Riverside Counties, most
clearly fit this description,6 though others, including some of the watershed-scale salmon habitat restoration plans now under development in
the Pacific Northwest, approximate this model as well. Type II HCPs
are self-consciously transformative, seeking to permanently alter the
landscape of environmental regulation by reorienting it toward
integrated environmental and natural resources management at ecosystem scales. With their proactive, multi-species, ecosystem-protective
orientation, they arguably lie in a legal nether region, stretching and
possibly exceeding the bounds of the narrower Type I HCP program
Congress appeared to have had in mind when it amended the Endangered Species Act in 1982. Indeed, in crucial respects Type II HCPs
appear to have more in common with other large, landscape-scale,
collaborative initiatives in regional ecosystem management, like the
Chesapeake Bay Program, the South Florida Ecosystem Restoration
project, the Northwest Forest Plan, or the CALFED Bay-Delta program, than with their simpler, single-landowner, single-species Type I
HCP cousins.
These are, of course, ideal types. Some HCPs may not fall squarely
into either type, but instead embrace a mix of Type I and Type II features. For example, the San Bruno Mountain HCP, progenitor of the
national program, looks in most respects like a Type I HCP, involving a
single landowner, a single species, and a relatively small geographical
scale (2,500 acres). Yet the San Bruno Mountain HCP was negotiated
through a collaborative multi-party process, and thus embodies a key
characteristic of Type II. Despite this minor classificatory complication, however, I believe the typology is a useful device to allow us to
sort and analyze the differences among HCPs. Most will fall roughly
into one of the two broad types, or lie somewhere on the continuum
between them.
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III Recent HCP Policy: Proliferation of Type I,
Emergence of Type II
Bruce Babbitt’s tenure as Interior Secretary saw a dramatic increase in
both types of HCP; indeed, prior to this time, only a small handful of
Type I HCPs had been negotiated. Type I HCPs are by far the more
numerous, but because they usually involve small acreage, marginal
habitat, and minimal harm to listed species, they tend to operate at the
fringes of the endangered species program. There, one hopes, they will
amount to little of ecological consequence, individually or in the aggregate – though this is far from certain.7
Although fewer in number, Type II HCPs tend to operate over much
larger geographic scales, and implicate far more complex and farreaching ecological and economic issues. They also lie much closer to
the center of environmental policy as it emerged during the Clinton–
Babbitt years.
There are some very simple and straightforward reasons for the comparative numerosity of the simpler Type I variant. If given the option,
self-interested landowners would generally prefer to deal solely with an
FWS field agent empowered to grant them partial exemption from the
ESA “no-take” rule, than to collaborate with a broader, more diverse,
and potentially more troublesome cast of participants, some of whom
might be intent on seeking more ambitious conservation measures and
affirmative ecological benefits. Parcel-specific planning is also, by its
nature, a less complex, less information-intensive, and lower-stakes
undertaking than the regional-scale coordination required for Type II
HCPs. Moreover, since Type I HCPs typically involve small acreages
and marginal habitat, they often attract less public attention and political controversy than the large regional HCPs. “Flying beneath the
radar” of environmental politics, they can often be negotiated in relative obscurity, even secrecy, and in many cases on terms quite favorable
to the landowner.
Large regional ecosystem-scale Type II HCPs, on the other hand,
tend to attract a good deal of attention and controversy. Because they
usually involve multiple parties, multiple species, and the full range of
competing land uses within the region, they are politically, institutionally, and scientifically more complex, and farther-reaching in their
economic and environmental implications. Consequently, both the
initial negotiating process and ongoing governance arrangements may
be messy, cumbersome, time-consuming, and resource-intensive.
Numerous parties may seek to intervene, using a variety of legal and
political leverage points to influence or upset the process.
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Why, then, would anyone bother with a Type II HCP? For the
Department of the Interior, the answer is straightforward: only
through regional-scale land use planning and integrated management
of all the parts of the ecosystem can we begin to move in the direction
of proactive conservation of ecosystems and ecologically sustainable
patterns of development. Indeed, it might be argued that a series of separate, parcel-specific deals is fundamentally incompatible with a policy
that seeks integrated, holistic, coordinated, and ecologically sound
management.
Nonetheless, parcel-specific deals – Type I HCPs – may also be attractive to the Department of the Interior for other reasons: they provide
economic and political benefits, ease dissatisfaction among landowners,
and reduce the intensity of opposition to the endangered species
program and conservation initiatives more generally. Thus it appears
that the Department of the Interior has reasons to favor both types of
HCP.8
For landowners, the logic compelling participation in a Type II HCP
is equally straightforward: sometimes they have no choice. As Secretary
of the Interior, Bruce Babbitt was not shy about using the Endangered
Species Act as a coercive “hammer” to force landowners, local governments, and others to engage in landscape-scale ecosystem planning and
management when he believed it was necessary and he had the political
and legal leverage to make it stick. Once again, Southern California
provides the clearest case. Regional habitat conservation planning was
triggered there by Babbitt’s decision to list the California gnatcatcher, a
small songbird native to the coastal sage scrub, as a threatened species.
Listing would invoke the “no-take” provision and effectively bar
adverse modification of the coastal sage scrub habitat upon which the
gnatcatcher depends, thereby undercutting the prospects for future real
estate development in one of the nation’s fastest-growing regions.
Babbitt seized on this threat as an opportunity to compel landowners
and local governments to work out a comprehensive regional plan to
curb and redirect real-estate development in ways that would be compatible with conservation of the remaining coastal sage scrub, an ecological goal that could not be achieved through piecemeal deal-making,
one landowner at a time. In short, landowners and local governments
faced an ultimatum – either they cooperated in working out a satisfactory, forward-looking regional conservation plan, or they accepted the
potentially devastating economic consequences of Endangered Species
Act enforcement.
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IV Sorting out the HCP Commentary
Unfortunately, the popular and academic commentary has thus far not
recognized the distinction I outline here between two markedly different models of HCP. The result is not only a great deal of confusion, but
also much misdirected hostility toward the HCP program as a whole.
By conflating two innovative regulatory programs – Type I and Type II
HCPs – we make a hash of public discourse, effectively foreclose
opportunities for informed, critical evaluation of either approach,
hand everyone a reason to dislike HCPs, and undercut political
support for innovative and attractive elements of the program, even in
quarters where those innovations might be expected to garner the most
sympathy.
Focussing on the perceived pathologies of the Type I model of bilateral backroom dealing between landowners and FWS field agents,
some environmentalists warn that the HCP program represents a
short-sighted, politically motivated, unprincipled, and cumulatively
damaging erosion of our public commitments to endangered species
protection, in favor of private landowner interests. Compounding the
problem, in their view, is a process that appears to involve a dangerous
lack of transparency and accountability. If the environmentalist critique were leveled against Type I HCPs, it might have considerable
merit. But these concerns do not arise in precisely the same way in Type
II HCPs, which tend to be much more visible, transparent (at least in
the localities in which they are negotiated), open to participation by
non-landowner parties, and less tilted in favor of landowner interests.
This is not to say that all issues of transparency, accountability, procedural fairness, and adequacy of public participation have been resolved
in Type II HCPs. These continue to be matters of critical importance,
but in the large regional HCPs the crucial question is typically not
whether, but rather how and by whom non-landowner viewpoints will
be represented.
Landowners and the ideological champions of the primacy of
private property rights, on the other hand, emphasize Bruce Babbitt’s
skillful use of the “hammer” of ESA listing to force Southern California politicians and landowners to the bargaining table in a Type II
ecosystem planning process. They fear this portends the erosion of
private property rights under the coercive hand of a distant, unaccountable, power-mad eco-bureaucracy, intent on using the
Endangered Species Act to bludgeon concessions out of landowners.
Although greatly exaggerated, this fear is not entirely without foundation. The Type II HCP process is neither well defined nor clearly
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constrained by statutory standards, procedural rules, or administrative
precedent. Under such circumstances, concerns about the potential for
overreaching by zealous government officials may be legitimate. A
strong case can be made for the need to clarify and regularize the procedures that govern regional, multi-species HCP planning. Yet the
landowner-property rights critique ignores the fact that most Type I
HCPs are landowner-initiated and distinctly landowner-friendly in
their terms. Whatever we might think about Type II HCPs, the HCP
program as a whole cannot be characterized as an anti-landowner conspiracy. It is, perhaps by Clintonesque design, a mixed bag, pairing an
aggressive pilot program for large-scale ecosystem protection (Type II)
with an aggressively expanded version of a moderately pro-landowner
program (Type I), apparently with the hope that the latter would
afford the former some measure of political cover. In fact, however, the
result has been to trim enthusiasm for all parts of the HCP program in
virtually all quarters.
For their part, conservation biologists look across the landscape of
the HCP program and register grave concern that only a fraction of
HCPs employ independent scientific review and rigorous, sciencebased techniques like biological monitoring and adaptive management.9 Careful reading of the scientific critique, however, reveals that
sound scientific baselines, peer review, and scientifically defensible
management techniques are emerging as the norm in the larger and
more sophisticated Type II HCPs, those involving the largest acreages
and the most ecologically sensitive lands. In these cases, such measures
are likely to be economically and technically feasible, and because they
are necessary elements of ecologically sound management, they
arguably should be made mandatory for Type II HCPs. It should not be
surprising, however, that single-landowner, small-scale Type I HCPs
would not employ such sophisticated scientific methods, which most
landowners would find technically challenging and prohibitively costly.
Yet I do not undertake to defend the lack of scientific grounding for
Type I HCPs. If neither the government nor the landowner can afford to
base a Type I HCP on sound science, should we then proceed on the
basis of willful scientific ignorance? Most in the scientific community,
and many others as well, would answer that question in the negative,
especially since it also appears that little attention is currently being
paid to the cumulative ecological impacts of multiple small-scale
HCPs.10 This argues for a careful rethinking of Type I HCP policy.
Finally, the more radical devolutionaries among us – Fung and
Wright, myself, and others – tend to seize upon the Type II model as
emblematic of the emergence of a new era of enlightened environmen-
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tal regulation, integrated ecosystem management, and localized participatory governance. If our exuberance were explicitly confined to Type
II HCPs, we might invite a serious debate on these points. By failing to
make that distinction clearly, however, we invite the rejoinder (here
made by Craig Thomas) that most HCPs do not fit this model, instead
representing nothing more than a series of modest bilateral deals,
tweaking the background “no-take” regulatory rule at the margins in a
mildly pro-landowner direction. Thomas is right, of course, as far as
his criticism goes. But if the Fung and Wright claim were properly
understood to be restricted to Type II HCPs, the Thomas response
would be seen as a non sequitur that does not really advance the
debate.
All these various commentators are right in some measure. But all
have contributed to the confusion surrounding the HCP program by
making exaggerated and misleading claims, conflating two quite distinct regulatory phenomena that march together under the common
banner of the HCP program.
It should be noted that proposed legislation circulating on Capitol
Hill, especially a bill introduced by Representative George Miller in the
106th Congress,11 would go some distance toward clarifying the distinction between these two types of HCP, and regularizing procedures
appropriate to each. That bill would establish one set of standards and
procedures for small-scale HCPs, which need not be participatory or
collaborative under the Miller proposal. Large-scale, multi-party HCPs
would be governed by a different set of standards and procedures,
requiring the Secretary of the Interior to establish opportunities for
robust and diverse public participation.

V Are Type II HCPs an Example of Empowered
Participatory Governance?
Fung and Wright argue that the “most advanced” HCPs “incorporat[e]
significant elements” of their model of empowered participatory governance.12 Thomas replies that most HCPs do not fall into the empowered participatory governance model, or indeed come anywhere close
to it. But once we understand the HCP program as encompassing not
one regulatory model but two, Thomas’s observation should hardly be
surprising or disturbing. Indeed, the more surprising result would be
that the Type I safety valve HCPs did fit the model, for they are nonparticipatory almost by definition.
The more interesting question is not whether all, or even most,
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HCPs fit the Fung–Wright model, but whether Type II HCPs as a group
approximate the model; or, indeed, whether any of them do. If even a
few Type II HCPs fit this model, then we might further inquire to what
extent and under what conditions they do so, and on that basis we
might experiment with replicating those conditions so as to expand the
possibilities for democratic participation in other locales, or in other
regulatory arenas. Yet there is not a sufficiently thick description of
Type II HCP processes in either the Fung and Wright introductory
chapter, or in the Thomas critique, or in the commentary on HCPs that
has appeared elsewhere, to fairly answer those questions. We are left,
then, with an intriguing and provocative assertion, and not much
more. What is required is a much more thorough, detailed, on-theground examination of particular HCPs, and the nature of the
processes of governance and public participation that occur there.
More fundamentally, however, this shortcoming in the academic
debate is rooted in a crucial deficiency in the HCP program itself as it
has developed to date. As Thomas correctly notes (and as my own
research has found), precious little information is presently available to
government officials or to other interested parties, including academics, about HCP processes or outcomes. The federal government does
virtually no central monitoring, oversight, or coordination of the HCP
program, and provides no central repository of HCP information.
Consequently, although individual Type II HCPs may be highly visible
in their own communities, the program as a whole lacks transparency,
accountability, systematic pooling of information, benchmarking and
diffusion of best practices, systemic learning, and opportunities for
institutional self-improvement, whether it be with regard to the conditions of public participation or any other critical operational element.
Under those circumstances, it is difficult to determine whether genuinely democratic and participatory governance practices have
emerged. Moreover, even if such practices were to appear in some
locales, these could be accidental and isolated developments; there is
no documentary evidence suggesting that it is the goal of the HCP
program to propagate such practices, nor is there any mechanism for
doing so. In this regard, the HCP program differs markedly from the
other examples of empowered participatory governance described by
Fung and Wright and discussed elsewhere in this volume. In each of
those cases, popular democratic participation appears to be an integral, deeply embedded, and consciously implanted element of the
overall design of the program, not only as the preferred mechanism for
implementing public policy reforms but also as a central goal in its own
right.
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The lack of any concerted, systematic effort on the part of the federal
government to monitor, evaluate, learn, and diffuse the lessons derived
from the successes and failures of disparate HCP experiments has consequences far beyond complicating our work as academics, of course.
It reveals a deep limitation in the program’s capacity to develop beyond
its current stage. The need for an experimental approach to policymaking in the context of highly complex problems like ecosystem
management is now widely appreciated, in both academic and policy
circles. But experimentation without rigorous and systematic observation, analysis, and interpretation of the results is not really
experimentation at all. It wastes opportunities to learn and to inform
subsequent rounds of experimentation with new learning, invites
policy drift, and sharply reduces the likelihood that successful models
will be developed, refined, and replicated. Indeed, persistent refusal to
learn from experimentation would threaten the intellectual and policy
justifications for the very existence of an experimental Type II HCP
program.

VI HCPs in a Larger Context: Collaborative
Ecosystem Governance
Despite these programmatic deficiencies, the emergence of HCPs, and
Type II HCPs in particular, is congruent with larger trends that are
reshaping the face of environmental regulation and natural resource
management in the United States and elsewhere. We are rapidly shifting
from a model based on top-down, piecemeal, command-style regulation, toward a model based on locally or regionally tailored, broadly
integrative, collaborative, and self-consciously experimental ecosystem
governance arrangements.
This new model explicitly recognizes that ecosystems are complex
dynamic systems that must be managed as systems, employing an integrated and holistic approach. It emphasizes the need for governance
structures matched to the scale of the ecological resource to be
managed, typically a scale that does not map well onto conventional
political and administrative boundaries and therefore requires, at a
minimum, a high degree of intergovernmental coordination. It grapples with complexity, acknowledging the need for continuous
experimentation and dynamic adjustment in response to new learning.
These challenges are typically addressed through hybrid public–
private governance structures that feature broad pooling of information, expertise, and competencies; systematic monitoring of ecosystem
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conditions and the outcomes of policy measures; and collaborative
problem-solving among parties representing diverse interests at multiple, nested spatial scales, from the immediately local (e.g. the
landowner) to the national, international, or even global.
This new model can be discerned in such diverse areas as:
•

•

•

the watershed approach to aquatic ecosystem management, as
exemplified by the Chesapeake Bay and Great Lakes Programs,
California’s Bay-Delta Program, and literally hundreds of smaller
collaborative watershed management initiatives;
new directions in public lands management in places like the Everglades, the Greater Yellowstone ecosystem, and the old-growth
national forests of the Pacific Northwest, in response to the recognition that protection of environmental values on public lands is
often possible only through broader, ecosystem-scale collaborations; and
regional collaborative efforts to protect coastal seas, estuaries, and
other critical marine ecosystems.

Like Type II HCPs, these efforts are multi-party collaborations operating at more localized scales than conventional categorical, commandstyle, top-down regulation. Thus they involve many more local actors
in the policy-making and implementation process, drawing upon local
expertise and empowering parties previously shut out of any meaningful role in shaping environmental policy. Yet for all that, they do not
appear to involve the kinds of large-scale, direct popular participation
that Fung and Wright envision, and which can be discerned in their
other examples of empowered participatory governance.
In part, this may be simply a question of scale. The Chicago, Porto
Alegre, West Bengal, and Kerala reforms operate at the level of the
urban neighborhood or village, typically comprising several thousand
people. At that level, direct participation by large numbers of people is
possible – though even in those cases, the skeptic might fairly question
what fraction of the local population actually participates in governance activities, and by what mechanisms the views and interests of
non-participants are represented. In contrast, collaborative ecosystem
governance, whether through HCPs or any of the other initiatives outlined above, tends to operate over much larger geographic scales, in
regions with much larger populations. The San Diego County Multiple
Species Conservation Plan, for example, covers an area of nine hundred
square miles in San Diego County – with three million residents,
the second most populous county in California. The South Florida
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Ecosystem Restoration initiative encompasses an area of eighteen thousand square miles, home to six million people. The Chesapeake Bay
Program is even larger, attempting to manage a sixty-four thousand
square-mile watershed with fifteen million residents. While policymaking at these levels might be “local” in contrast to national rulemaking, it is not nearly so intimately local as the Kerala village or the
Chicago or Porto Alegre neighborhood, where presumably conditions
are conducive to direct, face-to-face popular participation. Nor is it
easy to translate ecosystem management to such immediately local
scales. The boundaries of ecosystem management are dictated by the
laws of ecology, which would divide territory into ecologically linked
bundles of interacting species and the common physical substrate upon
which they depend. Such boundaries typically do not map well onto
existing human institutions. Indeed, the driving ambition of ecosystem
management is to create new human institutions matched to the scales
of crucial ecological processes – which often extend far beyond the
bounds of the human village or neighborhood.
On the other hand, many of the better-developed regional ecosystem
governance projects have found it advantageous to operate at multiple
scales simultaneously, recognizing that ecological processes themselves
operate at multiple “nested” scales. Under this approach, one set of
region-wide institutions is responsible for overall planning and coordination, while more localized coordinating bodies are “nested” within
the regional framework, and vested with the responsibility to manage
particular habitat patches, tributaries, or other ecologically or hydrologically defined subareas. These local units often have a good deal of
discretion to devise locally tailored approaches and solutions, so long
as they are consonant with the broad goals and objectives set by the
regional plan. Activities at these more localized scales appear to
provide greater opportunities for public participation. Within the
regional coordinating framework of the Chesapeake Bay Program, for
example, citizens are involved in such localized activities as tributarybased water quality monitoring, local habitat restoration projects, and
tributary-specific planning and management coordinated by “tributary
teams” and some three hundred watershed organizations active across
the region. Even at these local levels, however, most activities appear to
be organized across larger geographical scales and population bases
than the typical Kerala village or Porto Alegre urban neighborhood.
Moreover, although figures are not available, it appears that even in the
Chesapeake Bay region, a relatively small fraction of the total population participates directly in ecosystem management activities.
In contrast, the case studies of citizen participation in village-level
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economic development in Kerala and participatory budgeting in Porto
Allegre suggest (but do not document) significantly higher rates of
direct popular participation.
Beyond questions of institutional scale and participation rates,
regional ecosystem governance institutions appear to diverge from
Fung and Wright’s other examples of empowered participatory governance in another crucial respect. In contrast to the Chicago, Porto
Alegre, West Bengal, and Kerala models, which apparently seek to
mobilize direct and unmediated popular participation, regional ecosystem governance is conducted primarily through what I shall call
“hybrid” institutions, comprising collaborative arrangements among
government agencies, non-governmental organizations, and purely
private entities, including business organizations. Intergovernmental
and inter-agency coordination often lies at the core of these hybrid
arrangements. The San Diego County MSCP, for example, describes
itself as “a cooperative effort between the County of San Diego and 12
other local jurisdictions and agencies such as the U.S. Fish & Wildlife
Service and California’s Department of Fish & Game . . . working with
various private landowners.”13 Similarly, the core institutions of the
Chesapeake Bay Program and the Everglades restoration initiative are
primarily intergovernmental and inter-agency arrangements, with
various federal and state agencies in the most prominent roles.
Clearly non-governmental actors are also a significant force within
some of these hybrid institutions, but it appears that citizen participation is only one strand in a more complex web of institutional
reconfigurations and realignments in which traditional government
agencies remain leading players. And even where it does occur, citizen
participation is typically mediated through the citizen’s affiliation with
an issue-defined non-governmental organization, community group,
business or property interest, or some other institutional vehicle. This
institutional or interest-group affiliation is thought to confer the status
of “stakeholder” on the individual participant, and becomes a badge
entitling its bearer to participate in the inter-institutional collaborative
process. Because such local institutions are often more than happy to
welcome like-minded persons as new members, the entry barriers may
be quite low in practice. Nonetheless, this model of local participation
through intermediary institutions can be distinguished from the model
of direct and unmediated popular participation that appears to be
characteristic of the other cases in this volume.
What is the significance of this distinction? At this point, it is difficult
to draw firm conclusions. Fung and Wright’s analysis is a useful starting point, but only that. Unfortunately, they do not define what counts
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as “participation” in their model, and the notion upon which they
implicitly rely appears vague and underdeveloped. This prevents them
from identifying different kinds of participation and evaluating the
implications of each. Future research on the nature and extent of
popular participation and the roles of various kinds of intermediary
organization in collaborative ecosystem governance can make a valuable contribution toward clarifying, refining, extending, or revising
Fung and Wright’s analysis.
Nonetheless, at least in a general way, the emerging hybrid ecosystem governance institutions appear to exhibit many of the principles
and design properties identified by Fung and Wright. These institutions
are locally devolved (relative to the status quo ante), practically
oriented, collaborative, and “deliberative” in the practical problemsolving sense of that term. Consistent with Fung and Wright’s central
claims, these institutions set out self-consciously to transform state
power by reassembling and fusing its elements into new configurations
that transcend established jurisdictional, territorial, and functional
boundaries. In ecosystem governance, however, direct popular participation is not the only, or even the primary, mechanism by which this
transformation is carried out.

VII Conclusion
In its broadest outlines if not in all its finest details, the Fung and Wright
model of empowered participatory governance appears to capture
many of the features of collaborative ecosystem governance as it is
emerging in the United States. Some HCPs, specifically those I have
characterized as Type II HCPs, are part of this larger trend. Yet there is
much we do not yet understand about this new model of environmental
regulation and natural resources management. Additional research is
needed to identify its most important characteristics and enabling conditions, to draw critical distinctions and comparative lessons among
experiments, and to learn from their successes and failures.
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Cycles of Reform in Porto Alegre
and Madison
Rebecca S. Krantz*

At the end of their introduction to this volume, Fung and Wright speculate about whether their model of Empowered Participatory Governance (EPG) is “generalizable.”1 Experiences of participatory planning
in Madison, Wisconsin, suggest that the generalizability of the EPG
model can be aided by two reorientations. First, I argue that we can
view EPG reforms as part of a larger trend toward participatory democratic innovation. Many of the innovations in this larger trend are
similar to the EPG reforms, but are occurring in a more partial or
gradual fashion than the exemplary cases described in this volume such
as the participatory budget in Porto Alegre, Brazil. I will briefly outline
a case from Madison to illustrate this trend. Second, similar to Baiocchi’s argument,2 I suggest that we treat both EPG reforms and their
gradualist counterparts as interventions into larger state–civil society
arrangements, and assess them according to their long-term effects on
these systems. It is from this larger perspective and longer time-horizon
that we can assess the extent to which more gradualist forms of participatory civic innovation might contribute to more widespread adoption
of EPG. I will finally argue that if I am right that gradual or partial
reforms are similar and related in important ways to the more radical
EPG reforms, then evidence from Madison regarding constraints on
deliberation due to institutional embeddedness in the state may also be
relevant to the long-term success and diffusion of the EPG model.

I Wider Trends in Civic Innovation
In their recent book Civic Innovation in America (2001), Sirianni
and Friedland document a long-term process of social learning and
civic renewal enabling increasingly participatory forms of democratic
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citizenship in the United States. They argue that the activists and experiments of the 1960s and 1970s have matured, the activists learning
from experience and the early experiments giving way to more sophisticated and strategic forms of participatory decision-making in areas
such as urban development, environment, and health.3 In many of these
innovative settings, as with EPG, ordinary citizens and stakeholders
deliberate about concrete problems, often in devolved local action
units, sometimes mobilizing state power and resources to do so. Since
this is a process of social learning, where experiences and practices are
shared and modified over time and space, and since there is evidence
elsewhere of cross-national influences in related phenomena like social
movement repertoires,4 it is reasonable to assume that the trend Sirianni and Friedland identify may extend beyond the U.S. Thus, although
there may be only a small number of cases in the world today where all
of the components of the EPG model are in evidence, there are many
more settings where some aspects of EPG are in play and others are not,
or where an EPG-like model is in the process of being implemented in a
more gradual fashion.
Attention to such cases should help us assess the potential for the
EPG model and its influence to become more widespread over time.
Since the institutional design focus of the Real Utopias framework has
a tendency to treat existing designs as faits accomplis, attention to
cases where actors are in the process of working toward more empowered and participatory governance structures can help us address not
only the question of whether EPG is generalizable, but also the timehonored question, “How can it be done?”

II Participatory Planning in Madison, Wisconsin
My research5 explores one such “gradualist” case. In it, civic innovation has led to state-sponsored participatory deliberation over concrete
local problems, but the level of empowerment to allocate resources and
oversee implementation is limited. I will briefly describe characteristics
of the area I studied and the history and institutional design of the
reform before discussing the relevance of this case to the generalizability of EPG.
The Madison, Wisconsin metropolitan area has a population
approaching a half million, is home to the state’s capitol and a large university, and has a tradition of progressive politics and a relatively active
citizenry.6 The city’s near east side, where my research is focussed, was
traditionally a working-class and industrial area, on the other side of
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town from the University. It has had small pockets of both affluence
and poverty, with wealthier homes concentrated along a lakeshore and
the low-income ones in public housing developments. Even now, it is
home to several active factories, an airport and military base, and a
technical college. Some of the traditionally working-class areas have
become middle class, and the areas closer to downtown have an
increasing number of university students and professionals. Some of
these areas have developed a reputation for being “progressive,”
“alternative,” “artsy,” or “gay- and lesbian-friendly.” Largely white
for many years, the population of Latino, Southeast Asian, and Black
residents in the area increased substantially during the 1990s. The
area’s residents face issues such as skyrocketing property values, development pressures, an affordable housing shortage, traffic safety,
factory emissions, poverty, race relations, crime, and small locally
owned businesses being replaced by large chain stores.
One of the public deliberative spaces in which residents grapple with
these issues is called a Neighborhood Steering Committee (NSC). An
NSC is a city-government-sponsored public forum designed to increase
citizen participation in urban planning decisions. NSCs are empowered
to allocate federal community development funds to chosen projects,
and they do so through participatory deliberation.
Madison’s neighborhood steering committee program dates back to
the 1970s. A city planner, Ellen,7 explained to me that during this
period, federal dollars were being diverted to state and local levels to
encourage citizen participation. At the same time, the city was composing its first official land-use plan. Ellen said, “But the land use plan is
general, it doesn’t focus on specific neighborhoods. The central city
neighborhoods came in and said this is so general, we want
more detailed studies for our neighborhoods . . . It came from the
neighborhoods.”8
Out of this grass-roots effort, using federal funds, the city developed
the neighborhood planning program. When the federal funding for
citizen participation was cut by Reagan, Ellen reports, “the city felt it
was important to keep it up.” Currently, the program is supported by
federal Community Development Block Grant (CDBG)9 money as well
as city funding.
Each year, one Census Tract10 is selected by city staff based on
CDBG eligibility requirements regarding low- to moderate-income
populations, and on proximity to upcoming development or redevelopment projects. In this “concentration neighborhood,” city staff
members solicit citizen input by setting up an NSC that acts as a representative deliberative body.
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The city staff solicit applications for membership on the committee
using a variety of avenues of publicity and networking over two to three
months to allow time for personal recruitment of underrepresented
categories of people if necessary. The nomination forms include demographic information, which city staff use to select as representative a
committee as possible. Since the concentration neighborhoods are
supposed to be in areas with a majority of low- to moderate-income
residents, they form a committee that has at least half low- to moderateincome representatives. They also seek variation by age, race, gender,
length of time living in the neighborhood, geographic area of residence,
and “old guard” membership of neighborhood associations versus
those newly involved in neighborhood activities. One representative of
area businesses is also appointed to the committee.11
The ten to fifteen committee appointees and other volunteers from
the chosen census tract meet with city planners approximately
biweekly for over a year to learn about, discuss, and set neighborhood
priorities for land use, city and non-profit services, traffic circulation,
safety, and business development. All meetings are open to the public,
and several widely advertised public fora are held during the planning
process to obtain further citizen input. A city staff team from fifteen different departments is charged with responding to recommendations
coming from the committee and providing information on resources
available to help implement its plans. The resulting Neighborhood Plan
is then submitted to the city council (the local legislative body) for
adoption. The committee is allotted between US$180,000 and
US$200,00012 of CDBG funding as seed money to begin to implement
some of its eligible planning priorities. Other plan recommendations
are taken into consideration in ongoing city and private development
projects; when a developer applies for city approval for a plan, it is
checked against the neighborhood plan and its chances of approval are
considerably higher if the two are consistent.
Although this process contributes to making Madison’s city planning process more participatory than most in the country,13 the NSC
program fails to meet several EPG criteria. Only one set of neighborhoods at a time participates in the process, the amount of money the
committee has the power to allocate is relatively small, the group is
temporary, and there is no formal structure to support long-term
implementation. However, some leadership development and civic
education does result, and further civic innovation like that described
by Sirianni and Friedland has occurred. The City of Madison is now in
the midst of developing a system of “Planning Councils.” Planning
Councils (PCs) are independent non-profit coalitions of neighborhood
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associations that receive city and private funds for a small staff and
operations, with the goal of supporting neighborhood associations and
increasing citizen participation in local decision-making. They will
likely help formulate and implement the NSC plans. The first PC in
Madison was initiated in 1993, with some of the members having
recently served together on an NSC. In 1996 and 2000 the second and
third PCs were formed, and many hope that the city will eventually be
“covered” by five to ten contiguous PCs.
Planning councils and similar organizations exist or have been tried
in a small number of other cities around the U.S.14 In some cities, they
have more power than in Madison, having for example “jurisdiction
over zoning, authority over the distribution of various goods and services, and substantial influence over capital expenditures.”15 While
Empowered Participatory Governance as Fung and Wright define it is
certainly not everyone’s goal for the PCs in Madison, the knowledge of
cities where such groups are city-wide and have actual allocation
power over the city budget influences the hopes and goals of some
leaders.16
It appears, then, that the Madison case is characterized by gradual
civic innovation toward increasingly empowered participatory deliberation, with deliberative bodies currently receiving moderate support
from the state but not completely restructuring or “colonizing” state
decision-making. While it is only one case, I suggest that exploring
whether and how the Madison system could move further in the direction of empowered participatory governance and comparing it to the
dynamics of reform in Porto Alegre can help assess the breadth of
applicability of the EPG model. The key to this analysis is a shift in perspective: viewing EPG and related civic innovation as interventions
into larger state–civil society systems and focussing on their relationships to the wider political context and the long-term effects on civil
society.

III The System Dynamics of Participatory Reform
To understand this perspective, contrast planning in Madison with the
Participatory Budget (PB) in Porto Alegre. Baoicchi’s discussion of
Porto Alegre emphasizes the importance of the relationship between
the PB and the larger political regime and civil society. He describes a
“virtuous cycle” that has led to the PB’s increasing success over time.
The cycle began when the lead party of a winning electoral alliance
responded to deep popular grievances with a major institutional
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reform: the participatory budget. The resulting institutional structures
were effective on a number of democratic fronts, including redressing
grievances and strengthening civil society. These effects made the reforms even more thoroughgoing and legitimized the political regime.
Rather than viewing the EPG reform as a fait accompli, a one-time
intervention in the institutional design, this perspective emphasizes the
cycle of reinforcement and further reform that allows for the longevity
of the system.17 The more gradual participatory deliberation reforms
like those in Madison can be viewed in a similar way. Instead of a dramatic win by a leftist coalition, the political context in Madison is
mixed, with a history of progressivism, considerable cultural support
for participatory democracy, and mild grievances, leading to a less
unitary and less visionary reform agenda. The resulting innovation in
governance involved both the NSC program and, somewhat later,
experimentation with planning councils.
Both of these reforms have some positive long-term effects on civil
society. For instance, participation in the NSC process increases participants’ knowledge of city government and how to influence it. The
process also creates new but often temporary relationships and networks among neighborhood leaders. In some cases, these connections
have helped contribute to the creation and success of planning councils.
PCs in turn create and strengthen longer-term relationships, networks,
and organizations, and build the knowledge and capacity of citizens.
The effects on civil society appear to be more mixed, however, than
in Porto Alegre. For instance, the NSC process can at least temporarily
divert energy from neighborhood associations; it remains heavily
“expert-driven” in some neighborhoods; and political interference
with appointments to the committee, staff error, bureaucratic intransigence, and lack of implementation can contribute to cynicism rather
than empowerment. The resulting legitimation and expansion of the
participatory reform agenda in Madison is thus less strong than in
Porto Alegre’s virtuous cycle.
The creation of the planning councils and their slow spread suggests
that it is possible, however, for gradualist participatory democratic
reform and civic innovation to make headway. Our optimism ought to
be cautious, for according to Berry et al. the exemplary planningcouncil-like systems in U.S. cities owe their success in part to the fact
that they, like Porto Alegre, instituted city-wide systems at the outset
and were able to reach strong levels of participation before confronting
serious economic or political reversals.18 Even with these factors, some
of these successful systems have experienced setbacks due to funding
cuts and conservative political swings. It remains to be seen whether the
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cycle of gradual reform in Madison is sufficiently “virtuous” to spread
planning councils city-wide, much less lead to full-fledged empowered
participatory governance of Fung and Wright’s specification.
The future of Madison aside, this discussion points to a general
model with which to understand the long-term and larger-system
dynamics of EPG and related forms of civic innovation. In this general
model, the political context influences the degree of institutional
reform, which results in particular governance structures, which then
have particular effects on civil society, which in turn act back upon the
political context and the governance reform process. As with any
model, of course, there are complexities this does not capture. In particular, there may be countervailing forces or cycles that influence its
workings. There may also be thresholds of participation and legitimacy, a “critical mass” or “tipping point,” in such systems that
determine how far a reform can go and for how long. Although this
analysis does not yet fully answer the question “how can it be done,” it
does give us some sense of the further questions we need to explore to
do so.

IV Cautionary Tales from Madison
Additional empirical work must be done to assess the extent of similarity between the system dynamics of major reforms like the OP in Porto
Alegre and more gradualist efforts like those in Madison. However, if I
am right that many differences are a matter of degree rather than kind,
then processes that I have observed in Madison may be relevant and
important for the long-term prospects for EPG. In particular, I am concerned about the ways deliberation can be constrained when it is
institutionally embedded in the state. I have observed several forms of
such constraint, including scheduling and other bureaucratic exigencies and the logic of professional planning.
I will focus here on the problematic role of city staff as “experts.”
First, however, a few words about the positive side of embeddedness in
state institutions. In addition to providing legitimacy and power, institutional embeddedness in the state can improve the deliberative
process. For instance, anti-democratic factors such as status hierarchy
and self-censorship often impair citizen deliberation. State regulation
can help by imposing a more fair and open process.
The democratic effect of this process facilitation is impeded,
however, when the same city staff also act as “experts” who “educate”
citizens on matters of content under debate. In Madison, city staff
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members play such a dual role in the NSC program: in addition to
forming the committee and facilitating the meetings, they are also
sometimes the “experts” who teach citizens about the ins and outs of
local government bureaucracy and urban planning methods, and make
recommendations about specific land uses and other decisions.
Boaventura de Sousa Santos has discussed the role of expertise in the
Porto Alegre case.19 He claims that while technical expertise remains
important there, the typical “technobureaucracy” has begun to be
replaced by “technodemocracy,” where citizens contest the dominance
of the experts and technical staff members learn new ways of communicating with the public.
This effort is very much a contest, however, and its results are contingent, not given. Much of the interaction in the NSCs in Madison
appears to stop short of Santos’s hopes for technodemocracy. Many citizens treated “experts” who came to speak to their group as sources of
information; only a few were able to critique the limitations of technocratic expertise, or see the solutions to neighborhood problems
provided by experts as culturally or bureaucratically constrained. The
antidemocratic nature of expertise in the NSC deliberations was particularly problematic, however, when the “expert” advice was being
given by the staff member in charge of convening and facilitating the
meetings.
An example of this occurred when members of one NSC were discussing the preservation of green space. Residents told Clyde, the city
planner in charge of the committee, that they wanted the land to
remain open, and ran up against his role as “expert” rather than
process facilitator:
Katrina: There’s only one chance to preserve it, that’s it, you can always
develop it, can never reclaim it for green space once its developed.
Clyde: If you did have development, how much of it would you keep for a
park?
Janet: Clyde, you’re not hearing us, we’re saying all green space, we’re the
committee, we’re giving you our input.
Clyde: (pausing) Yes, but I’ve got to balance your input with some professional expertise.
Alan: (seconded by others) What’s your professional expertise about it?
Clyde: It’s going to be developed, land is eventually developed, if you don’t
have a plan, you’ll get something you don’t want. I think you should think
about trying to balance the real economic forces . . .
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In the end, the neighborhood plan recommended preserving only a
small fraction of the area as green space. Twenty-two months after this
conversation, construction began on this site for a large development
that would indeed leave a small corner green.20
In another neighborhood, a few NSC members were less willing to
defer to the city planning staff facilitator as expert. For instance, while
discussing recommendations regarding changes in zoning, the following exchange occurred between Ellen, the city planner and meeting
facilitator, and committee members:
Ellen: My suggestion is to down-zone south of Page Street; this creates a
buffer zone, single-family then mixed then commercial . . .
Pete: [points out that this would make owner-occupied 2-units illegal.]
Sandra: But we don’t want 8-units.
Pete: Why don’t we just say it [in the plan], no more than 3-units, we know
the zoning code doesn’t say it, but we want to preserve the character of the
neighborhood.
Ellen: I want us to look at what kind of tools are available – the zoning code
won’t change soon [she reminds them this is accomplished through a larger
political process, legislative changes].
Pete: I know that.
Ellen: You can say it verbally in your plan.
Frank: “Say it verbally” means it won’t be in the plan, not a specific recommendation.
Ellen: It can be in the narrative.
Frank: You look more at –
Ellen: I look at what policy-makers are going to make of it.
Frank: (angrily) Don’t policy-makers care what a neighborhood group
meeting for fifteen months thinks?

Due to the persistent argumentation of Frank and Pete, occasionally
supported by other committee members, a number of recommendations opposed by Ellen did remain in this neighborhood’s plan.
Ellen was also responsible for facilitating the meeting and seeing to it
that the process as a whole proceeded in a timely fashion, however.
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This put her in a position of role-conflict, with potentially antidemocratic results. Frank and Pete frequently disagreed with the
majority of the committee about recommendations in the plan. When
disagreement among committee members occurred, it was Ellen’s decision whether to allow discussion to continue in an effort to reach
consensus, or to call for a vote. Since the majority of committee
members were more swayed by “expert” opinion than were Frank and
Pete, calling for a vote could have the effect, whether intentional or not,
of influencing the outcome of the decision in the direction she preferred. It requires yet another level of empowerment on the part of
citizens to take control of the meeting process itself. Attempts at such
resistance did occur at times in the NSCs I observed, but the results
were not always effective.
While the outcomes of these interactions between ordinary citizens
and city staff “experts” have immediate consequences for how democratic the resulting neighborhood plans are, they may also have
important implications for the long-term impact of the NSC program
on civil society, and thus for the dynamic of further reform. Frank and
Pete already had some of the knowledge, inclination, and cultural
wherewithal necessary to resist the dominance of the “experts” they
confronted. While other citizens on the NSC learned much from city
staff about the workings of government, they did not necessarily learn
that they could challenge the “experts,” unless it was from the example
of people like Frank and Pete.
If a participatory process educates people about decision-making
without allowing them to question the process or the norms of bureaucratic and expert disciplines that constrain decisions, the process is less
than fully deliberative, and the net effect on civil society could be one of
co-optation rather than empowerment.21 In Madison, improved institutional design could address some of these issues, for example by
providing a facilitator who attends solely to group process, rather than
combining facilitation with content expertise,22 and by expanding the
planning councils to increase citizen capacity to engage on a more
equal footing with city staff and other experts.
In general, institutional design for participatory governance must
not only create deliberative settings, it must do so in a manner that
strengthens civil society; as my earlier analysis of the similarities
between the system dynamics of reform in Porto Alegre and Madison
suggests, such strengthening of civil society is necessary for the participatory reforms to be legitimated and furthered. If the more detailed
evidence from Madison provided in this section is generalizable to EPG
settings, the implications are that EPG designers ought to take care in
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the delineation of staff roles, and provide support for independent civil
associations as well as for the more institutionally embedded EPG body
itself.
If empowered participatory governance systems are to become more
widespread, we must attend to the long-term dynamics of these and
more gradual reforms, with special attention to their influence on civil
society. Further exploration of the factors that contribute to or inhibit
“virtuous cycles” of reform will be necessary, including detailed analyses of the deliberation process itself.
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Power and Reason*
Joshua Cohen and Joel Rogers**

I Aims
For more than two decades the democratic Left has sought to clarify
the content of a “post-socialist” political project. The theory and case
studies gathered in this volume are part of that discussion, and their
contribution is best understood by reference to it.
The socialist project, including its more common social democratic
variant, was defined by a characteristic set of moral–political values
and an institutional and political strategy for advancing them. The values were egalitarian and participatory, with a strongly economic inflection. The institutional models included Keynesian macro-economic
steering, state regulation of market actors, workplace economic
democracy, and some measure of direct state ownership and planning.
The political strategy centered on the nation state, which was the chief
regulator, macro-economic manager, agent of income redistribution,
and sometime owner and planner.
Debate within the post-socialist Left begins from the conviction that
this statist and economistic approach to advancing egalitarian–democratic ideals is neither plausible nor adequate under contemporary
conditions. In part this conviction follows from greater appreciation of
the limits of the state, in part from a more expansive understanding of
those values themselves.
Appreciation of the limits of state competence and capacity flows
from at least two quarters. One, primarily concerning the economy,
draws negative lessons from the failures of much socialist planning, and
notes the fact that economic globalization – particularly given the
current distribution of political and military power – qualifies
the capacity of nation states, particularly small ones, to effectively
steer the economy within their borders. On the demand side of that
national economy, the Keynesian consensus at the foundation of social
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democracy has substantially collapsed, leaving states much more cautious as economic actors promoting working-class well-being. On the
supply side, central authorities typically lack the local knowledge
needed to carry out potentially pro-worker policies in modernization,
industrial adjustment, and training.
This last point generalizes beyond the economy to a second skepticism about the state, of great relevance to the work in this volume.
These doubts follow from expansion in the scope and diversity of
“local” problems that states are now routinely asked to remedy. Typically, though not always, such problems – in the environment, health,
education, public safety, or countless other policy domains – present
important inequalities in the power of affected actors. So leaving them
to narrowly local solution is unacceptable; indeed, it commonly provides the first impetus to state involvement. But almost by definition,
that involvement is immediately vexed. The most efficient solution to
such problems requires knowledge of local circumstances and flexibility in adjusting general standards to them – something not easily
achieved by central states. This problem only gets worse where, as is
commonly the case, regulatory solutions in different policy domains or
communities of interest are interdependent, and need to be reconciled.
Such reconciliation requires a yet higher order of informed and flexible
coordination by central authorities, a task that is typically beyond
them.
Thus changes in the global economy undermine the state’s capacity
as economic manager. And what the state never claimed much capacity
for – eliciting and acting on local knowledge, with nearly limitless
monitoring and enforcement capacity for regulatory standards and
solutions – it is increasingly asked to do. For both reasons, the nation
state appears a less plausible agent of egalitarian–democratic advance.
On values, meanwhile, the gradual emergence of a more inclusive,
tolerant, cosmopolitan understanding of the political public has undermined the appeal of a politics focussed on economic-class concerns, to
the exclusion of interests in gender or racial justice, self-government by
national groups, ethnic rights, the environment, and more. An egalitarian–democratic project must respect the heterogeneity of reasonable
political demands. But this heterogeneity immediately creates a political problem – how to achieve collective focus, particularly among
subordinate groups, on the achievement of any matter of shared
concern.
Framed by these shifts in the world, debates in the post-socialist Left
about models of a more just society have been dominated by two distinct, though compatible, lines of argument.
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The first, growing out of appreciation of the state’s limits as an economic manager, combines socialism’s commitment to material equality
with a renewed respect for markets as the preferred arena of economic
coordination. Unlike social democracy, which left initial property positions largely intact, or state socialism, which abolished such positions
entirely, it aims to promote greater equality through new forms and
distributions of initial property assets,1 which combine with markets to
produce the desired result. In the Real Utopias series, John Roemer
provides one example of such “asset egalitarianism.” His “clamshell”
socialism proceeds from an equalized per capita division of productive
assets, and permits lifetime stock trades and consumption of dividends,
if not principal.2 Sam Bowles and Herb Gintis provide another
example. Their work offers models that correct for inequalities in existing markets for essential goods not by direct regulation, but by
endowing citizen consumers with new assets and special bargaining
powers.3
The second line of argument grows out of an appreciation of the
more general limits of the state’s regulatory capacity. Building on the
participatory, radical–democratic strand of traditional socialism, it
seeks to construct models in which “local” players can be involved
more directly in regulation and collective problem-solving, albeit with
some form of center that coordinates local efforts. The idea is that
empowering citizens, and then on more equal terms, is an intrinsic
good, and a means of ensuring a fairer distribution of material
resources. But it is also an important strategy for achieving more effective solutions to collective problems – informed by local knowledge,
engaging local energies, and otherwise improving on the performance
of a distant command-and-control central state.
Traditionally this radical democratic strand of the socialist project
has been associated with ideas of economic democracy, including selfmanagement and worker ownership, as well as more ambitious projects of democratic coordination above the level of the firm. But
changes in firm and work organization and career patterns – more fluid
firm boundaries, more discrete and shifting “communities of interest”
within them, less sustained firm-specific employment, increased payoff
to heterogeneous skills, greater integration of work and family life –
suggest that the firm may not be the right locus of economic democracy.
At the same time, the virtues of participatory, radical–democratic
strategies are not confined to the economic arena. They seem to
“travel” well to many areas of policy, including those areas of “local”
coordination already noted. So the fact of political heterogeneity, while
a challenge to socialism’s traditionally privileged site for participatory
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democracy, here seems to invite its direct extension to a wider area of
social life.

The work in this volume, and some of our own, exemplifies this participatory strand in post-socialist thought. Our work on associative
democracy, which inaugurated the Real Utopias series with a volume
on Associations and Democracy,4 centered on the idea of improving
democratic process and performance by a deliberate “politics of association.” Instead of taking as fixed the strength and distribution of
secondary organizations intermediate between state and market,
liberal democratic governments would explicitly encourage an associational population better suited to representing underrepresented
interests or adding to state capacities for regulation. In the concluding
essay to that volume, we came around to the view that the point was
not simply to foster associations of suitable kinds, but also to build
new arenas for solving problems through citizen deliberation. Thus the
idea was both to foster greater equality of power and to discipline the
exercise of power directly through the common reason of citizens: to
build a more democratic society, and a more deliberative democracy.
The present volume builds on this second strand of argument.
Archon Fung and Erik Olin Wright offer a model of “Empowered Participatory Governance” (EPG), very much about the construction and
use of citizen arenas for practically inclined democratic deliberation.
The contributors then seek to assess the robustness and appeal of that
model by considering some contemporary cases that arguably exemplify it. The cases vary widely: from Chicago schools and policing, to
participatory budgeting in Porto Alegre, to the design of a range of
public programs in West Bengal and Kerala, to the planning of
complex regimes of habitat conservation in various parts of the United
States. And at the very least, they present impressive evidence of social
capacity for political invention. Across radically different circumstances, we see new forms of participation, all devised for attractively
mundane purposes: making sure that schools work, that roads and
water pipes get built where people need them, that jobs and endangered species both get protected, and that public safety improves in
dangerous places.5 These innovations are animated by and give evidence for the truth of the hopeful, radical–democratic assumption that
explicitly animates this book – that ordinary people are capable of
reducing the political role of untamed power and arbitrary preference
and, through the exercise of their common reason, jointly solving
important collective problems.
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In our comments, we explore what more the book tells us about this
hopeful assumption. In particular, we focus on the role in EPG of deliberation – the idea of subjecting collective decision to the rule of reason
– and its relation to power. We find some important evidence here for
the view that deliberative democracy is not, contrary to some of its
critics, simply a way to empower the verbally agile and increase the
returns to cultural capital, nor is its emphasis on reasons unduly
respectful of the status quo. But we also criticize the presentation in the
book for its inattention to conditions of background power. The cases
discussed here differ sharply from one another in those background
conditions, and on how they, or their remedy, figure in the activities
under discussion here. By treating these cases as all instances of a
common model, Fung and Wright may obscure the importance of this
difference, and may exaggerate the capacity of deliberation itself to
neutralize the effects of unequal power.

II The Empirics of Deliberation
The model of empowered participatory governance (EPG) comprises
three conditions: focussed problem-solving, participation, and deliberation. We have EPG when parties who are affected by a certain area of
policy come together to deliberate about which policies are most suitable to their case, and the results of their deliberation in fact determine
the policies adopted. The ideas of focussed problem-solving and participation raise large questions.6 But we put these issues aside here, and
focus instead on what the cases tell us about the “deliberation” aspect
of EPG.
Briefly, to deliberate means to debate alternatives on the basis of
considerations that all take to be relevant; it is a matter of offering
reasons for alternatives,7 rather than merely stating a preference for
one or another, with such preferences then subject to some rule of
aggregation or submitted to bargaining. The exchange of reasons that a
deliberative democracy puts at the center of collective decision-making
is not to be confused with simple discussion, or the revelation and
exchange of private information. Any view of intelligent political decision-making sees such discussion and exchange as important, if only
because of initial asymmetries in the possession of relevant information. What is distinctive about a deliberative view is that the processing
of this information is disciplined by the claims of reason – that arguments must be offered on behalf of proposals, and be supported by
considerations that are acknowledged to provide relevant reasons,
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even though there may be disagreements about the weight and precise
content of those considerations.
Consider, by way of illustration, the case of education. In deciding
how to allocate resources, some relevant and potentially competing
reasons might be: enabling each student to achieve his or her potential;
promoting the performance of those who are performing least well;
providing a common educational experience for students of diverse
backgrounds. In the case of health care, they might be: benefiting those
who are worst off; aiding those who would benefit most from medical
resources; assisting the largest number of people; ensuring that all
people have fair chances at receiving help, regardless of the urgency of
their situation and of expected benefits from treatment.8 As these
examples suggest, the reasons relevant to particular domains can be
complex, varied, and often competing, and there often will be no clear,
principled basis for ranking them: reasonable people may reasonably
disagree on how they should be weighted. And after the competing
reasons are all aired, they may continue to disagree about the right
result. Nevertheless, they accept the results of the deliberative process
as legitimate in part in virtue of its having given due consideration to
the relevant reasons.
The normative attraction of deliberation goes well beyond the
prospect of public action based on the most complete relevant information, even the most complete information about possibly principled
bases for action. In the ideal case, collective decision-making through
deliberation also neutralizes the political role of arbitrary preferences
and power by putting collective decisions on a footing of common
reason. In ideal deliberation, the only power that prevails is, as Habermas puts it, the “force of the better argument”9 – and that is a force
equally available to all. If a commitment to deliberation in this way
neutralizes power and equalizes chances to influence collective decision-making, moreover, it should also tend to produce more equitable
outcomes than would otherwise result. The deliberative ideal of using
common reason to discipline power and preference thus arguably connects to substantive norms of political equality (fairness of process) and
distributive equity (fairness of result).10
Other effects and virtues are sometimes associated with deliberation: that it changes preferences in desirable, democracy-promoting,
ways; that it encourages mutual respect among parties; that its connection to common reason fosters legitimacy in a way that bargaining, or
majority rule with a simple counting of heads, do not; that it promotes
more information revelation and, finally and simply, more intelligent
decisions.11 But the idea that deliberation helps to neutralize power is
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fundamental, and provides our focus here. What precisely is this claim,
and what do the cases assembled here tell us about the possibilities of
its achievement in the real world?
II.1 Two Prefatory Points
Before answering this question, however, we enter two prefatory
points.
First, if the cases tell us anything hopeful at all, it will be largely
news. Empirical literature on deliberation is thin, and not very
promising in observed effects. As Rebecca Abers notes,12 the “case
study literature on experiments in direct citizen participation in governance is on the whole pessimistic,” especially if measured against the
standards of democratic deliberation proposed here. Either the full
range of those affected by decisions – particularly the poor and less
equipped with education and other “cultural capital” – did not
actually participate in discussion. Or deliberative bodies were “talk
shops,” whose conclusions did not guide final policy decisions. More
recent assessments also raise concerns about how deliberation may
produce polarization, and about how reticence to express political
judgements may lead to inequalities in deliberative participation.13 But
the concerns about polarization emerge most sharply in settings in
which like-minded people deliberate, and the concerns about reticence
have been studied in informal settings of discussion different from the
problem-solving arenas that provide the focus for the case studies
here.14 One of the great strengths of this volume, indeed, is its wealth of
examples from such arenas, presumably the most relevant to taking
deliberative democracy seriously in actual public policy.
Second, however, a large caveat needs to be entered on the kinds of
inference that can be supported by these cases. In selecting their cases,
the editors sought to find illuminating illustrations of EPG, not to test a
theory about it. In effect, they have sampled on a dependent variable.
Given the immature state of theory and data in this area, this judgement made sense. Its downside, however, is that we lack the variation
needed for testing hypotheses.
For example, in his treatment of participatory budgeting in Porto
Alegre, Gianpaolo Baiocchi presents suggestive evidence in support of
the claim that EPG has helped produce a fairer allocation of publicworks spending in that city, one more attentive in particular to the
needs of poorer neighborhoods. But the evidence presented, while consistent with this claim for EPG, is also consistent with the hypothesis
that this fairer allocation results more directly from the Workers’ Party
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(PT) dominance of city government. Absent the pairing of cases with
relevant variation – say, Porto Alegre with other cities run by the PT for
comparable numbers of years, but without participatory budgeting; or
different cities with participatory budgeting but with sustained differences in party control – we cannot decide this issue, or understand
EPG’s distinctive contribution. Similarly, the study of Kerala by
T.M. Thomas Isaac and Patrick Heller finds increased popular participation as a result of institutionalization of the local grama sabhas, and
fairer allocations of public resources following adoption of the Communist Party of India/Marxist’s highly devolved program of economic
development. Thomas Isaac and Heller do not find much deliberation
in the grama sabhas, which meet infrequently, often at great distance
from would-be participants, and are “too large and unwieldy for
meaningful deliberation.”15 So we may simply have evidence for the
idea that popular empowerment itself shifts the balance of political
power to poorer citizens, and this – rather than reason-giving – generates shifts in public spending. In any case, the selection of cases
counsels caution in drawing inferences.
This limitation acknowledged, the cases are instructive on the practical details of popular deliberation. In particular they suggest that at
least some familiar objections to democratic deliberation are overstated, and at least some of its promised returns are in evidence – if
overdetermined, or perhaps determined solely, by the supportive political organizations and movements that spurred the experiments in the
first place.

III Two Common Objections to Deliberation’s
Promise
The cases presented here seem to offer good evidence against two common objections to deliberative democracy, or to power-neutralizing
claims made on its behalf.16
III.1 The Power of the Word
The first objection – suggested by Pierre Bourdieu’s skepticism about
“linguistic communism” – departs from the observation that reasoning
is an acquired capacity, not equally distributed among all. So collective
decision-making through reason-giving may not neutralize power, but
instead create new forms of unequally distributed power: a “logocracy,” in which power goes to the rhetorically or laryngically gifted.
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Moreover, this rule of the reasoners (not of reason) is likely to compound existing social inequalities. According to some critics, we
can expect a preponderance of the economically advantaged, or men,
or those otherwise possessed of cultural capital and argumentative
confidence.
But from the evidence of the cases considered here – particularly
those concerning the less educated and in the cases considered by
Baiocchi (Porto Alegre participatory budgeting), Thomas Isaac and
Heller (West Bengal and Kerala economic planning and budgeting),
and Fung (Chicago policing and schools) – this objection is less than
compelling. It overstates the weight of the feared effect, and underestimates the capacity of deliberative bodies and political officials to
recognize and alleviate it, should it arise. Thus Fung finds that citizen
participation in Chicago policing efforts is greater in poorer neighborhoods, and that the city, cognizant of concerns about cultural and class
bias, invested resources in training participants in policing and schooling efforts. Baiocchi finds high rates of involvement by poorer, lesseducated citizens, and a substantial role for women’s participation in
participatory budgeting bodies. And Thomas Isaac and Heller report
high rates of participation by women, the poor, and less educated –
indeed, if anything, an overrepresentation of the poor in the grama
sabhas, owing to their higher stake in the decisions made there.
The case of Habitat Conservation Planning (HCP) is very different.
Noting the great diversity in HCPs, and the difficulty of drawing any
crisp lessons from the experience, Craig Thomas observes that many
HCPs are “relatively small and elitist,” and that internal deliberation is
often dominated by experts, not ordinary citizens. What is not clear
from his discussion, however, is whether the arenas are expert-dominated because they are deliberative, and thus unwelcoming to citizens
who lack rhetorical confidence – or simply because the planning
process has few democratic ambitions.17
Moreover, the cases suggest some support for the claim that
decision-making through joint reasoning shifts outcomes and not only
processes. In Porto Alegre and Kerala, there appear to be substantial
shifts in the allocation of public resources to the poor, and in Chicago
some redirection of police capacities to more pressing problems identified by citizens. It should be said, however, that Thomas Isaac and
Heller do not find a great deal of deliberation in the Kerala case, so it
may be that the results come from the dominance of the Left party, or
from the sheer fact of broader participation. But deliberation may help
in the other cases, and in any case does not seem to have the deficiencies
identified by some critics.
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Of particular interest are the arguments that deliberative bodies
need not take rates and kinds of participation as given. When biases
appear in citizens’ capacity to participate, deliberative bodies can
undertake affirmative measures to address those biases. In particular,
they can help to train participants in the issues decided by the body and
in how to frame arguments about the relevant policies. In Kerala,
indeed, “a critical component of the Campaign has been an elaborate
training program that has become one of the largest non-formal education programs ever undertaken in India,”18 with several hundred
thousand participants involved in multiple rounds of multi-day training focussed on one or another part of the planning process. On this,
Jane Mansbridge is right that it would help to know more about the
details of training offered to ensure deliberative equality.19 Is the training really disinterested, and directed at increasing participant skills? Or
is it abused for indoctrination or political control? This is a fair
concern, perhaps especially when the deliberative body is sponsored by
a political party. But then, some version of it might be applied to almost
any program of civic education. Here, in any case, the straightforward
capacity-building aims of training appear clearly dominant over any
“political education.”
A final observation on this first line of criticism: it needs to be
acknowledged that the favorable findings presented here on the practice of deliberation may reflect something about the specific kinds of
deliberative body under consideration. As Fung and Wright emphasize,
the deliberative bodies studied in this volume aim to solve relatively
concrete problems – to improve policy in relatively well defined areas –
not to have open-ended public debate that sets political priorities, or to
arrive at principles of political morality. So the cases do not show much
about whether remedies for inequalities of deliberative capacity carry
over to other cases, where (a critic might argue) inequalities of argumentative skills may be more recalcitrant to remedy. But it does seem
that critics of deliberation were too quick to suppose that decisionmaking through joint reasoning would inevitably empower the verbally
agile.
III.2 The Suppression of Self-Interest
A second objection to deliberation is that its conception of reasongiving as the favored form of political speech will work to the
disadvantage of subordinate groups. Because those groups are subordinated, their particular interests may not be well understood or included
within conventional understandings of the common good. To limit
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deliberation to arguments appealing somehow to that good, or to other
considerations that are commonly cognized as reasons, boxes members
of subordinate groups out of stating their interests at all; norms,
according to the critic, reflect power, and are not an alternative basis of
collective decision. Rather than playing this rigged game of deliberation, then, subordinate groups would do better to engage in straight-up
bargaining. Thus Mansbridge observes that
a single focus on the common good tends to make the assertion of self-interest illegitimate. Yet recognizing and asserting self-interest helps one figure
out oneself what one wants. Recognizing and asserting self-interest helps in
becoming understood (and respected) for what one wants and needs. Recognizing and asserting self-interest helps unveil hegemonic understandings of
the common good when those understandings have evolved to mask subtle
forms of oppression.20

But this objection rests on a conceptual confusion about deliberation,
and has – at least from the cases considered here – almost no empirical
basis.
Deliberation does not preclude statements of self-interest. The deliberative view holds that expressions of self-interest do not qualify as
justifications for anything – as statements of reasons in the desired
sense. But it admits them as ways to present information. For example,
a relevant consideration in deliberation, and a possible justification or
reason for a policy, is that it represents a fair accommodation of the
interests of all, or advances the good of those who are in greatest need.
But to know that it does either of these things, we need to know what
those interests are, and expressions of self-interest by relevant persons
are one way to find that out. Where the deliberative norm cuts is simply
that saying “this policy is in my (my group’s) interest(s)” is not itself a
reason for adopting a policy, but again it may be very relevant information in choosing among different policies.
More immediately still, however, the objection lacks any empirical
referent in the cases considered here. Even in those cases involving the
most subordinate of groups, they suggest no evidence that members of
those groups are reluctant to express their self-interests, or even to
bring forth proposals specifically geared to meeting them. Nor is there
any suggestion that statements are met with such criticism.
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III.3 Why Reason Together?
But it is a third concern about deliberative democracy that needs more
attention from proponents. The presentation in the book, however, is
not very illuminating on this issue.
According to this objection, deliberation is a ruse unless substantial
background equality of position is already assured. Or, conversely,
under conditions of substantial inequality of power, a requirement of
presenting reasons is unlikely to limit or neutralize power. Because constraints on what counts as a reason are not well defined, the
advantaged will find some way to defend self-serving proposals with
considerations that are arguably general. For example, they may make
appeals to ideas of the common advantage, but press a conception of
the common advantage that assigns great weight to the status quo.
“Common advantage” will then consist in advantage relative to the
existing framework of inequality, with that framework itself left off the
deliberative table. Or if they fail in this, the advantaged will simply
refuse to accept the discipline of deliberation. They will recognize, to
paraphrase Hobbes, that reasons without the sword are but words
with no force to tie anyone’s hands. So actors with sufficient power to
advance their aims without deliberating will not bother to deliberate.
Or if for some reason they formally agree to deliberation, we can
expect them only to offer “reasons” for action that in fact are purely
self-serving proposals.
If this objection is right, then proposals for deliberative democracy
that are inattentive to background relations of power will waste the
time of those who can least afford its loss: those now subordinate in
power. The time and energy they spend in argument, laboring under
the illusion that sweet reason will constrain the power that suppresses
them, is time and energy they could have spent in self-organization,
instrumental efforts to increase their own power, or like efforts to
impose costs on opponents.
What to make of this objection?
As a first response, let us be clear that observing the importance of
background differences in power is not a criticism of the deliberative
ideal per se, but a concern about its application. Deliberative democracy is a normative model of collective decision-making, not a
universal political strategy. And commitment to the normative ideal
does not require commitment to the belief that collective decisionmaking through mutual reason-giving – particularly reason-giving that
expresses the democratic idea of members as equals – is always possible. So it may indeed be the case that some rough background balance
of power is required before parties will listen to reason. But observing
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that does not importantly lessen the attraction of the deliberative ideal;
it simply states a condition of its reasonable pursuit.
Thus, in Habermas’s account of the ideal speech situation, or
Cohen’s account of an ideal deliberative procedure, inequalities in
power are stipulated away for the sake of model construction.21 These
idealizations are intended to characterize the nature of reasoned collective decision-making and in turn to provide models for actual arrangements of collective decision-making. But actual arrangements must
provide some basis for confidence that joint reasoning will actually
prevail in shaping the exercise of collective power, and gross inequalities of power surely undermine any such confidence. In Justice as
Impartiality, Brian Barry refers to the social and political conditions
needed to actualize idealized deliberation as the “circumstances
of impartiality.”22 In Barry’s account, parties in the circumstances of
impartiality need to be well informed, and prepared to listen to reasonable objections, regardless of the source of the objections. So discussion
that expresses the deliberative ideal must operate with a background of
free expression and association, thus providing minimal conditions for
the availability of relevant information. Equally, if parties are not
somehow constrained to accept the consequences of deliberation, if
“exit options” are not foreclosed, it seems implausible that they will
accept the discipline of joint reasoning, and in particular to reasoning
informed by the democratic idea of persons as equals. Firms retaining a
more or less costless ability to move investment elsewhere are not, for
example, likely to accept the discipline of reasoned deliberation about
labor standards, with workers as their deliberative equals.
Deliberation, then, is an ideal whose realization has preconditions.
In the absence of those preconditions, we cannot expect the force of the
better argument to prevail. And equally, when those preconditions are
not met, we have a problem in the circumstances, not in the ideal that
condemns them.
Specifying the conditions in which it can work is an empirical question, at the very heart of the concerns of this volume: What are the
needed conditions? How widely can they be secured? Unfortunately,
while the presentation of theory and cases in this book is consistent
with acknowledging the importance of such questions – and of the
underlying issue of differences in background power – the similar treatment of very diverse cases obscures the issue.
To be sure, Fung and Wright note important differences among the
four cases.23 But their principal emphasis is on similarities:
Though each of these cases differs from the others in its ambition, scope,
and concrete aims, they all share surprising similarities in their motivating
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principles and institutional design features. They may have enough in
common to describe them as instances of a novel, but broadly applicable,
model of deliberative democratic practice that can be expanded horizontally
. . . and vertically.24

And indeed, the cases do share some features. In each case, we have discussion aimed at problem-solving, rather than at the clarification of
opinion. In each, the decisions more or less directly affect the allocation
of public resources, rather than simply the decisions of non-public
bodies. And in each, the participants in discussion are not territorial
representatives with general responsibilities of representation, but
ordinary citizens participating in person, or representatives with discrete responsibilities and policy bounds.
But on the issue that concerns us here, the relevance of background
differences in power to deliberation, little is made of important differences among the cases. Those discussed by Fung (schools, policing) and
Thomas (environmental regulation) are set against a background in
which imbalances of power are not of obvious relevance to decisionmaking. Neither suggests that deliberation neutralizes power, but only
because inequalities of power are not what stands in the way of achieving reasonable aims in these cases. Such inequalities of course exist in
U.S. politics. But in both cases the issue is essentially one of achieving
coordination for mutual benefit.
In the Chicago policing case, for example, the large problem is a lack
of the information that is needed to target policing efforts. The role of
the deliberative bodies is to provide that information, which citizens
living in neighborhoods are assumed to have, and to provide it in the
context of focussed, practical discussions aimed at addressing neighborhood security needs. But the deliberation does not address a
fundamental conflict of interests. Instead it generates information and
perhaps fosters greater trust between cops and citizens. And where
there are conflicts of interest about neighborhood security – about how
much to invest in police, and about the value of policing and other
methods of improving community security (economic improvement,
for example) – the community policing system described by Fung does
not actually address those issues. In the case of HCPs, deliberation does
not neutralize power but instead proceeds against the background of
power-neutralizing threats of litigation or alternative EPA rule-making
or decree available under the Endangered Species Act, a big stick that
was “part of the background that brings actors to a common table,”25
and that provided developers, in particular, an incentive to work with
environmentalists.
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In contrast, deliberative problem-solving arrangements in the nonU.S. cases do not result from such discrete innovations designed to
address bounded policy problems – to be solved either through better
information or through de facto “bargaining in the shadow of the
law.” They are instead part of much larger political projects, themselves aimed precisely at changing a more fundamental balance of
power between large forces in society. In Porto Alegre and Kerala, the
deliberative arenas and practices were established by leftist parties,
with a broad social base and a program of mobilizing and activating
the poor and dispossessed. The relevant participatory bodies are both
effect and cause of a wider political mobilization that enabled groups
to participate who had not participated before, and, importantly, those
bodies have much wider powers than the more policy-specific bodies
considered in the U.S. cases. Whereas the U.S. cases are arguably about
achieving mutual gains through better coordination, and the point of
the deliberation is to settle on a mutually beneficial plan, the non-U.S.
cases are apparently about redistributing power and advantage.
Indeed, they are as much about shifting the balance of power to create
democratic conditions in the first place – including local democracy in
traditionally centralized political systems – as they are about establishing specifically deliberative forms of democratic practice. Indeed, in the
Kerala case, Thomas Isaac and Heller find only the empowerment, not
the deliberation. In Porto Alegre, the shift in power achieved by the
participatory budgeting arrangements appears to establish the social
and political conditions that give a point to joint reasoning.
In emphasizing the common features of the different cases considered in this volume, Fung and Wright seem to overlook this difference,
a difference that bears on the generalizability of deliberative problemsolving. Precisely because the U.S. cases are instances of deliberation
aimed at improved coordination, we may – if we do not attend to the
differences – lose the essential importance, in cases of distributive or
redistributive politics, of shifting the relations of power as a precondition to enabling public deliberation to work its effects. The problem of
generalizing deliberation is not that subordinate groups are unable to
hold their own in deliberation, but that those with power advantages
will not willingly submit themselves to the discipline of reason if that
discipline presents large threats to their advantage.
Perhaps this relative inattention to the differences among the cases
is simple oversight. But something more may be at work, and it is
worth asking what that might be. That is, is there a more fundamental
reason for thinking that deliberation is generalizable, making differences in background relations of power are less significant than we are
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supposing? Why might someone suppose that deliberation can work
its power-neutralizing effects under a very broad range of political conditions, and not simply when there has been an explicit effort to
redress profound background inequalities of power?
The most plausible rationale is an argument from uncertainty. Grant
that actors will not hold their interests hostage to deliberative problemsolving if they have reasonable assurance of an ability to protect
themselves and promote their interests without such submission. But
what if they do not have that assurance? What if in fact they do not
know yet what their interests are? The willingness to join in deliberation may derive precisely from uncertainty on these essentials.
Here is how this might go. First, even an agent who apparently has
large resources and power will want to generate new information.
Second, that agent will recognize that other agents have information
relevant to his or her own protection and advantage. But then suppose,
third, that the environment is not very stable and that information relevant to advancing interests changes rapidly. Then apparently more
powerful agents will have strong incentives to elicit the willing cooperation of apparently less powerful agents so that the latter reveal the
information they have that bears on the interests of the more powerful.
And one strategy for eliciting that cooperation will be to offer reasons
rather than force to the subordinate. Moreover, because the relevant
information cannot be provided on a one-shot basis (this is the force of
the assumption about the shifting environment), the incentive is actually to establish some form of ongoing discussion in which information
will regularly be gathered and reported. So even the apparently powerful agents emerge from reflection on the circumstances of uncertainty
with an interest in establishing ongoing arenas of deliberative discussion aimed at exploring solutions to practical problems.
Now this uncertainty-based argument may seem not to get us all the
way to deliberation. If the aim is simply to elicit information, it may be
possible simply to pay for it, that is, to ensure some form of mutual
gains, in the way that bargaining does. But the acknowledgement of
pervasive, persistent, and profound uncertainty, and the associated
recognition of mutual dependence, may throw into question our sense
of our own interests. After all, even the powerful come to see their own
fate as dependent on securing the willing cooperation of others, as the
fate of the weak depends on the willing cooperation of the strong. And
this recognition of commonality of circumstance and mutual dependence – of a sense of being “in it together” – may produce a sense of
shared identity and shared fate, which in turn changes the understanding of interests. How I think about my good, after all, plausibly
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depends on how I understand myself; and the facts of pervasive interdependence, constantly reinforced in arenas of discussion with diverse
others, is bound to change that self-understanding.
Or so the uncertainty argument might go.
But note two things about this argument, as it bears our focus on the
neutralizing effects of deliberation on power. First, uncertainty’s effects
here are felt directly, not via deliberation. The argument is not about
the power-neutralizing effects of deliberation itself, under background
conditions of uncertainty, but about how pervasive uncertainty itself
undermines differences of power, leading to acceptance of deliberation. Deliberation emerges as a way to pool information and explore
strategies of coordination given the power-neutralizing effects of
uncertainty. Second, and more to the point, it seems clear that the profound, pervasive, and sustained uncertainty required to achieve this
direct effect – that is, to make substantial differences of power only
apparent, and of no real effect in protecting and advancing interests –
is a very special case. We cannot assume that, as a general matter,
uncertainty takes that distinctive form. And if it does not, then gaining
the benefits of deliberation may well require direct efforts to address
inequalities of power.
III.4 Moving Forward
Creating a deliberative democracy is an important part of the postsocialist, egalitarian–democratic project. And much of the evidence
presented in this book indicates that efforts to make democracy more
deliberative have considerable promise: they appear not to be vexed by
inequalities in deliberative capacities, or to silence historically excluded
groups; moreover, the promise of deliberative democracy appears to
resonate, under a broad range of circumstances.
But the project of constructing a more deliberative democracy
should not be based on naive expectations about the autonomy of
reason from political reality or the capacity of reason to defeat naked
power. A central aim of the democratic project, indeed one way of
expressing the democratic ambition itself, is to ensure a place for the
shared reason of equals in practical politics. This place cannot be
claimed at all, however, unless the inequalities of power that would
thwart an expansive role for such reason are defeated, or at least
momentarily kept at bay. The Fung–Wright model of EPG is consistent
with this observation, but its application – its like treatment of the very
different cases, involving different roles for background differences in
power – is insufficiently disciplined by attention to these inequalities.
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Cases in which deliberation emerges as a way to exploit possibilities of
mutually beneficial coordination differ substantially from cases in
which deliberative problem-solving depends on and follows from a
broader democratization of social power. The project of deliberative
democracy must respect that difference. Neglecting it invites illusions
about the present place of reason in our politics, and about what would
be required to increase its prominence.
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Epilogue

11
Countervailing Power in
Empowered Participatory
Governance*
Archon Fung and
Erik Olin Wright**

The chapters of this volume focus upon the institutional designs of
Empowered Participatory Governance. Fair, effective, and sustainable
deliberation and participation in institutions depend, however, not just
on the details of their design but also upon background contexts, and
in particular upon the constellation of social forces that maneuver in
and around EPG institutions. In particular, as Cohen and Rogers write,
Deliberation . . . is an ideal whose realization has preconditions. In the
absence of those preconditions, we cannot expect the force of the better
argument to prevail . . . What are those needed conditions? Unfortunately,
while the presentation of the theory and cases in this book are consistent
with acknowledging the importance of such questions – and of the underlying issue of differences in background power – the similar treatment of
very diverse cases obscures the issue.1

By focussing upon similarities across institutional designs, our presentation of EPG may share a fault with other proposals for collaborative
and participatory governance. Such schemes are often inattentive to
problems of powerlessness and domination, thus seeming to suggest
that if only the institutional designs can be constructed just right, then
gross imbalances of power in the contexts of these institutions will be
neutralized.
That is certainly not our considered view. In this epilogue, we begin
to address this crucial question regarding the social circumstances
necessary for EPG to contribute to just governance by engaging the
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central problem raised by Cohen and Rogers in their comment – the
ways in which inequalities of background power can subvert the
democracy-enhancing potential of institutional designs such as EPG.
Our discussion will revolve around the concept and role of what we
term countervailing power – a variety of mechanisms that reduce, and
perhaps even neutralize, the power-advantages of ordinarily powerful
actors.2 We contend that in nearly all contexts significant countervailing power is necessary for EPG to yield the benefits for democratic
governance that we have claimed for it. The absence of mobilized
countervailing power jeopardizes both EPG institutions that aim to
solve bounded policy challenges – as in the Chicago schools and policing – as well as those that aim to transform fundamental balances of
social power – such as the Porto Alegre and Kerala cases.3 The key
question, then, is whether or not it is plausible that the required kind of
countervailing power can emerge in the contexts of EPG institutions to
enable them to function in a robust, sustainable manner.
Countervailing power is the too-simple concept that describes how
powerful actors with privileged access to decision-making venues may
be challenged and even defeated from time to time by the weak and less
organized. Countervailing power conjures images of organizations of
patients facing down health maintenance organizations, “citizens [circling] their wagons against the onslaught of some power elite” or “the
activities of blacks, women, and environmentalists . . . against the
Reagan administration.”4 In such conventional, adversarial, arenas,
the forms of countervailing power (which we will term “adversarial
countervailing power”) are quite familiar. They appear as interest
groups, public interest litigators, social movements, or perhaps crosscutting networks of professionals and officials.5
The forms and functions of countervailing power relevant to
empowered participatory governance are, however, much less clear.
Indeed, it might seem at first glance that the deliberative ideals of
empowered participatory governance are deeply at odds with the very
idea of countervailing power, since countervailing power suggests the
use of threats and mobilization, rather than reason, to settle issues in
dispute. It is for this reason that defenders of the ideals of popular
empowerment are generally skeptical about the prospects of somehow
combining effective countervailing power with meaningful forms of
collaboration. These concerns raise a number of important questions.
What, precisely, does it mean to talk about mobilized forms of power
of disadvantaged groups in a decision-making setting that is meant to
engender collaborative, deliberative problem-solving? What are the
obstacles to creating such forms of countervailing power? And how
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can those obstacles be overcome? How might such countervailing
power be cultivated, and what would prevent it from fostering adversarial confrontations that undermine the deliberations of EPG? These
are the issues we will address in this epilogue.
We will begin, in section I, by clarifying the concept of countervailing power, especially as it relates to collaborative settings of
decision-making. Section II explores four general propositions about
the relationship between collaborative governance and countervailing
power. Section III examines a number of empirical examples in light of
these propositions. Section IV examines the difficulty of using adversarial countervailing power for collaborative purposes, and section V
more speculatively discusses ways in which collaborative countervailing power might be constructed.

I Governance and Countervailing Power
Two Governance Modes: Top-Down Adversarial and
Participatory-Collaborative
The forms and consequences of countervailing power, and social
power generally, depend upon the shape of political institutions in
which that power operates. Two dimensions on which these institutions vary are especially salient: first, the extent to which they are
organized primarily as adversarial or collaborative forms of decisionmaking, and second, whether the governance process is primarily
top-down or participatory. In adversarial decision-making, interest
groups seek to maximize their interests by winning important government decisions over administrative and legal programs and rules,
typically through some kind of bargaining process. In collaborative
decision-making, by contrast, the central effort is to solve problems
rather than to win victories, to discover the broadest commonality of
interests rather than to mobilize maximum support for given interests.
In top-down governance structures decisions are made by actors at the
peak of an organizational structure and then imposed on lower levels;
in participatory governance, decisions involve substantial direct
involvement of actors from the bottom tiers.
Taking these two dimensions together generates the four types of
governance in figure 11.1 (page 262).
For our purposes, the two most important cells in this typology
are top-down adversarial governance and participatory collaborative
governance. Many scholars have developed criticisms of top-down
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Figure 11.1 Varieties of Governance Structures and Processes
adversarial governance.6 Adversarialism emphasizes the differences
between groups rather than their commonalities, and so generates
excess conflict. This conflict reduces the legitimacy of the rule-making
process on one hand, and the creativity of governance on the other.7
Because interests face different barriers to collective action, some interests dominate others and can capture the “subgovernments” or “policy
subsystems” that are most vital to them.8 Because those who formulate
the rules and programs are often far from those who must live under
them, top-down governance solutions often suffer from lack of relevant
information and local knowledge, and long feedback loops. Similarly,
the long chain of command connecting decision to implementation
exacerbates the familiar principal-agent problems that plague the
public sector. Finally, top-down governance methods have been
thought to generate fixed rules that are inappropriate for governance
contexts of high local diversity, volatility, and scientific uncertainty.9
Partially in response to these failures, practitioners and scholars have
offered forms of collaborative governance, of which our proposal for
empowered participatory governance is one kind, as alternatives to
adversarial interest-group politics. The “field” of collaboration contains many flavors of non-adversarial governance, including regulatory
negotiation, alternative dispute resolution, stakeholder negotiation,
and grass-roots community problem-solving.10 Many of these forms of
collaborative governance, however, primarily involve elites and experts, thus retaining the top-down quality typical of much adversarial
governance. The introduction to this volume explains how empowered
participatory governance is a form of collaborative governance that
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distinctively combines popular participation, decentralized decisionmaking, practical focus, continuous deliberation and engagement, and
cooperation between parties and interests that frequently find themselves on opposite sides of political and social questions.
The Problem of Countervailing Power in Collaborative
Decision-Making
Both collaborative and adversarial modes of governance suffer from
the characteristic danger that some interests and parties may be improperly subordinated for the sake of more powerful interests and
groups. In adversarial arenas, this problem has been well explored
theoretically and empirically by students of collective action, interestgroup politics,11 and social movements. The relevance, shape, functions, and effects of countervailing power in collaborative arenas are
much less well understood. Perhaps because the topic of collaborative
governance is relatively new and because those who study collaboration may be less disposed to ponder the difficulties of conflict, there has
been very little empirical investigation of these questions. Another difficulty may be that there are not many forms of collaborative countervailing power to study yet. In areas where collaborative governance is
novel, organizations, interest groups, and individuals may have not yet
recognized the importance of countervailing power or enjoyed opportunities to develop appropriate organizations and strategies. Indeed,
for many people the expression “collaborative countervailing power”
may seem a bit of an oxymoron: if a governance process is truly collaborative, then how can it involve countervailing power of one group
against another? Does this not somehow contradict the very spirit of
collaboration?
We believe that, in general, collaborative governance without an
appropriate form of countervailing power is likely to fail for at least
three overlapping reasons. First, in areas where countervailing power is
already well organized in adversarial forms – for example the environmental and labor movements – these organizations are likely to oppose
institutional movements from adversarial to collaborative forms of
governance. Their capacities and approaches are well adapted to adversarialism, and the shift to collaboration may be seen as risky, costly, and
demobilizing. Second, the specific designs of institutions of collaboration are themselves generally the result of endogenous political processes. Where countervailing power is weak or nonexistent, the rules of
collaboration are likely to favor entrenched, previously organized, or
concentrated interests. They may do so by limiting the agenda of issues
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that is open to collaboration, restricting the range of participants to a
select few, and reducing the influence of collaboration to mere advice
that can be heeded or ignored. Collaboration, under these conditions, is
much more likely to become top-down collaborative governance
involving experts and powerful interests even if its impulse originated
from bottom-up initiatives. Third, even with fair institutional rules for
collaboration, concentrated or entrenched interests will more ably
advance their interests over those of others unless countervailing forms
of power mitigate these general advantages. With collaborative forms
of regulation, for example, firms and industry groups usually enjoy
advantages over workers and consumers. When collaborative reforms
aim to open service agencies – schools or police departments – to
broader participation, street-level bureaucrats who are trained, fulltime professionals can protect their prerogatives even as they ostensibly
collaborate with parents, residents, and other lay participants. For
these reasons, therefore, we feel that robust, democracy-enhancing collaboration is unlikely to emerge and be sustained in the absence of
effective countervailing power.
Four Governance Regimes
Dichotomizing these two concepts – top-down administrative versus
participatory-collaborative governance institutions and high versus
low countervailing power – yields a simple four-fold schema that maps
both concrete public policy reforms and the debate between proponents and critics of collaboration. Consider that space in figure 11.2.
The upper right-hand corner characterizes the familiar contested
areas of public policy in which diffused, general interests are mobilized
as countervailing power in order to defend their interests within adversarial political arenas. Environmental politics of the 1970s and 1980s
exemplifies such adversarial pluralism, as does racial politics since the
civil rights movement, and labor politics for most of the twentieth
century.
The upper left-hand corner describes top-down governance arrangements in which broadly held or subordinated interests are not mobilized. If, as most of the group literature argues, concentrated, powerful
interests will be able to advance their interests in government, the result
will be that those powerful groups with the deepest interests in particular parts of policy will capture the relevant agencies, or form mutually
beneficial alliances with relevant administrators and lawmakers. This
situation is sometimes described as “captured subgovernment.”12
Frustration with governance under these top-down institutions has
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Figure 11.2 Four Governance Regimes
led some policy-makers, practitioners, and academics to reject topdown and adversarial governance methods in favor of participatory
collaboration. But critics of collaboration have highlighted the possibilities depicted in the lower left hand region of figure 11.2. A shift of
governance from the top-down adversarial to the participatory collaborative form involves the delegation of power from higher to lower
levels of governance and to a broader array of participants. When
countervailing power is well organized for adversarial contests but not
well organized to collaborate (a shift from cell II to III in figure 11.2),
the outcomes for the interests they defend can suffer as a result. When
there are no local environmentalists, a federal program to reduce pollution through local negotiation between firms and community residents
may amount to abdication of federal oversight over that program. Writ
large, the shift from top-down adversarial governance to collaborative
governance, when there is no countervailing power or capacity, can
amount in practice to a state-shrinking, deregulatory maneuver in
which oppositional forces are co-opted and neutralized and the collaborative participation becomes mere window dressing.13
Finally, consider governance and politics in the lower right-hand
region of figure 11.2. Like region III, the institutions here confer power
to decentralized units of government, open decision-making to a broad
array of interests that includes ordinary citizens, and aim at solving
concrete public problems rather than imposing external rules or issuing
commands. Unlike III, however, otherwise subordinated or diffuse
interests are well organized and backed by countervailing forms of
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power that enable them to engage in collaboration on more equal
terms. In the ideal, empowered participatory governance occupies this
region.

II Four Claims
The rest of this chapter will provide evidence in support of four claims
regarding collaborative governance and countervailing power.
Proposition 1. Forms of participatory collaboration, including EPG
institutions, will in general fail to yield the benefits that their proponents desire without the substantial presence of countervailing power.
The benefits of deliberation, participation, and collaboration are likely
to result only from genuinely collaborative processes that are inclusive,
fair, and free from domination. Formal institutions of participatory
collaboration are usually characterized by large asymmetries in prior
organization, knowledge, intensity of interest, and capabilities. These
asymmetries create temptations for advantaged parties to exclude and
subject others, and so fair collaboration is frequently difficult to
achieve. The presence of countervailing power – for example parent
organizations to check school administrators or environmental groups
to balance industrial or development interests – can level some of these
differences and so create conditions for fair collaboration.
Proposition 2. The sources and forms of countervailing power that are
appropriate in collaborative contexts are in general quite different
from those found in adversarial ones. The assertion that countervailing
power is necessary to reap the benefits of collaboration might suggest
that the most promising policy areas for the development of participatory-collaborative institutions would be those adversarial areas in
which substantial countervailing power already exists. This suggestion
may indeed sometimes be correct, but the inference is too quick. Adversarial interest organizations have developed competencies, methods of
organizational maintenance, and mobilization strategies that depend
upon victory in conflict. Participatory collaboration requires organizations with very different skills, sources of support, and bases of
solidarity.
Proposition 3. These two broad varieties of countervailing power –
collaborative and adversarial – are not easily converted from one to the
other. In particular, countervailing power that has been effectively
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organized for adversarial contests cannot easily be redeployed for
collaborative purposes. As we shall see below, powerful organizations
that supply crucial countervailing power in adversarial arenas are
frequently ineffective in collaborative ones. In part due to their
comparative advantages, those organizations thus often oppose reform
programs to move governance from top-down adversarial to participatory-collaborative modes. Mark Sagoff observes, for example,
that the
single issue strategies of many lobbying groups routinely “gridlock” policy
in the Iron Triangle. For these groups, conflict provides the principal
method to deal with issues and mobilize support. Deliberating with others
undermines the group’s mission, which is to press its purpose or concerns as
far as it can in a zero-sum game with its political adversaries . . . When an
interest group joins with its enemies to solve a problem, it loses the purity of
its position; it ceases to be a cause and becomes a committee.14

Proposition 4. The problem of generating countervailing power suitable for collaborative governance is not easily solved through clever
public policies and institutional designs. Typically, even well-designed
collaborative procedures, rules, and regulations will not in and of
themselves yield substantial collaborative countervailing power. Countervailing sources of power usually arise from the polity, outside the
boundaries of the institutions themselves, and their presence is contingent upon capricious factors such as those that give rise to interest
groups, social movements, and lower barriers to collective action generally. Appropriate institutional designs can facilitate the rise and entry
of countervailing voices. However, explanations of their presence and
strength are separate from, though linked to, questions about the shape
of collaborative institutions themselves.

III Applications
To support these propositions we will briefly explore attempts to generate collaborative, participatory forms of governance in four arenas:
civic environmentalism, workplace anti-discrimination strategies,
parental and community engagement in public education, and new
forms of policing. Some of these intersect the case studies in this book
and others are somewhat different. In each case our concern here will
be the interaction between the actual practices in these efforts and the
character of countervailing power in these new governance institutions.
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Civic Environmentalism
Critics of current practices of environmental regulation contend that
top-down, adversarial environmental governance has been dominated
by industrial and environmental special interests. As a result it is excessively conflictual, unresponsive to local needs and priorities, insensitive
to emergent concerns such as those of racial minorities, and incapable
of dealing with the “unfinished business” of non-point source pollution, pollution prevention, and ecosystem integrity.15 Some of these
critics believe that a style of environmentalism that is at once more
local, participatory, focussed on problem-solving, and collaborative –
what they call civic environmentalism – can address many of these difficulties.16 Civic environmentalism covers a wide range of activities
including watershed management and restoration, forest management,
urban planning and redevelopment, agricultural pollution, and community-driven industrial regulation.17 Two prominent experiences
highlight the disputes between civic environmentalists and skeptics of
this novel approach.18
The first comes from the forests in the Sierra Nevada country of California.19 After decades, a familiar struggle between environmentalists
and timber harvesting interests had played itself out to bitter, sometimes violent, conflict in the logging town of Quincy. These conflicts
were compounded by resource management policies of fire suppression
that actually exacerbated the possibilities of devastating conflagration.
After a large fire destroyed a nearby spotted-owl habitat, one resident
environmental activist commented that it “wasn’t loggers versus owls
that was the unresolved issue . . . it was the owls versus fire.”20
A small but diverse group of about twenty individuals – environmentalists, timber businessmen, and local officials – began to meet at a
local library to explore solutions to this triple dilemma of environmental protection, economic development, and forest fires. An expanded
version of this group became known as the Quincy Library Group.
Over several months, the group developed a forest management plan
for some 2.5 million acres around the town that attempted to satisfy all
of the involved interests. For the environmentalists, the plan put one
million roadless acres of forest, much of that old-growth, into a protected status. But the plan would also allow loggers to harvest forty to
sixty thousand acres of dead leaning trees, young ones, and deadwood
on the ground, while protecting larger trees. To control the threat of
fires, the plan provided for loggers to harvest in targeted areas to create
fuel breaks, now called “Defensible Fuel Profile Zones,” that would
use logging to simulate non-human processes of forest thinning.21
National environmental organizations coalesced to oppose the
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Quincy Library Group. This formidable coalition eventually included
the Sierra Club, the Wilderness Society, the Natural Resources Defense
Council, and the Audubon Society. The Quincy Library Group proposal thus created a set battle between the proponents of local, participatory collaborative problem-solving and the nationally organized
adversarial countervailing power of the large environmental interest
groups. Indeed, a local chapter of the Audubon Society actually supported the Quincy Library Group proposal. Its members saw the
actions of the national organization as patronizing, ignorant of local
conditions, and insensitive to place-based attachments.22
Why did national environmental groups reject the possibility that
local environmental collaborative problem-solving groups might contribute to the national interest in environmental protection in this way?
The problem was principally one of power and precedent. Rightly or
not, national organizations felt that environmental interests were more
likely to prevail at the national level rather than in thousands of local
arenas. Sierra Club President McCloskey wrote,
Industry thinks its odds are better in these [participatory collaborative]
forums. It is ready to train its experts in mastering this process. It believes it
can dominate them over time and relieve itself of the burden of tough
national rules. It has ways to generate pressures in communities where it is
strong, which it doesn’t have at the national level.23

From this perspective, Congressional adoption of the Quincy Library
Group plan would set a dangerous precedent for participatory collaboration for the management of national forests. While this particular
plan might work well in the case of Quincy and the surrounding
Plumas, Lassen, and Tahoe National Forests, environmental interests
are less organized or entirely absent in countless other locales. As
precedent, the Quincy plan would be dangerous precisely because of
the absence of countervailing power in other sites where collaboration
might be proposed.
Despite substantial mobilization and objection, the national environmental groups lost in Congress. They were, however, not without
force. Senator Barbara Boxer originally supported the bill, but withdrew due to pressure. In 1998, however, the “Quincy Library Group
Forest Recovery and Economic Stability Act” was incorporated into
the omnibus appropriations for fiscal year 1999.
Figure 11.3 below maps these changes and debates in terms of the
distinctions depicted in figure 11.2 above. The regime of forest policy
determined through centralized interest-group contests and then
enforced by the U.S. Forest Service is squarely in the upper right-hand
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quadrant of adversarial governance backed by the mobilized countervailing power of the large environmental organizations. The large environmental organizations viewed the Quincy plan as precedent for a
broader shift from quadrant II to quadrant III governance: a regime of
largely empty participatory collaboration in thousands of locales without substantial countervailing collaborative power in most of them.
The Quincy Library Group, by contrast, viewed the change as moving
from region II to region IV. The Quincy environmentalists saw themselves as well organized and quite capable of collaborating on fair terms
with other local interests. Enthusiastic observers of the Quincy process
saw it as a harbinger of a larger shift to civic environmental modes of
governance more broadly.24 From this perspective, local environmentalists would rise up to participate in decentralized environmental
problem-solving bodies around forests, watersheds, and industrial
facilities if such opportunities existed (a shift from quadrant II to IV in
figure 11.3).
Critics disagree about whether or not the national environmental
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groups were themselves parochial in failing to recognize the substantial
power and potential of local environmental organizations25 or whether
they were indeed generally correct and that groups like the one in
Quincy were exceptional in their capability and organization.26 Single
local initiatives like the Quincy Library Group plan are likely to arise
where there is already substantial local countervailing power in place.
As such, these initiatives do not test the question posed by McCloskey
and other environmental skeptics of participatory collaboration: if collaboration were to become a more widespread mode of governance,
would industry’s odds improve? Would it dominate over time? To gain
some purchase on this larger question, consider the policy described by
Craig Thomas and Bradley Karkkainen in this volume: habitat conservation planning in the Endangered Species Act.
As Thomas and Karkkainen discuss in their chapters, Habitat
Conservation Plans are very promising from the point of view of proponents of participatory collaboration. However, the quality of participation in plan formulation, plans themselves, and very likely their
implementation, has been quite uneven.27 Very little is known about
the factors that make some HCPs more democratically inclusive and
scientifically rigorous, while others fail. At the local level, a working
hypothesis in line with the argument offered above is that areas with
mobilized environmental interests will have more inclusive and comprehensive habitat conservation plans. Nationally, environmental
organizations have not for the most part mobilized to support habitat conservation planning or effectively lobbied for a vision of habitat
conservation planning that prioritizes environmental interests. Perhaps
as a consequence of this political weakness or inattention, the Department of the Interior has been quite lackadaisical in its efforts to make
the process of habitat conservation planning more participatory and to
monitor plan implementation to assure that they protect endangered
species.
The move from strict ESA enforcement to habitat conservation planning, then, illustrates a shift from a regulatory regime with environmentally mobilized countervailing power and adversarial governance
rules to one with collaboration but little supporting countervailing
power. The price of collaboration without power is evident at both
the national and local levels: weak oversight and procedural structure
at the national center of regulation and lack of environmentalist capacity to utilize plasticity at the local level. The actual outcomes – for
species protection, accountability, and democratic participation –
will continue to fall short of the expectations of its supporters unless
environmental interests mobilize at both the national and local levels.
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Nationally, the regulatory regime will remain ineffective unless it
includes substantial monitoring, information-sharing, and enforcement mechanisms. The plans for particular ecosystems are unlikely
to protect species well or be monitored and enforced unless local
environmental constituencies mobilize and gain the capacities necessary to participate in sophisticated habitat conservation planning
processes.

Second-Generation Workplace Discrimination
Though the problems and policies are a world away, similar governance shifts and disputes have characterized the field of workplace
anti-discrimination. The familiar public strategies for ending employer
racial and gender-based discrimination grew out of the hot social
movements of the 1950s and 1960s. This “first generation” of antidiscrimination law resulted from adversarial struggles that pressed the
state to deploy its resources against employers who egregiously violated norms of fairness and equity. The discrimination that these laws
sought to stop was clear, intentional, and well established. The laws
themselves were forceful, simple, and top-down in formulation and
implementation. Some of these laws prohibited employers from engaging in forms of intentional discrimination such as exclusionary testing
and using irrelevant characteristics such as race and gender in hiring
and promotion decisions. Others required employers to adopt affirmative measures to desegregate workplaces, provide back pay to those
who have been discriminated against, and seek employees from
excluded communities.
These measures have been effective in stemming the most blatant
kinds of racial and gender discrimination. However, this strategy has
its limitations. In particular, many contemporary forms of discrimination and harassment are subtler than those of the first generation. They
stem from complex patterns of individual interaction and organizational culture rather than explicit and deliberate bias. Susan Sturm, one
of the closest analysts of this “second-generation discrimination,” puts
it this way:
Exclusion increasingly results not from an intentional effort to formally
exclude, but rather as a byproduct of ongoing interactions shaped by the
structures of day-to-day decisionmaking and workplace relationships. The
glass ceiling remains a barrier for women and people of color largely
because of patterns of interaction, informal norms, networking, training,
mentoring, and evaluation . . .
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Claims of hostile workplace environment, exclusionary subjective
employment practices, and glass ceilings are, by their nature, complex.
Their complexity lies in multiple conceptions and causes of harm, the interactive and contextual character of the injury, the blurriness of the
boundaries between legitimate and wrongful conduct . . . This complexity
resists definition and resolution through across-the-board, relatively specific
commands and an after-the-fact enforcement mechanism.28

The inability of traditional top-down measures to meet these challenges
has led to the proliferation of participatory-collaborative antidiscrimination measures. Rather than follow rigid legal prescriptions
or prohibitions against clear discriminatory action, many employers
have embarked on intensive problem-solving efforts to identify and
root out subtle causes of discrimination and hostility in workplaces and
to increase the diversity of workforces. These programs often involve
not only human resource professionals, outside diversity consultants,
and training providers, but also directly engage employees of all kinds.
Those workers, after all, know best the subtle patterns of human interaction, corporate culture, and workplace practice that generate hostile
environments and discriminatory outcomes in their workplaces. For
example, Sturm describes how Deloitte and Touche created ongoing
participatory task forces to investigate the gender gap in hiring and promotion. After many of the recommendations of these committees were
incorporated into management practice throughout the company, the
percentage of female senior managers and partners increased dramatically, and the company-wide turnover rate dropped for both men and
women.29
These participatory-collaborative strategies to solve workplace
problems of diversity and discrimination have many advantages over
conventional top-down, adversarial approaches. They utilize the highly
contextual knowledge of workers in particular employment settings.
They harness the affirmative energies of management and workforce in
ways that commanding legislation could never do. They reach deeply
into realms that are impenetrable for conventional regulation, yet
central to second-generation discrimination: seemingly innocuous
details of management policies and practices, corporate cultures, and
the minutiae of human interaction at work.
Despite these advantages, critics who are at home with the adversarial approach have been less enthusiastic about shifting to a regime
that encourages participatory-collaborative solutions to harassment
and discrimination. For every Deloitte and Touche, there may be many
more employers whose primary motivation is to avoid legal liability
rather than seriously address second-generation discrimination. As an
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alternative to more adversarial and commanding legal forms, a regulatory and governance regime that emphasizes management-centered
collaborative problem-solving may create the space for such employers
to avoid responsibility for harassing behavior. Susan Bisom-Rapp, for
example, argues that the contemporary jurisprudence around sexual
harassment and racial discrimination creates a liability shield for
employers who take two affirmative steps: creating a grievance procedure and offering diversity training programs.30 These two measures,
by themselves, do little to address second-generation discrimination
and pale in comparison to robust participatory collaboration.
The structure of concrete alternative approaches to discrimination
and the debates surrounding the wisdom of those alternatives closely
resemble developments in environmental regulation discussed above.
First-generation, top-down regulatory strategies motivated by adversarial social movements made enormous progress against the problems
they sought to address: explicit and egregious forms of racial and
sexual discrimination (a shift from quadrant I to II in figure 11.4). They
have been, however, much less effective against the more subtle forms
of second-generation discrimination. The emerging alternative of participatory collaboration between managers and employees offers an
attractive solution. As with the Quincy Library Group, the benefits of
this strategy are manifest where conditions are favorable, as they were
with the supportive management at Deloitte and Touche. The current
governance regime is highly permissive, and so includes both those
firms who develop impressive programs to address second-generation
discrimination and those who enact the bare minimum necessary to
construct legal shields (a shift from quadrant II to III in figure 11.4).
As a general strategy of regulation that governs not only enthusiastic
firms but also recalcitrant ones, then, the wisdom of participatory collaboration is uncertain. Increased countervailing power to confront the
reluctant employers would certainly be necessary to press them to
move from minimal grievance and education procedures to innovative
participatory collaboration around diversity and discrimination issues.
Countervailing power might come in the form of judicial standards
that require employers to adopt more pro-active, less minimal, antidiscrimination programs in order to reduce their liability or laws that
press judges to enact such standards. They might also come in the form
of social movement organizations, professional groups, and other
intermediary associations that press employers to explore these novel
approaches and help to implement them.31 This unrealized possibility
is depicted as region IV of figure 11.4.
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Figure 11.4 Racial and Gendered Employment Discrimination

Parental and Community Engagement in Public Education
Contending reforms in public education can also be fruitfully mapped
along these dimensions of participatory collaboration and countervailing power. The long development of public education systems lies
squarely in the bureaucratic ideal type of organizations that are
managed in top-down fashion and insulated from countervailing
power and public influence generally: the upper left-hand region of
figure 11.5 (see page 277).32 In many school systems, interest groups
such as teachers’ unions join professional educators and school boards
in governing the schools system. These arrangements generate captured policy subsystems depicted as (ii) in region I of figure 11.5.
Criticisms of these policy subsystems abound, as do suggestions for
how public education might be made more effective, fair, and accountable. Reform proposals occupy all four quadrants of the policy matrix
in figure 11.5.
As with anti-discrimination in employment contexts, the most familiar strategies to address racial and economic disparities in public education follow the classic civil rights strategy of mobilizing adversarial
countervailing power – either through grass-roots support or litigious
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strategies – followed by top-down legal or policy mandates to establish
fairness. These strategies are depicted in the upper right-hand corner of
figure 11.5. Such strategies include court-ordered desegregation decisions, federal education equity cases, and then a host of court decisions
rooted in the constitutions of individual states that attempt to level
public education spending across rich and poor districts. Though legal
decisions receive the bulk of media and scholarly attention, grass-roots
advocacy campaigns for school equity and access comprise another
important set of adversarial, top-down, strategies. Community organizations such as the Texas IAF and Oakland Community Organizations,
for example, frequently mobilize to support increasing public education investment in poor areas.33
Though these active adversarial strategies have importantly increased educational opportunities of minority and poor children, they
cannot reach into the organization and practices of schools themselves.
Problems of education are not limited to resource deficiencies and
invidious exclusions, but also include defects in school management,
instruction, curriculum, governance, and community integration. As
an alternative to top-down reform strategies, some reformers have
urged varieties of participatory collaboration that aim to improve
school performance by involving those most closely associated with
students: their teachers and parents.
The best of these efforts combine participatory collaboration with
countervailing parental and community power (depicted in the lower
right-hand quadrant of figure 11.5). Sometimes, as with the Chicago
School reforms described in chapter 4, these reforms are institutionalized into formal governance procedures. Though these reforms were
intended to create robust collaboration between parents and professional educators, the Chicago experience illustrates many of the
difficulties of participatory collaboration. Principals and school
administrators sought to protect their professional prerogatives and
spheres of insular control. Furthermore, leaders of the school system
and City Hall were ambivalent regarding participatory collaboration.
As a result, Local School Councils and their community-based supporters struggled with hostile central school administrators in a series
of administrative street-fights over formal authority and informal
control between 1995 and 2000. Though particular leaders at the top
of the Chicago Public Schools rejected collaboration between 1995 and
2000, not all administrators share this disposition. By mid 2002, the
CPS leadership indicated a desire for more cooperative arrangements,
and these attitudes may yet be translated into action.
The faith that drove the Chicago school reform movement was that
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residents would be willing and able to participate in the complicated
business of educational governance if only the opportunities were
available to them. Community organizing projects in education reform
frequently aim toward the same end of participatory collaboration, but
begin from the opposite premise. For them, large institutional reforms
like the Chicago local school councils cannot succeed without first
developing the interests and abilities of individual parents, teachers,
and principals.
The Texas Interfaith Alliance Schools project offers one of the most
successful examples of this type of collaborative school organizing.34
Closely associated with Ernesto Cortes and the Texas Industrial Areas
Foundation, the Alliance Schools Project consists of some ninety
schools across Texas. In those schools, organizers have developed finely
tuned strategies that link parents to teachers in resource-intensive
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efforts to improve schools in widely ranging dimensions that include
instruction, school safety, physical plant, educational mission, equity,
and access to further educational opportunities. By most accounts from
close observers, the Alliance Schools project is highly effective in fostering collaboration between parents and educators at individual schools
in ways that fundamentally transform the organizational cultures in
these schools and make possible deep and innovative reforms.
Another example comes from Oakland, California, where an educational reform initiative combines the bottom-up school organizing of
the Alliance Schools with Chicago-style institutional reforms. In 1999,
the Oakland Unified School District joined with the Oakland Community Organization (OCO) – a grass-roots organizing entity affiliated
with the Pacific Institute for Community Organizing – and the Bay
Area Coalition for Equitable Schools (BayCES) – a non-governmental
group with substantial education reform expertise. This tripartite partnership launched an initiative that will create ten small schools in
low-income Latino, Asian-American, and African-American neighborhoods. In each of these schools, BayCES will bring crucial expertise
regarding instruction and curriculum while OCO will help develop
community and parental engagement and support. For its part, the district hopes to improve the system both by beginning with these ten
schools and by learning lessons from their experience. This partnership
is a city-wide collaborative governance effort that attempts to create
high-performing small schools in which organized parents – schoollevel countervailing power – collaborate with self-selected public
school teachers and principals.
These three cases – the Chicago school reform, the Texas Interfaith
Schools Project, and the Oakland school innovations – show how wellorganized parent and community-based countervailing power can
operate through different paths and grow from different origins to
sustain participatory collaboration in educational governance.
The New Policing
In a path of development that follows public school systems, big city
police organizations converged on the corporate model of hierarchical,
professional, and politically insulated bureaucracy in the first part of
the twentieth century. These methods, combined with other criminal
justice policies such as stricter sentencing and anti-drug offensives,
have generated a wave of criticisms from within policing and outside of
it. Skeptics charge that policing, sentencing, and incarceration practices
fail dismally on two of their central objectives: keeping neighborhoods
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safe and treating individuals with respect and dignity. With some veracity, Roberto Unger once described the American criminal justice
system as a mechanism for deciding which members of the underclass
to incarcerate. One might think this repression, as horrible as it is for
particular individuals and society as whole, would at least yield the
benefit of making neighborhoods, especially “underclass” neighborhoods, safer. But, for a variety of well-known reasons, modern policing
has failed in this regard as well.35
These two branches of the problem have spurred separate reform
movements. Traditional progressive movements have focussed on large
and small structural inequities in criminal justice policy and organization and used traditional methods of adversarial social mobilization to
reform those institutions. Prisoners’ rights movements belong in this
broad category, as do those who advocate less investment in prison
construction and more in education, and those who press for centralized community review boards to check abuses of police power. These
adversarial movements tend to be rigid in how they frame political
issues and mobilize political support, and in their policy demands.
Techniques for this mobilization often involve constructing an image of
the state, or that part of it involved in criminal justice, as incorrigible
and inherently repressive or racist.
A second response has been to introduce the mechanisms of participatory collaboration into policing. Chapter 4 of this volume describes
the participatory variant of community policing in Chicago, where residents regularly join with police in deliberating public safety problems
and solving them together.36 Despite its attractive features and successes, the experience of community policing in Chicago illustrates the
problem of countervailing power in collaborative governance. Though
strong community organizations moved the original institutional
design of Chicago community policing in a participatory direction, the
Mayor and police department eventually moved to exclude those organizations. Like the Chicago school reform experience, police and
politicians were uncomfortable with a mode of collaboration in which
community organizations possessed substantial countervailing power
and used it to challenge their institutional and professional prerogatives. The quality of deliberation and problem-solving in neighborhood
community beat meetings has likely suffered from this exclusion in two
respects. Community organizations had provided substantial facilitation and training to residents, and so those capacities are in shorter
supply. Furthermore, community organizers are less easily intimidated
by police officers than many community residents. They thus checked
police authority and domination in neighborhood discussions and
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helped to build the self-confidence of residents so that they themselves
could provide this source of countervailing power. Absent the contribution of community-based organizations, many residents are less likely
to press their distinctive priorities or offer their own solutions to local
problems. More generally, weak social movement involvement in citylevel reforms to policing means that police professionals determine the
substantive focus of community policing. Consequently, community
policing is usually “about” public safety understood in fairly narrow
terms, and that the solutions to it employ relatively conventional police
methods.

IV Redeploying Adversarial Countervailing Power in
Collaborative Contexts
If what we have said so far is correct, the prospects for sustainable,
meaningful empowered participatory governance and other forms of
participatory collaboration are fairly dismal in the absence of robust
countervailing power. Where is this countervailing power going
to come from? One possibility is that it may be generated by a simple
redeployment of adversarial countervailing power. Substantial organizations representing disadvantaged interests contest policy in environment, civil rights, labor, and many other areas. Though most of these
organizations have developed in sharply adversarial governance contexts, they would seem to be the most promising source of collaborative
countervailing power. Might their resources be redeployed to support
disadvantaged interests in participatory-collaborative forms of governance? Unfortunately, three general barriers prevent the smooth conversion of adversarial countervailing power to collaborative forms.
Compared to adversarial organizations, collaborative groups typically
operate at incompatible scales, require distinctive competencies, and
build upon very different cognitive frames and sources of solidarity.
The first mismatch concerns political scale. In top-down, adversarial
governance systems, groups are organized to engage at centralized
points of decision-making. By contrast, collaborative countervailing
organizations must operate at very local levels and at larger scales of
political decision. This difference of operational scale grows naturally
from the distinctive logics of top-down and participatory governance.
In the former, groups primarily aim to influence high-level policy and
legislation and consider the challenges of administration to be secondary. The contemporary environmental movement perhaps best
illustrates this pattern. Those groups are well organized – through
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Washington offices, lobbying capabilities, networks of allies and contacts, and campaign strategies – to influence national regulations
around air and water quality, land management, endangered species
protection, and the like. When civic environmentalists argue that local
participation, information, and engagement will make environmental
policy more just and effective, national organizations are simply not
organized to support, much less lead, these local efforts.
A second mismatch concerns organizational competencies. Adversarial countervailing organizations aim to influence peak policy and
legislative decisions, and their competencies flow from this aim. Some
pursue narrow strategies of communication, information provision,
and persuasion. Others, such as social movement organizations,
attempt to mobilize broad popular support and pressure. Whereas
these strategies require a variety of capacities that sway policy-makers,
participatory collaboration requires competencies of problem-solving
and implementation. Habitat conservation planning and the Quincy
Library Group plan for forest management raised thorny political challenges, but these collaborative governance experiences also required
participants to have deep local knowledge, ecological expertise, and
analytic capacities. Similarly, adversarial education and police reform
organizations are skilled at pressuring or persuading top administrators, municipal legislators, and city halls. Participatory collaboration,
however, requires organizations that can facilitate close problemsolving with individual principals, teachers, and police officers on the
beat. As with the problem of scale mismatch, adversarial countervailing organizations would have to acquire entirely new kinds of
organizational competencies in order to function effectively in collaborative governance arrangements.
Third, differences in constructions of political meaning and psychological sources of solidarity also prevent adversarial countervailing
organizations from redeploying their powers to support collaboration. Recent work in the sociology of social movements has stressed
the importance of cognitive factors such as the construction of
meaning and issue framing in processes of political mobilization.37
Social movements overcome apathy and barriers to collective action in
part by constructing “shared understandings of some condition or situation they define as in need of change.”38 In the case of adversarial
countermovements and organizations, these understandings involve
narratives of inequity and disrespect – “injustice frames” – that generate common diagnoses (diagnostic framing), approaches to solutions
(prognostic framing), and reasons for action (motivational framing).39
Many adversarial groups and their constituencies embrace cognitive
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frames that do not lend themselves to collaborative problem-solving
approaches. These frames can unambiguously assign culpability
(e.g. an authoritarian city government and police department),
depict Manichean protagonists and antagonists (e.g. brutal police officers and defenseless youth), and prescribe simple and direct policy
solutions.
Participatory collaboration, by contrast, requires much less rigid
diagnostic, prognostic, and therefore motivational cognitive frames.
Decentralized governance activities around public safety, education,
ecosystem management, and second-generation discrimination aim in
large measure to discover and test hypotheses about the complex
causes of public problems and create, on the fly, locally tailored solutions to those problems. Rigid diagnoses and prognostications inhibit
this flexible problem-solving. Furthermore, participatory collaboration frequently depends upon sustained and deep cooperation between
diverse parties such as police officers and minority residents, parents
and educators, workers and managers, and environmentalists and
developers. “Injustice frames” that demonize or recriminate adversaries again obstruct such joint action. In order to provide
countervailing power for collaborative governance, many adversarial
organizations would be required to dramatically transform the cognitive frames through which they understand the political world,
articulate solutions to the urgent problems in it, and mobilize support
for themselves and for social change more broadly. Unsurprisingly,
many adversarial organizations resist such revolutionary transformations. They not only erode bases of solidarity and support, but also call
into question the deep purposes of leaders and the very reasons that
those organizations exist.

V Sources of Collaborative Countervailing Power
In most participatory-collaborative governance arrangements, then,
countervailing power will not grow easily from either supportive
public policies or existing adversarial organizations. Are there more
likely sources of collaborative countervailing power? Here we must be
more speculative. Contemporary forms of participatory collaboration
are fairly young, and so most practitioners and scholars in this area
have focussed on institutional analysis rather than upon the political
and social conditions that are necessary for these institutions to
operate fairly and effectively. Tentatively, then, consider three potential
paths to the generation of collaborative countervailing power: local
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adversarial organizations, political parties, and larger social movement
organizations.
Though neither ubiquitous nor dominant, the strongest forms of
collaborative countervailing power in the experiences described in
section III above came from locally organized adversarial entities. For
example, indigenously local rather than nationally affiliated environmental groups engaged developers and industrial interests in the forest
management and habitat conservation programs. In cases of participatory collaboration in public services – education and policing –
coalitions of neighborhood groups and their city-level umbrella organizations provided some countervailing force against city government.
Generally, locally organized entities can shift more easily from adversarial to collaborative modes of participation. Unlike their national
counterparts, they do not suffer from scale-mismatch; most are already
organized for action at the levels of government and society most
appropriate for decentralized problem-solving. In part because they act
at this scale, adversarial groups frequently also possess some of the
organizational competencies necessary to participate in collaborative
governance. For example, they have deep local knowledge of the particular environmental, educational, and economic challenges in their
communities. Many already engage in direct service provision, and so
are familiar with the details and difficulties of implementing programs.
When local groups make demands upon public or private entities, these
demands often concern inclusion and representation in governance and
problem-solving. They frequently demand to be allowed to collaborate
rather than pressing for specific policy solutions. Cress and Snow
report, for example, that one of the major demands of homelessness
prevention social movement organizations is to be represented on the
boards and bodies that make and implement local policies in this
area.40
Perhaps the cognitive issues of framing and psychological sources of
solidarity and motivation present the greatest obstacle to participating
in collaborative governance for local adversarial organizations. Like
their national counterparts, local frames of political understanding frequently rely upon unambiguous narratives of injustice and culpability.
Such frames lead participants to be suspicious – often for good reasons
– of proposals for collaboration. Nevertheless, some of the most innovative and successful local organizing entities have developed alternative
frames that capaciously include both adversarial and collaborative
strategies. For example, Mark Warren describes how the Texas Industrial Areas Foundation moved beyond Alinskyite understandings and
strategies to develop a less myopic organizing approach that stressed
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common values and allowed for constructive engagement.41 This
approach grounded the participatory-collaborative school organizing
strategy of the Interfaith Alliance described above. Similarly, the
Oakland Community Organization has used tactics of disruption and
protest to secure increased funding for schools in poor neighborhoods
while simultaneously engaging in partnership with the educational
administration to participate in the governance of some of those
schools. Though not without difficulty, they have developed political
frames and narratives that understand both kinds of tactics as stemming from a common approach to building constructive power and
organizing defective social institutions.
As a general matter, however, local adversarial organizations are
strong in some areas and weak in others. Broadly imposing structures
of collaborative governance will, as we have seen in the case of habitat
conservation planning, create opportunities for some of these groups,
but may also produce many other venues in which, in the assessment of
environmental leader Michael McCloskey, industry has better odds.
A second source of more reaching countervailing power may come
from political leaders who view participatory collaboration as good
politics as well as good policy. A politician or party might champion
policies that open top-down agencies, create venues for popular voice
and problem-solving, and so attempt to reap the democratic and technical benefits commonly attributed to participatory collaboration. In
doing so, he or she may construct constituencies of beneficiaries from
the policies, who in turn support the officials who championed them.
Such a politician or party would irritate administrators and entrenched
interests, but that would be the price of generating participatorypopulist support. In a tepid version of this strategy, Chicago Mayor
Richard M. Daley strongly supported the city’s community policing
program. A fully blown example of this path to countervailing power
comes from outside the borders of the United States. Chapters 2 and 3
above illustrate how left political parties in Porto Alegre, Brazil, and
Kerela, India campaigned to implement participatory governance and
provided effective countervailing power for activists involved in the
process.
Perhaps more squarely within the boundaries of the American political imagination, a third path to collaborative countervailing power lies
in the slow transformation of traditional adversarial organizations.
The barriers outlined above are formidable, but perhaps not insuperable, for some large interest groups and social movement organizations.
The large labor unions, the NAACP, some women’s organizations, and
some environmental organizations have both national offices and local
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affiliates. The barriers of scale and competence will be lower for organizations with local affiliates that exercise the autonomy and possess
the kinds of capability that are common in local adversarial organizations. The perennial conflicts over local autonomy versus national
mission that occur in labor, environmental, and other movements has
taken on a new dimension with the emergence of participatory collaboration as a mode of governance.
The chorus of support in favor of participatory collaboration is
growing. Its natural constituents are local organizations, such as the
civic environmentalists in Quincy, California and the environmental
justice movement, the more energetic locals and County Labor Councils in organized labor, and local civil rights and racial justice organizations. Pressed from below by these sources and perhaps also by the
disappointments of their own approaches, leaders of national adversarial organizations may eventually accept the limitations of top-down
governance strategies. When they do so, they may begin to make the
difficult transformations of scale, competence, and political framing
necessary for them to become effective actors in participatory collaborative governance schemes.

VII Conclusion
Across a vast range of policy questions, both proponents of participatory collaboration and its critics are united by a set of deep
commitments to democratic government and social justice. They are
divided principally regarding the means with which these general goals
are best realized. The gulf between them, however, is deeper than most
strategic disagreements, for it concerns the very structure and institutions of governance and politics. Most of the work in political science
and sociology is not terribly helpful in bridging that gulf. As has been
oft noted but seldom addressed, the former focusses on formal avenues
of participation and influence – voting and interest groups – usually in
centralized venues while social movements scholars in the latter discipline focus squarely on informal methods such as protest and
disruption.42 Participatory collaboration lies between these two
domains, and so has largely escaped the analytic gaze of social scientists. As a consequence, there are few conclusive findings regarding the
operations, outcomes, or even prevalence of this emergent governance
mode.
Proponents and critics have thus relied upon their intuitions to guide
them regarding crucial points of disagreement such as the role and
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potential for collaborative countervailing power. Many proponents of
participatory collaboration have ignored asymmetric power and so
implicitly supposed that power can be bracketed away and is therefore
unimportant in these venues. Others embrace a naive pluralism that
supposes that interests are all sufficiently well resourced and organized
to participate and that none will be systematically excluded. Critics,
many of whom have studied or worked in contexts of top-down adversarial governance, frequently make the opposite but equally naive supposition. They recognize that collective action problems are extremely
difficult to overcome and robust organizations hard to build. They see
the impossibility of constructing countervailing power in locales where
it is weak or absent. They consequently reject participatory collaborative governance from the fear that it will bring local domination and
co-optation.
The best prospects for participatory collaboration lie between these
extremes. Critics should recognize first that, whatever their other failings, the emergent governance structures offer possibilities of solving
complex problems that are unavailable to top-down methods. Conversely, proponents should acknowledge that many of these benefits fail
to accrue in the absence of sufficient countervailing collaborative power.
With these common understandings, both can begin the hard work of
understanding the roles, forms, and sources of political power in the distinctive structure and politics of empowered participatory governance.
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